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Preface

The purpose of this Special Issue was to bring together research and review papers on the use of

radiopharmaceuticals in drug development.

Labeling a potential drug with a radionuclide for imaging and injecting radiopharmaceuticals

into animals or humans can immediately provide information about the in vivo destiny of the

compound through the application of PET or SPECT scanners. Does a radioactive drug accumulate

in the site where the drug is supposed to have its effect or does it not reach the target organ or

tumor at all? If radionuclides are employed throughout the whole process of developing new drugs,

especially if the results are negative and the potential drug can be discarded early on in the process,

considerable effort and money can be saved. An alternative way of obtaining information about the

in vivo destiny/effect of a potential drug is to imagine, for example, a target organ or a tumor with

radiopharmaceuticals before and after treatment with a drug. This technique will most likely become

widespread when it comes to personalized medicine when a scan with a radiopharmaceutical can

be used to determine whether a certain drug has its desired effect or if the physician has to employ

another method of treatment.

Determining how a drug is metabolized is an integrated part of drug development. Labeling

a drug with a radionuclide and providing it with a radioactive tag can help in subsequently

determining its location and quantifying metabolites. If the metabolites can be extracted, the solutions

can be examined by means of common analytical measurements.

Using ionizing radiation in the treatment of tumors is also an application for

radiopharmaceuticals which is expected to expand greatly in the years to come. By labeling

a specific compound with a radionuclide used for diagnostics, we can determine whether it

accumulates in the tumor. The same compound is thereafter combined with a radionuclide for

treatment.

This Special Issue contains seven original research papers, one communication, and two reviews,

all within the area of radiopharmaceuticals in drug development.

Svend Borup Jensen

Editor
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Abstract: Changes in the expression of 7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors ( 7 nAChRs) in 
the human brain are widely assumed to be associated with neurological and neurooncological 
processes. Investigation of these receptors in vivo depends on the availability of imaging 
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agents such as radioactively labelled ligands applicable in positron emission tomography 
(PET). We report on a series of new ligands for 7 nAChRs designed by the combination of 
dibenzothiophene dioxide as a novel hydrogen bond acceptor functionality with 
diazabicyclononane as an established cationic center. To assess the structure-activity 
relationship (SAR) of this new basic structure, we further modified the cationic center 
systematically by introduction of three different piperazine-based scaffolds. Based on 
in vitro binding affinity and selectivity, assessed by radioligand displacement studies at 
different rat and human nAChR subtypes and at the structurally related human 5-HT3 
receptor, we selected the compound 7-(1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonan-4-yl)-2-fluorodibenzo-
[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (10a) for radiolabeling and further evaluation in vivo. 
Radiosynthesis of [18F]10a was optimized and transferred to an automated module. Dynamic 
PET imaging studies with [18F]10a in piglets and a monkey demonstrated high uptake of 
radioactivity in the brain, followed by washout and target-region specific accumulation under 
baseline conditions. Kinetic analysis of [18F]10a in pig was performed using a two-tissue 
compartment model with arterial-derived input function. Our initial evaluation revealed that 
the dibenzothiophene-based PET radioligand [18F]10a ([18F]DBT-10) has high potential to 
provide clinically relevant information about the expression and availability of 7 nAChR in 
the brain. 

Keywords: 7 nAChR; pharmacophore; positron emission tomography; neuroimaging; 
fluorine-18 

1. Introduction

The long-standing interest in molecular imaging of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) is
driven by findings from preclinical and clinical studies, which have demonstrated that dysfunction of 
neuronal nAChRs is involved in the pathophysiology of many disorders [1]. The nAChRs are a 
superfamily of ligand-gated ion channels that consist of a pentamer of protein subunits. In the 
mammalian brain, different subunits assemble with much diversity; however, the 7 and 4 2 nAChR 
subtypes predominate [2]. The 7 subunit is highly expressed in the hippocampus and hypothalamus, as 
well as in cell types where receptor-mediated ion currents have not been reported. Therefore, 

7 nAChR-mediated effects such as cognitive enhancement [3] may depend on the ionotropic signaling 
while other effects may be independent of ion-channel currents [4]. Altered functional availability of 7 
nAChR has been implicated in a number of diseases of the human central nervous system (CNS), 
including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia and autism, as well as in lung cancer and 
heart disease [5]. With highly selective ligands, 7 nAChRs are approachable targets not only for 
therapeutic interventions, but also for non-invasive imaging such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET), 
which can be used to investigate disease pathophysiology in vivo and support drug development. 

While the cationic pharmacophore sufficient for full activation of all neuronal nAChRs is the 
tetramethylammonium cation, several 7 nAChR selective motifs have been identified based on the 
observation that an additional hydroxyl group present in choline or quinuclidinol activates largely the 
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homomeric 7 but not the heteromeric nAChRs [6]. So far, at least nine structurally related families of 
high-affinity small-molecule ligands of the 7 nAChR have been characterized [6,7], including 
anabaseine-, pyrrolidine-, and diazabicyclononane-based PET radiotracers such as [11C]GTS-21 [8], 
[11C]A-844606 and [11C]A-582941 [9], [11C]CHIBA-1001 [10], [11C]NS14492 [11], [18F]NS10743 [12] 
and [18F]NS14490 [13]. Recent progress in 7 nAChR PET imaging comes from the discovery of the 

7 nAChR selective binding of the antiviral interferon inducer tilorone [14], containing a tricyclic 
fluorenone nucleus. Further structural modification by replacing this fluorenone moiety with 
dibenzothiophene sulfone as alternative hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA) functionality and introduction 
of 1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane as cationic center resulted in a novel compound with markedly 
increased binding affinity for 7 nAChR (Ki = 56 nM for tilorone and 0.023 nM for compound 48,  
Figure 1, A1) [15]. This discovery by Schrimpf et al., in 2012 prompted us to develop a series of novel 
derivatives as references for 18F-labeled ligands of 7 nAChRs and to further investigate the SAR of this 
new pharmacophore. At the time of working on the radiolabeling of the most promising ligand for PET 
imaging studies [16], researchers from the Johns Hopkins University had successfully completed the 
radiosynthetic work on respective ligands [17]. While the evaluation of the resulting [18F]ASEM in 
baboons and humans was published [18–20], we felt encouraged by the inherent potential of the Abbott 
lead structure to continue our research on 18F-labelled diazabicyclononane-containing 7 nAChR 
ligands [16,21] by modifying both the HBA functionality and the cationic center. 

Besides the elaboration of a more effective approach towards compound [18F]10a ([18F]DBT-10), 
which we have selected for further development [16] and is identical to compound [18F]7c reported by 
Gao et al. [17], we have synthesized a series of derivatives of this lead structure to further analyze 
structural elements that determine the affinity of potential 7 nAChR ligands to other pentameric 
ligand-gated ion channels such as heteromeric nicotinic or 5-HT3 receptors. It has been shown previously 
that the affinity for 4 2 nAChR of dibenzothiophene-diazabicyclononanes (e.g., [18F]ASEM,  
Ki = 562 nM [17]) is notably higher than that of oxadiazolyl-substituted diazabicyclononanes (e.g., 
[18F]NS10743 Ki > 10 M [12]). Therefore, we replaced the cationic center with alternative tertiary 
amine motifs. Insertion of three different diazabicycloalkanes resulted in N-methyl-substituted 
derivatives of the ethylene- and propylene-bridged piperazines diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane and 
diazabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane, respectively [22,23]. 

Figure 1. Structures of recent 7 nAChR ligands. Four examples of bicyclic amines coupled 
to dibenzothiophene sulfone (A) [15], a tropane derived compound (B) [24] and a 
propylene-bridged N-methylpiperazine (C) [25] are shown. 
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Previous reports have also shown that structural changes on the amino side chain (cationic center) of 
a given aromatic unit may affect the binding profile with respect to 7/ 4 2 nAChR affinity [26,27]. 
Furthermore, a small series of bicyclic amines coupled to dibenzothiophene sulfone, including chiral 
quinuclidines (Figure 1, A3 and A4) and a fused azetidine (3,6-diazabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane) (Figure 1,A2) 
have been investigated by Schrimpf et al. [15]. In addition to nitrogen bridgeheaded aza- or diazabicylic 
molecules derived from quinuclidine or diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane, several alkylene bridged piperidines 
(e.g., tropane derivatives such as tropisetron [24]) or piperazines (e.g., N-methyl-3-azagranatanine 
derivative such as NS12857 [25]) have been identified as potent 7 nAChR selective ligands (Figure 1B,C). 
Considering this, we were inspired to prepare a small series of fluorinated dibenzothiophene sulfones 
with a set of (three) differently arranged piperazine-based diazabicyclic scaffolds. 

To test for the effect of the designed structural modifications and to evaluate the target selectivity of 
potential 7 nAChR imaging probes, the binding affinities of all fluoro-substituted derivatives for the 
human 7 nAChR, as well as the three most important subtypes of heteromeric nAChRs (human 4 2, 
human 3 4, and rat 6 2*) and the structurally similar 5-HT3 receptor, were determined. For the most 
suitable ligand 10a, a radiolabeling procedure was developed and successfully implemented, then 
subsequently optimized and transferred to a fully automated setup. Finally, the pharmacokinetics of 
[18F]10a was evaluated in both piglets and monkey by dynamic PET scans under baseline and 
blocking conditions. 

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Chemistry 

2.1.1. Rationale 

1,4-Diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-substituted dibenzothiophene sulfone 10 was found to have exceptional 
high affinity for 7 nAChR and effective brain uptake [15,17]. This prompted us to develop novel 
derivatives as candidates for 18F-labeled ligands and to further investigate the SAR of this new 
pharmacophore (Table 1). 

Initially, the three fluoro-substituted 1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-containing derivatives 10a–c 
were designed. While 10a and 10b are identical to compounds 7c and 7a, respectively, recently 
published by Gao et al. [17], the isomer 10c has not been described so far. To gain further insight into 
the SAR of dibenzothiophene-based scaffolds we embarked on the synthesis of a second series of 
compounds. Previous results on the systematic side chain rigidification have highlighted the importance 
of conformational restriction of the aminocycle for high 7 selectivity [15]. Since the tropane core has 
been identified as a structural motif that could provide this selectivity [4,6] it was of interest to include 
a set of three tropane-like diamines into the synthetic plan. With the carbon atom replaced at position 3 
both in tropane and in N-methylgranatanine [28] by an nitrogen atom, the resulting secondary amino 
group of each N-methyl piperazine building block could serve as position of attachment to the tricyclic 
arene system. 

4
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Table 1. Structures of fluoro-substituted dibenzothiophene-based ligands for 7 nAChR. 

Compound R X1 X2 X3

10 H H H 

10a H F H 

10b F H H 

10c H H F 

12a H F H 

12b F H H 

13b F H H 

14b F H H 

Four novel fluorine-substituted derivatives were envisioned, in which the homopiperazine-based 
1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane was replaced by conformationally restricted piperazine-based 
substituents, bridged by either ethylene (8-methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane = azatropane (13b), 3-
methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane (14b)) or propylene units (9-methyl-3,9-diazabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane = 
N-methyl-3-azagranatanine (12a,b)) [22].

2.1.2. Synthesis of 7 nAChR Ligands 

Dibenzo[b,d]thiophene (1a) and dibenzo[b,d]thiophene 4-boronic acid (1b) served as starting 
materials for the synthesis of dibenzo[b,d]thiophene-5,5-dioxides functionalized in the para- (Scheme 1) 
or ortho- position (Scheme 2) to the sulfone group. The final coupling to the N-atom of a diazabicyclic 
moiety was performed at position 7 or 3 of the respective tricyclic scaffold to afford the potential 7 
nAChR ligands 10, 10a–c, 12a,b, 13b, and 14b, as shown in Table 1. 

5
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 3-bromo dibenzothiophene intermediates 3, 6a, 8a and 8c.  
Reagents and conditions: (a) H2O2 (50%), HOAc, 120 °C, 5 h, 97% for 2 and 96% for 5a  
(b) NBS, conc. H2SO4, r.t., 24 h, 44% for 3, 64% for 6a, 46% for 8c, and 18% for 8d;
(c) HNO3 (65%), HOAc, 20–40 °C, 24 h, 26% for 4a; (d) TMAF·4 H2O, cyclohexane/DMSO,

, 6 h (azeotropic drying with separation of H2O), compound 5a or compound 6a, 95 °C,
5 h, 75% for 7a and 74% for 8a.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of 3-bromo dibenzothiophene intermediates 6b and 8b. Reagents and 
conditions: (a) tert-butyl nitrite, MeCN, 55 °C, 24 h, mixture of 4/4b (~88:12); (b) H2O2 
(50%), HOAc, 120 °C, 5 h, 72% (two steps); (c) NBS, conc. H2SO4, r.t., 24 h, 78%; 
(d) TMAF·4H2O, cyclohexane/DMSO, 6 h (azeotropic drying with separation of H2O),
compound 6b, 95 °C, 5 h, 73%.

Synthesis of Bromo Dibenzothiophene Intermediates 3, 6a and 8a–8c 

The brominated intermediates were obtained from dibenzo[b,d]thiophene (1a) by three different routes. 
The 3-bromo-derivative 3 was prepared via sulfide to sulfone oxidation of 1a with H2O2 in acetic acid 
followed by bromination with an excess of 2 in the NBS/H2SO4 system in 44% yield [29]. Isolation of 
compound 3 from the 3,7-dibrominated by-product (not shown) along with unreacted starting material 
was obtained by fractional crystallization of the dibromo compound, followed by a chromatographic 
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separation of pure 3 from the filtrate. The 2-nitrodibenzothiophene sulfone 5a was prepared by nitration 
of 1a using HNO3 (65%) in acetic acid [30,31] affording the 2-nitro compound 4a in moderate yield 
(26%), followed by oxidation with H2O2 in acetic acid to give 5a [32]. The 2-nitro-7-bromo-
dibenzothiophene sulfone 6a was obtained by bromination of 5a according to the corresponding 
conversion of 2 to 3. Because the one benzo ring in 5a is strongly deactivated by the NO2 and SO2R 
groups, no over-brominated by-products were detected and the 2-nitro-7-bromo-dibenzothiophene 
sulfone 6a was afforded in 64% yield. To obtain different mono-fluorinated building blocks in a short 
synthesis, the fluorine substitution either at positions para or ortho to the sulfone were intended to be 
carried out with a simple uniform synthetic pathway. In addition to the known three-step conversion of 
6a into the 2-fluoro-7-bromo derivative 8a based on the Balz-Schiemann reaction with 45% overall 
yield [17], we deemed a one-step conversion from 6a to 8a via fluorodenitration as preferable [33,34]. 
Tetramethylammonium fluoride (TMAF) proved to be a good source for active fluoride after azeotropic 
drying of commercial TMAF tetrahydrate in refluxing cyclohexane/DMSO for 6 h. A smooth conversion 
of 6a occurred at 95 °C within 5 h to give 8a in 75%yield.Likewise, the nitro group in the 
2-nitrodibenzothiophene 5,5-dioxide 5a was displaced by fluorine to give 7a in 74% yield. The vicinal
3-bromination of 7a was accomplished by applying NBS in H2SO4 (98%) at room temperature for 24 h
to give compound 8b. In addition to 8c, the 3,7-dibromo derivative 8d was detected. Chromatographic
separation gave 8d in 18% yield along with 2-fluoro-3-bromo compound 8c in 46% yield.

Synthesis of the 3-Bromo Dibenzothiophene Intermediates 6b and 8b 

As result of the two-step synthesis of 5a from 1a (Scheme 1), the ortho-derivative 4b was 
concomitantly formed as a minor nitration product. However, because it was difficult to separate from 
the excess of 4a, this approach was considered inappropriate to gain an adequate amount of the 4-nitro 
dibenzothiophene sulfone 5b. The intermediate 5b was recently reported [17]. The described procedure 
for 4b is a nitration of commercially available arylboronic acid 1b with two equivalents of Bi(NO3)3 as 
described by Maiti et al. [35]. In contrast, we successfully applied a metal-free approach by performing 
an ipso nitrosation of 1b with tert-butyl nitrite in acetonitrile [36,37]. As shown in Scheme 2, the nitroso 
derivative 4 was formed as the main product along with a minor amount of 4b. Without further 
purification, the 4/4b mixture was readily oxidized in a one-pot reaction with H2O2/acetic acid to give 
5b in 72% yield over two steps from 1b. After bromination, the resulting 6b was converted directly into 
8b in 73% yield via our fluorodenitration protocol, in contrast to the earlier described independent 
four-step synthesis applying a Pschorr reaction [17]. 

Synthesis of 10, Fluorinated Reference Compounds 10a–c, and Nitro Precursor 11 

The 3-bromodibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfones 3, 6a and 8a–c were reacted with 1,4-diazabicyclo 
[3.2.2]nonane (9a) under Pd-catalyzed Buchwald-Hartwig conditions to provide the previously reported 
compounds 10a and 10b [17] and the novel fluorinated isomer 10c in 52%, 48% and 44% yields, 
respectively. The non-fluorinated compound 10 [15] and the nitro derivative 11a [17] were also obtained 
under Buchwald-Hartwig conditions in 73% and 53% yields, respectively, as depicted in Scheme 3. 

7
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of 10, fluorinated reference compounds 10a–c, and nitro precursor 11. 
Reagents and conditions: (a) Pd2(dba)3, BINAP, Cs2CO3, toluene, 90 °C, 24–36 h, 52% for 
10a, 48% for 10b, 44% for 10c, 73% for 10, and 53% for 11a. 

Synthesis of the Fluorinated Reference Compounds 12a,b, 13b, and 14b 

In order to expand the structural diversity of compounds derived from the novel pharmacophore 
dibenzothiophene for SAR characterization, in a second series of compounds the homopiperazine-based 
1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane moiety was replaced by piperazine-based substituents, bridged by either 
ethylene or propylene units. The bromine substituent in the meta position to the sulfone group 
was used to incorporate these more rigid diamines. The Buchwald-Hartwig coupling of 
3-bromodibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfones 8a and 8b with 9-methyl-3,9-diazabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane (9b),
8-methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane (9c) and 3-methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane (9d) gave
compounds 12a,b, 13b, and 14b in moderate yields (Scheme 4).

Scheme 4. Synthesis of the fluorinated reference compounds 12a,b, 13b, and 14b.  
Reagents and conditions: (a) Pd2(dba)3, BINAP, Cs2CO3, toluene, 90 °C, 24–36 h, 38% for 
12a, 42% for 12b, 47% for 13b, and 67% for 14b. 

All final compounds (10–14) are crystalline solids and were fully characterized by NMR spectroscopy 
(1H, 13C, 19F, COSY, HSQC) and high resolution mass spectrometry. 

2.2. In Vitro Affinity Assays 

All compounds were evaluated in vitro to measure their affinity and selectivity for the target receptor 
7 nAChR in relation to the heteromeric receptor subtypes 4 2, 6 2, and 3 4. The results of the 

respective binding assays are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2. In vitro binding affinities towards human homomeric 7, heteromeric 4 2 and 3 4 
nAChR, rat 6 2* nAChR subtypes, and human 5-HT3 receptor. 

Compound 
Affinity (Ki in nM) Selectivity (Ki ratio) 

nAChR Subtype 5-HT3 d,e

h 7 a h 4 2 b h 3 4 b r 6 2* c 7/ 4 2 7/ 3 4 
10 0.51 ± 0.32 318 ± 43.3 49.6 ± 14.7 517 ± 186 (35%) 623 97 

10a 0.60 ± 0.44 517 ± 375 119 ± 29.0 589 ± 217 440 (2%) 862 198 
10b 0.84 ± 0.16 211 ± 108 42.3 ± 4.73 435 ± 152 (42%) 251 50 
10c 8.53 ± 1.74 507 ± 212 279 ± 24.4 1390 ± 340 (26%) 59 33 
12a 30.9 ± 8.72 141 ± 11.7 96.0 ± 1.48 1180 ± 360 (10%) 5 3 
12b 105 ± 23.9 301 ± 148 94.8 ± 6.48 1190 ± 230 (11%) 3 1 
13b 40.9 ± 7.77 426 ± 197 224 ± 51.7 2260 ± 540 (10%) 10 5 
14b 9.26 ± 2.23 >4000 >5000 1450 ± 370 (4%) >400 >500

a Human 7 nAChR in stably transfected SH-SY5Y cells, with radiotracer [3H]methyllycaconitine (0.5–1 nM), 
KD = 2.0 nM. b Human 4 2 and 3 4 nAChR in stably transfected HEK-293 cells, with radiotracer 
[3H]epibatidine (0.5–1 nM), KD = 0.025 nM for h 4 2 nAChR, KD = 0.117 nM for h 3 4 nAChR. c Rat 6 2* 
obtained from rat striatum by immunoimmobilization using anti-r 6 nAChR antibody, with radiotracer 
[3H]epibatidine (0.1 nM), KD = 0.025 nM. d Ki value in nM; human 5-HT3 receptor recombinant-HEK293 cells, 
with radiotracer [3H]GR65630 (working concentration n = 0.69 nM; KD = 0.2 nM). e percentage of inhibition 
at 0.1 M concentration of test compound. 

2.2.1. Affinity for 7 nAChR 

The affinity for 7 nAChR was assessed for the human receptor protein expressed in a stably 
transfected cell line and labeled with the selective 7 nAChR antagonist [3H]methyllycaconitine.  
The affinity of the lead of the series (compound 10), Ki = 0.51 nM, is almost identical to the value 
reported by Gao et al., obtained on [125I] -bungarotoxin labelled rat cortical membranes. The binding 
affinities of the fluoro-substituted compounds 10a (Ki = 0.6 nM vs. 1.4 nM of compound 7c [17]) and 
10b (Ki = 0.84 nM vs. 0.4 nM of compound 7a [17]) are also comparable with previously published 
results. All novel fluoro-containing compounds 10c, 12a,b, 13b, and 14b bind with remarkably lower 
affinity to 7 nAChR. Interestingly, the vicinal substitution of the dibenzothiophene with both the 
fluorine and the diazabicycle is inappropriate in terms of binding as reflected by the 2-fluoro-3-amino 
derivative 10c, which possesses an about 10-fold lower affinity at the 7 subtype relative to the 
2-fluoro-7-amino derivative 10a and the 6-fluoro-3-amino derivative 10b.

In particular, we assume that steric effects impair the interactions between the cationic center of
compound 10c and the binding site of 7 nAChR [38]. Furthermore, as noticed for the new series of 
dibenzothiophene derivatives (12a,b, 13b and 14b) an increase in the flexibility of the tertiary amine in 
the cationic center is also not tolerated. Replacement of the NC-bridged homopiperazine moiety, 
containing a bicyclic tertiary amine as a basic structural element of the reference compound 10 by three 
different CC-bridged piperazine ring systems and carrying a methyl-substituted tertiary amino group, 
has negative effects. The 9-methyl-3,9-diazabicyclo[3.3.1]nonane substituted compounds 12a and 12b 
have significantly diminished affinity for 7 nAChR relative to the matched pairs of 
1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane-substituted 10a and 10b. A similar effect is observed by substitution with 
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an azatropane in compound 13b (8-methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane) and its isomer 14b  
(3-methyl-3,8-diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane). 

Thus, in terms of affinity for the 7 nAChR we considered compound 10a as the most suitable 
compound reported herein. The structural modifications within the cationic center of the molecules, 
which we performed to increase selectivity by reducing off-target binding, unexpectedly impaired the 
binding to 7 nAChR to such an extent that the resulting compounds were not included in the 
development of radioligands within this study. 

2.2.2. Affinities for 4 2, 3 4, and 6 2 nAChR 

To evaluate off-target binding of the compounds towards heteromeric nAChR subtypes, respective 
binding assays were performed with [3H]epibatidine-labeled human 4 2 or human 3 4 nAChR, both 
stably expressed on human HEK cells, as well as native rat 6 2* nAChR immobilized by a 
subunit-specific antibody. 

Besides the 4 2* nAChR, the 6 2* nAChR belongs to the high-affinity family of 2-containing 
nAChRs [39]. While functionally similar to 4 2* nAChR, the expression of the 6 2* subtype is rather 
selective, primarily in dopamine neurons in the brain [40–43]. Overlapping expression of 7 nAChR 
with 4 2* nAChR and also 6 2* nAChR within the mesolimbic axis [44,45] requires careful analysis 
of subtype affinity of radioligands for nAChR. In heteromeric nAChR subtypes, the orthosteric ligand 
binding site is formed at the interface of an  subunit (principal component) and an adjacent non-  
subunit (complementary component), equivalent to the (+) surface and the ( ) surface of an  subunit in 
homomeric nAChRs [46,47]. 

Consistent with the observation that in heteromeric neuronal nAChRs the non-  subunit is of 
particular importance [38], as it makes the affinity for nicotine dependent on the presence of a 2 subunit 
regardless of the  subunit [47], the herein investigated compounds bind with generally moderate 
(Ki values > 100 nM) and almost equal affinities towards both human 4 2 and rat 6 2* nAChRs. It is 
worth noting that the affinities for the 4 2 subtype of the 7 nAChR ligands investigated herein, with 
the exception of 14b, are significantly higher than those of the compounds in the NeuroSearch (NS) 
series [12]. Because these compounds contain identical cationic centers, differences in the receptor 
subtype binding affinities are probably related to differences in the HBA and hydrophobic 
functionalities. In the NeuroSearch compound series, an oxadiazole moiety appears as HBA which is 
spatially more separated from and not forced in plane with the hydrophobic fluorophenyl moiety, while 
compounds 10a–10c possess fused functionalities with both the HBA and the hydrophobic moiety 
represented by the fluorine-substituted dibenzothiophene dioxide ring system. We hypothesize that in 
particular the sulfonyl moiety of these novel compounds promotes binding to the 4 2 subtype, 
comparable to the carbonyl moiety acting as a hydrogen acceptor along with a cationic pharmacophore 
element in the off-target binding of 7 nAChR ligand CHIBA-1001 [48,49]. However, for the most 
selective fluorine-containing ligand of the current study, compound 10a (selectivity > 800), interfering 
effects on 7 nAChR PET imaging due to its binding to 2-containing receptor subtypes are highly 
unlikely. The conformational changes due to the shift of the bridgehead carbons in the 
diazabicyclo[3.2.1]octane that we assume to contribute to the significantly improved selectivity of 
compound 14b in comparison to 13b will be analyzed in future studies. It appears that the basic N-methyl 
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group is sterically more deshielded in contrast to the azatropane 13b, resulting in a detrimental effect 
both on 4 2 and 3 4 nAChR binding with only weakly attenuated affinity to the 7 subtype (Table 2). 

An overlap in the receptor expression between 7 and 3 4* nAChRs, in particular within autonomic 
neurons [50,51], necessitates the investigation of the selectivity of potential ligands. By comparing data 
obtained for compounds 10a and 10b (Ki: 119 nM and 43 nM) with the affinity values of the 
corresponding compounds 7c and 7a reported by Gao et al., (Ki: 5000 nM and 709 nM) [17], 
species-specific differences become obvious. Although the most selective compound 10a (selectivity 
~200) binds with sufficiently low affinity to human 3 4 nAChRs to afford imaging of the 7 subtype in 
human brain, more than 10-fold higher affinities at the human than the rat receptor subtype illustrate the 
significance of species-specific targeting at the early stage of the development of PET ligands. 

The in vitro binding affinity of all compounds from this series at the 5-HT3 receptor, as determined by 
percentage of inhibition of the binding of [3H]GR65630 at 10 M, indicates high 7 nAChR over 
5-HT3 selectivity (Table 2). From this direct comparison a much higher affinity of ASEM (10b) than that
of 10a for 5-HT3 may be expected considering the inhibition data at 100 nM (2% for 10a, 42% for
ASEM). Based on this value, compound 10a is assumed to possess an at least fivefold higher selectivity
than all other compounds, except 14b, reported herein. The Ki of 10a was estimated to be 440 nM
for 5-HT3.

In addition, investigation of interaction of 10a at 1 M with further off-targets ( 1 nAChR, SERT, DAT, 
NET, VMAT, and choline transporter) by radioligand binding assays revealed no significant binding. 
Altogether, the target affinity and nAChR subtype specificity of 10a, the most suitable 
fluorine-substituted 7 nAChR ligand reported herein, is certainly sufficient to ensure that assessment of 

7 nAChR in humans will not be confounded by binding of the respective PET radiotracer to relevant 
off-target sites. Therefore, compound 10a was selected for radiolabeling and further evaluation in vivo. 

2.3. Optimization of Manual Radiosynthesis of [18F]10a for Translation to an Automated Module 

Manual radiosynthesis of [18F]10a was performed starting from the nitro precursor 11a and 
systematically optimized by varying the base, solvent, reaction time and heating system (Scheme 5). 
The amount of nitro precursor 11a was kept constant at 1 mg according to our previous practice [52]. 
A nitro-to-fluoro substitution of activated aryl moieties in general requires moderately high temperatures 
(e.g., 130–160 °C) [53], reflected by low labeling efficiencies of <1% at 90 °C using MeCN. With 
increasing temperature (150 °C) and the use of DMSO, labeling efficiency of up to 30% were achieved. 

Scheme 5. Radiosynthesis of [18F]10a. Solvents tested: MeCN, DMSO, and DMF at 
different temperatures with microwave irradiation or conventional heating. 

In contrast to decomposition of the corresponding [18F]7c reported by Gao et al. [17], we did not 
observe decomposition of [18F]10a in the presence of the strong base potassium carbonate in DMSO at 
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this temperature. In an attempt to improve labelling efficiencies prior to high-scale production of 
[18F]10a in a commercially available automated device, we investigated the aromatic radiofluorination 
of 11a using DMF as solvent based on our recent experience [52] under different conditions (thermal vs. 
microwave heating). Influence of the basicity of the metal salt on the labelling yield (potassium 
carbonate vs. potassium oxalate) was also investigated. 

Under thermal heating and the use of K2CO3, we determined a time- and temperature-dependent 
increase in the nitro-to-fluoro conversion with maximum labelling efficiencies of about 90% after 
10 min of reaction time at 120 °C. Under these conditions, K2CO3 is preferred, since we observed a 
significantly lower labelling efficiency of ~30% using the weaker base K2C2O4. Our attempt to combine 
microwave dielectric heating with DMF as solvent with a mean-to-high dielectric constant rendered 
comparably high labeling efficiencies ( 94%) under microwave pulse mode (power cycling mode, 
150 °C, 75 W, 5 min). 

A semi-automated radiosynthesis coupled with microwave was recently reported for [18F]10b 
([18F]ASEM) using the DMSO/K2CO3 system at 160 °C, resulting in a labeling efficiency of 
45%–50% [54]. In the attempt to gain insight into the influence of the solvent on labeling efficiencies, 
we radiolabeled the nitro precursor 11b to obtain [18F]10b using the DMF/K2CO3 system under 
conventional and microwave-assisted heating at 120 °C. With only 1 mg of the nitro precursor 11b, 
labeling efficiencies of 60%–70% were achieved with DMF as solvent in both heating modes. These 
findings reinforce the superiority of DMF as a solvent of choice for this compound class, and allows the 
fully automated radiosynthesis of [18F]10a and [18F]10b for transfer to clinical radiopharmacies. 

Overall, the radiolabelling reactions proceeded cleanly. No significant amount of 18F-labeled  
by-products was detected according to radio-TLC analyses (data not shown). The crude reaction mixture 
was applied directly onto a semi-preparative HPLC column (Figure 2a) and [18F]10a was successfully 
isolated in high radiochemical purities ( 98%) with a retention time of about 17 min. Analytical 
radio-HPLC analysis of the final product spiked with the reference compound confirmed the identity of 
[18F]10a (Figure 2b). [18F]10a proved to be stable in physiological solutions and organic solvents at 
40 °C for up to 90 min. 

Figure 2. Cont. 
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Figure 2. (a) Representative radio- and UV-chromatograms obtained for isolation of 
[18F]10a from crude reaction mixture by semi-preparative HPLC (Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ 
column, 35% MeCN/H2O/0.05% TFA, Flow rate: 10 mL min 1); (b) Analytical 
radio-chromatogram (top) and UV-chromatogram (bottom) of purified [18F]10a spiked with 
the reference compound 10a.  

We determined the distribution coefficient of [18F]10a in the n-octanol-PBS system experimentally 
by the shake-flask method with a log D7.2 value of 1.3 ± 0.1 (n = 3), making sufficient blood-brain barrier 
permeability of [18F]10a likely. 

The translation to remotely controlled radiosynthesis of [18F]10a was performed using the 
TRACERLAB™ FXFN module. The reaction was performed using the Kryptofix®222/K2CO3 system at 
120 °C in 10 min with 1 mg of precursor 11a in DMF. Also in the automated process [18F]10a was 
obtained with extremely high labeling efficiencies of 86% ± 3%. After isolation via semi-preparative 
HPLC, [18F]10a was trapped on a pre-conditioned Sep-Pak® (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) C18 light 
cartridge, and formulated in isotonic saline containing 10% of EtOH (v/v). The average decay-corrected 
radiochemical yield was 35% ± 9% (n = 6) calculated at the end of the synthesis (EOS). Radiochemical 
purity of >99% and high specific activities of 855 ± 302 GBq· mol 1 (n = 6) were obtained in a total 
synthesis time of 70 min. This rapid and versatile automated radiosynthesis will enhance the accessibility 
of [18F]10a for widespread production in future clinical studies. 

2.4. Dynamic PET Studies of [18F]10a in Piglets 

2.4.1. Baseline Studies 

After intravenous injection of 425 ± 78 MBq [18F]10a (n = 3), we observed high uptake of 
radioactivity in the brain with peak concentrations at 8–10 min p.i., followed by washout. The highest 
accumulation of radioactivity (SUVmax > 2.2) occurred in the thalamus, colliculi, and midbrain. 
Somewhat lower accumulation (SUVmax ~1.9–2.1) was observed in other brain regions (Figure 3). 
The summed PET image (inset of Figure 3) shows the corresponding distribution pattern in the brain of 
a female piglet from 0 to 20 min p.i. 
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Figure 3. Time-activity curves in different brain regions obtained by dynamic PET scans of 
[18F]10a in piglets under baseline and blocking conditions (mean values; n = 3). 
Standard deviations are shown for two examples (hippocampus baseline and cerebellum 
block). *** p < 0.001 vs. baseline. Inset: Brain image in sagittal plane acquired from 0 to 
20 min p.i. after injection of [18F]10a in a female piglet. Data are expressed as standardized 
uptake value (SUV). Regions of interest (ROI) were drawn based on an overlay with 
T1-weighted MR images of a pig brain. Abbreviations: CB = Cerebellum, CC = Corpus 
callosum, St = Striatum, Th = Thalamus. 

2.4.2. Metabolite Analysis 

Radioactive metabolites of [18F]10a were assessed in plasma of pigs for up to 120 min p.i. (Figure 4a). 
For preparation of RP-HPLC samples, the proteins were precipitated and extracted two times with MeCN 
with a reproducible recovery of >90% of the starting radioactivity in the supernatant. The patterns of 
radioactive metabolites obtained by radio-TLC and radio-HPLC correlated well with each other. Parent 
fraction accounted for 88% ± 6%, 24% ± 4%, and 19% ± 4% of total radioactivity at 2, 60, and 120 min 
p.i., respectively.

One major radioactive metabolite was detected, which was more hydrophilic than [18F]10a and is
therefore assumed not to pass the blood-brain barrier (Figure 4b). Based on previous experience from 
our group with the diazabicyclononane-containing 7 nAChR ligand [18F]NS10743 [21], we believe that 
this metabolite is formed by enzymatic oxidation of the nitrogen at position 1 in the identical 
motif of 10a. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Tri-exponential function fitting of the percentage of [18F]10a under baseline 
conditions (n = 3) which was used to obtain metabolite-corrected arterial plasma input 
functions for modelling; (b) Representative radio-chromatogram of a pig plasma sample 
obtained at 30 min after intravenous injection of [18F]10a under baseline conditions. 

2.4.3. Blocking Studies 

To evaluate the binding specificity of [18F]10a in vivo, we performed blocking studies (n = 3). 
Animals were pretreated with 3 mg kg 1 of the 7 nAChR ligand NS6740 [3] at 10 min prior to injection 
of 429 ± 45 MBq [18F]10a, followed by a continuous infusion of NS6740 at 1 mg kg 1 h 1 during the 
course of the PET scan [21]. 

Despite a significant increase of about 40%–50%, in the brain uptake, radioactivity uptake under 
blocking conditions was about 15%–20% lower than that under baseline conditions in all brain regions 
evaluated from about 90 min p.i. until the end of the study (Figure 3). The early increase of brain uptake 
is accompanied by a significant increase of the influx rate constant K1 (Table 4). The most likely 
explanation is a blood flow driven effect. There is strong evidence that 7 nAChRs are expressed on 
vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells [55–57], which we assume were activated by NS6740 
despite its classification as a “weak agonist” [3]. 

2.4.4. Modeling 

One-tissue and two-tissue compartment models (1TCM and 2TCM) were evaluated for 
mathematical description of [18F]10a time-activity curves (TACs) in pig brain regions (Figure 3) using 
metabolite-corrected arterial plasma input functions. The 2TCM was identified as the more appropriate 
model based on its smaller Akaike information criterion (AIC) value. The four rate constants K1, k2, k3, 
and k4 were fitted and the non-displaceable volume of distribution (VND = K1/k2) and the binding potential 
(BPND = k3/k4) as defined by Innis et al. [58] were calculated for each region of interest (Tables 3 and 4). 

The values of the influx rate constant K1 and the clearance rate constant k2 were comparable between 
the different brain regions with a mean of 0.362 mL·cm 3·min 1 and 0.131 mL·cm 3·min 1, respectively, in 
the whole brain. The total volume of distribution VT calculated from K1/k2(1 + k3/k4) [58] was 17 mL cm 3 
in thalamus and 13 mL cm 3 in cerebellum, i.e., slightly lower than the comparable values for 
[18F]ASEM in baboons [18]. 
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Table 3. Kinetic rate constants, non-displaceable volume of distribution (VND), and 
non-displaceable binding potential (BPND) of [18F]10a in different regions of piglet brain 
using 240 min of scan data under baseline conditions (n = 3). 

Brain Region 
Rate Constant 

VND BPND 
K1 (mL·cm 3·min 1) k2 (min 1) k3 (min 1) k4 (min 1) 

Whole 0.362 ± 0.038 0.131 ± 0.062 0.093 ± 0.074 0.027 ± 0.018 3.32 ± 1.74 3.31 ± 1.02 
Frontal Cortex 0.387 ± 0.059 0.182 ± 0.153 0.142 ± 0.165 0.027 ± 0.015 3.32 ± 2.06 4.22 ± 2.93 
Parietal Cortex 0.399 ± 0.038 0.140 ± 0.089 0.126 ± 0.135 0.031 ± 0.021 3.88 ± 2.49 3.47 ± 1.65 

Occipital Cortex 0.395 ± 0.053 0.123 ± 0.063 0.099 ± 0.087 0.030 ± 0.023 4.07 ± 2.23 3.16 ± 1.11 
Hippocampus 0.400 ± 0.023 0.188 ± 0.083 0.145 ± 0.101 0.025 ± 0.013 2.43 ± 0.96 5.50 ± 1.01 

Striatum 0.382 ± 0.028 0.144 ± 0.079 0.114 ± 0.093 0.027 ± 0.014 3.35 ± 1.81 3.98 ± 1.40 
Thalamus 0.448 ± 0.027 0.150 ± 0.071 0.111 ± 0.085 0.030 ± 0.018 3.67 ± 2.10 3.51 ± 1.13 
Colliculi 0.450 ± 0.072 0.134 ± 0.074 0.070 ± 0.042 0.027 ± 0.018 4.19 ± 2.37 2.68 ± 1.42 
Midbrain 0.436 ± 0.045 0.162 ± 0.117 0.121 ± 0.132 0.029 ± 0.022 4.04 ± 3.06 3.40 ± 1.73 

Pons 0.440 ± 0.045 0.149 ± 0.059 0.068 ± 0.042 0.026 ± 0.019 3.32 ± 1.40 2.76 ± 0.81 
Cerebellum 0.421 ± 0.048 0.131 ± 0.052 0.067 ± 0.051 0.026 ± 0.020 3.62 ± 1.47 2.53 ± 0.57 

Table 4. Kinetic rate constants, non-displaceable volume of distribution (VND), and 
non-displaceable binding potential (BPND) of [18F]10a in different regions of piglet brain 
using 240 min of scan data under blocking conditions (n = 3). 

Brain Region 
Rate Constant 

VND BPND 
K1 (mL·cm 3·min 1) k2 (min 1) k3 (min 1) k4 (min 1) 

Whole 0.598 ± 0.108 * 0.062 ± 0.015 0.018 ± 0.022 0.011 ± 0.018 10.27 ± 3.94 * 0.84 ± 1.07 *
Frontal Cortex 0.647 ± 0.117 * 0.055 ± 0.011 0.014 ± 0.019 0.010 ± 0.020 12.34 ± 4.27 * 0.86 ± 0.92 
Parietal Cortex 0.659 ± 0.120 * 0.055 ± 0.013 0.015 ± 0.020 0.011 ± 0.021 12.58 ± 4.52 * 0.82 ± 0.88 *

Occipital Cortex 0.668 ± 0.103 * 0.064 ± 0.019 0.022 ± 0.032 0.013 ± 0.023 11.36 ± 4.41 * 0.95 ± 1.03 *
Hippocampus 0.603 ± 0.118 * 0.063 ± 0.023 * 0.024 ± 0.030 0.011 ± 0.015 10.81 ± 5.02 * 0.84 ± 1.70 *

Striatum 0.624 ± 0.143 * 0.057 ± 0.015 0.020 ± 0.025 0.011 ± 0.017 11.78 ± 4.91 * 0.75 ± 1.29 *
Thalamus 0.762 ± 0.129 * 0.070 ± 0.025 0.023 ± 0.031 0.012 ± 0.021 12.09 ± 5.31 * 0.88 ± 1.00 *
Colliculi 0.735 ± 0.182 * 0.066 ± 0.007 0.011 ± 0.013 0.007 ± 0.015 11.41 ± 3.90 * 0.73 ± 0.74 *
Midbrain 0.685 ± 0.131 * 0.063 ± 0.010 0.013 ± 0.014 0.012 ± 0.018 11.17 ± 3.64 * 0.61 ± 0.77 *

Pons 0.670 ± 0.092 * 0.084 ± 0.030 0.019 ± 0.023 0.012 ± 0.016 8.93 ± 3.96 * 0.76 ± 1.16 *
Cerebellum 0.711 ± 0.148 * 0.076 ± 0.014 0.016 ± 0.019 0.011 ± 0.016 9.75 ± 3.57 * 0.71 ± 1.10 *

* p < 0.05 vs. baseline (Table 3). 

Under blocking conditions K1 was significantly increased by 50% to 70% in all brain regions while 
k2 was decreased between 42% and 70% resulting in a significant (up to 4-fold) increase of VND  
(Table 4) and preventing the use of the occupancy plot [59] for calculation of BPND. Therefore BPND, as 
the ratio (at equilibrium) of specifically bound radioligand to that of nondisplaceable radioligand in 
tissue [58], was directly calculated form the rate constants k3, which is proportional to the association 
rate constant, and k4, which is proportional to the dissociation rate constant from the specific 
compartment. The baseline study revealed that the rate constant k3 was highest in the hippocampus and 
lowest in the cerebellum and the values of k4 were low, rather uniform and ranged from 0.025 to 
0.031 min 1. BPND values between 5.5 (hippocampus) and 2.5 (cerebellum) were reliably calculated from 
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these data (SDwhole brain ~30%). A similarly high BPND has recently been reported in baboons for the 
structurally related [18F]ASEM [18] but not for any previous 7 nAChR PET radioligands [60]. Under 
blocking conditions k3 was decreased by 70% to 90% in various brain regions while k4 was decreased 
between 60% and 70%, resulting in a significant decrease of BPND by 72% to 85% in all regions but the 
frontal cortex (Table 4), suggesting specific binding of [18F]10a to 7 nAChR in a similar range as the 
recently reported [18F]ASEM [18]. 

2.5. Comparative PET Study of [18F]10a ([18F]DBT-10) and [18F]10b ([18F]ASEM) in a Rhesus Monkey 

A PET study in a single rhesus monkey was performed for direct comparison of [18F]DBT-10 
(injected dose: 167 MBq) and [18F]ASEM (injected dose: 185 MBq). Regional time-activity curves for 
both radioligands in the monkey brain are presented in Figure 5. Initial uptake levels were lower, and 
kinetics slower for [18F]DBT-10 than [18F]ASEM. For both radioligands the uptake levels follow the 
order of thalamus > frontal cortex = putamen > caudate > hippocampus > occipital cortex > cerebellum. 

The total volume of distribution VT for both radioligands was similar with the highest values in the 
thalamus ([18F]DBT-10: 48.1 mL cm 3; [18F]ASEM: 46.7 mL cm 3) and the lowest in the cerebellum 
([18F]DBT-10: 28.5 mL cm 3; [18F]ASEM: 26.8 mL cm 3). These values are almost two-fold higher 
than those reported for [18F]ASEM in baboons [18], supporting the species differences in 7 nAChR 
binding and distribution. 

Altogether these preliminary data support the equal potency of both [18F]DBT-10 and [18F]ASEM for 
PET imaging of 7 nAChRs, with [18F]ASEM having slightly faster kinetics. 

Figure 5. Time-activity curves of [18F]DBT-10 and [18F]ASEM in selected brain regions of 
a rhesus monkey.  

2.6. Toxicity Studies in Rats 

To prepare [18F]10a for use in humans, toxicity studies were performed in rats according to EU cGLP. 
Compound 10a was administered by a single intravenous injection to rats followed by an observation 
period of 2 or 15 day. The study was performed with 4 test groups, including 1 control and 3 dose groups 
(6.2, 62 and 620 g kg 1), with 60 male and 60 female Wistar rats divided into two experiments: Day 2 
(40 males and 40 females) and Day 15 (20 males and 20 females). During clinical observation the 
animals displayed no notable clinical effects. No statistically significant differences in body weights 
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between control and treated groups in either gender were detected. Food consumption corresponded with 
body weight development. 

All haematology parameters on Day 2 and Day 15 were within physiological range for this species. 
Individual divergences of some haematology parameters were small and not correlated with treatment. 
No test item effect on haematology parameters was observed. 

There were no findings in clinical chemistry parameters which could be definitively considered as 
adverse. The average values of all test groups were within the historical control ranges. Occasional changes 
had no dose relationship, and they were therefore considered as a result of intra- and inter-individual 
variability for this species. The results of pathology examination indicated that 10a after single 
intravenous administration did not result in changes in pathological and histopathological parameters on 
either Day 2 or Day 15. The no observed effect level (NOEL) of 10a was determined to be 620 g kg 1. 

3. Experimental Section

3.1. General Information 

Analytical thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed with Macherey-Nagel precoated plastic 
sheets with fluorescent indicator UV254 (Polygram® SIL G/UV254, Düren, Germany). Visualization of 
the spots was effected by illumination with an UV lamp (254 nm and 366 nm). Dry-column flash 
chromatography (DCFC) [61] was performed with vacuum on silica gel 60 (particle size 15–40 m,  
Ref. 815650) from Macherey-Nagel (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, Germany). NMR 
spectra (1H, 13C, 13C-APT, 19F, COSY, HSQC, HMBC) were recorded with Varian spectrometer (Varian 
Mercury-300BB and Mercury-400BB; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Chemical shifts 
are reported as  ( H, C, F) values. Coupling constants are reported in Hz. Multiplicity is defined by s 
(singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), and combinations thereof; br (broad) and m (multiplet). ESI/Ion trap 
mass spectra (LRMS) were recorded with a Bruker Esquire 3000 plus instrument (Billerica, MA, USA). 
High resolution mass spectra were recorded on an FT-ICR APEX II spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics; 
Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) using electrospray ionization (ESI) in positive ion mode. 
Melting points were determined on a Linström capillary apparatus (Wagner & Munz GmbH, Vienna, 
Austria) in open capillary tubes and are uncorrected. Reagents and solvents were purchased from 
commercial sources and used without further purification unless otherwise noted. Compounds 2, 4a, and 
5a were prepared starting from 1a (dibenzo[b,d]thiophene; Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium) according 
to literature methods [30–32]. The preparation of intermediates 3, 5b, 8a, 8b, and the final compound 
10 have been described previously, but with different synthetic routes or from starting materials not used 
in our protocols [17,31,62]. Intermediate 6a (two steps from 4a), 6b (one step from 5b) and final 
compounds 10a, 10b, 11a and 11b (one step each, from amine 9a), which have been prepared according 
to the literature [62], were also reported by Gao et al. [17]. To the best of our knowledge, intermediates 
7a, 8c, 8d and final compounds 10c, 12a,b, 13b, and 14b have not been reported so far. 

3.2. Chemistry 

4-Nitrosodibenzo[b,d]thiophene (4). tert-Butyl nitrite (2.14 mL, 1.86 g, 18 mmol) was added in one
portion to a stirred suspension of dibenzo[b,d]thiophen-4-yl boronic acid (1b, 1.37 g, 6 mmol; Frontier
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Scientific, Logan, UT, USA) in MeCN (24 mL) under argon at 22 °C. The mixture was stirred at 50–55 °C 
while its colour turned from yellow to dark brown in the course of 24 h. The solvent was evaporated and 
the residual solid was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (80 mL), washed with H2O (25 mL), dried (MgSO4) and 
evaporated to leave a dark greenish brown residue (1.38 g), which was used for the oxidation step. A 
sample (40 mg) was dissolved in cyclohexane/CH2Cl2 (2:3, v/v, 3 mL) and filtered through a short plug 
of silica gel (15–40 m, 2 g). Subsequent elution with cyclohexane/CH2Cl2 (2:3, v/v, 50 mL) gave a 
green eluate which was evaporated to yield 30 mg of the title compound 4 (Rf = 0.56, heptane/EtOAc, 
3:1) as a green powder, m.p. 113–115 °C (lit. m.p. 115–117 °C [36]). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):  
7.48–7.63 (m, 2H, 7-H, 8-H), 7.88–7.94 (m, 1H, 6-H), 7.94 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H, 2-H), 8.13–8.22 (m, 1H, 
9-H), 8.49 (dd, J = 7.7, 1.1 Hz, 1H, 3-H), 9.58 (dd, J = 7.6, 1.1 Hz, 1H, 1-H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz,
CDCl3):  120.10 (C), 121.68 (CH), 123.67 (CH), 125.44 (CH), 125.84 (CH), 127.82 (CH), 128.21 (CH),
132.38 (C), 137.94 (C), 138.11 (C), 142.04 (C), 161.91 (C), 165.95 (C). The product is 88% pure,
containing 12% of 4-nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene (4b), as determined by comparison with 1H-NMR of a
pure sample.

2-Nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (5a) [32]. A mixture of 2-nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene (4a, 2.3
g, 10 mmol) in acetic acid (64 mL) was stirred at 80 °C while H2O2 (50%, 6.8 mL, 0.12 mol) was added.
The temperature was raised to 120 °C and after 1 h a second portion H2O2 (50%, 4.5 mL, 0.08 mol) was
added. Stirring was continued at 120 °C for 1 h and at 80 °C for 3 h. After cooling, the mixture was poured
into water (180 mL) to form a precipitate which was filtered, washed and dried to yield the pure title
compound 5a (2.52 g, 9.64 mmol, 96% yield, Rf = 0.22, cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:3) as a pale yellow
powder, m.p. 256.5–257.5 °C (lit. m.p. 258 °C [32]); 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) H 7.74 (td,
J = 7.6, 0.9 Hz, 1HAr, 7-H), 7.87 (td, J = 7.6, 1.0 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 8.07 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H), 8.29
(m, 1HAr, 9-H), 8.42 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.0 Hz, 1HAr, 3-H), 8.48 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 9.04 (d, J = 2.0 Hz,
1HAr, 1-H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): C 118.26 (CH), 122.28 (CH), 123.60 (CH), 123.95 (CH),
126.10 (CH), 129.10 (C), 132.09 (CH), 132.98 (C), 135.04 (CH), 137.08 (C), 141.44 (C), 151.72 (C).
LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 284.0 (M + Na)+.

4-Nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (5b). In a procedure similar to the preparation of 5a,
compound 4 (1.33 g, 5.8 mmol) was reacted with H2O2 (6.6 mL, 0.11 g, 116 mmol) in acetic acid to give
1.33 g of a dark yellow solid. The product was further purified by column chromatogaphy (silica gel
15–40 m, 24 g) with cyclohexane/CH2Cl2 (1:1 1:2) to yield the pure title compound 5b (1.1 g, 4.2 mmol,
72% yield, Rf = 0.2, CHCl3) as pale yellow crystals, m.p. 245.5–251 °C. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):

H 7.75 (td, J = 7.6, 0.8 Hz, 1HAr, 7-H), 7.86 (td, J = 7.6, 1.0 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 8.04 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1HAr),
8.08 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1HAr), 8.29 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1HAr), 8.39 (dd, J = 8.2, 0.7 Hz, 1HAr), 8.65 (dd, J = 7.7,
0.7 Hz, 1HAr). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): C 122.19 (CH), 123.21 (CH), 125.91 (CH), 128.29 (C),
129.16 (CH), 130.58 (C), 132.18 (CH), 134.45 (C), 134.71 (CH), 136.21 (CH), 137.26 (C), 143.39 (C,
4-C). LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 284.0 (M + Na)+.

7-Bromo-2-nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (6a). Compound 5a (1.75 g, 6.7 mmol) was dissolved
in H2SO4 (96%, 30 mL). N-Bromosuccinimide (1.28 g, 7.2 mmol) was added to this solution in several
portions and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The suspension was poured into
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ice-water (90 mL) and stirred for 10 min. The precipitate was filtered off, washed with H2O until neutral, 
followed by MeOH, and dried at 60 °C to obtain a yellowish solid (2.29 g). The raw material was 
recrystallized twice from MeCN to afford the pure title compound 6a (1.45 g, 4.27 mmol, 63.8% yield, 
Rf = 0.30, cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:4) as a pale yellow powder, m.p. 281.0–282.5 °C. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, 
DMSO-d6): H 8.08 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.8 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 8.31 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 8.41–8.47 (m, 3HAr, 
9-H, 3-H, 6-H), 9.07 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H).13C-NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): C 118.52 (CH), 123.72
(CH), 125.11 (C), 125.36 (CH), 125.85 (CH), 126.35 (CH), 128.41 (C), 132.19 (C), 137.90 (CH), 138.66
(C), 141.11 (C), 151.78 (C). LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 364.0, 362.0 (M + Na)+.

7-Bromo-2-fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (8a). TMAF tetrahydrate (0.22 g, 1.3 mmol, Acros)
was dried under an atmosphere of argon by azeotropic distillation with a mixture of DMSO (6 mL) and
cyclohexane (12 mL) using a water separator for 6 h (bath temperature: 115–120 °C). The bath
temperature was allowed to cool to 80 °C and the nitro derivative 6a (0.34 g, 1 mmol) was added under
stirring to the suspension of the dried TMAF in one portion. The mixture immediately turned dark brown
and was stirred for additional 5 h at 95 °C. Reaction progress was monitored by TLC
(cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:4). The portion of cyclohexane was evaporated. The residual oil was poured into
water (60 mL) and extracted with CH2Cl2 (4 × 15mL).

The extracts were combined and washed with water (10 mL), dried (MgSO4) and evaporated. The 
residual yellow solid (0.283 g) was purified by column chromatography (silica gel 15–40 m, 6 g) with 
CH2Cl2 to afford the pure title compound 8a, (0.23 g, 0.74 mmol, 73.7% yield, Rf = 0.39, 
cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:4) as a colorless powder, m.p. 266.5–268.5 °C. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): 

H 7.52 (dt-like, J = 8.8, 8.7, 2.4 Hz, 1HAr, 3-H), 8.05 (dd, J = 8.3, 1.8 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 8.11 (dd, 
J = 8.6, 4.9 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 8.16 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 8.18 (dd, J = 9.2, 2.3 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H), 8.35 
(d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H); 13C-NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6): C 110.74 (d, 2JCF = 25.6 Hz, CH), 118.22 
(d, 2JCF = 24.1 Hz, CH), 124.53 (s, C), 124.89 (d, 3JCF = 10.2 Hz, CH), 125.09 (s, CH), 125.16 (s, CH), 
128.98 (d, 4JCF = 2.4 Hz, C), 132.82 (d, 4JCF = 3.0 Hz, C), 133.45 (d, 3JCF = 10.7 Hz, C), 137.49 (s, CH), 
139.31 (s, C), 165.85 (d, 1JCF = 252.2 Hz, C); 19F-NMR (282.36 MHz, DMSO-d6): F 103.8 (m, FAr,  
2-F). LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 334.9, 336.9 (M + Na)+.

2-Fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (7a). Similar to the preparation of 8a, TMAF tetrahydrate
(1.35 g, 8.18 mmol) was azeotropically dried with cyclohexane/DMSO and subsequently reacted with
5a (1.525 g, 5.84 mmol). After work-up, the yellow solid (1.25 g) was purified by column
chromatography (silica gel 15–40 m, 18 g) with cyclohexane/CH2Cl2 (1:1 1:3) as eluent to yield the
pure title compound 7a (1.03 g, 4.4 mmol, 75.2% yield, Rf = 0.4, cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:4) as a colorless
powder, m.p. 227–228 °C. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): H 7.21 (dt, J = 8.45, 8.45, 2.27 Hz, 1HAr, H-3),
7.45 (dd, J = 8.37, 2.26 Hz, 1HAr, H-1), 7.57 (dt, J = 7.56, 7.53, 1.09 Hz, 1HAr, H-7), 7.66 (dt, J = 7.65,
7.58, 1.17 Hz, 1HAr, H-8), 7.75 (ddd, J = 7.70, 1.01, 0.57 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.82 (dd, J = 8.42, 4.92 Hz, 1HAr,
H-4), 7.83 (ddd, J = 7.60, 1.09, 0.69 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H); 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): C 109.34 (d,
2JCF = 24.6 Hz, CH), 117.61 (d, 2JCF = 23.9 Hz, CH), 121.98 (s, CH), 122.40 (s, CH), 124.58 (d,
3JCF = 9.9 Hz, CH), 130.47 (d, 4JCF = 2.5 Hz, C), 131.23 (s, CH), 133.72 (d, 4JCF = 3.2 Hz, C), 134.13 (s,
CH), 134.92 (d, 3JCF = 9.7 Hz, C), 138.68 (s, C), 166.37 (d, 1JCF = 255.0 Hz, C); 19F-NMR (282.36 MHz,
DMSO-d6): F ppm 103.63 (m. 1F, 2-F); LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 257.0, 258.0 (M + Na)+.
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3-Bromo-2-fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (8c) and 3,7-dibromo-2-fluoro-dibenzo[b,d]-
thiophene 5,5-dioxide (8d). Similar to the preparation of compound 6a, compound 7a (0.56 g, 2.4 mmol)
was reacted with NBS (0.43 g, 2.4 mmol) in H2SO4. The solid residue obtained upon work-up (0.75 g)
consisted of a mixture of starting material (Rf = 0.32), mono- (Rf = 0.43) and dibrominated derivative
(Rf = 0.56) as shown by TLC analysis (cyclohexane/CHCl3, 1:4). The mixture was subjected to
chromatographic purification (silica gel 15–40 m, 28 g) with cyclohexane/CHCl3 (1:3) to yield the
2-fluoro-3,7-dibromo derivative 8d (0.17 g, 0.43 mmol, 18%) from the first fraction and the 2-fluoro-3-
bromo derivative 8c (0.35 g, 1.12 mmol, 46.5%) from the second fraction. Compound 8c: m.p.
269–274.5 °C. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): H 7.72 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1HAr, 7-H), 7.84 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1HAr,
8-H), 8.01 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H), 8.22 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 8.32 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H),
8.55 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6): C 110.78 (d, 2JCF = 23.4 Hz, C),
111.57 (d, 2JCF = 26.5 Hz, CH), 122.07 (s, CH), 123.33 (s, CH), 127.71 (d, 3JCF = 1.5 Hz, CH), 129.16 (d,
4JCF = 2.1 Hz, C), 131.80 (s, CH), 133.30 (d, 3JCF = 9.9 Hz, C), 134.06 (d, 4JCF = 3.5 Hz, C), 134.77 (s,
CH), 137.28 (s, C), 162.00 (d, 1JCF = 251.8 Hz, C). 19F-NMR (376.4 MHz, DMSO-d6): F 98.68 (m, 1
FAr, 2-F). LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 336.9, 335.0 (M + Na)+. Compound 8d: m.p. 282.5–285 °C.
1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): H 7.49 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H), 7.60 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.79 (dd,
J = 8.2, 1.8 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 7.94 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H), 8.01(d, J = 6.0 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H).
13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): C 110.07 (d, 2JCF = 25.8 Hz, CH), 111.88 (d, 2JCF = 12.2 Hz, C), 123.28
(s, CH), 125.53 (s, C), 125.84 (s, CH), 128.11 (d, 3JCF = 1.9 Hz, CH), 128.75 (s, C), 132.68 (d,
3JCF = 8.8 Hz, C), 134.32 (d, 4JCF = 3.8 Hz, C), 137.41 (s, CH), 139.67 (s, C), 162.85 (d, J = 256.4 Hz, C).
19F-NMR (282.4 MHz, CDCl3) F 98.68 (m, 1 FAr, 2-F). LRMS: m/z (ESI) = 414.9, 416.9, 413.0 (M + Na)+.

7-(1,4-Diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonan-4-yl)-2-fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (10a). A mixture of 
Pd2(dba)3 (11 mg, 0.012 mmol) and BINAP (15 mg, 0.024 mmol) in toluene (1.5 mL) was stirred for 
30 min at 90 °C. The red-orange colored solution of the catalyst was allowed to cool (22 °C) and added 
to a mixture of 1,4-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonane (9a, 53 mg, 0.42 mmol) and 8a (0.126 g, 0.40 mmol) in 
toluene (2 mL). Cs2CO3 (Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, Germany; previously dried for 2 h at 120 °C, 4 mbar; 
0.39 g, 1.2 mmol) was then added, and the reaction mixture was stirred under an atmosphere of argon 
for 24 h at 90° C. After cooling to room temperature, the solid was filtered off and washed with CH2Cl2 
(2 × 4 mL). The filtrate was evaporated and chromatographically purified (silica gel 15–40 m, 8 g) with 
a gradient from CHCl3 (100%) to CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 (aq) (100:8:0.8). The fractions containing the 
product were combined, evaporated and the solid residue was recrystallized from EtOH to afford the 
title compound 10a (0.075 g, 0.21 mmol, 52% yield, Rf = 0.18, CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 (aq.), 100:10:1) as 
yellow crystals, m.p. 317–319 °C (dec.). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): H 1.78 (qd-like, J = 9.7, 4.6 Hz, 
2H, 6 -Ha, 9 -Ha), 2.11 (m, 2H, 6 -Hb, 9 -Hb), 2.99 (m, 2H, 7 -Ha, 8 -Ha), 3.09 (A-part of AA BB , 2H, 
2 -H2), 3.14 (m, 2H, 7 -Hb, 8 -Hba), 3.61 (B-part of AA BB , 2H, 3 -H2), 4.08 (m, not resolved, 1H, 
5 -H),6.89 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.5 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 7.00 (td-like, J = 8.5, 8.5, 2.2 Hz, 1HAr, 3-H), 7.10 (d, 
J = 2.5 Hz,1HAr,6-H), 7.24 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.2 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H), 7.49 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.70 (dd, 
J = 8.4, 4.9 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): C 26.77 (s, 2 CH2), 44.69 (s, CH2), 46.51 (s, 
2 CH2), 51.74 (s, CH), 57.05 (s, CH2), 105.19 (s, CH), 107.66 (d, 2JCF = 25.1 Hz, CH), 114.70 (d, 
2JCF = 24.3 Hz, CH), 117.03 (s, CH), 117.28 (d, 4JCF = 2.2 Hz, C), 123.15 (s, CH), 124.27 (d, 3JCF = 10.3 Hz, 
CH), 132.88 (d, 4JCF = 3.0 Hz, C), 136.19 (d, 3JCF = 9.6 Hz, C), 140.61 (s, C), 151.15 (s, C), 166.58 (d, 
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1JCF = 253.6 Hz, C). 19F-NMR (282.4 MHz, CDCl3): F 104.5 (m, 1FAr, 2-F). HRMS m/z (ESI): calcd 
for C19H20FN2O2S (M + H)+ 359.12240, found 359.12223. 

3-(1,4-Diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonan-4-yl)-6-fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (10b). In a 
procedure similar to the preparation of 10a, compound 8b (0.14 g, 0.45 mmol) and amine 9a (0.059 g, 
0.47 mmol) were reacted in the presence of Cs2CO3 (0.44 g, 1.35 mmol) and a catalyst made from 
Pd2(dba)3 (10.3 mg, 0.011 mmol) and BINAP (14 mg, 0.022 mmol). For purification the same protocol 
as for 10a was followed to afford the title compound 10b (0.077 g, 0.21 mmol, 48% yield, 
Rf = 0.19, CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 (aq), 100:10:1) as yellow crystals, m.p. 272.5–274 °C (dec.). 1H-NMR 
(300 MHz, CDCl3): H 1.77 (qd-like, J = 9.7, 4.6 Hz, 2H, 6 -Ha, 9 -Ha), 2.11 (ddtd, J = 12.4, 9.7, 5.0, 2.6 
Hz, 2H, 6 -Hb, 9 -Hb), 3.05–2.92 (m, 2H, 7 -Ha, 8 -Ha), 3.20–3.06 (m, A-part of AA BB , 4H, 7 -Hb,  
8 -Hba, 3 -H2), 3.61 (t-like, J = 5.7 Hz, B-part of AA BB , 2H, 3 -H2), 4.08 (m, not resolved, 1H, 5 -H), 
6.89 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.5 Hz, 1HAr, 2-H), 6.97 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 1HAr, 7-H), 7.09 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 
7.35 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.50 (dt, J = 8.0, 5.2 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 7.53 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H). 
13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): C 26.78 (s, 2 CH2), 44.70 (s, CH2), 46.52 (s, 2 CH2), 51.76 (s, CH), 
57.06 (s, CH2), 105.09 (s, CArH), 115.17 (d, 2JCF = 19.4 Hz, CArH), 115.85 (d, 4JCF = 3.4 Hz, CArH), 
117.09 (s, CArH), 117.65 (d, 4JCF = 2.8 Hz, CAr), 123.25 (s, CArH), 123.63 (d, 2JCF = 17.7 Hz, CAr),  
135.83 (d, 3JCF = 2.7 Hz, CAr), 136.17 (d, 3JCF = 7.9 Hz, CArH), 140.42 (s, CAr), 151.12 (s, CAr), 158.05 (d, 
1JCF = 257.4 Hz, CAr). 19F-NMR (282.4 MHz, CDCl3): F 115.66 (m, FAr, 6-F). HRMS m/z (ESI): calcd 
for C19H20FN2O2S (M + H)+ 359.12240, found 359.12235. 

3-(1,4-Diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonan-4-yl)-2-fluorodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (10c). In a procedure 
similar to the preparation of 10a, compound 8c (0.126 g, 0.4 mmol) and 9a (0.053 g, 0.42 mmol) were 
reacted in the presence of Cs2CO3 (0.39 g, 1.2 mmol) and a catalyst mixture made from Pd2(dba)3

(11 mg, 0.012 mmol) and BINAP (14.9 mg, 0.024 mmol). For purification the same protocol for 10a 
was followed to afford the title compound 10c (0.063 g, 0.18 mmol, 44% yield, Rf = 0.20, 
CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 (aq), 100:10:1) as pale yellow crystals, m.p. 305–309 °C (dec.). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3): H 1.75 (m, 2H, 6 -Ha, 9 -Ha), 2.11 (m, 2H, 6 -Hb, 9 -Hb), 3.04 (m, 4H, 7 -H2, 8 -H2), 3.16 (t, 
J = 5.6 Hz, A-part of AA BB , 2H, 2 -H2), 3.44 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, B-part of AA BB , 2H, 3 -H2), 3.80 (m, 
1H, 5 -H), 7.32 (s, 1HAr, 4-H), 7.36 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H), 7.43 (ddd, J = 7.7, 5.1, 3.4 Hz, 1HAr,  
7-H), 7.55–7.63 (m, 2HAr, 8-H, 9-H), 7.75 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): C

27.64 (s, 2 CH2), 46.70 (s, 2 CH2), 47.50 (d, 4JCF = 1.2 Hz, CH2), 55.83 (d, 4JCF = 6.0 Hz, CH), 56.30 (s,
CH2), 109.97 (d, 2JCF = 24.9 Hz, CH), 111.82 (d, 3JCF = 5.5 Hz, CH), 120.89 (s, CH), 122.19 (s, CH),
123.72 (d, 3JCF = 9.4 Hz, C), 129.25 (s, CH), 131.40 (d, 4JCF = 2.3 Hz, C), 133.98 (d, 4JCF = 2.9 Hz, C),
134.05 (s, CH), 137.87 (s, C), 142.90 (d, 2JCF = 10.5 Hz, C), 157.62 (d, 1JCF = 252.1 Hz, C). 19F-NMR
(282.4 MHz, CDCl3): F 112.95 (m, 1 FAr, 2-F). HRMS m/z (ESI): calcd for C19H20FN2O2S (M+H)+

359.12240, found 359.12235.

6-Fluoro-3-(9-methyl-3,9-diazabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-3-yl)dibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (12b). In a
procedure similar to the preparation of 10a, compound 8b (0.13 g, 0.42 mmol) and amine 9b (0.065 g,
0.46 mmol) were reacted in the presence of Cs2CO3 (0.28 g, 0.84 mmol) and a catalyst made from
Pd2(dba)3 (11.5 mg, 0.013 mmol) and BINAP (15.7 mg, 0.0252 mmol). For purification the same
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protocol for 10a was followed to afford the title compound 12b (0.065 g, 0.175 mmol, 42% yield, 
Rf = 0.31, CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 (aq), 100:10:1) as yellow crystals, m.p. 264–272 °C (dec.). 1H-NMR  
(300 MHz, CDCl3): H 1.52–1.64 (m, 3H, 7 -Ha, 6 -Ha, 8 -Ha), 1.93–2.15 (m, 3H, 7 -Hb, 6 -Hb, 8 -Hb), 
2.59 (s, 3H, 9 -NCH3), 3.01 (s, 2H, 1 -H, 5 -H), 3.39–3.51 (m, 4H, 2 -H2, 4 -H2), 6.97–7.03 (m, 2HAr,  
7-H, 2-H), 7.22 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 7.39 (dd, J = 7.7, 0.5 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.52 (ddd, J = 8.2, 7.8,
5.2 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 7.59 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): C 18.99 (s, 1 Csec),
27.93 (s, 2Csec), 40.62 (s, CH3), 47.40 (s, 2CH2), 53.03 (s, 2CH), 105.41 (s, CArH), 115.46 (d, 2JCF = 19.4 Hz,
CArH), 116.05 (d, 4JCF = 3.4 Hz, CArH), 117.22 (s, CArH), 118.83 (d, 4JCF = 2.6 Hz, CAr), 122.99 (s,
CArH), 123.77 (d, 2JCF = 18.1 Hz, CAr), 135.76 (d, 3JCF = 2.5 Hz, CAr), 136.20 (d, 3JCF = 7.8 Hz, 1CArH),
140.10 (s, CAr), 152.27 (s, CAr), 158.06 (d, 1JCF = 257.4 Hz, CAr). 19F-NMR (282 MHz, CDCl3): 

115.56 (dd-like, J = 8.4, 5.1 Hz, 1F, 6-F). HRMS m/z (ESI): calcd for C20H21FN2O2S (M + H)+

373.13805, found 373.13773.

7-(1,4-Diazabicyclo[3.2.2]nonan-4-yl)-2-nitrodibenzo[b,d]thiophene 5,5-dioxide (11a). In a procedure 
similar to the preparation of 10a, compound 6a (0.17 g, 0.5 mmol) and amine 9a (0.064 g, 0.51 mmol) 
were reacted in the presence of Cs2CO3 (0.49 g, 1.5 mmol) and a catalyst mixture made from Pd2(dba)3 
(18.3 mg, 0.02 mmol) and BINAP (25 mg, 0.04 mmol). For purification the same protocol for 10a was 
followed to afford the title compound 11a (0.10 g, 0.18 mmol, 53% yield, Rf = 0.21, CHCl3/MeOH/NH3 
(aq), 100:10:1) as dark red crystals, m.p. 291–294 °C (dec.). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): H 1.79  
(qd-like, J = 9.6, 4.6 Hz, 2H, 6 -Ha, 9 -Ha), 2.12 (m, 2H, 6 -Hb, 9 -Hb), 2.99 (m, 2H, 7 -Ha, 8 -Ha), 3.10 
(A-part of AA BB , 2H, 2 -H2), 3.13 (m, 2H, 7 -Hb, 8 -Hba), 3.65 (B-part of AA BB , 2H, 3 -H2), 4.11 
(m, not resolved, 1H, 5 -H), 6.94 (dd, J = 8.8, 2.6 Hz, 1HAr, 8-H), 7.11 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1HAr, 6-H), 7.63 
(d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1HAr, 9-H), 7.85 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1HAr, 4-H), 8.15 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.0 Hz, 1HAr, 3-H), 8.35 (d, 
J = 1.9 Hz, 1HAr, 1-H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): C 26.70 (2 CH2), 44.71 (CH2), 46.47 (2 CH2), 51.72 
(CH), 57.02 (CH2), 105.18 (CH), 115.16 (CH), 116.04 (C), 117.33 (CH), 122.59 (CH), 123.18 (CH), 123.67 
(CH), 135.15 (C), 140.17 (C), 141.86 (C), 151.46 (C), 151.82 (C). HRMS m/z (ESI): calcd for 
C19H20N3O4S (M + H)+ 386.11690, found 386.11704. 

3.3. Manual Radiosynthesis of [18F]10a 

No-carrier-added (n.c.a.) [18F]fluoride was produced via the 18O(p,n)18F nuclear reaction by 
irradiation of a [18O]H2O target (Hyox 18 enriched water; Rotem Industries Ltd, Mishor Yamin, Israel) 
on a Cyclone®18/9 (IBA RadioPharma Solutions, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) with 18 MeV proton 
beam using a Nirta® [18F]fluoride XL target or [18O]H2O recycled by the established in-house method [63]. 
Starting with 1–2 GBq of n.c.a. 18F-fluoride, [18F]F -containing anion resin was eluted with a 20 mg mL 1 
aqueous solution of K2CO3 (1.78 mg, 12.9 mmol) and added to a 5 mL V-vial in the Discover PET wave 
microwave CEM® (CEM Corporation, Matthews, NC, USA) cavity in the presence of Kryptofix®222 
(11.2 mg, 29.7 mmol) in 1 mL MeCN. The aqueous [18F]fluoride was dried under vacuum and argon 
flow in the microwave cavity (75 W, 20 cycles) at 50–60 °C for 10–12 min. Additional aliquots of MeCN 
(2 × 1.0 mL) were added for azeotropic drying. Thereafter, the precursor (1 mg) was added to the reactive 
anhydrous K[18F]F-Kryptofix®222/K2CO3-complex. The reaction parameters were optimized varying 
the reaction time, temperature, solvent (MeCN, DMF, DMSO), and heating condition (thermal vs. 
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microwave-assisted). Thereafter, the crude reaction mixture was diluted with H2O/MeCN (4:1, v/v) and 
directly applied onto an isocratic semi-preparative HPLC for isolation of [18F]10a. Fractions were 
collected, diluted with 30 mL of H2O and sodium hydroxide was added to neutralize the solution 
(~100–200 L of 1 M NaOH). Final purification was performed using a Sep-Pak® C18 light cartridge 
(Waters, Milford, MA, USA) followed by elution with 1 mL of ethanol. To obtain an injectable solution 
the solvent was concentrated under a gentle argon stream and [18F]10a was formulated in a sterile 
isotonic saline solution (5%–10% EtOH, v/v). The identity of [18F]10a was verified by radio-HPLC 
analysis of a sample of the radiotracer solution spiked with the non-radioactive reference 10a. 
Radiochemical and chemical purities were assessed by radio-TLC and analytical HPLC. The mass 
determination for specific activity was determined on the base of a calibration curve carried out under 
the same analytical HPLC conditions. 

3.4. Automated Radiosynthesis of [18F]10a and [18F]10b ([18F]ASEM) 

Remote controlled radiosynthesis was performed using a TRACERLAB™ FXFN synthesizer (GE 
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) equipped with a PU-980 pump (JASCO, Gross-Umstadt, Germany), 
WellChrom K-2001 UV detector (KNAUER GmbH, Berlin, Germany), NaI(Tl)-counter and automated 
data acquisition (NINA software version 4.8 rev. 4; Nuclear Interface GmbH, Dortmund, Germany). For 
transfer to the automated module we started with activities in the range of 5–12 GBq of n.c.a. 
18F-fluoride. Based upon the conditions optimized manually, the nitro-to-fluoro displacement was 
achieved by adding the respective nitro precursor (1 mg) dissolved in anhydrous DMF (1 mL) to the 
K[18F]F-Kryptofix®222/K2CO3-complex. The reaction mixture was stirred at 120 °C for 10 min. After 
cooling, the reaction mixture was diluted with 3 mL of H2O/MeCN (4:1) and directly applied onto the 
semi-preparative Reprosil-Pur 120 C18-AQ HPLC column (250 × 20 mm, 10 m) using a solvent 
composition of 35% MeCN/H2O/0.05%TFA as eluent and a flow rate of 10 mL·min 1. The desired 
product was collected in 40 mL of H2O, neutralized with 1 M NaOH and directly transferred to a 
pre-activated Sep-Pak® C18 light cartridge. The cartridge was washed with 2 mL of water and [18F]10a 
or [18F]10b was obtained after elution with 1 mL of EtOH. Injectable solutions were obtained by partial 
evaporation of the solvent under a gentle argon stream at 70 °C and dilution in isotonic saline (5%–10% 
of EtOH, v/v). Radiochemical purity and specific activity were assessed following the chromatographic 
methods described in quality control. 

3.5. Quality Control 

To control the quality of the K[18F]F-Kryptofix®222/K2CO3-complex, reactions using ethylene glycol 
ditosylate were performed randomly. Radio-TLC of [18F]10a and [18F]10b was performed on Polygram® 
ALOX N/UV254 plates (Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG) with dichloromethane/methanol (9:1, v/v). 
The spots of the references were visualized using UV light at 254 nm. Radiochemical purity and specific 
activity were determined using analytical radio-HPLC with a Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ column (250 × 4.6 mm, 
5 m) and 26% MeCN/H2O/0.05% TFA as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL·min 1. Analytical radio-HPLC 
profiles for the in vivo metabolism analysis in plasma was assessed by using a gradient mode (0–10 min: 
10% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq., 10–40 min: 10% 90% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq., 40–50 min: 
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90% 10% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq., 50–60 min: 10% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.) on a Reprosil-Pur 
C18-AQ (250 × 4.6 mm, 5 m) column at a flow rate of 1 mL·min 1. 

3.6. Determination of in Vitro Stability and Lipophilicity (Log D7.2) 

In vitro radiochemical stability of [18F]10a was investigated in 0.9% NaCl solution, PBS (pH 7.2), 
and 0.01 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.4 at 21 °C) at 40 °C and in EtOH at room temperature for up to 90 min. 
Samples were taken at 15, 30, 60, and 90 min of incubation time and analyzed by radio-TLC 
and radio-HPLC. Log D7.2 of [18F]10a was experimentally determined in n-octanol/phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS; 0.01 M, pH 7.2) at room temperature by the shake-flask method in multiple distribution. 
Measurement was performed twice in triplicate. 

3.7. Biological Evaluation 

3.7.1. Animals 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (275–300 g) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories, and female 
piglets (German Landrace pigs DL × Large White/Pietrain; mean weight 15.8 ± 0.8 kg, mean age 8 weeks) 
as well as female CD-1 mice (10–12 weeks, 22–26 g) were obtained from Medizinisch-Experimentelles 
Zentrum, Universität Leipzig, and all animals were provided with food and water ad libitum. All of the 
animal experiments were performed in accordance with the European Communities Council Directive 
of 24th November 1986 (86/609/EEC), and experiments using female piglets and female CD-1 mice 
were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Saxony (TVV 08/13). Imaging experiments 
in rhesus monkeys were performed in accordance with a protocol approved by the Yale Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee. 

3.7.2. Binding Assays 

Affinity for Human 7 nAChR 

The affinity of the test compounds for human 7 nAChR was determined by radioligand displacement 
experiments as previously described [12]. In brief, SH-SY5Y cells stably expressing human 7 nAChR [64] 
were grown in DMEM/Ham’sF-12, supplemented with 10% FCS, stable glutamine, geneticin 
(100 g mL 1), penicillin/streptomycin (100 U mL 1, 100 g mL 1) at 37 °C in an atmosphere containing 
5% CO2. Cells were harvested by scraping, sedimented (800 rpm, 3 min), diluted with 50 mM 
TRIS–HCl, pH 7.4, and stored at 25°C until use. For determination of 7 nAChR affinity of reference 
compounds, frozen cell suspensions were thawed, homogenized by a 27-gauge needle, and diluted with 
incubation buffer (50 mM TRIS–HCl, pH 7.4, 120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl). Membrane suspension was 
incubated with [3H]methyllycaconitine ([3H]MLA; ~0.3 nM final concentration; specific activity of 
2.220 GBq mmol 1; NEN Life Sciences Products, Boston, MA, USA) and various concentrations of the 
test compound. Nonspecific binding was determined by co-incubation with 300 M ( )-nicotine tartrate. 
The incubation was performed at room temperature for 120 min and terminated by rapid filtration using 
Whatman GF/B glass-fibre filters, presoaked in 0.3% polyethyleneimine, and a 48-channel harvester 
(Biomedical Research and Development Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), followed by 4× 
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washing with ice-cold 50 mM TRIS-HCl, pH 7.4. Filter-bound radioactivity was quantified by liquid 
scintillation counting. The 50% inhibition concentrations (IC50) were estimated from the competition 
curves by nonlinear regression using GraphPadPrism software and the Ki values calculated according to 
the Cheng-Prusoff equation [65]. 

Affinity for Human 4 2 and 3 4 nAChR 

The affinity of the test compounds for human 4 2 and 3 4 nAChR was determined as described 
above. In brief, HEK293 cells stably expressing human 4 2 or 3 4 nAChR [66] were cultured. 
The cells were harvested and processed as described above, and membrane suspension was incubated 
with (±)-[3H]epibatidine (0.4 to 0.6 nM final concentration; specific activity of 1250 GBq mmol 1; 
PerkinElmer Human Health, Rodgau, Germany) and various concentrations of the test compound. 
Nonspecific binding was determined in the presence of 300 M ( )-nicotine tartrate. Incubation of the 
samples, separation of free from receptor-bound radioligand, and data evaluation were performed as 
described above. 

Affinity for Subunit-Specific Antibodies Immobilized Native Rat 6 2* nAChR 

The specificity of the anti- 6 antibody was tested as described [67]. The receptors were prepared and 
immobilized as previously described [68] by the subunit-specific antibody. The inhibition of 
[3H]epibatidine binding to the immobilized subtypes by the test compounds was measured by 
pre-incubating increasing concentrations of the compounds for 1 h at room temperature, followed by 
incubation overnight at 4 °C with 0.1 nM (±)-[3H]epibatidine (specific activity of 1250 GBq mmol 1; 
PerkinElmer Human Health, Rodgau, Germany). Incubations were performed in a buffer containing 
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 2 mg mL 1 BSA, and 
0.05% Tween 20. Specific ligand binding was defined as total binding minus the binding in the presence 
of 100 nM (±)-epibatidine dihydrochloride hydrate. After incubation, the wells were washed seven times 
with ice-cold PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20, the bound [3H]epibatidine released by adding 200 L of 
2 M NaOH to each well and after incubation for 2 h determined by means of liquid scintillation in a 
beta counter. 

Saturation binding analysis revealed an affinity of (±)-[3H]epibatidine of 25 pM (CV 20%) for the 
nAChRs immobilized by anti- 6 antibody from rat striatum, which contains two major 6 2* subtypes 
( 6 2 3 and 6 4 2 3) in very similar proportions. 

The experimental data obtained from the binding experiments were analyzed by means of a 
non-linear least square procedure using the LIGAND program [69]. The Ki values of the test compounds 
were also determined by means of the LIGAND program by simultaneously fitting the data obtained 
from three to five independent saturation and competition binding experiments. 

Affinity for Human 5-HT3 Receptor 

The affinity of the test compounds for human 5-HT3 receptor was evaluated by a contract research 
organization (Eurofins Panlabs, Inc., Taipei, Taiwan). All compounds were tested at 1 M in radioligand 
binding assays using human recombinant HEK-293 cells for the percentage inhibition of the binding by 
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the 5-HT3 specific radioligand [3H]GR-65630 (working concentration = 0.69 nM, KD = 0.20 nM). In 
addition, for compound 10a a Ki value was estimated based on the inhibition of the radioligand binding 
at seven concentrations of the test compound (20 M–5 nM). 

Affinity for Other Target Proteins 

The activity of compound 10a was evaluated by a contract research organization (Eurofins Panlabs, 
Inc.). The test concentration was 1 M and radioligand binding assays for dopamine transporter (DAT), 
serotonin transporter (SERT), norepinephrine transporter (NET), monoamine transporter (VMAT), 
choline transporter, and 1 nAChR performed according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Responses 
were judged as significant at 50% inhibition or stimulation of the binding of the specific radioligand. 

3.7.3. PET Studies in Piglets 

Six female animals were used in this study with anesthesia and surgery performed as described 
previously [70]. In brief, the animals received initially a premedication with midazolam (1 mg kg 1 i.m.) 
followed by induction of anesthesia with 3% isoflurane in 70% N2O/30% O2. All incision sites were 
infiltrated with 1% lidocaine, and the anesthesia was maintained with 1.5% isoflurane throughout the 
surgical procedure. A central venous catheter was introduced through the left external jugular vein and 
used for the administration of the radiotracer and drugs, and for volume substitution with heparinized 
(50 IE mL 1) lactated Ringer’s solution (2 mL kg 1 h 1). An endotracheal tube was inserted by 
tracheotomy for artificial ventilation (Servo Ventilator 900C, Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden) after 
immobilization with pancuronium bromide (0.2 mg kg 1 h 1). The artificial ventilation was adjusted to 
obtain normoxia and normocapnia (Radiometer ABL 500, Copenhagen, Denmark). Polyurethane 
catheters (i.d., 0.5 mm) were advanced through the left and the right femoral arteries into the abdominal 
aorta to withdraw arterial blood samples for regular monitoring of blood gases and for radiotracer input 
function measurements and metabolite analyses. The body temperature was monitored by a rectal 
temperature probe and maintained at ~38 °C by a heating pad. After the surgical procedure has been 
completed, anesthesia was maintained with 0.5% isoflurane in 70% N2O/30% O2, and the animals were 
allowed to stabilize for 1 h before imaging procedure. 

PET Scanning Protocol 

PET imaging was performed according to the protocol described recently [21]. In brief, a clinical 
tomograph (ECAT Exact HR+; Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) was used with animals 
lying prone with the head placed in a custom-made head holder. For attenuation and scatter correction, 
transmission scans were acquired using three rotating 68Ge rod sources. The radiotracer was injected as 
an intravenous (i.v.) bolus (10 mL saline with 340–494 MBq [18F]10a) by a syringe pump within 2 min 
followed by flushing with 10 mL heparinized saline (50 IE mL 1). PET scanning started at the time of 
injection (0 min) and dynamic emission data were acquired for a total of 240 min. Three animals were 
investigated under baseline conditions, and another three under blocking conditions with administration 
of 3 mg kg 1 i.v. of the 7 nAChR partial agonist NS6740 at 3 min before radiotracer injection followed 
by a continuous infusion throughout the scan (1 mg kg 1 h 1). 
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Arterial blood was sampled using a peristaltic pump during the first 20 min of the scan followed by 
manual sampling at 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, and 240 min after injection. Plasma was 
obtained by centrifugation (13,000 rpm, 2 min at 21 °C) and total radioactivity concentration was 
measured using a gamma-counter (1470 Wizard; PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT, USA) cross-calibrated to 
the PET scanner. In addition, arterial whole blood was sampled manually at 4, 16, 30, 60, and 120 min 
p.i. and plasma obtained for metabolite analyses to determine the fraction of non-metabolized [18F]10a.

Arterial Input Function 

The plasma input function was corrected for the presence of radioactive metabolites by determination 
of the parent fraction as described previously [12]. Plasma samples were de-proteinized by addition of 
ice-cold acetonitrile (500 L MeCN/100 L plasma) followed by centrifugation (13,000 rpm, 10 min). 
Aliquots of the original plasma sample and of the supernatant obtained after centrifugation were counted 
for radioactivity, and the supernatant was analyzed by radio-HPLC following the chromatographic 
methods described in quality control. The parent fraction as a function of time was fitted iteratively with 
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, including decay correction, to calculate metabolite corrected input 
function [71]. 

Quantification of PET Data 

After correction for attenuation, scatter, decay and scanner-specific dead time, images were 
reconstructed by filtered back-projection using a Hanning-filter of 4.9 mm FWHM into 40 frames of 
increasing length. A summed PET image of the 240-min scan was reconstructed for each animal and 
used for alignment with a T1-weighed MR image of a 6-week-old farm-bred pig as described 
previously [72]. The time-activity curves (TACs) were calculated for the following volumes of interest 
(VOIs): frontal cortex, temporal cortex, parietal cortex, occipital cortex, hippocampus, striatum (defined 
as mean radioactivity in caudate and putamen), cerebellum, thalamus, middle cortex, ventral cortex, 
midbrain, pons, and colliculi. Radioactivity in all VOIs was calculated as the average of radioactivity 
concentration (kBq cm 3) in the left and right sides. To generate standardized uptake values (SUVs) the 
TACs of the individual VOIs were normalized to the injected dose and corrected for animal weight (in 
kBq g 1). Kinetic analysis of the time-activity curves (TACs) was performed using an “in house” data 
analysis tool [73]. 

3.7.4. PET Study in Rhesus Monkey 

One male rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta, 6 years old, body weight = 10 kg) underwent two PET 
imaging sessions with [18F]10a and [18F]10b, respectively. The scans were conducted 19 days apart. 
The monkey was initially sedated by intramuscular ketamine at 10 mg kg 1 at ~2 h before the PET scan 
and anesthetized by 1.5%–3% isoflurane throughout the imaging session. PET scan was performed 
using a FOCUS-220 PET scanner (Siemens Preclinical Solutions, Knoxville, TN, USA). After a 
transmission scan, 167 MBq of [18F]10a (specific activity of 362 GBq mol 1) or 185 MBq of [18F]10b 
(specific activity of 159 GBq· mol 1) were administered intravenously. Emission data were acquired in 
list mode for 240 min. Raw list-mode PET data was histogrammed (frames of 6 × 30 s; 3 × 1 min; 2 × 2 min; 
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46 × 5 min to scan termination) and reconstructed with 2D filtered back projection, using a 0.15 cm 1 
Shepp filter and including corrections for scanner normalization, detector dead time, randoms, and 
radiation scatter and attenuation. The PET images were then registered to MR images, acquired with a 
Siemens 3 T Trio scanner, with a 6-parameter rigid body registration. The MR native space was then 
normalized using nonlinear affine registration to a high-resolution rhesus monkey atlas using BioImage 
Suite 3.01 (http://www.bioimagesuite.org/index.html). Time-activity curves were extracted by mapping 
atlas-defined regions to PET native space using the optimal transformation matrices calculated in the 
registration and normalization steps. Regions extracted included amygdala, caudate, cerebellum, cingulate, 
cortical regions (frontal, occipital, and temporal cortex), hippocampus, putamen, thalamus, and pons. 

3.7.5. Toxicity Studies in Rats 

The acute toxicity of 10a was assessed when administered by a single intravenous injection to rats 
followed by an observation period of 2 or 15 day (Hameln rds, Modra, Slovak Republic). The study was 
performed with 4 test groups, including 1 control and 3 dose groups (6.2, 62 and 620 g kg 1), with 
60 males and 60 females Wistar rats divided into two experiment cohorts: Day 2 (40 males and 40 females) 
and Day 15 (20 males and 20 females). The animals were weighed and allocated to the test groups based 
on their body weights. The animals were sacrificed in two time periods (day 2 and day 15 after test item 
administration) and then examined macroscopically and histopathologically. The following parameters 
were evaluated: mortality, clinical observation, body weights, food consumption, haematology (white 
blood cells, red blood cells, hemoglobin, hematocrit, mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin, platelets, lympohcytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, basophils, monocytes), clinical chemistry 
(alkaline phosphatase, aspartate aminotransferase, alanine aminotransferase, glucose, cholesterol, 
triacylglycerols, creatinine, urea, bilirubin, albumin, calcium, phosphorus, sodium, potassium chloride), 
pathology and histopathology. 

4. Conclusions

We have designed and synthesized a number of compounds based on a new pharmacophore and tested
their in vitro binding affinity and selectivity for 7 nAChR over other receptor subtypes. Among the new 
ligands, compound 10a was found to have high 7 nAChR binding affinity and selectivity, and was 
selected for radiolabeling with 18F and evaluation as PET imaging radioligand for 7 nAChR in vivo. 
[18F]10a was produced in high radiochemical yield and purity both manually and in an automated 
synthesis. PET imaging experiments in piglets and monkey demonstrated that [18F]10a possessed 
appropriate pharmacokinetic properties and displayed specific and displaceable binding to 7 nAChR in 
the brain. Taken together, the new radioligand [18F]10a ([18F]DBT-10) appears to be a promising agent 
for PET imaging and quantification of 7 nAChR availability in the primate brain. 

Supplementary Materials  

Supplementary materials including protocols for the preparation of intermediate compounds and 
NMR spectra of compounds 10, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11a, 12a, 12b, 13b and 14b can be accessed at: 
http://www.mdpi.com/1420-3049/20/10/18387/s1. 
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Abstract: Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), a type II glycoprotein, is highly 
expressed in almost all prostate cancers. By playing such a universal role in the disease, 
PSMA provides a target for diagnostic imaging of prostate cancer using positron emission 
tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT). The PSMA-targeting ligand Glu-NH-CO-
NH-Lys-(Ahx)-HBED-CC (DKFZ-PSMA-11) has superior imaging properties and allows 
for highly-specific complexation of the generator-based radioisotope Gallium-68 (68Ga). 
However, only module-based radiolabeling procedures are currently available. This study 
intended to develop a single vial kit solution to radiolabel buffered DKFZ-PSMA-11 with 
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68Ga. A 68Ge/68Ga-generator was utilized to yield 68GaCl3 and major aspects of the kit 
development were assessed, such as radiolabeling performance, quality assurance, and 
stability. The final product was injected into patients with prostate cancer for PET/CT imaging 
and the kit performance was evaluated on the basis of the expected biodistribution, lesion 
detection, and dose optimization. Kits containing 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11 showed rapid, 
quantitative 68Ga-complexation and all quality measurements met the release criteria  
for human application. The increased precursor content did not compromise the ability of 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 PET/CT to detect primary prostate cancer and its advanced lymphatic- 
and metastatic lesions. The 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 kit is a robust, ready-to-use diagnostic 
agent in prostate cancer with high diagnostic performance. 

Keywords: PSMA; prostate cancer; PET/CT; 68Ga-HBED-CC-(Ahx)Lys-NH-CO-NH-Glu; 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11; 68Ga-PSMAHBED 

1. Introduction

Prostate cancer (PC) is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in men globally and is the second leading
cause of death from malignancy among men in USA and other countries [1]. Currently, the available 
conventional diagnostic procedures, such as preventive blood diagnostics of tumour marker levels like 
prostate specific antigen (PSA), or inconvenient methods such as the digital rectal prostate examination  
or transrectal ultrasound (TRUS), are debatable. Non-invasive methods include sonographic Doppler 
techniques [2], computed tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [3] of the abdomen 
and pelvis. These procedures frequently reveal PC but are lacking accuracy for detection of PC staging as 
well as in recurrent PC [4]. A hybrid imaging approach whereby CT is combined with positron emission 
tomography (PET) using Fluorine-18 fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) has more significance, as the glucose 
metabolism can be instrumented to detect numerous malignancies. However, FDG-PET bears limitations 
towards the detection and localization of slow-growing primary prostate cancer and initial staging of disease 
with a tumour uptake level that can overlap with those in normal tissue and benign prostatic hyperplasia [5]. 

Published reports have highlighted the advantages of using 11C- or 18F-radiolabeled derivatives of acetate 
or choline, 18F-labeled testosterone-derivatives as a ligand to androgen receptors, as well as PET radiotracers 
targeting prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), prostate stem cell antigen- or gastrin-releasing 
peptide receptor [6–8]. 11C-Choline-PET/CT and 18F-Choline-PET/CT have been performed for years, 
however, in a considerable number of cases the metabolism of the tumor has not increased enough for the 
choline analogs to detect PC, especially in recurrent PC [9–11]—confirming the need for a more universal 
imaging agent. In the assessment of metastatic PC, it is becoming increasingly clear that ligands targeting 
PSMA may be a superior alternative to the aforementioned prostate cancer PET imaging agents. It is a type 
II membrane glycoprotein that is significantly overexpressed during all stages of the androgen-insensitive 
or the metastatic cancer of the prostate compared to other PSMA-expressing tissues, such as kidney, 
proximal small intestine, or salivary glands [12–15]. In 2008 M. Pomper and colleagues initiated the 
evaluation of radio-halogenated, technetium- and rhenium-labeled urea-based inhibitors of PSMA [16,17] 
to develop more potent imaging agents for prostate cancer. The PSMA-inhibiting peptide-based motif 
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“glutamate-urea-lysin” (Glu-NH-CO-NH-Lys-(Ahx)) was discovered as a novel pharmacological entity. 
PSMA ligand derivatives were subsequently conjugated to 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-
tetraacetic acid (DOTA) to allow for 68Ga-complexation, but notable concerns about the structural 
changes were addressed [18], as the DOTA macrocycle in the immediate vicinity decreased the binding 
affinity [19]. Alternatively, the novel and seldom used acyclic chelator agent N,N -bis-[2-hydroxy-5-
(carboxyethyl)benzyl]ethylenediamine-N,N -diacetic acid (HBED-CC) was introduced to allow interaction 
with the hydrophobic part of the S1-subunit binding site of the PSMA protein and to facilitate rapid 
radiolabeling with metal-radioisotopes such as Gallium-68 at ambient temperatures. To date, a clinical pilot 
investigation with this 68Ga-labeled PSMA derivative (Glu-NH-CO-NH-Lys-(Ahx)-(68Ga)Ga(HBED-CC)) 
further denoted as 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11) suggested that it detects PC relapses and metastases with higher 
contrast as compared to 18F-labeled choline [20]. The conjugation of HBED-CC enabled the research group 
to produce highly-specific activities of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 [21] and clinical experience show that the 
degree of accuracy of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 PET/CT will have a huge impact on the management of 
patients with PC and will address an important unmet need in this field [22]. 

From a medical point of view, compared to 18F-FDG, 68Ga allows shorter image acquisition, which 
has significant financial implications and demonstrates a more cost-effective approach with immediate 
benefit for patient care. It should also be noted that the 68Ga half-life of 67.6 min often matches well 
with the pharmacokinetic of peptides and other structures, which makes it an attractive labelling option for 
novel diagnostic applications [23,24]. Particularly from an economic viewpoint, using generator-based 
PET-radiopharmaceuticals like 68Ga has advantages over radioisotopes such as 11C, which are produced 
in a cyclotron 68Ga be conveniently yielded daily and GMP-compliant using mild acidic conditions 
(i.e., 0.1 to 1 M HCl) and immediately used for radiolabeling. 

Recently, examples for kit formulation strategies using single vial productions have arisen, such as 
for 68Ga-radiolabeling of DOTA-peptides [25], NODAGA-conjugated compounds [26], and buffered 
citrate [27]. 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 PET/CT will inevitably be a sensitive tool to support clinical trials 
and patient care using state-of-the-art diagnostic technologies and will significantly advance diagnosis 
and treatment management of patients with recurrent PC. To the best of our knowledge only elaborate 
cassette- and module-based radiolabeling techniques have been published [21]. In view of the suitability of 
the precursor we set out to develop a single vial kit radiolabeling procedure for 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11. 

We report here the formulation of a freeze-dried kit containing DKFZ-PSMA-11 and sodium acetate 
trihydrate. We critically assessed the following aspects concerning kit development: radiolabeling with 
68Ga eluted from a certified generator, performance, safety, quality, sterility, and stability. Changes that 
were made to manufacture the DKFZ-PSMA-11 kit included an increase in the precursor content. The 
final product (having passed all necessary quality control requirements) was injected into patients with 
PC at various stages of the disease prior to PET/CT imaging. Kit performance was evaluated based on the 
expected biodistribution, lesion detection, and dose optimization. 

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. 68Ge/68Ga Generator 

1.85 GBq loaded 68Ge/68Ga-generators were utilized to yield 1.55 GBq ± 0.44 GBq of 68Ga-activity, 
eluted as a 2–3 mL batch. Routinely, 1.0 mL generator eluate (457 MBq ± 210 MBq (n = 21)) was added 
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to the DKFZ-PSMA-11 for labeling. Thus, two time-lagged radiosyntheses could be performed from 
one generator elution facilitating personalized administration (alternatively the full 2–3 mL batch could 
be used with an upscale protocol). Decayed total generator eluates and 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 samples 
were routinely measured for residual 68Ge. The maximum 68Ge amount in the total eluate was 0.00074%. 
The average amount of 68Ge found in the final product solution was 0.000057% ± 0.000015% (n = 8)). 
These levels were well below the limits outlined for 68Ge-breakthrough (0.001% according to the Phar. 
Eur. 8.0). The contents of co-eluted ionic metal impurities as analyzed by ICP-OES was highest for the 
246-day-old generator (13.7 ppm); this level was calculated below the limit of 20 ppm for the final
product for all tested metals (Al3+, Sn2+, Fe3+, Cu2+ and Zn2+).

2.2. Preliminary Assessment of the Radiolabeling Parameters 

Prior to the kit formulation, certain parameters were optimized to achieve quantitative complexation 
of 68Ga to DKFZ-PSMA-11. The relevant results are summarized in Figure 1A, showing that under 
moderate acidic conditions a minimum of 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11 was required in combination with 
10 min incubation at RT to warrant a 95%–100% complexation of 68Ga. Trace amounts of uncomplexed 
68Ga were determined with either HPLC or ITLC. Using 15%–25% ethanolic saline solution allowed 
recovering 84%–95% 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (Figure 1B) with C18 purification. Vortex stirring action 
caused no significant increase of the radiochemical yield (p = 0.338) or shortening of the incubation time, 
but is advised to be carried out as described (Material and Methods). An assessment of the radiolabeling 
depending on changes of pH, incubation temperature, and the choice of buffering solution was voided 
for this study. Ambient temperature labeling was a prerequisite for the kit formulation and former studies 
by Eder et al. suggested the optimal pH of 4.2 [19]; all crude radiolabeling solutions met the pH range 
of 4.0–4.5. 

Figure 1. Results from the preliminary assessment of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 radiolabeling 
for studying: (A) precursor molarity as a function of incubation duration and (B) rising ethanol 
concentration required to desorb the purified product from a C18-SepPak light cartridge 
unit. The % RCY and % recovery of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 are displayed (determination of 
percentage activity of the tracer peak using ITLC). Samples were incubated at RT at pH 4.0–4.5. 
Mean values (±sem) of three independent experiments are displayed (error bars in A 
representing sem of 3.7%–12.4% are voided for more transparent presentation). 
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2.3. In-House Kit Vial Formulation of DKFZ-PSMA-11 

The 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11 were buffered with sodium acetate. The kit pellet was presented in a 
homogeneous-solid powder form, thus, no pellet bulking agents were added to the kit. After supplementing 
the 1.0 mL 68Ga (0.6 N HCl) to the kit vial, the pellet dissolved rapidly to yield a clear particle-free solution. 
Table 1 summarizes the pre-release tests in comparison to the outcome of the 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11  
kit-based radiosynthesis, indicating that all quality control tests met the prerequisite criteria. 

Table 1. Overview of quality control tests compared to the release criteria for safe administration 
of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 to humans. 

Quality Control Test Specification Test Results 
Eluate fraction yield (MBq)  300 MBq/1 mL 332–1039  

68Ge breakthrough (total eluate batch 10 mL) 0.001% over 9 months 
max: 0.00074%  

mean: 0.0003% ± 0.0001% 
Cationic impurities (Zn, Fe, Cu, Sn, Al) 50 ppm/1 mL pass 

Product yield (MBq) 200 MBq/1 mL 310 ± 52 
Visual inspection Clear colourless, particle-free pass 

Radiochemical identity ITLC Rf 68
Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 = 0.75 ± 0.2 0.73–0.77 

Radiochemical identity HPLC  Retention time = 5.3 ± 0.5 min 5.18–5.58 
Chemical identity HPLC(UV214nm) Retention time = 4.9 ± 0.5 min 4.83–5.08 

Radiochemical purity  95% 99.6
pH for injection  physiological (6.0–7.6) 6.5–7.0 

Sterile filter integrity 3.5 bar 5.9 ± 0.9 (n = 7) 
Radionuclide identity 67.7 ± 5 min 65.1–69.8 (n = 6) 

Residual 68Germanium (2–5 mL) 0.001% 0.000057 ± 0.000015  
Sterility Sterile (fungal/anaerobe/aerobe) pass

Total product endotoxins max: 20 EU pass 

This study considered 28 kit based radiosyntheses. Eighteen kits were handled during the investigation 
of the purification step, here called Stage 1 (Stage 1, see Section 3.5.) and, building on those results, 10 
additional kits were applied in Stage 2 where a true one-vial-one-step-radiolabeling approach was explored 
(Stage 2, see Section 3.5.). The average duration from generator elution to sterile dispensing of 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA was 41 ± 8 min (n = 12, phase 1) and 25 ± 4 min (n = 5, phase 2, p = 0.068) providing 
up to 800 MBq (calculated yield of two staggered synthesis) of product for injection and for quality-control 
purposes. The % recovery of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 using 20% ethanolic saline solution in Stage 1 was 
78% ± 13% (n = 14). The final product was supplied in 8–10 mL with an average product yield range of 
300–650 MBq for imaging purposes. In 16 out of 18 DKFZ-PSMA-11 kits (89%), the amount of 
uncomplexed 68Ga was calculated 2.44%, whereas 2 kit radiosyntheses showed uncomplexed 68Ga-levels 
of 6.2% and 6.9% (C18 SepPak purification was applied to all 18 radiosyntheses in phase 1). The % RCP 
after purification was calculated 98.9% (n = 13). The results achieved during the kit investigation 
(Stage 1) were a prerequisite to performing radiolabeling, voiding the purification step (Stage 2). At a 
pH value of 4.0 the kits containing 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11 complexed the 68Ga significantly better 
(p < 0.01) than the reference kit vials containing 2 nmol. The kit preparation of DKFZ-PSMA-11 did not 
compromise the radiolabeling parameters (Figure 2). HPLC-analysis showed free 68Ga-release from the 
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C18-column at ca. 2–3 min and compound retention until 5.58 min. The UV-signal intensity for the 
compound identification was found at slightly earlier times (4.8–5.1 min) due to the consecutive alignment 
of the radio-HPLC detector (Figure 3 A,B). The DKFZ-PSMA-11 kits radiolabeled during phase 2 showed 
a % RCP of 96.8%–99.9% (n = 7) after 20 min incubation at RT (p > 0.01). Both radiolabeling procedures 
caused a 3%–16% loss of radioactivity to glass vial surfaces and disposal material such as the C18 
cartridge. In light of the achieved results, calculations were made to achieve further optimization for a 
resourceful and economical protocol. The decay-corrected % RCY was very high for both methods 
applied, amounting to 87% ± 5% and 90% ± 3% (p = 0.198) for Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively. On the 
basis of the presented results, 0.5 mL of the nine-months-old generator eluted 68Ga (~240 MBq) would 
suffice as starting material to yield an appropriate single patient dose of 150–160 MBq after 25 min 
production. The 68Ga eluted from a 30-days-old generator could be used in 0.25 mL aliquots/patient using 
kit adjustments, respectively. This might be the key aspect to an economic commercialization of the kit 
technique. Alternatively, if the PET imaging capacity will allow timely image acquisition of multiple 
patients, the kit vial can be adjusted to perform an upscaled radiolabeling procedure that serves for 4–5 
injections. However, it should be noted that GMP complaint quality controls should be repeated accordingly. 

Figure 2. Kit radiolabeling of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (Stage 2) as a function of incubation 
duration (ITLC-analysis mobile phase: Methanol/Saline 20:80 (v/v)). No purification was 
carried out post radiolabeling. Mean values (±sem) are displayed. ** Student t-tests returned 
a p value  0.01, for the % RCY of 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11-containing kits (n = 4) vs. the 
control (n = 3). 

2.4. Quality Assessment of the 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 Kit 

2.4.1. Appearance and Sterility 

Optical inspection showed a clear, colourless product solution, which was free of particles or sediments. 
Decayed batches of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 were successfully tested free of anaerobe and aerobe 
bacteria, as well as fungal growth. Moreover, none of the sterile filters failed the integrity (bubble point 
burst) test  62 psi (ca. 4.1 bar). 
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Figure 3. Exemplary HPLC chromatograms as recovered from the radioactivity channel 
(top panel) detecting (#1) free 68Ga and (#2) 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11. Bottom panel showing 
DKFZ-PSMA-11 UV-signal detected simultaneously ( : 214 nm). Samples were analyzed: 
(A) immediately after adding 68Ga-activity; and (B) after 20 min incubation duration.

2.4.2. Radionuclidic Identity and pH Value 

The 68Ga-samples tested for half-life (radionuclidic) identification yielded results of 66.8 ± 2.9 min 
and could be differentiated from 68Ge-samples (265.7 ± 4.9 min; n = 4). The pH value was ca. 4.0 for 
the reaction mixture and in physiological range for all product solutions for injection. 

2.4.3. Radiochemical Stability 

The radiochemical integrity of the DKFZ-PSMA-11-complexed 68Ga was found to be >98% in 20% 
ethanolic saline solution at 37 °C over the 240-min duration observed (n = 3). Free 68Ga-levels were found 
0.3% ± 0.05%, 0.7% ± 0.18%, and 1.9% ± 0.31% for 60, 120, and 240 min, respectively. This high 
thermodynamic stability would allow for multi-patient production and resourceful optimization of the 
kit production as addressed earlier. 

2.4.4. Long-Term Storage and Radiolabeling Reproducibility 

There is limited information from former studies about the longitudinal performance of the iThemba 
LABS generator. As shown in Figure 4A, the reformulated kits give consistently high radiochemical 
yields when tested with 1.0 mL radiogallium eluted from a freshly manufactured generator (dark-grey 
column). No significant difference in the % RCY was found when the DKFZ-PSMA-11-kits were labeled 
with 1.0 mL eluate of the 1st batch, 2nd batch (light gray columns) of a nine-months-old generator or 
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purified post labeling by SepPack C18 light (open-white column). The %RCY amounted to 90% ± 3.4%, 
88% ± 5.1%, 86% ± 4.8%, and 94% ± 1.3%, for the aforementioned batches, respectively. Particular 
consideration was taken regarding the potential influence of the kit storage condition The DKFZ-PSMA-11 
kit performance due to altered long-term storage (Figure 4B) showed % RCY of 97% ± 0.7%, 96% ± 0.9%, 
and 77% ± 7.2 % (p = 0.008) for vials that were frozen at 50 °C, cooled at 2 °C to 8 °C, and placed at RT, 
respectively. To date the frozen kits (4 months) perform stable radiosyntheses of DKFZ-PSMA-11 and the 
stability is monitored continuously. The single vial kit approach for the tracer preparation satisfies the 
necessity of a standardized pharmaceutical product with controlled quality and wide availability. 

Figure 4. 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 kit radiolabeling performance: (A) effect of purity of the 
eluted 68Ga; and (B) long-term storage at different temperatures. Kit contents were labeled 
at RT for 15 min at pH 4.0–4.5 and analysed using radio-ITLC. Mean values (± sem) of two 
to nine independent experiments are displayed. * Statistical significance tests returned 
p values 0.05 for the % RCY of DKFZ-PSMA-11 kits incubated at RT vs. % RCY of frozen 
and/or cooled kit vials. 

2.5. Clinical PET/CT—68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 Kit Performance in Prostate Cancer Patients 

Fifteen male patients (up to 92 yr-old, history of rising PSA-levels, with and without 18F-FDG-PET 
or 99mTc-MDP-SPECT (technetium-99m methylene diphosphonate/single photon emission computed 
tomography) scan prior to this imaging study) were considered for studying the kit performance in 
various patients to address localization of primary tumours, lymph node involvement and metastasis. 
Figure 5 demonstrates the image findings in a patient with limited disease at presentation (age: 63-years-old; 
weight: 125 kg; PSA = 146 g/L; 99mTc-MDP-SPECT negative for lesions). The organ-distribution of 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 consists of uptake in expected organs such as in the lacrimal glands, salivary 
glands, liver and spleen, minimal bowel excretion, and main excretion via the kidneys into the urinary 
bladder. The image quality and the ability to delineate the tumour mass can be considered comparable 
when using a low dose (Figure 5A) SUVmax = 27.3)) instead of a high dose (Figure 5B) SUVmax = 23.7)) 
in the same patient. This is an example how a dose of 97 MBq has sufficiently detected the primary 
lesion without significantly compromising the image quality. Figure 6 is a typical example of a patient 
with a limited history of the disease at presentation (age: 92-yr-old; weight = 65 kg; history of rising 
PSA levels post-surgery (orchidectomy)). No 18F-FDG-PET or 99mTc-MDP-SPECT was carried out prior 
to 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11-PET, which showed an advanced disease state with an involvement of lymph 
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nodes in the pelvis area (SUVmax = 18.3); the low dose of 44.4 MBq injected localized the pathologic 
tissues adequately. In Figure 7, a patient had a surgical history of bilateral orchidectomy and left 
nephrectomy. He represents a typical example of advanced prostate cancer (age: 63-yr-old; weight: 77 kg; 
PSA = 291 g/L) with a positive 99mTc-MDP-SPECT scan for bone metastases (Figure 7A). 68Ga-DKFZ-
PSMA-11 PET/CT confirmed prostate cancer recurrence (SUVmax = 21.6) including multiple soft tissue 
and bone metastatic lesions with SUVmax values ranging from 8.6–22.6 (Figure 7B). 

Figure 5. 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11-PET images showing pathology of primary prostate cancer 
(black arrow) in a 63-yr-old patient (weight = 125 kg; PSA = 146 g/L; 99mTc-MDP-SPECT 
was negative for lesions) at 60 min following administration of (A) a low dose of 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (97 MBq) and (B) a high dose of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (325 MBq), 
respectively. Images were obtained on a Siemens Biograph 40 PET/CT scanner and displayed 
in anterior projection. The normal bio-distribution (red arrow heads) consists of uptake in 
the lacrimal glands (LG), salivary glands (SG), liver (L) and spleen (S), minimal bowel 
excretion (B), and main excretion via the kidneys (K) into the urinary bladder (UB). 

Figure 6. PET image displayed in anterior view of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 in a 92-yr-old 
male with limited disease at presentation (weight = 65 kg; history of rising PSA levels post 
orchidectomy for prostate; no prior 18F-FDG-PET or 99mTc-MDP-SPECT carried out). Prostate 
cancer is demonstrated (black arrow) including an intense accumulation of 68Ga-DKFZ-
PSMA-11 in the left internal iliac node (red arrow head) at 60 min post-injection. 

   A    B
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Figure 7. Whole body image projections of a 63-yr-old patient presenting with advanced 
disease (weight = 77 kg; PSA = 291 μg/L) (A) 99mTc-MDP-SPECT was positive for bone 
metastases; (B) PET/CT imaging detected widely distributed skeletal and visceral metastases 
at 60 min after injection of a low dose of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (70 MBq). Images were 
obtained on a Siemens Biograph 40 PET/CT scanner and are displayed in anterior projection, 
showing multiple skeletal and soft tissue lesions. 

2.6. Discussion 

Nuclear medical PET/CT-diagnostics using 18F-FDG, or 11C or18F labeled derivatives of choline and 
acetate is based on cellular glucose accumulation or tumour proliferation rate, which is found to be low 
in most forms of PC [28]. However, alternative PET imaging with ligands targeting receptors such as 
PSMA that are overexpressed independently from tumour proliferation seem superior also because 
PSMA ligands exhibit the ability to be internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis [29]. This binding, 
in combination with a suitable radioisotope, allows for highly selective PET imaging with intense 
tumour-to-background ratios as a result of enhanced tumour cell retention of the tracer molecule. In 2009 
scientists described the pseudo-peptide structure Glutamine-Urea-Lysin to be a PSMA-targeting inhibitor 
that clears rapidly from the circulation, leading to images with clear contrast [30,31]. As 68Ga was 
envisaged as the preferred radioisotope, the first challenge occurring was to successfully complex it with 
DOTA without hampering the targeting abilities. The limited binding of DOTA-PSMA was overcome 
by the conjugation of Glutamine-Urea-Lysin to the hetero-bifunctional chelator HBED-CC [21,32] to form 
DKFZ-PSMA-11, which warranted efficient radiolabeling with 68Ga at ambient temperature. The high 
specificity of DKFZ-PSMA-11 to complex 68Ga led us to set up a convenient kit labeling procedure. 
Additionally, PC imaging using the kit manufacturing technique is tested for its performance in PC patients. 

To our knowledge, this is the first report on this novel single vial kit assessment involving a SnO2-based 
68Ge/68Ga generator presenting 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11-PET images with high lesion-to-background ratios. 
The major challenge was to address an appropriate precursor concentration and radiolabel it with 68Ga 
while meeting all safety and purity requisites, without compromising the straightforward radiolabeling. 
In the past five years, 68Ge/68Ga-generators have emerged as a reliable, source for daily 68Ga, possibly 
detaching PET-radiopharmaceutical development from a cyclotron environment. We managed to utilise 
a fractionated batch of 68Ga that was eluted from a commercially available SnO2-based generator (IDB 
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Holland, Netherlands). The amount of elutable 68Ga-activity over the generator’s nine-month-life span 
was excellent and the breakthrough of 68Ge and co-eluted metal impurities were of no concern for these 
radiopharmaceutical productions (Table 1). If the DKFZ-PSMA-11-peptide-labeling formulation can be 
supplied in a GMP-compliant kit form in analogy to all the conventional 99mTc-radiotracers, it can be 
made available to all the PET/CT facilities in South Africa and beyond. 

The concept of utilizing PET-kits was first addressed by E. Deutsch 1993 in the Journal of Nuclear 
Medicine, where he suggests that in order to satisfy the governmental regulatory and manufacturing 
requirements one significant approach would entail the development of a family of 68Ga-radiopharmaceuticals 
that can be prepared from cold kits and a 68Ge/68Ga-generator [33]. Nowadays, we have singular kit 
vial solutions becoming an asset to PET radiopharmaceutical research, as exemplified by a universal 
technique to radiolabel proteins [26] or macro-aggregated albumin [34] with 68Ga. In 2013 we have 
successfully reported a procedure of a one-step-aseptic technique to radiolabel ACD-A kits with 68Ga 
for imaging of tuberculosis [27,35]. Many problems concerning the regulation and manufacture of PET 
radiopharmaceuticals can be alleviated in their future development. However, careful, critical attention 
to detail and rigorous quality-assurance protocols are essential if complex radiolabeling procedures are 
to be successfully embedded at a hospital radiopharmacy [36]. 

The kit-derived 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 was injected into patients diagnosed with PC. PET/CT images 
demonstrated the expected bio-distribution with the most intense tracer accumulation noted in the 
kidneys and salivary glands. The lacrimal glands, liver, spleen, and the small and large intestines showed 
moderate-to-low uptake (Figure 5), which confirmed what other groups have demonstrated [14,37]. 
Moreover, our amended approach to work with an increased mass of DKFZ-PSMA-11 (to achieve 
quantitative 68Ga-complexation) did not hamper the pharmacological ability of the molecule; a clear 
delineation of the tumour mass through the PET scan was determined, even with less than 100 MBq 
administered, as a result of the high specific activity. The low injected doses in this study (n = 6) were 
lower than doses administered to study dosimetric aspects of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 [38]. These doses 
exhibit less radiation burden (effective dose of 3 mSv), delivering organ doses that are comparable to 
(kidneys), or lower than, those delivered by 18F-FDG. Following low-dose tracer administration, we were 
able to detect primary tumours (Figure 5) and early metastatic disease with pelvic lymph node involvement 
(Figure 6), as well as widespread metastatic disease (Figure 7). It should be noted that this clinical 
investigation is merely a performance test to address the radiopharmaceutical amendments in the 
production according to GMP and GCP. This study cannot motivate the application of low doses routinely 
for this tracer, but it might be interesting to implement this objective in a larger scaled investigation. 
Low dose tracer administrations might bear the risk of overlooking critical lesions or leaving malignant 
loci undetected post therapy. If accurately investigated, the use of lower injected doses offers significant 
advantages; it helps to reduce patient radiation exposure, while allowing for the optimization of costs and 
patient throughput. Cyclotron-independent PET tracers also allow for the possibility of PET/CT centres 
in rural areas. 

Based on these results, the performance of the 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 kit appears similar to published 
findings with 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11, which were produced in a module- or cassette-like procedure [21,22]. 
We have also reported a case study where 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 PET/CT was successfully imaging 
metastatic breast cancer [39] and the tracer was also found to accumulate in metastatic renal cell 
carcinoma [40]. 
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The 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 kit is a safe and useful, ready-to-use diagnostic agent in PC with high 
diagnostic performance. A multi-patient dose can be produced and dispensed in less than 30 min at RT, 
featuring high thermodynamic stability, and a high degree of reproducibility and robustness towards the 
storage environment and the quality of the eluted radiogallium. The simplicity of the method provides a 
highly convenient and easy-to-integrate 68Ga-tool to tracer production in the hospital radiopharmacy. 
Providing an immaculate generator performance, this simplified technique makes post-purification 
obsolete and usable by radiography personnel. The latter approach may be suitable for implementation 
of other 68Ga-radiopharmaceuticals for a more elegant way of translational research. 

3. Material and Methods

3.1. Chemicals and Materials  

If not stated otherwise, only pharmacological-grade solvents were used in the procedures. 
DKFZ-PSMA-11 was purchased from ABX advanced biochemical compounds (Biomedizinische 
Forschungsreagenzien GmbH, Radeberg, Germany) in GMP-compliant grade, supplied as trifluoroacetate 
salt. A 30% solution of ultrapure grade hydrochloric acid (HCl), trifluoroacetic acid and methanol were 
purchased from Fluka Analytical (Steinheim, Germany). High-performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) grade water (resistivity = 18.2 M  cm) was produced in-house by a Simplicity 185 Millipore 
system (Cambridge, MA, USA). All other solvents were purchased in at least HPLC grade from Sigma 
Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Certified sterile pyrogen-free sealed borosilicate glass vials (5–30 mL) 
were provided by NTP Radioisotopes (Pty) Ltd. (Pelindaba, South Africa) and were utilized for kit 
production, generator elution, and sterile saline dispension. Silica gel ITLC paper was purchased from 
Agilent Technologies (Forest Lakes, CA, USA). Sterile filters were obtained from Millipore (Millipore, 
New York, NY, USA). 

3.2. 68Ge/68Ga Generator 

68Ga (89%; EC + max. 1.9 MeV) was yielded from two consecutive tin-dioxide-based 68Ge/68Ga 
generators (iThemba LABS, Somerset West, South Africa). The eluate fractionation and purification was 
carried out as previously reported [27]. A Jelco 22G × 1 polymer catheter (Smiths Medical, Croydon, 
South Africa) was utilized to warrant metal-free radiogallium transfer. Routinely, inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) was carried out to detect trace metal impurities. The 
levels of co-eluted 68Ge were routinely surveyed in the total generator eluate and in retained 68Ga-DKFZ-
PSMA-11 solutions. After at least 48 h, 68Ge was measured indirectly in a CRC 25 ionization chamber 
(Capintec Inc., Ramsey, NJ, USA), by detecting radiogallium that was generated in situ by 68Ge impurities. 
68Ge samples of known activity were used as references. Low 68Ge-levels were detected using a single 
probe well counter (Biodex Inc., Shirley, New York, NY, USA) or a calibrated gamma spectrometer as 
previously described [27]. The percentage 68Ge was calculated by as follows: 

 (1)
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3.3. Preliminary Assessment of Radiolabeling Parameters 

In order to achieve the highest labeling efficiency in optimal time, the following labeling parameters 
were optimized: DKZF-PSMA-11 molarity given a constant 68Ga pH value (buffered with sodium 
acetate trihydrate to yield pH 4.0–4.5) and incubation duration (with or without applying vortex stirring 
of the sample). Therefore, 1 mL of the 68Ga eluate was pre-mixed into vials containing 1–12 nmol 
DKFZ-PSMA-11 and 98 mg sodium acetate trihydrate salt and incubated at room temperature (RT) up to 
30 min; one set of samples underwent vortex stirring action every 5 min for 15 s. At 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20 and 
30 min, 4 μL per sample was extracted for analysis. The labeling efficiency for all crude samples was 
determined by ITLC as described. Potential impurities and un-chelated 68Ga [41] were purified using 
Sep-Pak light C18 solid-phase-extraction (Waters, Eschborn, Germany). 

3.4. In-House Kit Vial Formulation of DKFZ-PSMA-11 

Sterile kit vials were produced at Radiochemistry; The South African Nuclear Energy Corporation, 
using 10 mL vials provided by NTP Radioisotopes. A stock solution of 50 nmol/mL DKFZ-PSMA-11 
(resultant mass 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11: 5.07 μg (MWDKFZ-PSMA-11 = 947.0 g/mol + MW68Ga = 69.7 g/mol) 
was prepared by dissolving the peptide in Millipore water. Aliquots of 100 μL of the peptide stock solution 
were mixed with 98 mg sodium acetate trihydrate and vortexed vigorously to yield a homogeneous, gel-like 
consistency. Alternatively, 5 nmol DKFZ-PSMA-11 were supplemented with 250 μL of 392 mg/mL 
sodium acetate trihydrate solution and vortexed. The kit vials were immediately placed in an ultra-low 
freezer (Bio-Freezer, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for a minimum of four h ( 50 °C) 
and subsequently transferred to the Alpha 1–5 laboratory freeze dryer (Christ, Osterode am Harz, 
Germany) where lyophilisation was carried out overnight under Argon atmosphere at 0.05 mbar. The 
vials were sealed and routinely stored at 2–8 °C. 

3.5. 68Ga Radiolabeling of DKFZ-PSMA-11 Kits 

Eighteen kit vials containing 5 nmol buffered DKFZ-PSMA-11 were mixed with 1 mL 68GaCl3 solution 
and allowed to incubate at RT for 15 min with gentle vortexing for at least 15 s in five-min intervals. 
Thereafter the radiolabeling was carried as following: Stage 1 involves the kit investigation phase where 
the need for a purification step was studied by passing the reaction mixture through a SepPack C18 light 
as published [42], recovering the product with ethanolic saline solution. Stage 2 involves a true one-vial-
one-step-radiolabeling approach followed by supplementing the kit vial with 1.5 mL of 2.5 M sodium 
acetate trihydrate and 3 mL of saline, to yield a physiological pH. Before dispensing of 68Ga-DKFZ-
PSMA-11, the solution was run through a 0.22 μm membrane using a low protein-binding filter. An aliquot 
of >2 mL was retained for further quality assessment of the kits. Radiochemical purity (% RCP) was 
determined by gradient radio-high-pressure-liquid-chromatography (HPLC) and the decay-corrected 
radiochemically recovered yield (% RCY) was determined by radio-thin layer chromatography (ITLC) as 
optimized from previously described procedures [21,43]. A reverse-phase HPLC column (Zorbax SB 
C18, 4.6 mm × 250 mm × 5 μm; Agilent Technologies, CA, USA) with a linear A–B gradient (0% B to 
100% B in 6 min) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min was utilized for quantification analysis. Solvent A consisted 
of 0.1% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and solvent B was 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile. The HPLC system 
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(Agilent 1200 series HPLC instrument coupled to 6100 Quadruple MS detector, Agilent Technologies 
Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA), equipped with a diode array detector (DAD) and radioactive detector (Gina 
Star, Raytest, Straubenhardt, Germany) measured UV absorbance at 214 nm. For ITLC quantification 
silica gel impregnated chromatographic paper (1 × 10 cm, Agilent Technologies, Forrest Lake, CA, USA) 
was employed as the stationary phase. The paper was spotted with reaction mixture, dried and exposed 
for 5–8 min to the mobile phase (Saline/MeOH 80:20 v/v). The chromatograms were visualized by 
ITLC radio-chromatography imaging (VSC-201, Veenstra Ind., Oldenzaal, The Netherlands) using a 
gamma radiation detector (Scionix 25B25/1.5-E2, Bunnik, The Netherlands). The obtained chromatograms 
allowed for peak identification and performing “area under the curve” analysis for percentage quantification 
(Genie2000 software, Veenstra Ind., Oldenzaal, The Netherlands). Free radiogallium remained close to 
the baseline (Rf: 0.05) whereas the 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 peak was detected at Rf of 0.8–0.95. 

3.6. Quality Assessment of the 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 Kit 

Assessment of the quality of the cold or radiolabeled kits included sterility, pH value of the 68Ga 
reaction mixture and product solutions, percentage radiolabeling efficiency (% LE), radiochemical 
stability, radionuclidic identity and labeling reproducibility with different generator eluate purities, and 
storage stability. 

3.6.1. Appearance and Sterility 

After optical and light microscopic inspection of particles and change of colour, aliquots of the sterile 
filtered sample were analysed by the NHLS microbiological laboratory at Steve Biko Academic Hospital 
for bacterial growth of aerobe, anaerobe, and fungal species as carried out previously [27]. Sterile filters 
were tested for pressure integrity (bubble point test). 

3.6.2. Radionuclidic Identity and pH Value 

Radionuclidic identity was measured by 120 min decay analysis for determination of 68Ga half-life 
using a CRC 25 ionization chamber (Capintec Inc., Ramsey, NJ, USA). The pH value was assessed using 
a narrow range pH paper (pH Fix 0-7, Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) technique. 

3.6.3. Radiochemical Stability 

As multi-patient doses can potentially be achieved from an upscale radiopharmaceutical production 
the stability of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 was evaluated over three h of incubation at 37 °C and subsequent 
analysis for potential free 68Ga recurrence using radio-ITLC. 

3.6.4. Long-Term Storage and Radiolabeling Reproducibility 

Verification of the kit shelf-life was carried out considering two aspects A) storage stability (aliquots 
for the kit formulation were kept at either 50 °C, 2–8 °C, or at room temperature for 30–60 days prior 
to radiolabeling and B) robustness towards purity changes of the generator-eluted 68GaCl3: kits contents 
were mixed with equal 68Ga-batches yielded from a freshly-manufactured generator and compared with 
those of an outdated generator: (1) a routinely eluted generator batch, (2) the consecutive batch of 
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the same day yielded >4 h later, and (3) a C18-purified 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 batch, respectively. 
Radiolabeling was carried out according to the above mentioned protocol. The % RCY and % RCP was 
determined by HPLC and ITLC as described earlier.  

3.7. Clinical PET/CT—68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 Kit Performance in Prostate Cancer Patients 

The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The University of Pretoria’s 
Research Ethics Committee granted approval for this study and written or verbal consent was obtained 
from each participant prior to tracer injection. Patients with histologically confirmed PC were included 
with referral indications for initial staging, restaging or suspected recurrence. 

Image Acquisition, Reconstruction and Analysis 

Image acquisition and reconstruction was carried out as previously reported [27]. Briefly, no special 
patient preparation was required and all patients were imaged on a Siemens Biograph 40-slice PET/CT 
scanner according to standard protocol. Intravenous contrast was injected unless a contra-indication 
existed and all patients were imaged from vortex to mid-thigh at 60 min post-injection of low doses of 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 (44-126 MBq). Images were independently analysed by two trained physicians 
determining the maximum standard uptake values (SUVmax) in lesions or targeted organs. 

3.8. Statistical Analysis 

If necessary, data was normalized by a log10 transformation before statistical analysis. If not stated 
otherwise, analytical datasets were expressed as mean and standard error of mean (sem). Dependency 
between two parameters was analysed by the Spearman correlation to provide the correlation coefficient 
(r). Significance of two mean values was calculated by Student-t-test (paired and unpaired comparison). 
For all statistical tests, the level of significance (p) was set at <0.05 (two-tailed) where * p < 0.05, 
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 vs. references or controls. 

4. Conclusions

We managed to produce 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 from a freeze-dried one-vial kit that meets all QC
criteria for PET imaging. An efficient technique for the routine preparation of 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 was 
presented, showing highly-specific, reproducible radiolabeling that accommodated the acidic conditions 
needed to elute 68Ga from a SnO2-based 68Ge/68Ga generator. Up to 800 MBq highly pure (>98%) 
68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 was provided for patient administration within 20–30 min, and the localization 
of primary PC and lymph node involvement, as well as advanced metastatic PC scenarios, seemed not 
to be compromised by the kit-manufacturing protocol. Moreover, 68Ga-DKFZ-PSMA-11 PET/CT is 
desirable for an effective stratification of patients undergoing theranostic radioligand therapy with 
177Lu-labeled PSMA-ligands. 
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Abstract: In order to compare the coordination properties of 1,4,7-triazacyclononane (tacn) 
derivatives bearing varying numbers of phosphinic/carboxylic acid pendant groups towards 
68Ga, 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-7-acetic-1,4-bis(methylenephosphinic) acid (NOPA) and 1,4,7- 
triazacyclononane-4,7-diacetic-1-[methylene(2-carboxyethyl)phosphinic] acid (NO2AP) were 
synthesized using Mannich reactions with trivalent or pentavalent forms of H-phosphinic 
acids as phosphorus components. Stepwise protonation constants logK1–3 12.06, 3.90 and 
1.95, and stability constants with GaIII and CuII, logKGaL 24.01 and logKCuL 16.66, were 
potentiometrically determined for NOPA. Both ligands were labelled with 68Ga and 
compared with NOTA (tacn-N,N ,N -triacetic acid) and NOPO, a TRAP-type [tacn-N,N ,N - 
tris(methylenephosphinic acid)] chelator. At pH 3, NOPO and NOPA showed higher labelling 
efficiency (binding with lower ligand excess) at both room temperature and 95 C, compared 
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to NO2AP and NOTA. Labelling efficiency at pH = 0–3 correlated with a number of 
phosphinic acid pendants: NOPO >> NOPA > NO2AP >> NOTA; however, it was more 
apparent at 95 C than at room temperature. By contrast, NOTA was found to be labelled more 
efficiently at pH > 4 compared to the ligands with phosphinic acids. Overall, replacement of a 
single phosphinate donor with a carboxylate does not challenge 68Ga labelling of TRAP-type 
chelators. However, the presence of carboxylates facilitates labelling at neutral or weakly 
acidic pH. 

Keywords: positron emission tomography; metal complexes; macrocyclic ligands; 
radiopharmaceuticals; tacn derivative; phosphinate complexes; gallium complexes; 
radiolabelling; PET tracer development; molecular imaging 

1. Introduction

In analogy to 99mTc, the most commonly used radionuclide for single-photon emission tomography
(SPECT) [1], the generator-produced radiometal 68Ga with its favourable physical properties (89% 

+-emission; t1/2 = 67.7 min; Eav( +) = 740 keV) is a valuable resource for decentralised manufacturing 
of positron emission tomography (PET) radiopharmaceuticals [2–4]. For application in nuclear medicine, 
68Ga is attached to a biological vector as a complex with a suitable chelator that is conjugated to the 
targeting group, frequently through an additional linker.  

Current 68Ga-based PET is dominated by peptide conjugates of DOTA and NOTA (Figure 1), mainly 
due to the success of the corresponding radiolabelled octreotide analogues, such as 68Ga-DOTATOC, 
68Ga-DOTATATE, or 68Ga-DOTANOC for imaging of neuroendocrine tumours [5,6]. However, although 
68Ga3+ labelling of DOTA is feasible, this chelator has been mainly employed for 90Y, 111In, 152Tb, 
177Lu, 212Pb or 213Bi radioisotopes, whose coordination requires higher coordination numbers [7]. Since 
the coordination chemistry of the radiometal and the chelator determines the labelling conditions [8], an 
extensive effort has recently been dedicated to the development of improved bifunctional chelators tailored 
for gallium(III) [9–18]. For the development of 68Ga-based imaging agents, 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-based 
(tacn-based) NOTA-like bifunctional derivatives (3 [11], 2 [12], 4 or 5 [13], 1 [14,15]; Figure 1) have 
been shown as promising chelators for 68Ga3+ ion. Compared to DOTA, the NOTA-like derivatives can 
also be labelled efficiently at lower ligand concentrations/excess and lower temperatures [19]. However, 
68Ga labelling of NOTA proved to be influenced to a considerable extent by metal contaminants present in 
the 68Ge/68Ga generator eluates, most notably by Zn2+, the inevitable decay product of 68Ga [20]. Among 
the open-chain chelators, despite the lower kinetic inertness of their metal complexes compared to those 
of macrocyclic ligands, several conjugates of ligands derived from 6 and 7 showed promising results in 
preclinical and clinical studies [21–23]. 

Previously, we have evaluated a number of 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-1,4,7-tris(methylenephosphinic 
acids) (TRAP ligands) for gallium(III) complexation/labelling [9,10,24–26]. The phosphinate ligands, 
8 [27] and 9 [28], reported earlier, were compared to NOTA, DOTA and phosphinate chelators, 10 and 
11 [25]. The TRAP-type chelators showed significantly improved labelling properties when compared 
with their acetic acid analogues. Apart from the feasibility of labelling at room temperature (RT) and at 
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low chelator concentrations, the higher acidity of phosphinic acids allowed for labelling at acidic 
conditions (pH < 2), where formation of insoluble 68Ga3+ hydroxide species is avoided [29]. Among 
the TRAP chelators, no statistically significant difference in labelling properties has been found; only 
labelling of the more lipophilic 9 resulted in slightly worse 68Ga incorporation efficiency. The TRAP 
motif was also employed for a straightforward preparation of a PET/MRI bimodal contrast agent, 
combining TRAP and DOTA structures for Ga3+ and Gd3+ chelation, respectively [30]. More recently, 
excellent labelling properties have also been reported for the monoconjugable TRAP-type chelator 
NOPO [10,31,32] (Figure 2) which combines the pendant arm moieties of 10 and 11. Interestingly, 
bringing the asymmetric element to the N-substitution pattern did not entail any loss of 68Ga-labelling 
performance. Moreover, NOPO and 10 were found to be highly chemoselective for Ga3+, even in the 
presence of high concentrations of contaminating metallic cations [20]. 

Figure 1. Macrocyclic and open-chain chelators for trivalent gallium. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the factors responsible for the 68Ga-labelling efficiency of 
TRAP chelators, we have now investigated two tacn-based bifunctional chelators with asymmetrical 
N-substitution patterns, involving both phosphinate and carboxylate coordination sites (NO2AP and
NOPA, Figure 2).

Figure 2. Chelators with acetic/phosphinic acid pendant arms compared in this paper. 

These mixed-donor ligands have been successfully investigated as ligands (e.g., 12 and 13, Figure 1) 
selective for Mg2+ over Ca2+ [33,34]. Their 68Ga labelling performance was compared to that of NOTA and 
NOPO as representatives of symmetrically substituted carboxylate-type and phosphinate-type chelators. 
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Ligand Synthesis 

Synthesis of NOPA was carried out according to the reaction sequence shown in Scheme 1. 
1,4,7-Triazacyclononane was reacted with N,N-dimethylformamide dimethyl acetal to give aminal 14 [35] 
which was monoalkylated in situ [36,37], affording the ammonium salt 15 that crystallized from the 
reaction mixture. This one-pot alkylation followed by hydrolysis is—despite requiring several steps—
simple and easy to carry out on a large scale. Compound 16 [33,38–40] was then obtained by alkaline 
hydrolysis of 15. Moedritzer-Irani (phospho-Mannich) [41] reaction of 15 with phosphinic acid and 
paraformaldehyde readily afforded NOPA; similarly to the analogous reaction on N-monobenzylated 
tacn [32], the typical formation (according to NMR and MS spectra of the reaction mixture) of 
N-methylated by-products [42] in the last reaction step was suppressed by low reaction temperature.
Pure NOPA was obtained in a zwitterionic form after simple purification on a strong cationic exchanger;
surprisingly, separation of NOPA from the N-methylated by-product on cationic exchange resin was
more efficient than that in previously published synthesis of the tris(phosphinic acid) ligand 8 [25].

Scheme 1. NOPA synthesis. Reagents and conditions: (a) (MeO)2CHNMe2, dioxane, 105 °C, 
4 h; (b) tBuO2CCH2Br, dioxane, room temp., 1 h; (c) NaOH, water/EtOH, reflux, 72 h, 89% 
based on tacn; (d) paraformaldehyde, H3PO2, water, room temp., 12 h, 63%. 

Two synthetic pathways were evaluated for the preparation of NO2AP. In the first approach, reaction 
of the phosphinic acid 17 with tacn-1,7-diacetic acid (NO2A) and formaldehyde in conc. aq. HCl at 
elevated temperatures (50–70 °C) resulted in the formation of complex mixtures, difficult to separate 
mainly due to the formation of the N-methylated side products. Furthermore, the presence of the free 
acetic acid pendant arms discourages utilisation of the chelator for selective coupling to a primary amine 
group in e.g., peptides. Therefore, another route employing a precursor with ester protected N-acetates was 
investigated, in which the phosphite intermediate 18 was generated in-situ by reaction of acid 17 with 
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDSA). The latter intermediate was reacted with tacn-1,7-bis(t-butyl acetate) 
19 under anhydrous conditions according to our previously reported synthetic procedure [32] to give 
ester 20 (Scheme 2) [34]. Comparing to the published synthesis (the esterified mixed acetate-phosphinate 
tacn derivatives have been prepared from the t-butyl ester of 16 or from 19 by reaction with 
paraformaldehyde and MeP(OEt)2 or EtP(OEt)2, respectively, in anhydrous solvents but the product 
was isolated in very low overall yields and after difficult purification procedures [34]), the latter procedure 
is characterized by simple purification and higher overall yield despite the seemingly more demanding 
synthetic protocols. The silyl groups were removed by treatment with methanol and the free chelator 
NO2AP was obtained by deprotection with trifluoroacetic acid. The reaction sequence confirmed that 
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silylated phosphites derived from H-phosphinic acids are valuable, readily available reagents for the 
anhydrous variant of Mannich reaction. Utilization of the silylated phosphinic acids for the formation 
of the >N–CH2–P pendant arm might represent a feasible general approach for the synthesis of mixed 
and/or selectively protected phosphorylated polyazamacrocycles. 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of NO2AP through ester 20. Reagents and Conditions: (a) HMDSA, 
130 C, 24 h, quantitative; (b) (i) paraformaldehyde, HMDSA, 130 C, 24 h; (ii) MeOH, 
HPLC purification; 46% (based on 19); (c) CF3CO2H:CH2Cl2 1:1, room temp.. 

2.2. Equilibrium Studies 

Protonation constants and gallium(III) complex stability constants of NOPA were determined by 
potentiometry (Table 1); for the species distribution diagram, see Figure 3. As expected, values of the 
protonation constants of NOPA were found to be between those of the mother ligands, NOTA and 8, and, 
taking into account different experimental conditions, are in a good agreement with the data reported for 
its methyl- (12) and ethyl phosphinate (13) analogues (Figure 1) [33,34]. The first protonation constant 
is relatively high as it should correspond to protonation of the ring amine with the attached acetate moiety, 
whereas the second protonation constant should be connected with an amine substituted with methyl 
phosphinate group [34]. Gallium(III) complexation in acidic solution was very fast and complete complex 
formation was observed at the beginning of titrations at pH 1.5. In this region, formation of a protonated 
complex was observed ( HLGa = 25.14(8), logKa = 1.10). The Ga3+ complex stability constant was thus 
determined through competition with hydroxide anions in alkaline solution. Similarly to other tacn-based 
ligands [9,25,32], equilibration above pH ~ 6 was slow (more than two weeks) and “out-of-cell” titration 
method had to be used. Mixed hydroxido species were also found ( H–1LGa = 16.04(5), logKa = 8.00). 
As NOTA derivatives are now commonly used as ligands of choice for complexation of 64Cu, stability 
constants for Cu2+-NOPA system were determined as well. The respective complex ( LCu = 16.66(2)) is 
formed even in very acidic solutions, which nevertheless contained 25% free Cu2+ at pH 1.7, enabling the 
stability constant determination; the chemical model also required a hydroxido species ( H–1LCu = 5.36(2), 
logKa = 11.30). Thermodynamic stabilities of the [Ga(NOPA)] and [Cu(NOPA)]– complexes correlate 
with the overall ligand basicity [43] (defined as basicity of the ring nitrogen atoms, logK1 + logK2) of 
NOPA and, thus, are between those for the NOTA and 8 complexes. 

The protonated [Ga(HNOPA)]+ species should be the “in-cage” complex as the proton is probably 
attached to the phosphoryl oxygen atom of the coordinated phosphinate pendant arm [9,25]. Abundance 
of the [Ga(OH)(NOPA)]– species (Figure 3) is relatively high, and its possible formation during 
radiolabelling might explain lower radiolabelling yields at higher pH (see below). 
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Figure 3. Species distribution diagram of the Ga3+-NOPA system. 

Table 1. Stepwise protonation (logKn) and thermodynamic stability (logKGaL) constants of 
free ligands and their gallium(III) complexes, respectively (25 C, I = 0.1 M (Me4N)Cl). 
Literature data are given for comparison. 

Constant 
Ligand 

NOPA a 12 b [34] 8 [25] 10 [15] NOPO [32] NOTA [44]

logK1 
12.06  

12.058(4) 11.7 10.48 11.48 11.96 13.17 

logK2 
3.90  

15.958(6) 4.24 3.28 5.44 5.22 5.74 

logK3 
1.95  

17.910(6) 2.10 4.84 3.77 3.22 

logK4  4.23 1.54 1.96
logK5  3.45
logK6  1.66

logKGaL c 24.04  
24.04(6)  21.91 26.24 25.0 29.60 [25] 

a This work; experimentally determined overall protonation/stability constants (log hlm) are in italics; b 25 C, 
I = 0.1 M KCl; c Equilibrium constant for reaction Ga3+ + Ln   [Ga(L)](n 3)  where Ln  is the fully 
deprotonated ligand. 

2.3. 68Ga Radiolabelling  

Radiolabelling of the chelators at pH 3 exhibited similar shapes and relations of the curves for 95 C 
and 25 C (Figure 4) while, as expected, increased chelator concentrations were required for labelling at 
ambient temperature. In all cases, the tris(phosphinate) ligand NOPO showed superior labelling compared 
to the mixed-pendant arm ligands and NOTA. Interestingly, the presence of a single carboxylate donor in 
NOPA did not significantly affect the labelling performance at pH 3 in comparison to NOPO. Likewise, 
the behaviour of the monophosphinate ligand NO2AP closely resembled that of NOTA at 95 °C. 
However at 25 °C, NO2AP showed slightly improved labelling efficiency compared to that of NOTA, 
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although more than 90% radiolabelling yield was not reached, even at fairly high concentrations. 
Hence, in terms of chelator concentration required for 68Ga labelling, the largest difference is observed 
between the chelators possessing one and two carboxylates or phosphinates. At both temperatures 
investigated, NOPA could be labelled with three-times better efficiency than NO2AP (comparing at 
50% activity incorporation), while NOPO and NOTA are separated by a factor of ten. In addition, the 
data for NOPO showed a much better reproducibility than those for the other ligands. All this indicates 
that no less than three phosphinate donors are required to observe high indifference of the TRAP 
ligand to non-Ga3+ ions in the labelling solution, rooted in the exceptional gallium(III) selectivity. 

Figure 4. Labelling efficiency of the discussed chelators at 25 and 95 C at different chelator 
concentrations (pH = 3, n = 3). 

Since all the investigated compounds showed almost quantitative radiolabelling at 3 μM (95 C) 
and 30 μM (25 °C), those concentrations were selected for further investigation of labelling efficiency 
at various pH (Figure 5). At 95 C, an increasing number of phosphinate side arms mainly resulted in 
higher labelling yields at lower pH due to the high acidity of phosphinic acids. In accordance with 
previous results [19], NOPO could be labelled quantitatively already at pH 0.5 and even to a small extent 
at pH 0. In turn, NOTA showed better performance in the neutral and mildly acidic region. Above 
pH 8, none of the compounds was labelled anymore. 

Figure 5. The 68Ga activity incorporation into the discussed chelators at 25 C and 95 C at 
different pH values at constant ligand concentrations of 30 and 3 μM, respectively (n = 3). 
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At ambient temperature, labelling of all chelators was restricted to a much narrower pH region. While 
NOPO still performed slightly better at lower pH, NOPO, NOPA and NO2AP reached their optimum 
between pH 3 and 4. However, 68Ga incorporation by the latter ligand again did not exceed 90%, 
while the first two ligands were labelled quantitatively. Above pH 4, labelling efficiency of NOPO was 
decreasing to a larger extent than that observed for the other chelators. By contrast, and similarly to the 
situation observed at 95 C, NOTA performed better than the other ligands between pH 4 and 7, with an 
optimum at pH 4. Notably, some radioactivity can be clearly incorporated by NOTA even at pH 8. 

Overall, radiolabelling results are in line with the previously obtained data on TRAP ligands. Due to 
the selectivity of phosphinate-containing tacn derivatives for gallium(III) [10,19,20], a lower ligand 
excess is required for efficient radiolabelling with an increasing number of phosphinate pendant arms. A 
similar decrease in 68Ga incorporation due to presence of the acetate pendant arms has been very recently 
observed for a diacetate-phosphinate tacn derivative with the P-bound –CH2CH(PO3H2)2 group [45]. 
More phosphinate pendant arms also means a better incorporation of 68Ga in more acidic solutions due 
to the higher acidity of phosphinic acids. On the other hand, ligands with more acetate pendant arms are 
more suitable for 68Ga labelling at pH > 4–5. This might be caused by competition with the hydroxide 
anion, which is more pronounced for complexes exhibiting lower overall thermodynamic stability [25], 
i.e., for the phosphinate-containing tacn derivatives (see e.g., Figure 3) than for all-carboxylate NOTA.

3. Experimental Section

3.1. General Information 

NOPO [10] and NOTA [46] were synthesized by a published procedure. Ester 19 and 
1,4,7-triazacyclononane (tacn) were purchased from CheMatech (Dijon, France). Characterization 
NMR spectra were recorded using Bruker (600 MHz), Varian UNITY Inova (400 MHz) or VNMRS 
(300 MHz) spectrometers. 1H- and 13C-NMR chemical shifts were referenced to t-BuOH as internal 
standard, and 31P-NMR chemical shifts were referenced relative to 85% aq. H3PO4 as external standard. 
Electrospray mass spectra (ES-MS) spectra were measured with Varian Ion-trap 500 spectrometer in 
negative or positive modes. High-resolution mass spectra (HR-MS) were measured on UPLC/MS system 
consisting of Accela 1250 quaternary gradient pump coupled to LTQ Velos Pro/Orbitrap ELITE mass 
spectrometer (both Thermo, Waltham, MA, USA); samples were dissolved 50% aq. MeOH. Analytical 
experiments were performed on a HPLC system composed of a Beta 10 gradient pump (ECOM, Prague, 
Czech Republic) equipped with an active mixer Knauer A0285 and a Topaz dual-UV detector (ECOM), 
and on Luna RP8, 5 m, 150 × 4.6-mm column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) equipped with a 
Security Guard system (Phenomenex) holding a C8-cartridge. The mobile phase was continuously 
vacuum-degassed in a DG 3014 degasser (ECOM, Czech Republic). Semi-preparative HPLC was run 
with LCD 50K gradient pump (ECOM) and UV-Vis detector LCD2083 (ECOM) on a Luna RP8, 10 m, 
250 × 21.2-mm column (Phenomenex). For the radiolabelling studies, Ultrapur® water, HCl and NaOH 
were obtained from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany); all other materials used were commercially 
available and of analytical grade. At all cases, incorporation of 68Ga was determined by radio-TLC on 
silica-impregnated chromatography paper (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with 1 M aq. NH4OAc:MeOH 
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1:1 as mobile phase; scanning and evaluation were performed with a MiniGITA Star TLC-scanner 
(Raytest, Straubenhardt, Germany). 

3.2. Syntheses 

3.2.1. Synthesis of (1,4,7-Triazacyclononan-1-yl)acetic Acid (16) 

Tacn (4.00 g, 31 mmol) was dissolved in dioxane (30 mL) and N,N-dimethylformamide dimethyl 
acetal (4.40 g, 36.9 mmol) was added. The mixture was heated at 105 C (in bath) for 4 h, then cooled 
to room temperature, and t-butyl bromoacetate (7.24 g, 37.1 mmol) was added dropwise. Immediately 
formed suspension was diluted by addition of dioxane (10 mL) and stirred at room temperature for 1 h. 
Diethyl ether (20 mL) was added and yellow microcrystalline solid was filtered off, washed with Et2O 
and dissolved in solution of NaOH (5.00 g, 125 mmol) in 50% aq. EtOH (40 mL). The solution was 
refluxed for 72 h, then evaporated to dryness in vacuum and the residue was purified on Dowex 50 in 
H+-form (column size ~3 × 20 cm). The column was washed with water and the product was eluted by 
5% aq. NH3. The fraction containing pure product was evaporated. The residue was dissolved in water 
(50 mL) and evaporated in vacuum to dryness; the procedure was repeated twice. The product was 
isolated as yellow oil (5.20 g, 89%) which solidified upon standing at 4 C. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, D2O): 
 (ppm) 2.82–2.95 (m, HO2CCH2NCH2CH2NH, 8H), 3.11 (s, HNCH2CH2NH, 4H), 3.30 (s, CH2CO2H, 

2H). 13C{1H} NMR (75.4 MHZ, D2O):  (ppm) 43.88, 43.98, 50.09 (s 3×, ring CH2), 58.26 (s, 
NCH2CO2H), 180.44 (s, CO2H). MS (ESI, positive mode, m/z): 188.3 [M + H]+. calc. for M 
(C8H17N3O2) 187.2. 

3.2.2. Synthesis of 1,4,7-Triazacyclononane-7-(carboxymethyl)-1,4-bis(methylenephosphinic 
acid) (NOPA) 

Compound 16 (6.20 g, 33.2 mmol) was dissolved in 50% aq. H3PO2 (36.3 mL, 33.2 mmol) and 
paraformaldehyde (1.96 g, 65.3 mmol) was added. The mixture in a closed flask was stirred at room 
temperature for 12 h and paraformaldehyde slowly dissolved. The mixture was evaporated in vacuum 
to dryness, dissolved in small amount of water and the solution was soaked on Dowex 50 in H+-form 
(column size ~3 × 20 cm). The column was eluted by water and the first acidic fraction, containing 
phosphinic acid, was discarded, and the product was eluted in further neutral fractions. The fractions 
containing pure product were collected, evaporated in vacuum and finally freeze-dried to give 
transparent solid of NOPA (7.20 g, 63%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, D2O):  3.34 (d, 2JPH = 9.9 Hz, NCH2P, 
4H), 3.39–3.56 (m, ring CH2, 8H), 3.62 (s, ring CH2, 4H), 3.91 (s, NCH2CO2H, 2H), 7.23 (d, 
2JPH = 546 Hz, PH, 2H). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, D2O):  49.97 (s, ring CH2), 51.83 (d, 3JPC = 5.0 Hz, 
ring CH2), 52.07 (d, 3JPC = 3.8 Hz, ring CH2), 56.35 (s, NCH2CO2H), 56.21 (d, 2JPC = 88.0 Hz, 
NCH2P), 172.33 (s, CO2H). 31P-NMR (121 MHz, D2O):  16.76 (d, 1JPH = 542 Hz). MS (ESI, positive, 
m/z): 366.6 [M + Na]+, 344.0 [M + H]+; calc. for M (C10H23N3O6P2) 342.8. HR-MS (positive mode, 
m/z): 344.1143 [M + H]+, calc. for C10H23N3O6P2: 343.1062. 
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3.2.3. Synthesis of 1,4,7-Triazacyclononane-4,7-bis(t-butyloxycarbonylmethyl)-1-[methylene(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphinic acid] (20) 

(2-Carboxyethyl)phosphinic acid 17 (0.260 g, 1.9 mmol) [9,47] was dissolved in hexamethyl-disilazane 
(HMDS, 5 mL) in dry glassware under argon and the solution was heated at 140 C (in oil bath) for 24 h 
to give intermediate 18. Ester 19 (0.200 g, 0.56 mmol) was separately dissolved in HMDS (7 mL) and 
added into the cooled solution of 18. Dried paraformaldehyde (0.050 g, 1.6 mmol) was added in one 
portion, flask was tightly closed and the reaction mixture was heated at 130 C (in oil bath) for 24 h 
and then cooled to 25 C. MeOH (5 mL) was slowly added to remove the trimethylsilyl groups. The 
reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuum to yield a yellow oil. It was divided into 200 mg portions 
and each portion was dissolved in water (1 mL), solution was filtered through a 0.5- m syringe filter 
and purified using semi-preparative HPLC in gradient mode using solution A (20% MeCN, 20% 0.1 M 
aq. NH4OAc and 60% H2O) and B (33% MeCN, 20% 0.1 M aq. NH4OAc and 47% H2O); flow rate 
20 mL/min, gradient: 100% of A to 100% of B in 19 min. The fraction containing pure product 
(rt = 5.7 min) was collected, evaporated in vacuum and finally freeze-dried. Yield 0.130 g (46%, based 
on tBu2NO2A). 1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O):  (ppm) 1.49 (s, CH3, 18H), 1.87 (m, PCH2CH2, 2H), 2.41 
(m, PCH2CH2, 2H), 2.89 (bs, ring CH2, 4H), 3.30 (d, 2JPH=7.5 Hz, NCH2P, 2H), 3.12 (bs, ring CH2, 
4H), 3.35 (bs, ring CH2, 4H), 3.63 (s, NCH2CO, 4H). 13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, D2O):  (ppm) 27.63 
(d, 1JPC = 72.0 Hz, PCH2CH2), 28.03 (s, CH3), 30.0 (d, 2JPC = 3.0 Hz, PCH2CH2), 47.56 (s, ring CH2), 
49.66 (s, ring CH2), 53.30 (s, ring CH2), 53.77 (d, 1JPC = 88.0 Hz, NCH2P), 56.62 (s, NCH2CO), 84.27 
(s, Cq), 172.98 (s, NCH2CO), 181.29 (d, 3JPC = 16.7 Hz, PCH2CH2CO2H). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, 
D2O):  (ppm) 32.42 (s). MS (ESI, positive, m/z): 508.3 [M + H]+, calc. for M (C22H42N3O8P) 507.6. 
HR-MS (positive mode, m/z): 508.2797 [M + H]+, calc. for C22H42N3O8P 507.2710. 

3.2.4. Synthesis of 1,4,7-Triazacyclononane-4,7-bis(carboxymethyl)-1-[methylene(2-carboxy-
ethyl)phosphinic acid] (NO2AP) 

Ester 20 (48.2 mg, 0.095 mmol) was dissolved in dry CH2Cl2:TFA 1:1 (10 mL) and the solution 
was stirred in dark at room temperature for 12 h. Solvents were evaporated in vacuum and the crude 
product was dissolved in water and evaporated, and the procedure was repeated twice. The residue was 
dissolved in water and the solution was freeze-dried. Product yield 37.1 mg as the trifluoroacetate salt. 
1H-NMR (600 MHz, D2O):  (ppm) 2.13 (m, PCH2CH2, 2H), 2.67 (m, PCH2CH2, 2H), 3.45 (d, 
2JPH = 5.7 Hz, NCH2P, 2H), 3.50–3.56 (m, ring CH2, 8H), 3.66 (s, ring CH2, 4H), 4.14 (s, NCH2CO, 4H). 
13C{1H} NMR (150 MHz, D2O):  (ppm) 24.72 (d, 1JPC = 92.3 Hz, PCH2CH2) , 27.01 (s, PCH2CH2), 
51.44 (s, ring CH2), 52.19 (s, 2× ring CH2), 55.01 (d, 1JPC = 96.4 Hz, NCH2P), 57.39 (s, NCH2CO), 
116.7 (q, 1JCF = 290.4 Hz), 163.1 (q, 2JCF = 36.5 Hz), 170.92 (s, NCH2CO), 177.14 (d, 3JPC = 13.5 Hz, 
PCH2CH2CO2H). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, D2O):  (ppm) 43.77 (s). MS (ESI, positive, m/z): 396.1 
[M + H]+, calc. for M (C14H26N3O8P) 395.3. HR-MS (positive mode, m/z): 396.1534 [M + H]+, calc. 
for C14H26N3O8P: 395.1457. 
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3.3. Potentiometry 

Potentiometry was carried out (preparation of stock solutions and chemicals, electrode system 
calibration, titration procedures, equipment and data treatment) according to the previously published 
procedures [48]. The Ga(NO3)3 stock solution contained known amount of HNO3 to protect it against 
hydrolysis. Protonation and stability constants were determined in 0.1 M (NMe4)Cl at 25.0 °C and they 
are concentration constants. Protonation constants of NOPA (cL = 0.004 M) and Cu-NOPA stability 
constants (cL = cCu = 0.004 M) were determined by normal (“in-cell”) titrations in pH range 1.6–12 
with 40 points per titration and four parallel titrations. The stability constants in the Ga3+–NOPA 
system were obtained by “out-of-cell” method as described previously (cL = cGa = 0.004 M, pH range 
1.5–11.5, 25 points per titration, two parallel titrations, equilibration time three weeks) [10,48]. The 
titration data were treated with OPIUM [49] program. Stability constants of gallium(III) hydroxide 
species and pKw = 13.81 were taken from literature [50,51]. Throughout the text, the pH means log[H+]. 

3.4. 68Ga Labelling 

The labelling was done manually according to the procedure described in ref. [19]. Briefly, 68Ga 
was eluted from a SnO2-based 68Ge/68Ga-generator (iTHEMBA Labs, Cape Town, South Africa) with 
1 M aq. HCl. A 1250-μL fraction containing the highest activity ( 70 MBq) was collected and buffered 
with 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES; 800 μL, 2.7 M aq.). Aliquots 
of that solution (90 μL) were added to ligand stock solutions of appropriate concentration (10 μL, 
pH 3.0) and left to incubate at 95 C or 25 C for 5 min. For pH dependence experiments, pH was 
adjusted with aq. HCl and/or aq. NaOH. 

4. Conclusions

A detailed comparison of a series of four tacn-based chelators with various phosphinic/carboxylic
acid substitution patterns provided a better understanding of the structural factors governing metal ion 
complexation properties of this class of ligands. The presence of at least two phosphinic acid pendant 
arms is a key to the unique 68Ga-labelling properties of TRAP-like chelators. Apparently, one phosphinate 
coordination site of the TRAP motif can be exchanged with a different donor, e.g. carboxylate, without 
compromising its affinity to gallium(III). On the other hand, the presence of carboxylate groups facilitates 
the complex formation at neutral or weakly acidic pH. Overall, our findings help with the fine-tuning of 
metal-binding properties of the pendant-armed 1,4,7-triazacyclononanes and, thus, provide a strong basis 
for future rational design of these ligands for medical applications. 
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Abstract: Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have shown great potential for use in nanomedicine 
and nanotechnologies due to their ease of synthesis and functionalization. However, their 
apparent biocompatibility and biodistribution is still a matter of intense debate due to the 
lack of clear safety data. To investigate the biodistribution of AuNPs, monodisperse 14-nm 
dual-radiolabeled [14C]citrate-coated [198Au]AuNPs were synthesized and their physico-chemical 
characteristics compared to those of non-radiolabeled AuNPs synthesized by the same 
method. The dual-radiolabeled AuNPs were administered to rats by oral or intravenous 
routes. After 24 h, the amounts of Au core and citrate surface coating were quantified using 
gamma spectroscopy for 198Au and liquid scintillation for the 14C. The Au core and citrate 
surface coating had different biodistribution profiles in the organs/tissues analyzed, and no 
oral absorption was observed. We conclude that the different components of the AuNPs 
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system, in this case the Au core and citrate surface coating, did not remain intact, resulting 
in the different distribution profiles observed. A better understanding of the biodistribution 
profiles of other surface attachments or cargo of AuNPs in relation to the Au core is required 
to successfully use AuNPs as drug delivery vehicles. 

Keywords: gold nanoparticles; dual radiolabeling; biodistribution profiles; Sprague 
Dawley rats 

1. Introduction

The use of engineered nanomaterials, such as gold (Au) nanoparticles (AuNPs), promises to have a
great impact on the field of nanomedicine and nanotechnologies. As a result, AuNPs have become an 
on-going area of research for a wide range of biomedical applications, such as plasmon-based labeling 
and imaging, diagnostics and therapeutics [1–3]. AuNPs’ unique surface, electronic and optical properties, 
as well as their apparent biocompatibility [4] make them ideal drug delivery vectors [5–8]. However, 
their biocompatibility and toxicity have recently been questioned [9,10], and currently, there is no 
consensus on their biodistribution [4,11–13]. This can be attributed to the use of different methodologies 
with a diversity of objectives that do not collate easily into a single general conclusion. The lack of 
correlation between in vitro and in vivo toxicity results further complicates matters. 

In biodistribution and toxicity studies, it is necessary to accurately determine the amount of Au in 
various tissues/organs. The quantification of the other components of an AuNP drug delivery vesicle, the 
surface coating and surface attachments or the cargo, can assist in the elucidation of potential toxicity 
mechanisms. Several techniques have been used to measure the content of Au in rodents, for example; 
inductively-coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) [10,14–18], atomic absorption spectroscopy 
(AAS) [19], radioactive analysis (RA) using gamma spectroscopy [20–23] and instrumental neutron 
activation analysis (INAA) [24,25]. Gamma spectroscopy and INAA are preferred analytical techniques 
in biodistribution studies due to the lower limits of detection compared to AAS and ICP-MS. Gamma 
spectroscopy offers the added advantage of a quick and relatively simple sample preparation. However, 
all of these quantification methods mentioned lack the ability to track and quantify the other components/ 
surface attachments of AuNPs simultaneously in vivo. 

Whilst the use of a single radiolabel is common [13,20,23], to the best of our knowledge, there are 
no published studies using dual radiolabeling to determine the biodistribution profiles of the different 
components in a multi-component systems for AuNPs. However, dual radiolabeling has been reported 
before to study the biodistribution of the components of a vaccine system (both adjuvant and antigen) [26] 
and for AuNPs with two radiolabels for use in single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
for bioimaging applications in diagnostics [27]. An approach similar to the one we are taking in this 
study was done for superparamagnetic iron using 59Fe for the nanoparticle core and labeled surface 
attachments [28,29]. 

An understanding of the biodistribution profile of each component (Au core and any surface 
attachments) would be ideal, as this will enable any observed end organ toxicity to be attributed to the 
whole system or a part thereof. This can be achieved by radiolabeling each of the desired components; 
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in this case, the Au core and the citrate surface coating. The methods used by Hirn et al. of radiolabeling 
AuNPs by irradiation of a pellet of AuNPs (197Au (n, ) 198Au) [20,23] cannot be used for dual radiolabeling 
of the Au core and the surface coating, as neutron activation only produces 198Au. In this study, the Au 
was radiolabeled using 198Au, while [14C]citrate was used for the citrate surface coating. 

The aim of the present study was to synthesize dual-radiolabeled AuNPs and to determine the 
biodistribution profiles of the Au core and citrate surface coating, while investigating the influence of the 
route of administration and the dose level. Well-characterized 14-nm AuNPs that were dual-radiolabeled 
were administered to healthy male Sprague Dawley rats intravenously and orally. The study served as 
a proof of principle that dual radiolabeling can be used to determine the biodistribution profiles of the 
different components of a multi-component system. Therefore, in this study, the acute biodistribution 
profiles of the Au core and citrate surface coating after oral and intravenous (i.v.) administrations are 
presented. Future studies must investigate the biodistribution of Au after multiple doses and assess its 
biopersistence, while focusing more on toxicity endpoints. 

2. Results

2.1. Synthesis and Characterization of AuNPs 

AuNPs were synthesized from both radioactive and non-radioactive precursors using the citrate reduction 
method. The UV spectra peaks in Figure 1 were similar for both radioactive and non-radioactive AuNPs. 

Figure 1. UV-Vis spectra of radioactive (continuous line) and non-radioactive (dashed line) 
AuNPs. The measurements were done after the synthesis of both samples. 

The UV peak was around 520 nm as expected for this particle size range, whilst the dispersion quality 
was confirmed by the absence of absorbance at wavelengths greater than 600 nm [30]. 
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From the TEM images and the particle size distribution plots (see Figure 2), it can be seen that 
the morphology and primary particles size distribution of 14 ± 1.2 nm and 14 ± 1.5 nm for radioactive 
and nonradioactive AuNPs, respectively, are similar/comparable. Hydrodynamic sizes of 25 nm for the 
non-radioactive preparation and 23 nm for the radioactive samples with zeta potentials of 50.9 mV 
and 48.9 mV were found, respectively. 

Figure 2. Morphology and size distribution profiles of the synthesized AuNPs fabricated 
from natural gold (A) and radioactive gold (B). On the left are TEM images, with the particle 
size distribution plots on the right. 

The specific activity of the 198Au was 108 GBq/g, with an activity concentration of 25.9 MBq/mL and 
an isotope ratio (198Au:197Au) of 1.45 × 10 5. The specific activity of the 14C was 52.43 MBq/g, with an 
activity concentration of 0.054 MBq/mL and an isotope ratio (14C:12C) of 0.8. 

2.2. Biodistribution of Gold vs. Citrate in the Rat 

2.2.1. Dosimetry 

Table 1 summarizes the main dosimetric features of the [14C]citrate-[198Au]AuNPs used. The surface 
area and number of nanoparticles were calculated using the initial mass of Au used in the synthesis. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the dual-radiolabeled AuNPs used in the study at the 2 dose 
levels used (high and low). The surface area of the AuNPs was calculated using the primary 
size determined using TEM.  

Dose 
High Low

Administered radioactivity per rat (MBq) 
198Au 12.95 1.22 

14C 0.027 0.0027 

Administered mass per rat ( g) 
Au 90 9

Citrate 520 52 
Administered number of AuNPs per rat 3.27 × 1012 3.327 × 1011 

Administered surface area (cm2) of AuNPs per rat 20.16 2.02 

2.2.2. Biodistribution Profiles 

In order to ensure that the signal measured was only from gold and that there were no interferences 
that may impede the reliability of the results, a gamma spectrum was measured (see Figure 3). The peak 
at 411 keV is for 198Au; the absence of other peaks shows that the gold used in the experiments did not 
have impurities, and only gold was quantified in the work. 

Figure 3. Gamma spectrum of the radioactive gold nanoparticles used in the animal study. 

The biodistribution profiles of both the nanoparticle core and surface coating were investigated, with 
the route of administration and dose level as variables. The amount of Au and citrate was determined 
using -spectroscopy for 198Au and liquid scintillation for 14C at 24 h post a single dose administered 
intravenously and orally. The amounts of 198Au and 14C in the liver, spleen, lungs and blood were 
determined in the analysis. Oral administration of AuNPs resulted in no systemic uptake of 198Au; thus, 
no 14C was measured in the oral group. Activities of the 198Au were only measured/detected in the 
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stomach and other parts of the GI tract, with no measurable activity in all other organs with less than 
0.001% injected dose (ID)/g in the blood, liver, spleen and lungs (results not shown). The inclusion of 
the oral group was because some measurable systemic uptake was expected, as described in the 
literature [24]. However, our findings correspond well with the results reported in previous studies and 
are attributed to the size of the particles used in the study [23,24,31]. Therefore, only results from the two 
intravenous groups (see Figure 4) are reported here. The results are expressed as the percentage injected 
dose per gram of organ/tissue (%ID/g) for the Au and citrate. The amounts of 198Au measured in the urine 
and feces were used to perform a mass balance for Au. 

Figure 4. Amounts of gold and citrate expressed as a percentage of the injected dose per 
gram of organ/tissue (%ID/g) in the liver, spleen, lungs and blood, 24 h after intravenous 
administration of dual-radiolabeled AuNPs. Results are expressed as the mean ± SD.  

Liver 

The liver had the highest %ID/g of gold when administered in both 90- g (high) and 9- g (low) 
doses, with 8.2% and 3.2%, respectively. The %ID/g of citrate was less than 0.5% irrespective of the 
administered dose. The difference in the %ID/g of the Au was statistically significant using both the 
Mann–Whitney and Student t-tests; the p-values were calculated to be 0.03 and 0.0004, respectively, at 
the two dose levels used. 

Spleen 

The spleen had the second highest %ID/g of gold. However, contrary to the liver, the %ID/g 
was inverted relative to the administered doses, with 1.8% for ID of 90 g and 3.2% when 9 g were 
administered. The differences were not statistically significant. The values for the citrate were also 
determined to be under 0.5%. 
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Lungs 

The %ID/g of both the Au and citrate were under 0.25% in the lung tissue. The biodistribution 
pattern was comparable between the Au and citrate only for the administered dose of 9 g (low dose). 
The difference in the %ID/g of the Au was significant using both Mann–Whitney and Student t-tests;  
p-values of 0.03 and 0.002, respectively, at the two dose levels used.

Blood 

The %ID/g of citrate was low ( 0.15%) and that of Au even lower ( 0.02%). There was not a 
statistically significant difference in the %ID/g of citrate at the two dose levels. The biodistribution 
profiles of the Au were independent of the dose quantity. 

Summary of Biodistribution Profiles 

In general, Au and citrate had unique biodistribution profiles, as shown by the differences in %ID/g 
portrayed in Figure 5 with the exception of the 9- g administered dose in the lungs, where the %ID/g 
values were comparable. 

Figure 5. Schematic showing the synthesis of dual-radiolabeled AuNPs starting with the stable 
197Au isotope of gold. The neutron activation step is unique to the radioactive synthesis. 

The biodistribution profile of the Au varied based on the dosing level, 90 g vs. 9 g. The ratios of 
%ID/g of Au between the 90 g and 9 g dose were: liver, 2.6; spleen, 0.6; lungs, 0.8; blood, 0.8; 
whilst for citrate, the ratios were: liver, 0.5; spleen, 0.5; lungs, 0.1; blood, 0.1. 

3. Discussion

The need for extensive biodistribution studies to assess the safety of AuNPs can never be over
emphasized, as this will ensure that AuNPs reach the clinic faster. With no consensus on the toxicity 
profile of AuNPs, a need to understand the biodistribution profile of each component of the AuNP 
system becomes apparent. It has been generally accepted that surface functionalization is an important 
determinant of the in vivo dynamics and toxicity [11,20,32]. In this study, we synthesized AuNPs, both 
non-radioactive and radioactive, and compared the two formulations to assess the impact of using 
radioactive precursors on the physico-chemical properties. The dual-radiolabeled AuNPs were used to 
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determine the biodistribution profile of the Au core using 198Au and surface coating using [14C]citrate. 
The influences of the dose and route of administration were also investigated. 

The use of radioactive precursors had no impact on the quality attributes of the synthesized 
dual-radiolabeled AuNPs. This was shown when the physico-chemical properties of the non-radioactive 
and radioactive AuNPs were compared. The UV/Vis spectra of the non-radioactive and radioactive 
batches were comparable and characteristic of the 14-nm size range, which has a defined plasmon 
resonance peak maxima around 520 nm [19]. The absence of secondary peaks at wavelengths higher 
than 600 nm also confirms the absence of agglomerates and/or aggregates in the suspensions [30]. The 
polydispersity index (PDI), a measure of monodispersity obtained with the Zetasizer Nano ZS, also 
showed that the suspensions were free of agglomerates/aggregates. The zeta potential was as expected: a 
high negative charge due to the negative charge of the citrate surface coating. This was comparable for 
both the non-radioactive and radioactive AuNPs. The molar ratio of the hydrogen chloroauric acid:citrate 
used in the synthesis of the AuNPs yielded nanoparticles with a core diameter around 14 nm, which is 
consistent with the sizes obtained by other researchers when similar molar ratios were used [15,16,33]. 

The radiotracers used in the synthesis of the dual-radiolabeled [14C]citrate-[198Au]AuNPs were well 
controlled and were adjusted to meet the varying requirements. The photons emitted during the decay of 
198Au have energies that can be detected by a gamma camera; thus, a change in the activity concentration 
of the Au during uptake in the various organs can be imaged. The method used in this work solves 
some challenges that are normally encountered when other ways of incorporating radiotracers into 
AuNPs are used. Agglomeration and/or aggregate formation when synthesized AuNPs are irradiated to 
neutrons activate the Au core [20–23]. The activity of both labels was homogenously distributed in 
the solution. This was shown experimentally when the doses were measured using both volume and 
radioactivity. There was a correlation between the expected and determined value for each dose 
using 198Au. 

In this study, the biodistribution profiles observed for the Au core and surface coating were very 
different. Use of surface attachment as the radiotracer has been done [34] and suffers the disadvantage 
of misinterpretation of the biodistribution profiles. The radiotracers can be displaced from the core due 
to the formation of a bio-corona [35,36]. Usually, the biodistribution of the radiotracer is assumed to 
represent that of the Au core and the whole nanoparticle system. From our results, it is seen that surface 
attachments will not have to have the same biodistribution profile as that of the core or carrier molecule 
used to transport it. Caution must therefore be exercised when interpreting the results of biodistribution 
and toxicity studies of AuNPs with surface attachments that will not be present in those intended 
for biomedical applications. The addition of different surface attachments will most likely alter the 
biodistribution and toxicity profile of AuNPs in vivo, as surface chemistry plays an integral part in the 
toxicity and biodistribution of AuNPs and other nanomaterials [37].

The biodistribution profiles of the Au core and citrate surface coating were different in the 
organs/tissues used in the analysis. This can be explained by the formation of the bio-coronas around 
the nanoparticle core [38–43], which results in the dissociation of the surface attachment from the core. 
These results indicate that during the synthesis and design of therapeutic agents, the type of interaction 
between the Au surfaces and “cargo” should be carefully considered when surface modifications are 
made to AuNPs. This is especially important for the delivery of drug molecules to ensure that the cargo 
is not lost before the intended destination. Electrostatic interactions might be desirable, since covalent 
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bonds require energy for the cargo to dissociate from the surface. A similar dissociation of surface 
attachments that had electrostatic interactions with the nanoparticle surface has been reported for 
superparamagnetic iron [28,29]. 

The effect of the dose was more prominent for the Au compared to the citrate surface coating. With 
the exception of the liver, the %ID/g was higher in the lower dose level in all of the organs/tissues. For 
citrate, the opposite was observed: the %ID/g was lower in the higher dose level for blood and lung 
(a blood-rich organ). This can possibly be explained by isotopic exchange between the citrate (which 
predominates in blood) and its radiolabeled analogue. With higher dose, the amount of 14C citrate will 
be the same in the blood as that in the lower dose, thus giving a lower %ID/g. The ratios of the %ID/g 
of the 90 g:9 g dosages for Au (liver: 2.6; spleen: 0.6; lungs: 0.8; blood: 0.8) may be an indication of 
a saturable transport mechanism of the Au into tissues/organs, with the liver taking up excess Au in the 
case of higher dosing levels. If this can be repeatedly shown, it may be a useful consideration when 
planning to use AuNPs as a drug delivery vector. To date, there is little evidence that AuNPs lead to 
histological changes and toxicity [33,44]. Whether this will be the case in an extensive treatment regime, 
with multiple doses administered over the course of weeks or months remains unknown. It is also not 
known whether the systemic/tissue concentrations will be maintained by the prolonged exposure of the 
repeated doses, unlike in this acute study. The subchronic and chronic use of AuNPs presents another 
variable and so does the level of biopersistence. All of the above scenarios will need to be investigated. 

4. Experimental Section

4.1. Preparation of AuNPs and Dual-Radiolabeled AuNPs 

Elemental gold (24 carat) was purchased from Cape Precious Metals Holding Pvt. Ltd., Johannesburg, 
South Africa. 1,5-[14C] citric acid (concentration: 3.7 GBq/mL; specific activity: 2.07 GBq/mmol) was 
purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals, Inc. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 
37%), nitric acid (HNO3, 68%) (used to prepare aqua regia using an HCl:HNO3 in a 3:1 ratio) and 
trisodium citrate (Na3C6O7H5·H2O), were all of analytical grade and purchased from Merck (Billerica, 
MA, USA). Deionized water (resistance >18 M ) was prepared by an in-house ultrapure water system 
(Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). All chemicals, except for the 1,5-[14C] citric acid (deprotonated 
using NaOH to make trisodium citrate), were used as received without purification. All radioactive 
materials were produced and handled at the South African Nuclear Energy Corporation (Necsa, Pelindaba, 
South Africa) facilities and laboratories. 

Two 5-mg samples of natural gold (197Au) metal were weighed using an analytical balance 
(5-decimal place Mettler Toledo). One sample was used as natural gold, while the other sample (target) 
was irradiated in the SAFARI 1 20 MW research reactor situated at Necsa in a hydraulic position with 
a neutron flux of 0.5 × 1014 n cm 2 s 1 for 20 min to obtain 198Au. Both Au samples were dissolved in 
aqua regia (5 mL) dried down (using heat) and reconstituted in 0.5–1 mL 0.005 N HCl to yield 
HAuCl4 HAuCl4 and [198Au]HAuCl4 [198Au]HAuCl4 in 0.05 N HCl [45], the starting material in the 
synthesis of AuNPs. The activity of the [198Au]HAuCl4 [198Au]HAuCl4 was measured using a CRC-15R 
dose calibrator (Capintec Inc., Ramsey, NJ, USA). The radioactive HAuCl4 sample was used to 
synthesize the dual-radiolabeled AuNPs. The activity concentration of 1,5-[14C]trisodium citrate was 
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determined by liquid scintillation. Three counting solutions were used to determine the activity 
concentrations of the 1,5-[14C]trisodium citrate. These solutions were prepared using a standard containing 
10 L (37KBq) of 1,5-[14C]trisodium citrate whose volume was made up to 1 mL (stock solution). Five, 
then and one hundred microliters of the stock solution were added to 20-mL glass vials containing 
15 mL of the liquid scintillation cocktail (Bioscint). The activity measurements in the vials were 8491, 
14,420 and 139,818 disintegrations per minute (DPM), respectively. 

An adaptation of the method published by Turkevich, et al. [46] and Frens [47] was used to 
synthesize sterile radioactive and natural AuNPs. The volumes of the prepared solution of radioactive 
[198Au]HAuCl4 [198Au]HAuCl4 in 0.05 N HCl and the non-radioactive HAuCl4 HAuCl4 in 0.05 N HCl 
were diluted to 25 mL using deionized water to make 1 mM solutions. Solutions of hydrogen chloroauric 
acid were heated to the boiling point with vigorous stirring, and the reducing agents were added to the 
solutions and boiled under reflux for a further 30 min. For the non-radioactive synthesis, 2.5 mL of 
38.8 mM trisodium citrate were used as the reducing agent. For the dual radiolabel synthesis, 2.5 mL 
(38.8 mM) of solution containing 1,5-[14C]trisodium citrate (1.52 MBq: 600 L, 1.07 × 10 3 mmol) 
and non-labeled trisodium citrate (1.9 mL: 9.743 × 10 2 mM) were used as the reducing agent. Figure 4 
shows the adapted method used to synthesize dual-radiolabeled [14C]citrate-[198Au]AuNPs. 

4.2. Characterization of Dual-Radiolabeled AuNPs 

Both the radioactive and non-radioactive AuNPs were characterized using the same techniques to 
assess the impact of using radioactive precursors in the quality attributes of AuNPs. With the exception 
of the UV/Vis spectra, the radioactive sample was analyzed after 10 half-lives (27 days), when the 
radioactivity of the samples was low enough to be safely cleared from Necsa laboratories and analyzed 
in non-radiological laboratories. 

The hydrodynamic size (Z-average size) and polydispersity index (PDI) of the nanoparticles was 
acquired by dynamic light scattering with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, 
UK) operated in backscattering mode at 173° with a He–Ne laser beam (  = 632.8 nm). For the zeta 
potential measurements, which were performed at 25 °C with a scattering angle of 90°, the particles 
were dispersed in aqueous solution with an average pH of 6.2. The experiment was done in triplicate, 
and the results were averaged. 

The morphology and primary size distributions of AuNPs were determined using transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) (FEI Tecnai G2, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Specimens were prepared 
by drop casting of a 10- L aliquot of a dilute NP solution on an Athene® grid (Plano GmbH, Wetzlar, 
Germany). At least 250 particles were used to determine the primary size distributions using ImageJ 
software (Version 1.48; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

UV/Vis spectra were recorded for both the radioactive and non-radioactive AuNP suspensions using 
a PerkinElmer LAMBDA 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA, USA). The spectra 
were also used to determine the concentration [48]. 
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4.3. In Vivo Study 

4.3.1. Animals 

The study was conducted in accordance with the South African National Standard for the Care and 
Use of Animals for Scientific Purpose. Ethical approval was sought and granted by the North-West 
University (NWU) Ethical Committee. Twelve (12) male Sprague Dawley rats, 8–10 weeks old, 
weighing 200–250 g, were used in the study. The rats were bred and procured from the Department of 
Science and Technology (DST)/NWU/Preclinical Drug Development Platform (PCDDP) Vivarium 
(Potchefstroom, South Africa) and housed in stainless steel cages in groups of 4. The rats were kept 
under standard environmental conditions (23 ± 1 °C, 55% ± 5% humidity and 12/12 h light/dark cycle) 
with water and food provided ad libitum throughout the study. 

4.3.2. Experimental Design 

The rats were randomly divided into 3 treatment groups (n = 4 per group; see Figure 6). The 
dual-radiolabeled [14C]citrate-[198Au]AuNPs suspensions were administered as a slow intravenous 
injection using the tail vein in Groups 1 and 2 and orally via gavage in Group 3. The administered doses 
were 90 g (high dose) for Group 1 and 9 g (low dose) for Group 2. The administered doses were 
within the ranges found in the literature [13]. The volume of all of the administrations was 500 L. The 
accuracy of the dose was controlled using both the volume injected and the radioactivity of 198Au. Any 
activity remaining in the syringe was measured and used to calculate the exact dose injected. 

Figure 6. Study design of the animal experiment. Groups 1 and 2 received intravenous 
doses, while Group 3 got an oral dose. 

After each administration, the rats were individually placed in metabolic cages to collect the total 
amount of urine and feces. All of the administrations were well tolerated with no apparent adverse events 
being observed during the 24-h study. The 24-h time point was selected based on acute biodistribution 
studies found in the literature [20,22]. At the termination of the study, the rats were euthanized using 
an overdose of Euthapent® (sodium pentobarbitone 200 mg/mL; Kyron laboratories, Johannesburg, 
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South Africa), administered intravenously. Blood was collected using the cardiac puncture technique 
and stored without further processing before cutting open the chest cavity and abdomen of the rat to 
collect the liver, spleen and lungs. Together with the blood, these were used to determine whether the 
gold core of the AuNPs is distributed in a similar pattern as the citrate surface coating, which is an 
indication of whether the NPs remain intact in physiological conditions. The mass of each sample, 
including the carcass, was measured and used in calculating the percentage of the injected dose per gram 
of the organ/tissue. 

4.4. Quantification of Gold and Citrate in Samples 

The quantification of citrate was done after at least 30 days (10 half-lives) of 198Au, to avoid measuring 
the beta decay of 198Au, as well. The quantities of citrate were determined only in the intravenous groups, 
since no absorption of Au was seen, thus negligible ( 0.001 %ID/g) amounts in the blood, liver, lungs 
and spleen (results not shown). 

4.4.1. Gold 

The 198Au radioactivity of the blood, liver, lungs, spleen and the remainder (total remaining carcass) 
was measured without further sample preparation by -spectroscopy using a CRC-15R dose calibrator 
(Capintec Inc., Ramsey, NJ, USA) and a lead-shielded well-type NaI (TI) scintillation detector using 
the winTMCA32 software (FLIR Radiation, GmbH, Solingen, Germany). The counts were corrected for 
physical decay from the time of injection and any background radiation. A 198Au standard prepared in 
the laboratory was used to correlate 198Au radioactivities to the masses, numbers and surface areas of 
the AuNP suspension used in the study. To ensure that the entire administered dose was accounted for, 
the amounts of 198Au in the total urine and feces and the total remaining carcass was measured. 
A gamma spectrum of the 198Au was also measured to give evidence that the signal measured was only 
from gold, and there were no interferences that may impede the reliability of the results. 

4.4.2. Citrate 

To measure the 14C radioactivity in liver, lungs, spleen and blood, a known mass of approximately 
200 mg of the liver, lungs and spleen and 500 L of whole blood were added to a 20-mL glass 
scintillation vial. To each sample, 1–2 mL of the solubilizer (Biosol, National Diagnostics, Atlanta, 
GA, USA) were added, and the samples were incubated between 55 and 60 °C until the samples were 
completely solubilized or had a brown/green color in the case of the blood. The digestion times varied 
depending on the tissues (up to 5 h for liver). Two hundred microliters of 30% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 
were added in 2 aliquots to discolor the dissolved tissues. The samples were allowed to stand for 24 h. 
Scintillation cocktail (Bioscint, National Diagnostics, Atlanta, GA, USA) was added to fill up the vial 
to 20 mL. The samples were stored in a cool dark place and counted for 10 min using a Perkin-Elmer 
Tri-Carb 3100 TR scintillation spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA, USA). All measurements were done 
in triplicate. 
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4.5. Statistics 

The statistical significance of the differences between the mean %ID/g values in the different groups 
was assessed by use of the non-parametric Mann–Whitney test and a Student t-test. Statistical probability 
(p) values less than 0.05 were considered significantly different.

5. Conclusions

With the present study, we have shown that the use of radioactive precursors does not have a negative
impact on the physico-chemical properties of AuNPs, and dual radiolabeling is a good technique for 
studying the biodistribution of a multi-component nano-particulate system. The biodistribution profile of 
the Au core and citrate surface coating are different, and for the Au component, the biodistribution is 
dose dependent. At both dose levels, the majority of the Au accumulates in the liver and spleen, and an 
unexpected deposition in the lungs occurs after intravenous administration. 
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Abstract: Phosphodiesterase 2A (PDE2A) is highly and specifically expressed in particular 
brain regions that are affected by neurological disorders and in certain tumors. Development 
of a specific PDE2A radioligand would enable molecular imaging of the PDE2A protein via 
positron emission tomography (PET). Herein we report on the syntheses of three novel 
fluoroalkylated triazine derivatives (TA2–4) and on the evaluation of their effect on the 
enzymatic activity of human PDE2A. The most potent PDE2A inhibitors were 18F-radiolabelled 
([18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4) and investigated regarding their potential as PET radioligands for 
imaging of PDE2A in mouse brain. In vitro autoradiography on rat brain displayed 
region-specific distribution of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4, which is consistent with the expression 
pattern of PDE2A protein. Metabolism studies of both [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 in mice 
showed a significant accumulation of two major radiometabolites of each radioligand in 
brain as investigated by micellar radio-chromatography. Small-animal PET/MR studies in 
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mice using [18F]TA3 revealed a constantly increasing uptake of activity in the non-target 
region cerebellum, which may be caused by the accumulation of brain penetrating 
radiometabolites. Hence, [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 are exclusively suitable for in vitro 
investigation of PDE2A. Nevertheless, further structural modification of these promising 
radioligands might result in metabolically stable derivatives. 

Keywords: PDE2A; Alzheimer’s disease; PET imaging in brain; micellar HPLC 

1. Introduction

Phosphodiesterases (PDEs) are a class of intracellular enzymes consisting of 11 families and 21
isoforms [1–4]. The PDE family subtypes differ in their three-dimensional structure, kinetic and regulatory 
properties, cellular expression, intracellular location, inhibitor sensitivities, substrate selectivity and 
distribution within the organism. Due to hydrolysis of the cyclic nucleotides, PDEs affect the second 
messenger signaling cascades of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and/or cyclic guanosine 
monophosphate (cGMP) [1,2]. Therefore, pharmacological inhibition of PDEs has the potential to 
enhance cyclic nucleotide signaling and can provide a strategy for the prevention or treatment of various 
diseases [2,5–8]. 

Phosphodiesterase 2A (PDE2A) is a dual-substrate specific enzyme degrading both nucleotides 
cAMP and cGMP. The PDE2A protein is highly and specifically expressed in particular brain regions 
such as striatum, cortex, hippocampus, substantia nigra, amygdala, and in olfactory neurons [9–12]. 

The specific distribution of the PDE2A protein in brain indicates a modulation of important neuronal 
functions associated to learning and memory [13–15]. Inhibition of PDE2A activity in brain is suggested 
to improve neuronal plasticity and memory formation due to increased cGMP levels in active 
synapses [16,17]. Hence, PDE2A inhibitors might be promising compounds regarding drug development 
for treatment of neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [3,12]. In addition, 
this enzyme is highly expressed in certain tumors such as malignant melanoma and mammary 
carcinoma [18,19], and it is assumed that PDE2A activity is related to highly proliferative processes [20,21]. 

The most common PDE2A inhibitors, shown in Figure 1, are erythro-9-(2-hydroxy-3-nonyl)-adenine 
(EHNA) [2,16,22,23] and BAY 60–7550 [2,16,17,24–28]. 

Figure 1. Most common PDE2A inhibitors: EHNA and BAY 60-7550 [2,16,17,22–28]. 

Besides further PDE2A inhibitors developed for treatment of neurological disorders [3,29–35], 
two PDE2A radioligands for molecular imaging of this protein in the brain via positron emission 
tomography (PET) have been reported to date (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. PDE2A radioligands developed by Janssen ([18F]B-23) and Pfizer 
([18F]PF-05270430) [3,36,37]. 

The PET ligand [18F]B-23 developed by Janssen [3,36] is highly affine towards the PDE2A protein 
but also for PDE10A (IC50 hPDE2A = 1 nM; IC50 rPDE10A = 11 nM). In microPET imaging 
studies with rats the highest accumulation of [18F]B-23 has been observed in the striatum, however, 
radio-metabolites have been detected in the brain (at 2 min p.i.: 4%; at 10 min p.i.: 10% of total activity). 
The distribution pattern of PDE2A and PDE10A is comparable: e.g., both proteins are highly expressed 
in the caudate nucleus [9]. Thus, the reported uptake in the striatum may be caused by binding of [18F]B-23 
to both enzymes in this brain region. Hence, to develop appropriate radioligands for PET imaging of 
PDE2A, high selectivity toward this protein is of major importance. The radioligand [18F]PF-05270430 
published by Pfizer [3,37] is a highly affine and selective PDE2A inhibitor (IC50 hPDE2A = 0.5 nM; 
IC50 hPDE10A = 3.0 μM) with good brain uptake. In PET studies on monkeys a rapid and high uptake 
of [18F]PF-05270430 in the striatum has been reported. Supplementary data of [18F]PF-05270430 
concerning dosimetry and radiometabolite analysis have not been published yet. 

The goal of our work is the imaging of the PDE2A protein in brain via PET that may enable early 
diagnostics of related diseases. Furthermore, specific PDE2A radioligands may also be used for the 
pharmacological characterization and evaluation of novel PDE2A inhibitors as therapeutics. Herein, we 
present the development of three novel fluoroalkylated derivatives (TA2–4) as PDE2A ligands starting 
from a triazine lead compound (TA1) [38] (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Triazine lead compound TA1 and the novel fluoroalkylated derivatives TA2–4 as 
PDE2A ligands. 

Out of this series of derivatives, the two most suitable PDE2A inhibitors were 18F-radiolabelled and 
investigated regarding their (i) in vitro properties using rat brain slices; (ii) metabolic stability in mice; 
and (iii) in vivo imaging potential using small-animal PET in mice. 
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis and in Vitro Binding 

The novel fluoroalkylated derivatives TA2–4 presented as PDE2A ligands were developed starting 
from the triazine lead compound TA1 [38]. The structure of TA1 (Figure 3) contains a fluorine atom on 
the benzene ring. In terms of a planned 18F-radiolabelling, this position is not activated for a nucleophilic 
aromatic substitution of a leaving group by [18F]fluoride due to the enhanced electron density [39]. 
Therefore, we favored the introduction of a second fluorine atom in the phenolic ether group enabling a 
nucleophilic 18F-radiolabelling at the alkyl side chain. The five steps synthesis of the lead compound 
TA1 has already been reported [38] and was partly optimized in this study (Scheme 1). 
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Reagents and Conditions: (a) 3 eq. TEA, 10 mol % DMAP, CHCl3, 0 °C to RT, overnight; (b) Pd(C)/H2, EtOH, 
RT, overnight; (c) 1.5 eq NaNO2, H2O/CH3COOH, 5 °C, 30 min; (d) 1.5 eq N-bromosuccinimide (NBS), 
CH2Cl2, 5 °C to RT, overnight; (e) 1 eq 5-butoxy-2-fluorophenyl boronic acid, 0.05 eq [(Ph3)P]4Pd(0), 3 eq 
K2CO3, dioxan/H2O, 90 °C, 5 h; (f) 3.05 eq BBr3 (1 M in CH2Cl2), CH2Cl2, 5 °C, 2 h; (g) n = 2: F-(CH2)2-I, 
n = 3: F-(CH2)3-I, n = 4: F-(CH2)4-Br, 3 eq K2CO3, MeCN, 70–80 °C, 5 h; (h) n = 3: TosO-(CH2)3-OTos,  
n = 4: TosO-(CH2)4-OTos, 4 eq K2CO3, MeCN, 60–70 °C, 5–10 h. 

Scheme 1. Syntheses of the triazine lead compound TA1, the phenolic intermediate TA1a, 
the novel fluoroalkylated PDE2A ligands TA2–4 and the tosylate precursors TA3a and TA4a. 
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The first step relates to the coupling reaction between the substituted 2-chloropyridine and the 
4-methylimidazole component to afford 1. By using triethylamine (TEA) as base in the presence of
4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) as catalyst instead of potassium carbonate, and replacing
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) by chloroform as solvent, 1 was obtained isomerically pure and with a
20% higher yield (93% vs. 71% [38]). Notably, a synthesis of compound 1 [38] resulting in an
inseparable 4:1 mixture of the imidazole regioisomers has also been published by Malamas et al. [40].
For the reduction of the nitro group to the corresponding amine, milder reaction conditions (e.g.,
temperature and pressure) were used, affording 2 in similar yields (79% vs. 81% [38]). Afterwards, a
diazotization was performed followed by an intramolecular cyclisation (azo coupling) to get the triazine
basic structure 3. By washing the precipitate instead of recrystallization or column chromatography, 3 was
obtained in comparable yields (96% vs. 93% [38]). The bromination at the imidazole site has been
reported for the corresponding 4-methoxy compound [38]. The 2-methoxy-bromo derivative 4 was
obtained in similar yields according to the literature (73% vs. 76% [38]). Finally, the Suzuki coupling
with the 5-butoxy-2-fluorophenyl boronic acid was performed as previously reported [38] affording the
lead compound TA1 in 81% yield.

The subsequent cleavage of the butoxy group by boron tribromide resulted in the phenol compound 
TA1a in 98% yield. Notably, the butoxy group was selectively cleaved while the 2-methoxy function 
remained stable, even in the presence of a large excess of boron tribromide (up to 10 eq.). The novel 
derivatives TA2, TA3 and TA4 were successfully synthesized in 54%, 75% and 99% yield, respectively, 
using the phenolic intermediate TA1a and appropriate fluoroalkyl halides (Scheme 1). 

The novel fluoroalkylated derivatives TA2–4 were evaluated in an enzyme assay [38] to determine 
their inhibitory potencies for the human recombinant PDE2A and PDE10A proteins. The IC50 values 
obtained by this assay represent relative measures of the respective target affinity of the compounds. We 
have previously shown for a specific PDE10A radioligand that the target affinity is within the same order 
of magnitude as the inhibitory potency of the corresponding non-radioactive reference compound [41]. 

As mentioned, only ligands with high affinity and selectivity are suitable for PET imaging of PDE2A 
due to the comparable distribution pattern of PDE2A and PDE10A in the brain [9]. Table 1 summarizes 
the IC50 values of the lead compound TA1 and the novel fluoroalkylated derivatives TA2–4 for the 
inhibition of human PDE2A and human PDE10A. 

Table 1. IC50 values of the lead compound TA1 and the novel fluoroalkylated derivatives 
TA2–4 for the inhibition of human PDE2A and human PDE10A. 

Ligand IC50 hPDE2A IC50 hPDE10A Selectivity Ratio PDE10A/PDE2A 
TA1 (lead) 4.5 nM 670 nM 148.9 

TA2 (2-fluoroethyl) 10.4 nM 77 nM 7.4 
TA3 (3-fluoropropyl) 11.4 nM 318 nM 27.9
TA4 (4-fluorobutyl) 7.3 nM 913 nM 125.1

Compared to the lead compound TA1 the affinity and selectivity of TA2 and TA3 are slightly lower. 
Besides its high potency, TA4 shows the highest selectivity of all tested fluoroalkylated derivatives. 
These findings can be explained by the recently reported binding-induced hydrophobic pocket (H-pocket) 
in the active center of the PDE2A protein [3,42]. This mechanism suggests that hydrophobic interactions 
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between the propylphenyl group of BAY 60–7550 and the H-pocket might be responsible for the high 
PDE2A selectivity of this compound [42]. Accordingly, the strength of hydrophobic interactions with 
the H-pocket may be related to the increased chain lengths within the novel derivatives TA2–4. 

Thus, the ligand TA3 and the very promising derivative TA4 were selected as candidates for 
18F-radiolabelling. The corresponding tosylate precursors TA3a and TA4a, necessary for a one-step 
nucleophilic 18F-radiolabelling strategy, were synthesized with yields of 60%–65% by reaction of 
propane-1,3-diyl bis(4-methyl-benzenesulfonate) or butane-1,4-diyl bis(4-methyl-benzenesulfonate) with 
the phenolic intermediate TA1a (see Scheme 1). 

2.2. Radiochemistry, Lipophilicity and in Vitro Stability 

The novel PDE2A radioligands [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 were prepared in a one-step radiosynthesis 
by nucleophilic substitution of the tosylate group of the precursors TA3a and TA4a with the anhydrous 
K+/[18F]F /K2.2.2-carbonate complex in acetonitrile (for the drying procedure see Section 3.4.1.). 

Optimization of the aliphatic radiolabelling was performed by varying the amount of precursor 
(1–3 mg) and reaction time (up to 20 min) under conventional heating at 80 °C in acetonitrile. As shown 
in Figure 4, the highest labelling yields were achieved by using 1 mg of the corresponding tosylate 
precursor TA3a or TA4a. Accordingly, an increase of the amount of tosylate precursor TA3a resulted 
in an unexpected decrease of the labelling yield, which is more pronounced at the early time points. 
Independent of the amount of precursor TA3a, only a single 18F-side product was detected with 4% of 
total activity at 15 min reaction time. Both precursors were stable under the reaction conditions over 
20 min, proved by HPLC. 

Figure 4. Optimization of the labelling yields for aliphatic 18F-radiolabelling of the tosylate 
precursors TA3a and TA4a by varying the amount of precursor and the reaction time (in 
MeCN at 80 °C, conventional heating). 

A time-dependent increase of the labelling yields was observed, however, 73% for [18F]TA3 and 51% 
for [18F]TA4 after 15 min reaction time are sufficiently high for further experiments. Thus, manual 
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radiosyntheses of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 were performed in acetonitrile at 80 °C for 15 min under 
no-carrier-added (n.c.a.) conditions using 1 mg of each tosylate precursor TA3a or TA4a (Scheme 2). 

Scheme 2. Nucleophilic 18F-radiolabelling of tosylate precursors TA3a and TA4a to 
generate the novel PDE2A radioligands [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4. 

[18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 were isolated by semi-preparative HPLC (system A; tR = 27–33 min, see 
Figure 5), purified using solid phase extraction on a pre-conditioned RP cartridge and eluted with 
absolute ethanol. The solvent was evaporated at 70 °C and the radioligands were formulated in sterile 
isotonic saline containing 10% of ethanol (v/v) for better solubility. Aliquots of the final products were 
spiked with the related non-radioactive reference compounds TA3 and TA4 to verify the identities of 
[18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 (Figure 5) by analytical HPLC (system B). 

The radioligands were synthesized with moderate to high labelling yields of 72.5% ± 6.4% for 
[18F]TA3 (n = 8) and 41.5% ± 9.6% for [18F]TA4 (n = 4), radiochemical yields of 48.7% ± 8.5% for 
[18F]TA3 (n = 4) and 25.4% ± 3.9% for [18F]TA4 (n = 4), specific activities (EOS) of 60.4 ± 
11.6 GBq/μmol for [18F]TA3 (n = 3) and 77.1 ± 23.8 GBq/μmol for [18F]TA4 (n = 3), and high 
radiochemical purities of 99%. The decreased labelling yield of [18F]TA4 in comparison with [18F]TA3 
could be a result of the additional CH2 group. The electron withdrawing effect of the phenolic 
oxygen on the alkyl side chain might be slightly reduced due to the longer distance to the carbon atom 
that is attacked by the nucleophilic [18F]F . For example, a similar effect has been observed for 
[18F]fluoroalkoxy derivatives of harmine (7-methoxy-1-methyl-9H- -carboline) where a decreased 
radiochemical yield of the 7-(3-[18F]fluoropropoxy) analogue in comparison to the 7-(2-
[18F]fluoroethoxy) derivative has been reported [43]. 

To estimate the lipophilicity of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4, the distribution coefficients were determined 
by partitioning between n-octanol and phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at ambient temperature 
using the conventional shake-flask method. LogD values of 3.37 ± 0.14 for [18F]TA3 and 2.99 ± 0.15 
for [18F]TA4 were obtained, indicating a high to moderate lipophilicity regarding passive transport 
across the blood brain barrier. In vitro stability of each radioligand was investigated in phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), n-octanol and pig plasma after 60 min incubation at 37 °C. [18F]TA3 and 
[18F]TA4 proved to be stable in all media tested in vitro, and no defluorination or degradation was 
observed by radio-TLC or analytical radio-HPLC. 
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Figure 5. (A) HPLC profile of the crude reaction mixtures for semi-preparative isolation of 
[18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 (column: Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 10 mm, particle size: 10 μm; 
eluent: 50% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; flow: 3 mL/min for [18F]TA3, 3.5 mL/min for 
[18F]TA4); (B) Analytical HPLC profile of the formulated radioligands [18F]TA3 and 
[18F]TA4 spiked with the non-radioactive reference compounds TA3 and TA4 (column: 
Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 4.6 mm, particle size: 5 μm; eluent: 44% MeCN/20 mM 
NH4OAcaq.; flow: 1 mL/min). 

Due to the higher metabolic stability of [18F]TA3 in vivo compared to that of [18F]TA4 as described 
below in Section 2.4., the automated radiosynthesis was performed only of [18F]TA3. The conditions for 
the manual radiosynthesis of [18F]TA3 (18F-labelling: 1 mg of tosylate precursor TA3a in MeCN, 80 °C, 
15 min) were transferred to an automated process using a TRACERlab™ FX F-N synthesis module. 
After automated isolation of [18F]TA3 by semi-preparative HPLC (system A), purification by solid phase 
extraction and elution of the RP cartridge, the radioligand was formulated manually in sterile isotonic 
saline containing 10% of ethanol (v/v) as described above. Analytical HPLC (system B) of the final 
product spiked with the non-radioactive reference compound TA3 confirmed the identity of [18F]TA3 
(see Figure 5). The radioligand was obtained with a radiochemical purity higher than 99%, a radiochemical 
yield of 41.7% ± 6.3% (n = 3), and a specific activity of 142.6 ± 35.2 GBq/μmol (EOS; n = 3) in a total 
synthesis time of 75 min. 

Compared to the manual procedure, there were no significant differences regarding the radiochemical 
yield of [18F]TA3 achieved in the automated process. Besides the high reproducibility of the automated 
radiosyntheses, higher starting activities could be used (5–7 GBq vs. max. 3 GBq) and thus a significantly 
increased specific activity of [18F]TA3 was obtained (143 GBq/μmol vs. 60 GBq/μmol). 
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2.3. In Vitro Autoradiographic Studies in Rat Brain 

In vitro autoradiographic studies were accomplished by incubating sagittal sections of rat brain with 
[18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4. Non-specific binding of each radioligand was assessed by co-incubation with 
an excess of lead compound TA1. The images shown in Figure 6 indicate region-specific accumulation 
of both radioligands [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4, which is consistent with the distribution pattern of PDE2A 
protein in rat brain [9,11]. Therefore, we assume that the novel radioligands might be appropriate for  
in vitro imaging of PDE2A. Notably, a specific PDE2A-radioligand (e.g., 3H-labelled) is not commercially 
available and in vitro autoradiographic images of the PDE2A distribution in brain have not been 
published yet. 

Figure 6. Representative autoradiographic images of sagittal rat brain slices: (A) In vitro 
distribution of activity after incubation with ~1 MBq/mL of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4;  
(B) Non-specific binding of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 determined in the presence of 1 μM of
TA1 as blocking compound. Abbreviations: Cb—cerebellum, Cc—colliculi, Cx—cortex,
OT—olfactory tubercle, Str—striatum.

The radioligand [18F]TA3 shows higher binding densities in cortex and striatum than in cerebellum, 
while the radioligand [18F]TA4 also binds to the olfactory tubercle, colliculi and partly to cerebellum. 

2.4. In Vivo Metabolism of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 in Mice 

In vivo metabolism of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 was investigated in plasma and brain samples obtained 
from CD-1 mice at 30 min post injection of 150 MBq of each radioligand. Analysis of the samples was 
performed after protein precipitation and twofold extraction using an organic solvent. For both 
radioligands, a high fraction of radiometabolites was detected in plasma with only 8% and 6% of total 
activity representing non-metabolized [18F]TA3 (Figure 7; recovery of total activity: 76%) and [18F]TA4 
(recovery: 83%), respectively. In brain samples, 50% of total activity were represented by intact [18F]TA3 
(Figure 7; recovery: 65%). No intact [18F]TA4 was detectable in related brain samples (recovery: 85%). 
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The conventional extraction procedure is very work-intensive, time-consuming and—most 
important—an absolute quantification of the real composition in the samples is not possible due to 
65%–85% recovery of total activity. In order to understand the impact of polar radiometabolites on the 
recovery yields, we used [18F]fluoride to investigate its extractability from denatured proteins in vitro 
taking into account that (i) defluorination is a common process in the in vivo metabolism of 
fluorine-bearing molecules; and (ii) [18F]fluoride is the most polar radiometabolite resulting from the 
metabolic degradation of 18F-compounds. Thus, pig plasma samples were incubated in vitro with 
[18F]fluoride and subsequent extraction was performed, applying the same protocol as for the in vivo 
metabolism studies, revealing that only 34% of the total activity could be recovered. 

These findings indicate that the binding of polar radiometabolites, especially with an ionic character, 
to the denatured proteins is stronger than interactions of the proteins with the intact radioligand and thus, 
these radiometabolites are not completely extractable. Accordingly, the real percentage ratio of intact 
radioligand to its radiometabolites cannot be quantified by RP-HPLC based on samples obtained from 
an extraction procedure. 

Therefore we used micellar HPLC (MLC), because this method allows the direct injection of plasma 
samples without deproteination. MLC was recently investigated by Nakao et al. [44] regarding their 
suitability for direct plasma metabolite analysis of PET radioligands. As eluent a mixture of an aqueous 
solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), phosphate buffer and 1-propanol was used. According to 
the published procedure [44], a gradient mode was applied starting under micellar conditions to 
completely elute the protein fraction and release the protein bound 18F-compounds by the SDS micelles. 
Subsequent increase of the amount of 1-propanol as organic modifier leads to high submicellar 
conditions [44,45] resulting in the elution of the intact radioligand and its radio-metabolites. 

Analysis of the MLC chromatograms revealed that only 5% of total activity in plasma are represented 
by intact radioligand [18F]TA3 (Figure 7) or [18F]TA4. For the first time, the micellar HPLC method 
was also applied to evaluate mouse brain radiometabolites. In the analyzed brain samples, 29% and 4% 
of total activity were represented by intact [18F]TA3 (Figure 7) and [18F]TA4, respectively. 

The radio-chromatograms of the RP-HPLC (conventional extraction) and the micellar HPLC method 
displayed slightly different elution profiles (for [18F]TA3 see Figure 7) which are probably caused by 
the various retention mechanisms in these two systems. RP-HPLC revealed the presence of two major 
radiometabolites ([18F]M1 and [18F]M2) in plasma and brain for each radioligand. It is supposed that the 
second radiometabolite [18F]M2 elutes within the first fraction under micellar conditions. 

Furthermore, comparing the results of the RP-HPLC (for [18F]TA3: tR = 33 min, see Figure 7) and 
the MLC (for [18F]TA3: tR = 39 min, see Figure 7), slightly different concentrations of the detected 
radioligands in the mouse plasma samples (e.g., for [18F]TA3: RP: 8% vs. MLC: 5%) and brain 
homogenates (e.g., for [18F]TA3: RP: 50% vs. MLC: 29%) can be observed. These findings might be 
caused by insufficient extraction of radioactive compounds (recovery: 65%–85%) from the precipitated 
proteins, mainly of the more polar radiometabolites detected by RP-HPLC (for [18F]TA3: [18F]M1:  
tR = 3 min; [18F]M2: tR = 22 min, see Figure 7). Therefore we conclude that only MLC provides the 
detection of 100% of the real composition in the analyzed samples due to direct injection into the micellar 
HPLC system. 
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Figure 7. Representative in vivo metabolism study of mouse plasma and brain samples at 
30 min p.i. of [18F]TA3 (150 MBq): (A) RP-HPLC chromatograms of extracted samples 
(column: Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 4.6 mm, particle size: 5 μm; gradient: 10%  90% 

10% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; flow: 1 mL/min); (B) MLC chromatograms of samples
directly injected into the MLC system (column: Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 4.6 mm,
particle size: 10 μm; gradient: 3%  30%  3% 1-PrOH/100 mM SDSaq., 10 mM
Na2HPO4aq.; flow: 1 mL/min).

In comparison with the intact radioligands, the shorter retention times of [18F]M1 and [18F]M2 
observed in the radio-chromatograms of the RP-HPLC (for [18F]TA3 see Figure 7) point to a higher 
polarity of these radiometabolites. The similar elution profiles of extracted plasma and brain samples 
(for [18F]TA3 see Figure 7) indicate that both radiometabolites may cross the blood-brain barrier. The 
significant accumulation of the highly polar radiometabolite [18F]M1 in brain could be explained 
by cytochrome P450 enzyme induced metabolic degradation of the 18F-bearing alkyl side chains in 
[18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 and formation of the corresponding brain penetrating 18F-alkyl alcohols, aldehydes 
or carboxylic acids [46,47]. Regarding the formation of the radiometabolite [18F]M2, the related 
mechanism of metabolic degradation and thus the molecular structure of [18F]M2 remain unclear. 

2.5. PET/MR Studies of [18F]TA3 in Mice 

The metabolism studies indicated that the metabolic stability of [18F]TA3 in mouse is significantly 
higher than that of [18F]TA4. Thus, further in vivo studies using dynamic PET imaging were performed 
only with [18F]TA3. 

For PET/MR baseline studies of [18F]TA3 in anaesthetized CD-1 mice, the radioligand was injected 
intravenously (9.7 ± 1.3 MBq, SAEOS ~70 GBq/μmol, n = 4), and whole body scans were performed for 
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60 min in listmode with a Mediso nanoScan PET/MR scanner followed by dynamic reconstruction. 
Time-activity curves (TACs) were generated for regions of interest such as whole brain, striatum, and 
cerebellum (Figure 8). 

Figure 8. Averaged time-activity curves of [18F]TA3 in CD-1 mice (n = 4) with standard 
uptake values (SUV) in whole brain (total), striatum, and cerebellum. 

As presented in Figure 8, the TACs between 0 and 55 min p.i. show a fast wash out of activity from 
the striatum while a constantly increased uptake in the cerebellum was observed. This finding is not 
consistent with the distribution of PDE2A protein in murine brain which corresponds the in vitro 
autoradiography of [18F]TA3 in rat brain slices (see Figure 6), but likely reflects the accumulation of the 
radiometabolite [18F]M2 capable of penetrating the blood-brain barrier as detected by RP-HPLC analysis 
of extracted brain samples (see Figure 7). With regard to that, we assume that the constantly increasing 
uptake of activity in the cerebellum as a non-target region of a PDE2A radioligand, which is in contrast 
to the fast wash out of activity from the target region striatum, indicates specific binding of the 
structurally not analyzed radiometabolite [18F]M2 of [18F]TA3 to an unknown target in this brain region. 

3. Experimental Section

3.1. General Information 

Chemicals were purchased from standard commercial sources in analytical grade and were used 
without further purification. Radio-/TLCs were performed on pre-coated silica gel plates (Alugram® 
Xtra SIL G/UV254; Polygram® SIL G/UV254, Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany). The compounds were localized 
at 254 nm (UV lamp) and/or by staining with aqueous KMnO4 solution or ninhydrin solution. 
Radio-TLC was recorded using a bioimaging analyzer system (BAS-1800 II, Fuji Photo Film, Co. Ltd., 
Tokyo, Japan) and images were evaluated with Aida 2.31 software (raytest Isotopenmessgeräte GmbH, 
Straubenhardt, Germany). Column chromatography was conducted on silica gel (0.06–0.20 mm, Roth). 
HPLC separations were performed on JASCO systems equipped with UV detectors from JASCO and 
activity detectors from raytest Isotopenmessgeräte GmbH (GABI Star, Straubenhardt, Germany). 
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HPLC columns and conditions were: System A, semi-preparative HPLC (column: Reprosil-Pur 
C18-AQ, 250 × 10 mm, particle size: 10 μm; eluent: 50% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; flow: 3 mL/min 
for [18F]TA3 or 3.5 mL/min for [18F]TA4; ambient temperature; UV detection at 254 nm); system B, 
analytical HPLC (column: Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 4.6 mm, particle size: 5 μm; gradient: 0–10 min: 
10% MeCN, 10–35 min: 10%  90% MeCN, 35–45 min: 90% MeCN, 45–50 min: 90%  10% MeCN, 
50–60 min: 10% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; isocratic: 44% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; flow: 1 mL/min; 
ambient temperature; UV detection at 254 nm). The NH4OAc concentration stated as 20 mM NH4OAcaq. 
corresponds to the concentration in the aqueous component of an eluent mixture. 

Specific activity was determined on the base of a calibration curve carried out under isocratic HPLC 
conditions (44% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; system B) using chromatograms obtained at 270 nm as 
an appropriate maximum of UV absorbance. 

NMR spectra (1H, 13C, 19F) were recorded on Mercury 300/Mercury 400 (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, 
USA) or Fourier 300/Avance DRX 400 Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA) instruments. The hydrogenated 
residue of deuteriated solvents and/or tetramethylsilane (TMS) were used as internal standards for 
1H-NMR (CDCl3,  = 7.26; DMSO-d6,  = 2.50) and 13C-NMR (CDCl3,  = 77.2; DMSO-d6,  = 39.5). The 
chemical shifts ( ) are reported in ppm (s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; qui, quintet; m, multiplet) and the 
corresponding coupling constants (J) are reported in Hz. High resolution mass spectra (ESI +/ ) were 
recorded on an Esquire 300Plus instrument (Bruker; equipped with ion trap). No-carrier-added (n.c.a.) 
[18F]fluoride (t1/2 = 109.8 min) was produced via the [18O(p,n)18F] nuclear reaction by irradiation of 
[18O]H2O (Hyox 18 enriched water, Rotem Industries Ltd, Beer-Sheba, Israel) on a Cyclone®18/9  
(iba RadioPharma Solutions, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) with fixed energy proton beam using Nirta® 
[18F]fluoride XL target. 

3.2. Syntheses 

The synthesis of the lead compound TA1 is already reported [38] and involves five steps, which were 
partly optimized. Furthermore, the patent does not provide NMR data of the published compounds 1–4 
or TA1, which are reported herein. 

6-Methoxy-2-(4-methyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)-3-nitropyridine (1) [38]. To 4.02 g (1.6 eq.) 4-methylimidazole 
dissolved in CHCl3 (8 mL, instead of DMF [38]) a solution of 4-(dimethylamino) pyridine (DMAP, 0.37 g, 
10 mol %) in CHCl3 (2 mL) was added dropwise. The reaction mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 10 min 
followed by the addition of triethylamine (TEA, 12.73 mL, 3 eq.; instead of solid KOH [38]) and stirring 
at 0 °C for further 10 min. To this reaction mixture was added dropwise 2-chloro-6-methoxy-3-
nitropyridine (5.77 g, 1 eq.) in CHCl3 (14 mL). After 30 min at 0 °C the mixture was stirred at ambient 
temperature overnight. The mixture was washed twice with water and aq. NaCl saturated solution (20 mL). 
The aqueous phase was extracted with CHCl3 (20 mL). The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4 and 
filtered. Evaporation of the solvent and subsequent purification by column chromatography (EtOAc/ 
n-hexane, 1:2, v/v) afforded 1 as a yellow solid (6.65 g, 93%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) = 2.27 
(s, 3H); 4.03 (s, 3H); 4.75 (s, 2H); 6.78 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 6.90 (dd, 4J = 2.0, 4J = 1.2, 1H); 7.94 (d, 
4J = 1.2, 1H); 8.23 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H). 
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6-Methoxy-2-(4-methyl-1H-imidazol-1-yl)pyridin-3-amine (2) [38]. Compound 1 (6.62 g, 1 eq.) was
dissolved in absolute EtOH (180 mL) and after addition of palladium on charcoal (0.20 g, 10%) in
absolute EtOH (20 mL) the reaction mixture was hydrogenated under pressure (1.5–2 bar instead of 10
to 15 bar [38]) at ambient temperature (instead of 40 °C [38]). Afterwards the mixture was stirred
overnight and filtered over kieselguhr (suspended in EtOH). The red brown filtrate was concentrated
under reduced pressure and the residue was treated with cold methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE, 20 mL).
The mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 30 min and stored at 4 °C (fridge) overnight to precipitate the product.
The light brown solid was filtered and dried in a desiccator under vacuum for two days. This procedure
was repeated twice with the filtrate and the dry precipitates were combined to afford 4.54 g (79%) of 2.
1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 2.17 (s, 3H); 3.74 (s, 3H); 4.75 (s, 2H); 6.67 (d, 3J = 8.4,
1H); 7.29 (m, 1H); 7.35 (d, 3J = 8.4, 1H); 7.96 (d, 4J = 1.2, 1H).

2-Methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine (3) [38]. Under ice bath cooling,
compound 2 (100 mg, 1 eq.) was dissolved in CH3COOH (30 mL) followed by addition of aq. NaNO2

solution (51 mg, 1.5 eq. in 500 μL water) and water (2 mL). Precipitation of a yellow solid started
immediately. The reaction mixture was stirred for 30 min (instead of 1–2 h [38]) and the precipitate was
filtered, washed with ethyl acetate and water, and dried in a desiccator under vacuum for three days
(instead of re-crystallization from iso-propanol or column chromatography [38]). 101 mg (96%) of 3 as
a yellow solid were obtained. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 2.77 (s, 3H); 4.13 (s, 3H); 7.21
(d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 8.72 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 8.97 (s, 1H).

9-Bromo-2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine (4) [38]. A solution of
compound 3 (0.74 g, 1 eq.; instead of 4-methoxy-7-methyl-imidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine [38])
in CH2Cl2 (50 mL; instead of MeCN [38]) was stirred for 10 min under ice bath cooling. A suspension
of N-bromosuccinimide (NBS, 0.92 g, 1.5 eq.) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added dropwise and the round
bottom flask was covered using aluminum foil. The reaction was stirred in an ice bath for 5 h and
overnight at ambient temperature (instead of stirring at ambient temperature for 16 h [38]). The mixture
was washed once with aq. saturated solutions of Na2SO3, NaHCO3, and NaCl and water (20 mL each).
The aqueous phase was extracted with CH2Cl2 (20 mL). The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4 and
filtered. Evaporation of the solvent and subsequent purification by column chromatography
(EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:6 to 1:4, v/v) afforded a yellow solid of 4 (0.74 g, 73%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):
 (ppm) = 2.85 (s, 3H); 4.19 (s, 3H); 7.04 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 8.57 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H).

9-(5-Butoxy-2-fluorophenyl)-2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine (TA1) [38]. 
The synthesis of the lead compound TA1 was performed as described in the General Suzuki Coupling 
Procedure [38]. Subsequent evaporation of the solvent at 60 °C and purification by column chromatography 
(EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:6, v/v) afforded a yellow solid of TA1 (0.34 g, 81%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6): 
 (ppm) = 0.90 (t, 3J = 7.4, 3H); 1.35–1.50 (m, 2H); 1.60–1.75 (m, 2H); 2.79 (s, 3H); 3.64 (s, 3H); 

3.98 (t, 3J = 6.4, 2H); 7.07–7.14 (m, 1H), 7.10 (d, 3J = 8.7, 1H); 7.21 (dd, 4J = 5.7, 5J = 3.1, 1H); 7.29 (t,  
3J = 9.2, 1H); 8.64 (d, 3J = 8.7, 1H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 12.3 (s); 13.6 (s); 18.7 
(s); 30.7 (s); 54.2 (s); 68.0 (s); 112.1 (s); 115.9 (d, 2J = 22.5); 117.3 (d, 3J = 8.3); 117.5 (d, 3J = 1.5); 
120.2 (d, 2J = 16.5); 127.8 (s); 131.6 (s); 133.5 (s); 136.6 (s); 138.9 (s); 140.6 (s); 154.2 (d, 4J = 2.3); 
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154.8 (d, 1J = 238.5); 163.8 (s). 19F-NMR (282 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 121.7 (ddd, 1J = 9.2, 
2J = 5.7, 2J = 4.3). HR-MS (ESI): 382.17 [M+H]+(Lit.: 382 [38]). 

4-Fluoro-3-(2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazin-9-yl)phenol (TA1a) A solution
of compound TA1 (1.00 g, 1 eq.) in dry CH2Cl2 (50 mL) was placed in a 100 mL twin-neck flask under
ice bath cooling and argon atmosphere. Afterwards boron tribromide (8 mL, 3.05 eq.) in CH2Cl2 (1 M
solution) was added dropwise over a period of 45 min whereby the color of the mixture changed from
yellow to dark red. The reaction mixture was stirred at 0 °C (ice bath) for 1 h and then warmed up to
ambient temperature. The mixture was quenched by adding it dropwise to ice water (100 mL) and the
organic phase was washed twice with water (10 mL each). The aqueous phase was extracted twice with
CH2Cl2 (5 mL each). The combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4 and filtered. Evaporation of
the solvent and subsequent purification by column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:6 to 100%
EtOAc, v/v) afforded a yellow solid of TA1a (0.84 g, 98%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6):
 (ppm) = 2.82 (s, 3H); 3.52 (s, 3H); 6.92 (ddd, 3J = 9.0, 4J = 4.2, 4J = 3.1, 1H); 7.04 (dd, 4J = 5.7,

4J = 3.1, 1H); 7.16 (d, 3J = 9.0, 1H); 7.19 (t, 3J = 9.0, 1H); 8.71 (d, 3J = 9.0, 1H); 9.65 (s, 1H).

3.2.1. General Procedure for the Preparation of Fluoroalkylated Triazine Derivatives TA2–4 

To a solution of compound TA1a (1 eq.) in MeCN (10 mL), K2CO3 (3 eq.) and the fluoroalkylating 
agent (1.5 eq.) were added. The yellow suspension was stirred at 70–80 °C for 5 h and at ambient 
temperature overnight. The mixture was filtered and the solvent was evaporated. The residue was 
dissolved in CH2Cl2 (10 mL), washed with water (5 mL) and then with citric acid (5 mL, 25%). The 
aqueous phase was extracted with CH2Cl2 (2 mL). The combined organic phases were dried over 
Na2SO4, filtered and evaporation of the solvent yielded the crude fluoroalkylated triazine derivative. 

9-(2-Fluoro-5-(2-fluoroethoxy)phenyl)-2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e] [1,2,4]triazine 
(TA2) The fluoroalkylation procedure described above was used with 100 mg of TA1a and 38 μL of 
1-fluoro-2-iodoethane and afforded after column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:4 to 1:1, v/v)
a yellow solid of TA2 (60 mg, 54%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 2.82 (s, 3H); 3.48 (s,
3H); 4.23 (t, 2J = 7.5, 3J = 30.3, 3J = 3.9, 1H); 4.33 (t, 2J = 7.8, 3J = 30.3, 3J = 3.9, 1H) 4.66 (t, 2J = 7.8,
2J = 48.0, 3J = 3.9, 1H), 4.82 (t, 2J = 7.5, 2J = 48.0, 3J = 3.9, 1H); 7.15 (d, 3J = 9.0, 1H); 7.18–7.22 (m,
1H); 7.26–7.31 (m, 1H); 7.35 (t, 3J = 9.3, 1H); 8.69 (d, 3J = 9.0, 1H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6):
 (ppm) = 12.4 (s); 54.2 (s); 54.2 (s); 67.9 (d, 3J = 18.8); 82.1 (d, 1J = 165.8); 112.2 (s); 116.1 (d,

2J = 23.0); 117.57 (s); 117.7 (d, 3J = 2.0); 120.4 (d, 2J = 16.4); 127.9 (s); 131.4 (s); 133.6 (s); 136.6 (s);
139.0 (s); 140.7 (s); 153.7 (d, 4J = 1.9); 155.1 (d, 1J = 239.3); 163.9 (s). 19F-NMR (282 MHz, DMSO-d6):
 (ppm) = 121.3 to 121.5 (m); -222.6 (tt, 2J = 48.0, 3J = 30.3). HR-MS (ESI): 372.13 [M+H]+.

9-(2-Fluoro-5-(2-fluoropropoxy)phenyl)-2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]-
triazine (TA3) The fluoroalkylation procedure described above was performed with 140 mg of TA1a 
and 66 μL of 1-fluoro-3-iodopropane and afforded after column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:4, 
v/v) a yellow solid of TA3 (120 mg, 75%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 2.10 (dqui, 
2J = 12.2, 3J = 25.6, 3J = 6.0, 2H); 2.81 (s, 3H); 3.47 (s, 3H); 4.10 (t, 2J = 12.4, 3J = 6.0, 2H); 4.55 (t, 
2J = 12.0, 2J = 47.2, 3J = 6.0, 1H), 4.67 (t, 2J = 11.6, 2J = 47.2, 3J = 6.0, 1H); 7.13 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 
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7.13–7.18 (m, 1H);7.26 (dd, 4J = 5.7, 5J = 3.2, 1H); 7.32 (t, 3J = 9.2, 1H); 8.67 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H). 
13C-NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 12.4 (s); 29.7 (d, 2J = 19.7); 54.2 (s); 64.4 (s); 80.8 (d, 
1J = 162.3); 112.1 (s); 116.0 (d, 2J = 23.1); 117.4 (d, 3J = 8.1); 117.7 (d, 3J = 1.9); 120.3 (d, 2J = 16.5); 
127.8 (s); 131.5 (s); 133.6 (s); 136.6 (s); 138.9 (s); 140.6 (s); 154.0 (d, 4J = 2.0); 155.0 (d, 1J = 241.3); 
163.8 (s). 19F-NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 121.5 to 121.6 (m); -220.9 (tt, 2J = 47.2, 
3J = 25.6). HR-MS (ESI): 386.14 [M+H]+. 

9-(2-Fluoro-5-(2-fluorobutoxy)phenyl)-2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e] [1,2,4]triazine 
(TA4) The fluoroalkylation procedure described above was performed with 100 mg of TA1a and 
50 μL of 1-bromo-4-fluorobutane and afforded after column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:4, v/v) 
a yellow solid of TA4 (120 mg, 99%). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 1.70–1.86 (m, 4H); 
2.80 (s, 3H); 3.46 (s, 3H); 4.01 (t, 2J = 10.4, 3J = 6.0, 2H); 4.42 (t, 2J = 11.6, 2J = 47.6, 3J = 6.0, 1H), 
4.54 (t, 2J = 11.6, 2J = 47.6, 3J = 5.6, 1H); 7.08–7.16 (m, 1H); 7.11 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 7.22 (dd, 4J = 5.6, 
5J = 3.2, 1H); 7.29 (t, 3J = 9.2, 1H); 8.66 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H). 

3.2.2. General Procedure for the Preparation of alkyl bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonates) 

The synthesis of various alkyl bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonates) is already reported [48] and was 
performed according to the literature. A solution of propane-1,3-diol or butane-1,4-diol (1 eq.) in 
CH2Cl2 (5 mL) was stirred at 0 °C (ice bath) for 10 min. The round bottom flask was covered using 
aluminium foil and 4 eq. of triethylamine (TEA) were added dropwise. Afterwards a solution of 
4-methylbenzenesulfonyl chloride (2 eq.) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added over a period of 15–30 min
followed by the addition of 10 mol % of DMAP. The reaction mixture was stirred each for 1 h at 0 °C
and at ambient temperature. The white precipitate (triethylamine hydrochloride) was filtered off. The
light yellow filtrate was washed once with each 1 M HCl, aq. saturated solution of NaHCO3, water, and
aq. saturated solution of NaCl. The aqueous phase was extracted once with CH2Cl2. The organic phase
was dried over Na2SO4 and filtered. Evaporation of the solvent and subsequent purification by column
chromatography (EtOAc/n-hexanes, 1:3 to 1:1, v/v) afforded a white solid ( 60% of each: propane-1,3-
diyl bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonate) and butane-1,4-diyl bis(4-methyl-benzenesulfonate)), identified
by 1H-NMR.

3.2.3. General Procedure for the Preparation of Tosylate Precursors TA3a and TA4a 

To a solution of compound TA1a (1 eq.) in MeCN (10 mL), K2CO3 (4 eq.) and the alkyl 
bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonate) (2 eq.) were added. The yellow suspension was stirred at 60–70 °C for 
5 h and at ambient temperature overnight. In the case of an incomplete reaction (TLC) the mixture was 
heated to 60–70 °C for 5 h again and stirred at ambient temperature overnight. The mixture was filtered 
and the solvent was evaporated. The residue was resolved in CH2Cl2 (10 mL), washed with water (5 mL) 
and then with citric acid (5 mL, 25%). The aqueous phase was extracted with CH2Cl2 (2 mL). The 
combined organic phases were dried over Na2SO4, filtered and evaporation of the solvent yielded the 
crude tosylate precursors. 
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3-(4-Fluoro-3-(2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine-9-yl)phenoxy)propyl  
4-methylbenzenesulfonate (TA3a) The procedure for tosylate precursors described above was performed 
with 170 mg of TA1a and 410 mg of propane-1,3-diyl bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonate), and afforded after 
column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:6 to 1:4, v/v) a yellow solid of TA3a (170 mg, 60%).  
1H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 2.03 (qui, 2J = 24.4, 3J = 6.0, 2H); 2.34 (s, 3H); 2.83 (s, 3H); 
3.46 (s, 3H); 3.97 (t, 2J = 12.0, 3J = 6.0, 2H); 4.19 (t, 2J = 12.0, 3J = 6.0, 1H); 7.02–7.07 (m, 1H);  
7.13–7.17 (m, 1H); 7.16 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H); 7.31 (t, 3J = 9.2, 1H); 7.41 (d, 3J = 8.4, 2H); 7.76 (dd, 3J = 8.4, 
4J = 1.6, 2H); 8.71 (d, 3J = 8.8, 1H). 13C-NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 12.4 (s); 21.0 (s); 28.1 
(s); 54.2 (s); 64.1 (s); 67.6 (s); 112.2 (s); 116.0 (d, 2J = 23.3); 117.3 (d, 3J = 8.3); 117.6 (d, 3J = 1.7); 
120.3 (d, 2J = 16.4); 127.5 (s); 127.9 (s); 130.1 (s); 131.5 (s); 132.2 (s); 133.6 (s); 136.6 (s); 139.0 (s); 
140.7 (s); 153.8 (d, 4J = 2.0); 155.0 (d, 1J = 241.4); 163.9 (s). 19F-NMR (376 MHz, DMSO-d6):  
 (ppm) = 121.5 to 121.6 (m). HR-MS (ESI): 538.16 [M+H]+. 

4-(4-Fluoro-3-(2-methoxy-7-methylimidazo[5,1-c]pyrido[2,3-e][1,2,4]triazine-9-yl)phenoxy)butyl  
4-methylbenzenesulfonate (TA4a) The procedure for tosylate precursors described above was performed 
with 200 mg of TA1a and 490 mg of butane-1,4-diyl bis(4-methylbenzenesulfonate), and afforded after 
column chromatography (EtOAc/CH2Cl2, 1:6 to 1:4, v/v) an orange to red solid of TA4a (220 mg, 65%). 
1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 1.62–1.80 (m, 4H); 2.38 (s, 3H); 2.82 (s, 3H); 3.46 (s, 3H); 
3.93 (t, 2J = 11.7, 3J = 5.8, 2H); 4.09 (t, 2J = 11.7, 3J = 5.9, 2H); 7.04–7.11 (m, 1H); 7.15 (d, 3J = 9.0, 
1H); 7.19 (dd, 4J = 5.7, 5J = 3.1, 1H); 7.31 (t, 3J = 9.2, 1H); 7.45 (dd, 3J = 8.4, 4J = 0.6, 2H); 7.78 (dd,  
3J = 8.4, 4J = 0.6, 2H); 8.69 (d, 3J = 9.0, 1H). 13C-NMR (75 MHz, DMSO-d6):  (ppm) = 13.0 (s); 21.72 
(s); 25.3 (s); 25.8 (s); 54.9 (s); 68.2 (s); 71.3 (s); 112.9 (s); 116.7 (d, 2J = 23.0); 118.0–118.4 (m); 121.0 
(d, 2J = 16.4); 128.2 (s); 128.6 (s); 130.8 (s); 132.2 (s); 133.2 (s); 134.3 (s); 137.3 (s); 139.7 (s); 141.4 
(s); 145.5 (s); 155.6 (d, 1J = 238.6); 154.7 (d, 4J = 1.9); 164.6 (s). 19F-NMR (282 MHz, DMSO-d6):  
 (ppm) = 121.7 (ddd, 1J = 9.2, 2J = 5.7, 2J = 4.3). HR-MS (ESI): 574.15 [M+Na]+. 

3.3. In Vitro PDE2A Affinity Assay 

The inhibitory potencies of TA1–4 for human recombinant PDE2A and PDE10A proteins were 
determined by BioCrea GmbH (Radebeul, Germany) [38]. 

3.4. Radiochemistry 

3.4.1. Manual Radiosyntheses of [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 

No-carrier-added [18F]fluoride was trapped on a Chromafix® 30 PS-HCO3  cartridge  
(MACHEREY-NAGEL GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, Germany). The activity was eluted with 300 μL of 
an aqueous solution of K2CO3 (1.78 mg, 12.9 μmol) into a 4 mL V-vial and Kryptofix 2.2.2 (K2.2.2,  
11.2 mg, 29.7 μmol) in 1 mL MeCN was added. The aqueous [18F]fluoride was azeotropically dried 
under vacuum and nitrogen flow within 7–10 min using a Discover PETwave Microwave CEM® (75 W, 
50–60 °C, power cycling mode). Two aliquots of MeCN (2 × 1.0 mL) were added during the drying 
procedure and the final complex was dissolved in 500 μL MeCN ready for radiolabelling. The reactivity 
of the anhydrous K+/[18F]F /K2.2.2-carbonate complex as well as the reproducibility of the drying 
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procedure were checked via the standard reaction with 2 mg (5.4 μmol) of ethylene glycol ditosylate 
(Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Germany) at 80 °C for 10 min in MeCN. 

Optimization of the aliphatic radiolabelling procedures of the tosylates TA3a or TA4a was performed 
by varying the amount of precursor (1–3 mg in 500 μL MeCN) and reaction time (up to 20 min) under 
conventional heating at 80 °C. After 5, 10, 15 and 20 min, aliquots of the reaction mixtures were analyzed 
by radio-TLC (EtOAc/DCM, 1:1, v/v). The crude reaction mixtures of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 were 
diluted with water (1:1, v/v) and applied to an isocratic semi-preparative HPLC (system A) for isolation 
of the desired radioligands ([18F]TA3: tR = 27–29 min; [18F]TA4:tR = 31–33 min). The collected fractions 
were analyzed by radio-TLC, diluted with water, passed through a Sep-Pak® C18 Plus light cartridge 
(Waters, Milford, MA, USA; pre-conditioned with 20 mL of absolute EtOH and 60 mL water), and 
eluted with 0.75 mL of absolute EtOH. For biological investigations, the solvent was evaporated at 
70 °C under a gentle nitrogen stream. Then, the radioligands were formulated in sterile isotonic saline 
containing 10% EtOH (v/v). 

The identities of each radioligand were verified by analytical radio-HPLC (system B) of samples of 
[18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 spiked with the corresponding non-radioactive reference compounds using a 
gradient and an isocratic method. 

3.4.2. Automated Radiosynthesis of [18F]TA3 

Automated radiosyntheses were performed in a TRACERlab™ FX F-N synthesis module (GE 
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) equipped with a PU-980 pump (JASCO, Gross-Umstadt, Germany), 
a WellChrom K-2001 UV detector (KNAUER GmbH, Berlin, Germany), a NaI(Tl)-counter and 
automated data acquisition (NINA software version 4.8 rev. 4, Nuclear Interface GmbH, Dortmund, 
Germany). The conditions for the optimized manual 18F-labelling of the tosylate precursor TA3a as well 
as for the isolation and purification of the radioligand were used for the automated radiosynthesis of 
[18F]TA3 and set up as depicted in Scheme 3. No-carrier-added [18F]fluoride was trapped on a 
Chromafix® 30 PS-HCO3  cartridge (entry 1) in the remotely controlled synthesis module. The activity 
was eluted with an aqueous solution of K2CO3 (1.78 mg/0.4 mL water; entry 2), mixed with K2.2.2  
(11.2 mg/1 mL MeCN; entry 3) into the reaction vessel (entry 6) and azeotropically dried for 
approximately 10 min. Thereafter, 1 mg of the tosylate TA3a dissolved in 1 mL MeCN (entry 4) was 
added, and the reaction mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 15 min. After cooling, the reaction mixture was 
diluted with 2 mL water (entry 5) and transferred into the injection vial. Semi-preparative HPLC (system 
A, entry 7) was performed for isolation of the desired radioligand [18F]TA3 (tR = 27–29 min). [18F]TA3 
was collected in entry 8 previously loaded with 40 mL water. Final purification step took place after 
passing the solution through a Sep-Pak® C18 Plus light cartridge (Waters; pre-conditioned with 20 mL 
of absolute EtOH and 60 mL water; entry 11), followed by washing with 2 mL water (entry 9) and 
elution of [18F]TA3 with 1 mL of absolute EtOH (entry 10) into the product vial (entry 12). 

To obtain an injectable solution, the solvent was reduced under a gentle nitrogen stream at 70 °C 
and the radioligand was formulated in sterile isotonic saline containing 10% EtOH (v/v). Analytical 
radio-HPLC (system B, gradient and isocratic mode) of the final product spiked with the non-radioactive 
reference compound TA3 confirmed the identity of [18F]TA3. 
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Scheme 3. Tracer Lab™ FX-FN synthesis module for the automated radiosynthesis of 
[18F]TA3: (1) Chromafix® 30 PS-HCO3  cartridge; (2) K2CO3 (1.78 mg in 0.4 mL H2O);  
(3) K2.2.2 (11.2 mg in 1 mL MeCN); (4) 1 mg TA3a in 1 mL MeCN; (5) 2 mL H2O;
(6) reaction vessel; (7) Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ (250 × 10 mm; particle size: 10 μm; eluent:
50% MeCN/20 mM NH4OAcaq.; flow: 3 mL/min; ambient temperature; UV detection at
254 nm); (8) 40 mL H2O; (9) 2 mL H2O; (10) 1 mL absolute EtOH; (11) Sep Pak® C18 light
cartridge; (12) product vial.

3.5. Determination of Lipophilicity (logD7.4) and in Vitro Stability 

The lipophilicity of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 was determined by partitioning between n-octanol and 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at ambient temperature using the conventional shake-flask 
method. An aliquot of 10 μL of the formulated solutions of each [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 with approximately 
1 MBq of the radioligand was added to a tube containing 6 mL of the n-octanol/PBS-mixture (1:1, v/v, 
fourfold determination). The tubes were shaken for 20 min using a mechanical shaker (HS250 basic, 
IKA Labortechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Staufen, Germany) followed by centrifugation (5000 rpm for 
5 min) and separation of the phases. Aliquots of each 1 mL were taken from the organic and the aqueous 
phase and activity was measured using an automated gamma counter (1480 WIZARD, Fa. Perkin Elmer, 
Waltham, MA, USA). The distribution coefficient (D) was calculated as [activity (cpm/mL) in 
n-octanol]/[activity (cpm/mL) in PBS, pH 7.4] specified as the decade logarithm (logD7.4).

In vitro stabilities of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 were investigated by incubation of the radioligands in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4), n-octanol and pig plasma at 37 °C for 60 min (~5 MBq of the 
radioligand added to 500 μL of each medium). Samples were taken at 15, 30 and 60 min after incubation 
and analyzed by radio-TLC and radio-HPLC (system B). 
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3.6. Animal Studies 

All animal procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Saxony (TVV 08/13). 

3.6.1. In Vitro Autoradiographic Studies in Rat Brain 

Frozen sagittal brain sections obtained from female SPRD rats (10–12 weeks old) were thawed, dried 
in a stream of cold air, and preincubated for 20 min with incubation buffer (50 mM TRIS-HCl, pH 7.4, 
120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2) at ambient temperature. Brain sections were 
incubated with ~1 MBq/mL of [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 in incubation buffer for 60 min at ambient 
temperature. Afterwards sections were washed twice with 50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 7.4) for 2 min at 
4 °C, dipped briefly in ice-cold deionized water, dried in a stream of cold air and exposed for 60 min to  
an 18F-sensitive image plate that was analyzed afterwards using an image plate scanner (HD-CR 35; 
Duerr NDT GmbH, Bietigheim Bissingen, Germany). Nonspecific binding of the radioligand under 
investigation was determined by co-incubation with 10 μM TA1. 

3.6.2. Small-Animal PET/MR Studies in Mice 

Female CD-1 mice (n = 4; age: 8 weeks; weight: 28.8 ± 1.2 g; supplier: Medizinisch-Experimentelles 
Zentrum Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany) were housed under a 12 h:12 h light-dark cycle at 26 °C in a vented 
animal cabinet. The animals received an injection of 9.7 ± 1.3 MBq of [18F]TA3 into the tail vein 
followed by a 60 min PET/MR scan (Mediso nanoScan®, Budapest, Hungary). Each PET image was 
corrected for random coincidences, dead time, scatter and attenuation (AC), based on a whole body (WB) 
MR scan. 

The reconstruction parameters for the list mode data are: 3D-ordered subset expectation maximization 
(OSEM), 4 iterations, 6 subsets, energy window: 400–600 keV, coincidence mode: 1–5, ring difference: 
81. The mice were positioned prone in a special mouse bed (heated up to 37 °C), with the head fixed to
a mouth piece for the anesthetic gas supply with isoflurane in 40% air and 60% oxygen (anesthesia unit:
U-410, agnthos, Lidingö, Sweden; Gas blender: MCQ, Rome, Italy). The PET data was collected by a
continuous WB scan during the entire investigation. Following the 60 min PET scan a T1 weighted WB
gradient echo sequence (GRE, TR = 20 ms; TE = 6.4 ms) was performed for AC and anatomical
orientation. Image registration and evaluation of the region of interest (ROI) was done with ROVER
(ABX advanced biochemical compounds, Radeberg, Germany).

The respective brain regions were identified using the MR information from the GRE scan. The 
activity data is expressed as mean standardized uptake value (SUV) of the overall ROI. 

3.6.3. In Vivo Metabolism Studies in Mice 

The radioligands [18F]TA3 or [18F]TA4 (~60 MBq in 150 μL isotonic saline) were injected via the 
tail vein in female CD-1 mice (10–12 weeks old). Brain and blood samples were obtained at 30 min p.i., 
plasma separated by centrifugation (14,000× g, 1 min), and brain homogenized in ~1 mL isotonic saline 
on ice (10 strokes of a PTFE plunge at 1000 rpm in a borosilicate glass cylinder; Potter S Homogenizer, 
B. Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen, Germany).
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3.7. Conventional Extraction Procedure 

Twofold extractions of plasma (2 × 50 μL, 30 min p.i.) and brain samples (2 × 250 μL, 30 min p.i.) 
were performed using a mixture of ice-cold acetone/water (8:2, v/v; plasma or brain sample/organic 
solvent, 1:4, v/v). The samples were vortexed for 1 min, incubated on ice for 10 min (first extraction) or 
5 min (second extraction) and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 min. Supernatants were collected and 
the precipitates were re-dissolved in ice-cold acetone/water for the second extraction. Aliquots from 
supernatants of each extraction step were taken. Activity thereof and of the precipitates was quantified 
using an automated gamma counter (1480 WIZARD, Fa. Perkin Elmer). The supernatants from both 
extractions were combined, concentrated under nitrogen stream at 70 °C and analyzed by radio-HPLC 
(system B). 

3.8. Micellar Chromatography (MLC) 

For preparation of the MLC injection samples, mouse plasma (20–50 μL, 30 min p.i.) was dissolved 
in 100–300 μL of 200 mM aqueous SDS and injected directly into the MLC system (500 μL sample 
loop; column: Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 250 × 4.6 mm, particle size: 10 μm; gradient: 0–15 min: 3% 
1-PrOH, 15–40 min: 3%  30% 1-PrOH; 40–49 min: 30% 1-PrOH, 49–50 min: 30%  3% 1-PrOH;
50–60 min: 3% 1-PrOH/100 mM SDS, 10 mM Na2HPO4; flow: 1 mL/min; ambient temperature).
Notably, a pre-column with 10 mm length was used and frequently exchanged to expand the life time of
the RP-column. Homogenized brain material (100–200 μL, 30 min p.i.) was dissolved in 500 μL of
200 mM aqueous SDS, stirred at 75 °C for 5 min and after cooling to ambient temperature injected into
the MLC system.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the novel radioligands [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 are well suitable for in vitro imaging of
PDE2A but further structural modification might prevent the formation of brain penetrating 
radiometabolites. Thus, these modifications could lead to 18F-radioligands enabling in vivo PET imaging 
of PDE2A in brain. 

Furthermore, compared to the conventional extraction procedure combined with analytical 
RP-HPLC, it could be shown that micellar HPLC is a more reliable method to quantify the amount of 
non-metabolized [18F]TA3 and [18F]TA4 not only in plasma samples but also in brain homogenates. 
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Abstract: In the interest of developing in vivo positron emission tomography (PET)  
probes for neuroimaging of calcium channels, we have prepared a carbon-11 isotopologue 
of a dihydropyridine Ca2+-channel antagonist, isradipine. Desmethyl isradipine (4-
(benzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-yl)-5-(isopropoxycarbonyl)-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-dihydropyridine 
-3-carboxylic acid) was reacted with [11C]CH3I in the presence of tetrabutylammonium 
hydroxide in DMF in an HPLC injector loop to produce the radiotracer in a good yield  
(6 ± 3% uncorrected radiochemical yield) and high specific activity (143 ± 90 GBq·μmol 1 
at end-of-synthesis). PET imaging of normal rats revealed rapid brain uptake at baseline  
(0.37 ± 0.08% ID/cc (percent of injected dose per cubic centimeter) at peak, 15–60 s), which 
was followed by fast washout. After pretreatment with isradipine (2 mg·kg 1, i.p.), whole 
brain radioactivity uptake was diminished by 25%–40%. This preliminary study confirms 
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that [11C]isradipine can be synthesized routinely for research studies and is brain penetrating. 
Further work on Ca2+-channel radiotracer development is planned. 

Keywords: carbon-11; radiosynthesis; isradipine; positron emission tomography; 
neuroimaging; calcium channel blocker 

1. Introduction

L-type calcium channels (LTCCs) are cell membrane proteins expressed in most electrically-excitable
cells and involved in assorted cellular functions, including neurotransmitter and hormone secretion, Ca2+ 
homeostasis and gene expression [1,2]. A subunit of the LTCC was among the first to be associated with 
neuropsychiatric diseases, including schizophrenia and bipolar disorder [3,4]. While Ca2+-channel 
antagonists have a long history in the treatment of hypertension and cardiac disease [5], the promise 
these pharmaceuticals hold for treatment of neurological and psychiatric disorders has yet to come to 
fruition [6–14]. For example, it is believed that LTCC antagonists protect dopamine neurons in the 
substantia nigra from degeneration associated with Parkinson’s disease by dopamine D2 receptor 
desensitization [15]. The 1,4-dihydropyridine (DHP) scaffold has emerged as a privileged structure for 
LTCC blockers (Figure 1), and several of these compounds, including nimodipine, amlodipine and 
isradipine (PN 200-110), are among the first-line antihypertensive drugs [16]. Isradipine is currently in 
clinical trials for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease [17] and has demonstrated efficacy for bipolar 
depression in a proof-of-concept study [18]. 

Figure 1. Selected 1,4-dihydropyridine (DHP) Ca2+-channel antagonists. 

Efforts to develop neuroimaging probes for ion channels, such as the -aminobutyric acid GABAA 
receptor [19], nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) [20,21] and the N-methyl-D-aspartate 
(NMDA) receptor [22], have supplied a number of practical tools for clinical research and identified 
opportunities for subtype-selective ion channel imaging. In contrast, there remains an unmet need for an 
effective in vivo neuroimaging agent for LTCCs [23]. Several DHP-based drugs and derivatives have 
been radiolabeled with carbon-11 (11C, t1/2 = 20.4 min) or fluorine-18 (18F, t1/2 = 109.7 min) for positron 
emission tomography (PET) (Figure 2) [23–28]. Studies using these radiotracers were primarily directed 
toward imaging of cardiac Ca2+-channels, and an amlodipine-derived radiotracer, [11C]S12968, showed 
up to 80% specific binding in the myocardium [29–33]. [11C]S12968 was used for in vivo measurement 
of myocardial DHP binding site density in beagles, with low doses of Ca2+-channel antagonists. 
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Unfortunately, this radiotracer does not cross the blood-brain barrier, and attempts to circumvent this 
limitation by manipulation of its lipophilicity were ineffective [23]. 

Isradipine is a highly potent DHP that serves as a reference molecule for in vitro studies [34] and has 
been shown to cross the blood-brain barrier in mice [35]. Furthermore, [O-11C-methyl]isradipine 
([11C]isradipine) has previously been prepared, though this radiosynthesis demanded the production of 
an esoteric reagent, [11C]diazomethane [36]. Our goal was to evaluate [11C]isradipine as a potential 
neuroimaging agent for Ca2+-channels and, in the process, to develop a more convenient radiosynthesis 
of this molecule from commonly-used [11C]CH3I. 

Figure 2. Selected DHP-based PET radiotracers. 

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Radiosynthesis of [11C]Isradipine 

Similar to the previous radiosynthesis, the methyl ester was identified as the most convenient site for 
radiolabeling isradipine with carbon-11. Using the same carboxylic acid precursor (1), we sought 
conditions for selective 11C-methylation using [11C]CH3I (Figure 3). Radiomethylation was conducted 
using the captive solvent (“loop”) method [37,38]. The HPLC injector of a commercial radiosynthesis 
unit was loaded with a solution of 1 mg of 1 and 0.9 equivalents of tetrabutylammonium hydroxide in 
80 μL of anhydrous DMF, and [11C]CH3I was passed through the loop in a stream of helium gas. After 
5 min of reaction time, the loop was flushed with the mobile phase directly onto a semi-preparative 
HPLC column. The radiotracer was purified and reformulated in ethanolic saline, ready for injection. 

Figure 3. Radiosynthesis of [11C]isradipine. 
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[11C]Isradipine was prepared in a reasonable overall yield (6 ± 3% non-decay-corrected from starting 
[11C]CO2) and high specific activity (143 ± 90 GBq·μmol 1; 3.9 ± 2.4 Ci·μmol 1 at end-of-synthesis). 
The radiosynthesis required 40 ± 2 min from end-of-bombardment and yielded the product in >95% 
radiochemical purity with sufficient quantities for PET imaging (1.5–10.9 GBq, 41–295 mCi). While 
the radiochemical purity was typically very high, we found that purified [11C]isradipine was susceptible 
to slow decomposition during the reformulation process if basic aqueous buffers were employed. Using 
neutral or slightly acidic buffers during reformulation, the radiochemical purity of the final product was 
consistently >99%. In addition to the improved accessibility of [11C]isradipine on account of widely 
available [11C]CH3I, compared with the previous report, which used [11C]CH2N2 [36], the radiotracer 
was isolated in 2–6-fold higher specific activity. 

2.2. Partition Coefficient of [11C]isradipine 

Octanol/buffer partition coefficients have predictive utility for assessing blood-brain barrier 
permeability, with an optimum logD range of 2.0–3.5 [39]. Owing to the presence of a basic primary 
amine, the logD of [11C]S12968 is 1.54, and this tracer does not enter the brain [23]. In contrast, 
nimodipine possesses a logD of 2.41 and does cross the blood-brain barrier. However, DHPs have been 
shown to engage in complex interactions with lipid membranes, suggesting that partition coefficients in 
isotropic solvent systems may hold less predictive value for this class of compounds [40]. For example, 
N-Boc-[11C]S12968, in which the amine is masked as a carbamate, has an increased logD (2.12), yet still 
fails to significantly enter the brain (0.04% ID/cc (percent of injected dose per cubic centimeter) at peak). 
With these factors in mind, we experimentally determined the logD of [11C]isradipine to be 2.15 (n = 8), 
using liquid-liquid partition between 1-octanol and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) [41]. 

2.3. Positron Emission Tomography Neuroimaging of [11C]Isradipine 

To determine brain uptake and feasibility for neuroimaging of Ca2+-channels using [11C]isradipine, 
we conducted preliminary PET brain imaging studies in healthy, large (440–670 g), male  
Sprague-Dawley rats. Dynamic 30-min PET scans were acquired beginning at time-of-injection (TOI) 
of a bolus of radiotracer (41–166 MBq) via tail-vein, and time-activity curves were generated after image 
reconstruction and processing (Figure 4). Whole brain activity uptake was moderate (0.37 ± 0.08% ID/cc, 
percent of injected dose per cubic centimeter; 1.9 ± 0.0 SUV, standardized uptake value; n = 3) and 
peaked in the first minute after TOI. Washout was rapid, as approximately half of the peak uptake was 
eliminated from the brain within 20 min. 

To determine the fraction of specific binding of [11C]isradipine in vivo in rat brain, animals were 
treated with isradipine at a dose of 2 mg·kg 1 i.p., 30 min prior to radiotracer administration and again 
imaged for 30 min. This pretreatment dose represents the upper level of previously reported i.p. dosing 
of isradipine [8,9], as well as the solubility threshold in vehicle (5% DMSO, 5% Tween 80, 90% saline). 
Whole brain uptake peaked at 0.19 ± 0.05% ID/cc (1.1 ± 0.1 SUV) 15–60 s after TOI and cleared much 
more slowly over the course of the imaging session. It is apparent from the time-activity curves that a 
significant component of whole brain uptake can be attributed to nonspecific binding. Two observations 
support this conclusion: (1) the magnitude of uptake after pretreatment is relatively high; and (2) the rate 
of clearance from 0–5 min is much slower than at baseline. The level of nonspecific binding can be 
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estimated by area-under-the-curve (AUC) analysis. From 0–5 min post-injection of [11C]isradipine, 
uptake is approximately 60% of that at baseline (paired t-test, p < 0.05) (Figure 4C). 

Figure 4. (A) Coronal view of summed image 0–7 min post bolus [11C]isradipine injection 
at baseline; (B) time-activity curves in rat whole brain at baseline ( ) and after 
pretreatment ( ) with isradipine (2 mg·kg 1 i.p., 30 min prior to time-of-injection (TOI)); 
(C) area-under-the-curve analysis of whole brain uptake 0–5 min after tracer injection at
baseline and after pretreatment, paired t-test, p < 0.05; WB, whole brain; % ID/cc, percent
of injected dose per cubic centimeter; AUC, area-under-the-curve.

Given the preclinical and clinical observations of the pharmacology of isradipine and certain other 
DHPs, such as nimodipine, these drugs appear promising as leads for brain-penetrating Ca2+-channel 
imaging agents [8,9]. In line with previous studies, which showed that logD values in this range may not 
be strongly predictive of brain uptake for this class of compounds [23], the lipophilicities (as measured 
by octanol/buffer partitioning) of N-Boc-S12968 and isradipine are very similar, and yet, the latter shows 
much greater levels of brain uptake. Over the whole brain region of rats, a 40% blockade was observed 
after pretreatment with the nonradioactive drug. The limited effects of pre-treatment on [11C]isradipine 
uptake could be explained by numerous factors, including a low fraction of specific binding, changes in 
blood flow as a result of LTCC antagonism or LTCC inhibition by ethanol present in the radiotracer 
formulation. Further work would be required to evaluate the effects of injection vehicle, blood pressure, 
anesthesia and species differences on [11C]isradipine brain uptake, radiotracer metabolism and whether 
the observed specificity is uniform across all brain regions.  
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3. Experimental Section

Isradipine was purchased from U.S. Pharmacopeial Convention (USP, Rockville, MD, USA). The
radiotracer precursor (4-(benzo[c][1,2,5]oxadiazol-4-yl)-5-(isopropoxycarbonyl)-2,6-dimethyl-1,4-
dihydropyridine-3-carboxylic acid, 1) was purchased from Aberjona Laboratories (Beverly, MA, USA). 
Anhydrous solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (1 M in 
methanol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. A GE PETtrace 16.5 MeV cyclotron was used for 
[11C]CO2 production by the 14N(p, )11C nuclear reaction using a 50-μA proton beam current to irradiate 
14N2 containing 1% O2. 

3.1. Radiosynthesis of [11C]Isradipine  

Desmethyl isradipine (1, 1.2 mg) was dissolved in anhydrous DMF (100 μL) in a glass vial. To this 
vial, tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH, 1 M MeOH, 3.0 μL, 0.9 equiv.) was added and the 
contents vortexed for 60 s to prepare the precursor solution. An aliquot of the precursor solution (80 μL) 
was withdrawn and loaded onto the HPLC injection loop of a commercial radiofluorination unit (GE 
Tracerlab FX N) [38]. The remaining precursor solution (20 μL) was diluted with water (20 μL), and 
the pH of the aqueous solution was then tested using indicator paper to confirm a pH range of 8–9. 
[11C]CH3I, prepared from [11C]CO2 using a commercial [11C]CH3I synthesis unit (GE Tracerlab FX 
MeI), was passed through the loop on a flow of He(g). After transfer of [11C]CH3I was complete, gas flow 
was discontinued for 5 min, prior to flushing of the loop contents onto a previously equilibrated 
semi-preparative C18 Luna HPLC column using 6:4, CH3CN:0.1 M NH4·HCO2 mobile phase at 
5 mL·min 1. The product peak was collected 10.5–11.0 min after injection into a vessel containing water 
(24 mL). It is noteworthy that if the bulk collection vessel contained a solution of water (22 mL) and 
NaHCO3 (8% w/v, 2 mL), a radiochemical impurity would be observed in the final product. The diluted 
collected fraction was passed through an HLB solid-phase extraction cartridge, which was then flushed 
with sterile water (10 mL). The reformulated product was collected by elution with ethanol (1 mL), 
followed by saline (9 mL). The product was analyzed by analytical HPLC to determine radiochemical 
purity and specific activity (stationary phase: C18 Luna, 5 μm, 100 Å, 250 × 4.6 mm or Prodigy ODS-3, 
5 μm, 100 Å, 250 × 4.60 mm; mobile phase: 7:3, CH3CN:0.1 M AMF, 1 mL·min 1). The identity of the 
product was confirmed by coinjection with the known standard, isradipine. 

3.2. PET Imaging 

All animal imaging studies were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide 
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Massachusetts General Hospital 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

Four male rats Sprague-Dawley rats (440–670 g, Charles River Laboratories) were included in this 
study. Two animals were studied under both baseline and pretreatment conditions, and an additional two 
age- and weight-matched animals were studied under either baseline or pretreatment conditions. Animals 
were pair-housed on a diurnal 12:12 light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water. Animals 
were weighed immediately before or immediately after imaging studies. For pretreatment studies, 
isradipine was reformulated in 5% DMSO, 5% Tween 80 and 90% saline and administered by 
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intraperitoneal injection at a dose of 2 mg·kg 1, 30 min prior to radiotracer administration. Animals were 
anesthetized using isoflurane/oxygen (2%–3%, 1.5 L·min 1) and positioned with a custom-fabricated head 
holder for the duration of the imaging study (~45 min). [11C]Isradipine, reformulated in 0.2–1.0 mL of 
10% ethanolic saline, was administered by tail-vein injection at a dose of 41–166 MBq (1.1–4.5 millicurie). 
Using a Siemens Focus 220 μPET (Siemens Medical Solutions, Knoxville, TN, USA) in line with a 
CereTom NL 3000 CT scanner (NeuroLogica, Danvers, MA, USA), list mode PET data for brain 
imaging were acquired for 30 min beginning at the time of radiotracer administration (TOI). Data from 
a second bed position, with the tail in the field-of-view of the PET camera, were then acquired in list 
mode for 5 min and used for correction for the activity residing in the tail. Subsequently, CT data were 
acquired for attenuation correction and anatomic coregistration. PET data from the 30-min scan were 
reconstructed using the 3D ordered-subset expectation maximization followed by maximum a posteriori 
reconstruction (OSEM3D/MAP) protocol (smoothing resolution of 1.5 mm, 9 OSEM3D subsets,  
2 OSEM3D and 15 MAP iterations) with decay-correction to TOI and the following framing: 12 × 10 s, 
6 × 30 s, 5 × 60 s, 4 × 300 s. 

Reconstructed PET datasets were analyzed using AMIDE software. Elliptical regions of interest 
(ROI) were placed around the whole brain, as identified from overlaid CT datasets, anatomical 
landmarks visible in the 3D PET images and radiotracer uptake intensity. Time-activity curves were 
generated for each ROI and normalized to injected radiotracer dose (drawn radioactivity, less residual 
radioactivity in the syringe, less residual radioactivity in the tail, all decay-corrected to TOI) and 
expressed as the percent of the injected dose per cubic centimeter (%ID/cc) versus time. Time-activity 
curves were also normalized to animal weight and expressed as standardized uptake value (SUV) versus 
time. To facilitate comparison between subjects and treatment groups, brain radioactivity uptake was 
quantified at the peak (15–60 s) and evaluated by area-under-the-curve (AUC) analysis over the entire 
dataset and the interval showing the highest brain uptake (0–5 min). 

4. Conclusions  

Carbon-11- and fluorine-18-radiolabeled DHPs have shown utility for myocardial imaging of  
Ca2+-channels, yet imaging of this important target in the central nervous system has remained elusive. 
An efficient radiosynthesis of [11C]isradipine can be easily achieved with [11C]CH3I at room temperature 
using the “loop” method resulting in reasonable radiochemical yields and high specific activity. A 
preliminary PET neuroimaging study using this radiotracer in rats at baseline and after pretreatment with 
isradipine demonstrated that in vivo binding of this radiotracer showed only 40% blockade in whole 
brain. Regional analysis of [11C]isradipine in the brains of higher species could reveal specific binding 
in discrete regions of interest. The facile radiochemistry methodology developed for [11C]isradipine 
should prove to be widely applicable for O-11CH3 labeling of methyl esters of structurally-related DHPs. 
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Abstract: A novel annexin V derivative (Cys-Annexin V) with a single cysteine 
residue at its C-terminal has been developed and successfully labeled site-specifically with 
18F-FBEM. 18F-FBEM was synthesized by coupling 18F-fluorobenzoic acid (18F-FBA) with 
N-(2-aminoethyl)maleimide using optimized reaction conditions. The yield of 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was 71.5% ± 2.0% (n = 4, based on the starting 18F-FBEM,  
non-decay corrected). The radiochemical purity of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was >95%. 
The specific radioactivities of 18F-FBEM and 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V were >150 and 
3.17 GBq/μmol, respectively. Like the 1st generation 18F-SFB-Annexin V, the novel 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V mainly shows renal and to a lesser extent, hepatobiliary excretion 
in normal mice. In rat hepatic apoptosis models a 3.88 ± 0.05 (n = 4, 1 h) and 10.35 ± 0.08 
(n = 4, 2 h) increase in hepatic uptake of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V compared to normal rats 
was observed after injection via the tail vein. The liver uptake ratio (treated/control) at 2 h 
p.i. as measured via microPET correlated with the ratio of apoptotic nuclei in liver observed
using TUNEL histochemistry, indicating that the novel 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V is a
potential apoptosis imaging agent.
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1. Introduction

Apoptosis plays an important role, not only in physiology but also in pathology [1,2]. Dysregulation
of apoptosis is associated with many diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity and neurodegenerative 
disorders. Therefore, it has significant clinical value of the detection and quantification of apoptosis  
in vivo for diagnosis and assessment of therapeutic efficacy. One of the early charateristics of apoptosis 
is the externalization of the phospholipid phosphatidylserine (PS) at the cell membrane [3,4]. Annexin 
V, a 36-kDa human protein, shows Ca2+-dependent binding to negatively charged phospholipid surfaces 
and was discovered as a vascular anticoagulant protein [5,6]. The anticoagulant activity is based on the 
high-affinity for PS. These characteristics make annexin V derivatives suitable candidates for imaging 
of apoptosis. Several annexin V tagged with bifunctional chelators (BFC) have been labeled with 99mTc 
for single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging of apoptosis in vivo [7–11]. 
However, conjugation of BFC to annexin V for labeling with 99mTc is usually done by targeting an amino 
group of one of the 21 lysine residues using BFC, but this method is rather non-specific as any of 
the –NH2 groups could be targeted. Recent studies have revealed that after structural modification in the 
recombinant expression annexin V can be directly marked with 99mTc, giving derivatives such as 
99mTc(CO)3-HIS-cys-Anx V [12], 99mTc-annexin V-117 [13] and 99mTc-His10-annexin V [14]. These 
new annexin V molecules labeled by site-specific methods greatly improve sensitivity for detecting cell 
death in vivo [15]. Our group has reported a site-specific 99mTc labeling method of a novel annexin V 
derivative (Cys-Annexin V) with a single cysteine residue at C-terminal [16]. 99mTc-Cys-Annexin V is 
a potential SPECT imaging agent of apoptosis. However, because of its higher sensitivity, better spatial 
resolution and quantification properties a positron emission tomography (PET) analog would be very 
desirable. Some groups have reported the labeling of annexin V with N-succinimidy-4-18F-fluorobenzoate 
(18F-SFB) for PET imaging of apoptosis [17–19], however this labeling method is non-specific, as the 
18F-SFB reacts with any available NH2 group in the protein. Thiol-reactive agents such as N-substituted 
maleimides can be used to modify proteins on the cysteine group [20]. 18F-N-[2-(4-Fluoro-
benzamido)ethyl]maleimide (18F-FBEM) was used to label thiol-containing proteins as a novel 
site-specific labeling prosthetic group [21–23]. We report herein the labeling and preliminary in vivo 
evaluation of the novel 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V in normal mice and in rat models of apoptosis 
induced by cycloheximide. In mice the tracer uptake was studied by dynamic microPET imaging and 
microPET in a rat model of hepatic apoptosis. Apoptosis was confirmed in situ on liver slices using the 
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay. 

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Radiolabeling 

Annexin V has been labeled non-specifically with a number of isotopes, including 99mTc, 124I, 18F and 
68Ga [11,17,18,24,25]. Site-specific labeling of annexin V can help improve its sensitivity for detecting 
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cell death in vivo. To take advantage of the higher resolution and more accurate quantification of PET, 
labeling annexin V with short half-life positron-emitters such as 18F is of particular interest. 
In this study site-specific labeling of Cys-Annexin V with 18F-FBEM as prosthetic group is presented. 

As see in Figure 1, Cys-Annexin V and 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V were eluted at retention times of 
8.6 min and 9.1 min, respectively, whereas 18F-FBEM eluted at a retention time of 15.9 min. According 
to HPLC analysis, the radiochemical purity of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was above 95%. The total 
synthesis time for 18F-FBEM was about 100 min and 428 ± 65 MBq (n = 4) pure 18F-FBEM was obtained 
from 18.5 GBq 18F-fluoride. 81–262 MBq 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was obtained from 111–370 MBq 
18F-FBEM as the radiochemical yield was 71.5% ± 2.0% (n = 4, based on the starting 18F-FBEM,  
non-decay corrected). The specific radioactivities of 18F-FBEM and 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V were 
above 150 MBq/μmol and 3.17 GBq/μmol, respectively. 

Figure 1. Cont. 
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Figure 1. HPLC chromatogram (isocratic, 0.05 mol/L phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0), flow 
0.8 mL/min) of: (A) Cys-Annexin V, tR = 8.6 min (UV); HPLC radiochromatograms of 
(B) 18F-FBEM, tR = 15.9 min, (C) reaction mixture (18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V, tR = 9.1 min,
18F-FBEM, tR = 15.9 min) and (D) 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V, tR = 9.1 min.

2.2. In Vitro Stability of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V 

To determine the radioactive decomposed side products which may accumulate in non-target 
organs, the stability of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was studied. The results of the stability of 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V in (A) phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 0.1 mol/L, pH 7.2) and (B) human 
serum, respectively, are presented in Figure 2. The results show that the 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V is 
more stable during biodistribution and PET imaging studies. 

Figure 2. Stability of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V at different intervals in (A) PBS and 
(B) human serum.

2.3. Blood Kinetics Studies 

Pharmacokinetic parameters, obtained using the DAS 2.1.1 pharmacokinetic calculation program, are 
listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the blood clearance of 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V in the mice 2 h 
post-injection. Pharmacokinetics of 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V comply with the two-compartment 
model with the pharmacokinetic equation of C = 2.359e 0.062t + 3.288e 0.005t (where C is 
radiopharmaceutical activity (%ID/g) in blood, t is the time after injection). The half-life of distribution 
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phase (t1/2 ) and half-life of elimination phase (t1/2 ) were 11.261 and 134.62 min, respectively, which 
showed that 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V can be absorbed quickly and eliminated slowly. Biological 
availability was represented by area under concentration-time curve (AUC) and the values of clearance 
(CL) and AUC were 0.031 and 643, respectively.

Table 1. Pharmacokinetic parameters of the 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V in mice. 

Parameter (units) 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V 
K12 (min 1) 0.02
K21 (min 1) 0.038
Ke (min 1) 0.009

CL (%ID/g/min) 0.031 
T1/2  (min) 11.261 
T1/2  (min) 134.62 

AUC (%ID/g·min) 634.123 

Figure 3. Pharmacokinetic curve for 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V in mice. 

In the early phase, the blood clearance of 18F-FEBM-Cys-Annexin V was slow. After 2 h, the 
radioactivity concentration of the tracer agent in blood reaches an equilibrium which coincides with the 
pharmacokinetic parameters CL, AUC and the pharmacokinetic curves. 

2.4. Dynamic MicroPET Images of Normal ICR Mice 

Representative time-activity curves of the major organs (kidneys, liver and heart) were derived from 
60-min dynamic microPET scans after intravenous administration of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V tracers
(Figure 4). The radioactivity kinetics were calculated from a region-of interest analysis of the dynamic
small animal PET scans over the heart (squares; mainly representing the cardiac blood pool), kidney
(triangles) and liver (diamonds).18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was excreted mainly through the kidneys,
as evidenced by the higher renal uptake at early time points and excretion via the bladder.
The kidney uptake reached a peak (11%ID/g) at 13 min after injection and then decreased to 1.43%ID/g
at 60 min p.i.
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Figure 4. (A) Whole body coronal microPET images of ICR mouse from a 60 min 
dynamic scan after injection of 3.7 MBq 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V. (B) Quantified 
time-activity curves of major organs (liver, heart and kidney) after injection of 3.7 MBq 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V in normal ICR mice (n = 4). 

2.5. Imaging of Rat Model of Apoptosis 

Four rats were treated with cycloheximide to induce liver apoptosis and two rats were used as the control 
group. Figure 5 shows the representative coronal microPET images of cycloheximide (CHX)-treated and 
normal rats at different times after intravenous injection of 8.2 MBq 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V. 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V tracer uptake in the liver (arrow) was increased with CHX treatment. The 
uptake ratios (treated/control) of liver were 3.88 ± 0.05 (n = 4) and 10.35 ± 0.08 (n = 4), respectively, at 
1 h and 2 h p.i.  
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(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

Figure 5. MicroPET images of CHX-treated and normal rats after injection of 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V. (A) CHX-treated at 1 h p.i. (B) Normal at 1 h p.i. 
(C) CHX-treated at 2 h p.i. (D) Normal at 2 h p.i.

(A) (B) 

Figure 6. Representative TUNEL-stained images of liver specimen in CHX-treated rats (A), 
control rats (B). Green color dot represents positive TUNEL staining. 
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There were no differences in the blood pool activity between treated and control rats. TUNEL–staining 
images of liver sections were shown in Figure 6. These images show that the number of apoptotic nuclei 
in CHX-treated liver was more compared to that in non-treatment control rats. The uptake ratio 
(treated/control) of liver at 2 h p.i. as measured via microPET correlated with the ratio (treated/control) 
of apoptotic nuclei in liver observed using TUNEL histochemistry. 

3. Experimental Section

3.1. General Information 

Unless otherwise specified, all reagents were of analytical grade and were obtained from commercial 
sources. Cys-Annexin V was supplied by Jiangsu Target Pharma Laboratories Inc. (Changzhou, China). 
18F fluoride was obtained from a cyclotron (HM67, Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) 
located at the Jiangsu Institute of Nuclear Medicine by proton irradiation of 18O-enriched water. A 
Waters high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) 
equipped with a Waters 2998 photodiode array detector (PDA) and a semi-preparative C18 HPLC 
column (250 × 10 mm, 5 m, CHROM-MATRIX BIO-TECH) was used for 18F-FBEM purification. 
The flow rate was 3 mL/min, and the mobile phase changed from 95% solvent A (0.1% trifluoroacetic 
acid in water) and 5% solvent B (0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in acetonitrile) (0–2 min). The mobile phase 
was gradually changed to 35% solvent A and 65% solvent B at 32 min. The UV absorbance was 
monitored at 218 nm, and the UV spectrum was checked with the PDA detector. 

Analytical HPLC was performed on Waters Breeze system with a TSK-GEL column (swG2000SWXL, 
300 × 7.8 mm 5 μm, Tosoh Bioscience Co., Ltd, Shanghai, China). The absorbance was measured on 
the UV detector at 278 nm. Radioanalysis of the labeled compound was conducted using a Cd (Te) 
detector. The flow rate was adjusted to 0.8 mL/min and the isocratic mobile phase was 0.05 mol/L 
phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0). 

A microPET system (Inveon, Siemens Co. Knoxville, TN, USA) and a fluorescence microscope 
(X51, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) were used. The animal experiments in this study were approved by the 
Animal Care and Ethnics Committee of Jiangsu Institute of Nuclear Medicine. 

3.2. Preparation of 18F-N-[2-(4-Fluorobenzamido)ethyl]maleimide 

18F-N-[2-(4-Fluorobenzamido)ethyl]maleimide (18F-FBEM) was prepared as previously described 
using a semi-automatic method with some modifications [22,26]. Briefly, the precursor, ethyl 
4-(trimethylammonium) benzoate trifluoromethanesulfonic acid salt (10 mg, 12 μmol) in anhydrous 
acetonitrile (1.0 mL) was heated at 100 °C for 10 min in a sealed vial with 18.5 GBq [18F]fluoride in the 
presence of dried Kryptofix2.2.2 (15 mg 6 μmol) and K2CO3 (5 mg, 3.6 mmol). The intermediate was 
hydrolyzed with NaOH (0.5 M, 0.5 mL) at 90 °C for 5 min. After acidification with 7.5 mL 0.1 M HCl, 
the solution was loaded onto an activated C18 Sep-Pak column (Waters). The cartridge was 
then eluted with 3 mL acetonitrile and the eluate was subsequently evaporated at room temperature 
with a stream of nitrogen to obtain 18F-fluorobenzoic acid (18F-FBA). 18F-FBA was treated with 
N-(2-aminoethyl)maleimide (MAL, 15 mg, 59 μmol), diethyl cyanophosphonate (20 μL, 99 μmol), and 
N,N-diisopropylethylamine (40 μL, 240 μmol) in anhydrous acetonitrile (0.5 mL). The resulting solution 
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was heated at 75 °C for 7 min. The reaction was quenched by adding water (8.5 mL) and loaded onto an 
activated C18 Sep-Pak column. The cartridge was eluted with 1 mL ethanol which was then loaded on 
to the semi-preparative HPLC. The radioactive peak eluting at ~18 min was collected and passed through 
a C18 Sep-Pak column which was activated by EtOH/water. The cartridge was washed with 20 mL water 
and then eluted with 1 mL CH2Cl2. The organic layer was evaporated to dryness at room temperature 
under a stream of nitrogen and utilized for further Cys-Annexin V labeling. The total synthesis time for 
18F-FBEM was about 100 min and 428 ± 65 MBq (n = 4) radiochemically pure 18F-FBEM was obtained 
from 18.5 GBq 18F-fluoride. 

3.3. Preparation of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V 

The isolated 18F-FBEM (111–370 MBq) in 10 μL of ethanol was added to a solution of 
Cys-Annexin V (50–100 μg in 100 μL, pH = 7.2) PBS (Scheme 1), and the mixture was allowed to react 
at room temperature for 15–30 min and loaded onto a NAP-5 column (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, 
UK). The NAP-5 column was eluted with 250 μL portions of PBS. The most concentrated 
fraction containing the radiolabeled protein (fraction 3, 81–262 MBq) was collected and used for the 
biological experiments. 
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Scheme 1. Syntheses of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V. 

3.4. In Vitro Stability of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V 

The in vitro stabilities of freshly prepared 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V were performed in PBS 
(0.1 mol/L, pH 7.2) and human serum, respectively, for different time intervals (0–6 h) at 37 °C in 
a water bath.) 

3.5. Blood Kinetics Studies of 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V in Normal Mice 

Five ICR mice were injected via the tail vein with 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V (0.2 mL) and activity 
of approximately 3.7 MBq. Ten L of blood were taken from tails at 5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90 and 120 min 
after injection. The activity for each sample was determined by a -counter and expressed as percentage 
of injection dose per gram (%ID/g). 
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3.6. Dynamical MicroPET Images of Normal Mice 

Four ICR mice were anesthetized with 1%–2% isoflurane, positioned prone, immobilized, and 
injected via the tail vein with 3.7 MBq 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V (0.2 mL) and imaged dynamically 
for 1 h. The images were reconstructed using a two dimensional ordered-subset expectation 
maximization (2D OSEM) algorithm without correction for attenuation or scattering. For each scan, 
regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn over the liver and major organs using the vendor-supplied software 
(ASI Pro 5.2.4.0) on decay-corrected whole-body coronal images. The radioactivity concentrations 
(accumulation) within the liver, heart and kidneys were obtained from mean pixel values within the 
multiple ROI volume and then converted to megabecquerel per milliliter per minute using the calibration 
factor determined for the Inveon PET system. These values were then divided by the administered 
activity to obtain (assuming a tissue density of 1 g/mL) an image-ROI-derived percent injected dose per 
gram (%ID/g). 

3.7. MicroPET Images of Rat Model of Apoptosis 

Four male SD rats (258 ± 2 g) were treated IV with 10 mg/kg cycloheximide to induce liver apoptosis. 
Two male SD rats (262 g and 256 g) were treated IV with saline as the control group. 3 h after treatment, 
the rats were anesthetized with 1%–2% isoflurane and were injected via the tail vein with 8.2 MBq 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V (0.2 mL). Ten-minute static scans were acquired at 1 and 2 h after injection 
with a MicroPET (Inveon, Siemens), respectively, which was from 1 h to 1 h and 10 min or from 2 h to 
2 h and 10 min. Immediately after MicroPET imaging, the livers were dissected. Then, using the livers, 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded specimens were prepared for Terminal deoxynucleotidyl 
transferase-mediated nick end labeling (TUNEL) staining. 

3.8. TUNEL Staining 

Because our imaging studies were designed to determine the uptake and biodistribution of 
18F-FBEM-Cys-AnnexinV after chemically induced apoptosis, it was important to confirm apoptosis in 
the livers of treated rats by independent methods that provide quantitative results. A marker of apoptosis 
was scored by performing a TUNEL assay that measures DNA fragmentation, a characteristic feature of 
apoptosis. Terminal deoxynucleotide transferase adds labeled nucleotides to the 3' termini at double-stranded 
breaks in the fragmented DNA. TUNEL assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions, using the fluorescein-conjugated Colorimetric TUNEL Apoptosis Assay Kit (Beyotime 
Institute of Biotechnology, Shanghai, China). Briefly, slices were freed of paraffin through xylene and 
graded EtOH washes and then incubated with proteinase K (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, 
2 mg/mL in 10 mmol/L Tris, pH 8.0). After proteinase digestion, the slides were equilibrated in pH 7.4 
buffer, the terminal deoxynucleotidetransferase enzyme and Biotin-dUTP labeling mix (Beyotime 
Institute of Biotechnology) were added, and the slides were incubated at 37 °C for 1 h in a humid 
chamber. The number of TUNEL-positive cells was counted on 10 randomly selected ×100 fields for 
each section by use of an Olympus fluorescence microscope. 
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4. Conclusions

Cys-annexin V, a novel annexinVderivative with a single cysteine residue at the C-terminal, could be
site-specifically labeled with 18F-FBEM in high yields and high radiochemical purity. In normal mice, 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was excreted mainly through the renal pathway. Hepatic uptake of 
18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V was significantly increased in the rats treated with CHX compared to 
controls, which correlated well with the increase in cell death observed using TUNEL histochemistry. 
These results indicate that the novel 18F-FBEM-Cys-Annexin V is a potential apoptosis imaging agent 
and further study is needed. 
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Abstract: Since the norepinephrine transporter (NET) is involved in a variety of diseases, 
the investigation of underlying dysregulation-mechanisms of the norepinephrine (NE) 
system is of major interest. Based on the previously described highly potent and selective 
NET ligand 1-(3-(methylamino)-1-phenylpropyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidaz- ol-
2-one (Me@APPI), this paper aims at the development of several fluorinated methylamine-
based analogs of this compound. The newly synthesized compounds were computationally
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evaluated for their interactions with the monoamine transporters and represent reference 
compounds for PET-based investigation of the NET.  

Keywords: NET; ADHD; cocaine dependence; BAT; PET; FAPPI 

1. Introduction

Abnormal regulation of the norepinephrine transporter (NET) or NET dysfunction, respectively,
cause either increased or decreased levels of norepinephrine (NE) in the synaptic cleft. Since NE is a 
fundamental neurochemical messenger, its accurate regulation is of major importance. Thus, the NET, 
responsible for NE equilibrium in the synaptic cleft, is representing the reuptake site and considered to 
be involved in a variety of neurological/psychiatric disorders [1,2], but also plays a pivotal role in 
cardiovascular [1–3] and metabolic diseases [3–5]. Reduced NET levels go along with neurological 
disorders like major depression [6,7], Parkinson’s disease (PD), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [8–18], and 
cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension, cardiomyopathy, and heart failure [5,13]. Furthermore, a 
dysfunction of the NE system was reported in Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) [9,17,19], 
suicide [1,12,20], substance abuse (cocaine dependence) [16], and schizophrenia [10]. A more recent 
discovery is the involvement of the NET in diseases like diabetes and obesity, due to its presence in 
brown adipose tissue (BAT) and the proposed activation thereof via NE [4,5,21]. 

Based on the fact that the NET is involved in such a variety of diseases, the investigation of the 
underlying dysregulation-mechanism of the NE system is of major interest. For this purpose, information 
about the transporter abundance and density in healthy and pathological living human brains is required. 
The most suitable and accurate technique to gain this information is positron emission tomography 
(PET). As a non-invasive molecular imaging technique, it represents a suitable approach towards the 
collection of missing data in the living organism and direct quantification of receptor/transporter 
densities in vivo. To fully gain insight in the molecular changes of the noradrenergic system via PET, 
however, prior development of suitable NET PET radioligands is required. 

So far, radiolabeled NET binding reboxetine analogs [11C]MeNER, [11C]MRB, ((S,S)-2-( -(2-[11C]- 
methoxyphenoxy)benzyl)morpholine) and [18F]FMeNER-D2 ((S,S)-2-( -(2-[18F]fluoro[2H2]methoxy- 
phenoxy)benzyl)morpholine) have been described, which however display certain limitations such as 
metabolic instability, complex radiosyntheses, or late equilibria [22–26]. 

Recently, Zhang et al. [26] evaluated a series of benzimidazolone-based propanamines with in vitro 
inhibitory activity on the human norepinephrine transporter (hNET). The results of these investigations 
suggested that compounds containing a phenyl moiety directly attached at the benzimidazolone ring 
(e.g., 1, Figure 1) were the most potent, representing a half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) 
below 10 nM (IC50 < 10 nM). Furthermore, hNET selectivity over human serotonin transporter (hSERT) 
turned out >300-fold superior to those of reboxetine and atomoxetine (16- and 81-fold) [26]. Fluorination 
at position 2 of the phenyl moiety attached to the benzimidazolone ring (e.g., 2, Figure 1), indicated 
similar hNET potency, comparable to its non-fluorinated analogs (e.g., 1) and additionally exhibited 
hNET selectivity over hSERT (80-fold) similar to atomoxetine [26]. 
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Figure 1. Structures of the highly potent and selective NET ligands 1-(3-(methylamino)- 1-
phenylpropyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (Me@APPI, 1) and 4-fluoro- 1-
(2-fluorophenyl)-3-(3-(methylamino)-1-phenylpropyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2- 
one (2) as well as radiolabeled analog [11C]Me@APPI (3). 

Both benzimidazolone derived propanamines with a phenyl moiety (e.g., 1), as well as a fluorinated 
phenyl moiety (as in 2) indicated excellent hNET selectivity over human dopamine transporter (hDAT) 
with < 50% inhibition of the cocaine analog [3H]WIN-35,428, binding to hDAT at a concentration of 
10 μM [26]. Given those findings, both described benzimidazolone-based propanamines 1 and 2 
represent excellent candidates for selective and potent NET inhibition with high affinity and low 
unspecific binding. Thus, on the basis of the results of Zhang et al. [26] the methylamino moiety of the 
core compound 1 has been radiolabeled with 11C and tested by our research group [27]. All investigated 
preclinical parameters, such as affinity, blood brain barrier penetration, lipophilicity, metabolic 
degradation, and selectivity showed excellent results, thus suggesting suitability of 11C-radiolabeled  
1-(3-(methylamino)-1-phenylpropyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazole-2-one ([11C]Me@APPI) 
(3, Figure 1) as a NET radioligand for use in PET. 

Due to successful preclinical testing of [11C]Me@APPI (3) and given the excellent in vitro results of 
compound 2, shown by Zhang et al. [26] the aim of this paper is the synthesis and docking studies of 
several fluorinated analogs 4–6 of compound 1 (Figure 2) as reference compounds for their later prepared 
radioactive analogs. All methylamine-derived benzimidazolone derivatives 4–6 will be subjected to 
affinity, selectivity, and lipophilicity studies towards the NET as well as blood brain barrier penetration 
experiments at the Medical University of Vienna. The most promising NET ligands will then be selected 
for the development of new, selective PET tracers for the NET and after radiolabeling with both 11C and 
18F, they will be the subject of further experiments. 
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Figure 2. Chemical structure of envisaged reference compounds 4–6 (FAPPI:1-3). 
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2. Results and Discussion

The synthesis of reference compounds 4–6 first required the preparation of side chains 11 and 12, as
well as core compounds 16–18. After successful preparation, side chain 11 was merged in a condensation 
reaction with core compound 16, whereas side chain 12 was reacted with core compounds 17 and 18, 
prior to halogen exchange and substitution with methylamine (Scheme 1).  

Reagents and conditions: (i) THF, EtOH, NaBH4, 10 °C  5 °C, 10 min, yields for 9: 95%, 10: 
100%; (ii) aq. HBr, rt, 3 h, yields for 11: 64%, 12: 86%; (iii) 1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole, anhyd. THF, 
rt, overnight, yields for 16: 74%, 17: 61%, 18: 69%; (iv) 1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole, anhyd. DMF, 
90 °C, 2 h, yields for 17: 80%, 18: 80%; (v) K2CO3, DMF, rt, 30 min  addition of 11 and 12  rt, 
30 min, yields for 19: 32%, 20: 63%, 21: 55%; (vi) NaI, acetone, reflux, 24 h, yields for 22: 82%, 23: 
76%, 24: 53%; (vii) NH3 in isopropanol, 80 °C, 3 h, yield for 25: 50%; (viii) methylamine in EtOH, 
80 °C, 3 h, yields for 4: 48%, 5: 29%, 6: 30%. 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of compounds 4 6. 

For the synthesis of side chains 11 and 12, a protocol of Varney et al. [28] was adopted and the keto 
group of commercially available compounds 7 and 8 was reduced with sodium borohydride in order to 
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obtain intermediate alcohols 9 and 10. Subsequent bromination of 9 and 10 with aqueous hydrogen 
bromide led to the formation of products 11 and 12, respectively. 

Core compound 16 was prepared by the reaction of commercially available N-phenylbenzene-1,2-
diamine (13) with 1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole. For the preparation of 17 and 18 however, 14 and 15 first 
had to be made accessible (Scheme 2). Thus, 1-fluoro-2-nitrobenzene (26) reacted with commercially 
available fluoroanilines 27 and 28, respectively, to obtain disubstituted amines 29 and 30. Therefore, 
two different methods were applied (Scheme 2): The first method (i) was conducted by heating 26 and 
27 with anhydrous potassium fluoride and potassium carbonate in a microwave oven [29]. Since the 
adoption of an alternative method [30]—conventional heating at 180 °C—gave compound 29 in higher 
yields, this approach (ii) was chosen for the large scale synthesis of 29 as well as for the preparation of 30. 

Reagents and conditions: (i) anhyd. KF, K2CO3, microwave oven, 900 W, 10 min, yields for 29: 58%; 
(ii) anhyd. KF, K2CO3, 180 °C, 2 d, yields for 29: 68%, 30: 52%; (iii) Zn, AcOH, 0 °C  rt, 2 h, yields
for 14: 93%, 15: n.d.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of compounds 14 15. 

In the next reaction step, the nitro groups of both disubstituted amines 29 and 30 were reduced. For 
this purpose 29 or 30 were added to a mixture of zinc/acetic acid. The resulting amines 14 or 15 were 
obtained in excellent yields (Scheme 2) [30]. 

Freshly prepared intermediates 14 and 15 were then subjected to a cyclization reaction with 
1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole in DMF under anhydrous conditions (Scheme 1) by modifying a synthesis 
protocol according to Zhang et al. [26]. DMF was preferred over THF to ensure higher yields and shorter 
reaction times.  

Condensation reactions of benzimidazolones 16, 17, and 18 with side chains 11 and 12, respectively 
were performed under basic conditions (Scheme 1) by adapting a procedure of Jona et al. [31]. After 
purification, the chloro-substituted derivatives 19–21 were converted into the iodo compounds 22–24 in 
a Finkelstein reaction. Target compounds 4–6 (FAPPI:1-3) were then obtained by heating derivatives 
22–24 in a solution of methylamine in ethanol in a sealed tube for 3 h. In addition to reference compounds 
4–6, free amine 25 was synthesized by dissolving 22 in a solution of ammonia in isopropanol and heating 
the resulting mixture in a sealed tube for 3 h. As compound 25 features a free amine moiety, it can be 
considered a precursor for radiosynthesis.  

Since compounds 4 and 5 comprise a novel fluoro substitution, a computational docking study was 
performed to assess if these compounds still would fit in the binding site of the NET. Furthermore, we 
aimed at creating a binding mode hypothesis which allows gaining insights into the molecular basis of 
binding and selectivity towards the monoamine transporters. As the basic scaffold has been shown to act in 
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an enantioselective manner, the respective (R) enantiomers were used throughout the docking studies [26]. 
The ligands were docked in the substrate binding site (S1) of the outward-open conformation of the 
transporter models (see Experimental Section for details), since related inhibitors, such as nortriptyline, 
sertraline, mazindol, etc. were also shown to fit in the S1 of the Drosophila DAT (dDAT) and the 
“SERT”-ized leucine transporter (“LeuBAT”) in the same protein conformation [32,33]. Interestingly, 
the co-crystallized ligand in dDAT, nortriptyline (31), has the same ranking of human NET, SERT and 
DAT activity as reference compound 1, i.e., 4.4, 18 and 1149 nM KD vs. 9, 2995 and >10,000 nM IC50, 
respectively [26,34]. Additionally, nortriptyline shares important structural features with the 
benzimidazolones, i.e., two aromatic moieties and an N-methyl-ethylenamine side chain. Therefore their 
binding mode can be expected to be similar. 

Common scaffold clustering [35] revealed two binding hypotheses (see Experimental Section) which 
indicated that compounds 4–6 fit in the S1 of all three transporters. Hence, additional fluorination does 
not seem to cause steric clashes. In both hypotheses, the most prominent protein-ligand interaction was 
the cationic nitrogen atom placed in the A sub pocket [36], located between the central Asp75/98/79 side 
chain as a salt-bridge and the Phe72/95/76 side chain as a cation-pi interaction in NET/SERT/DAT, 
respectively. This is well in accordance with the X-ray structures of the templates. Additional pi-pi 
stacking interactions with Phe152/176/156 and Phe323/355/341 further promote the binding in both 
hypotheses obtained: 

Hypothesis 1: the benzimidazolone heterocycle (ring 2) is placed in the B sub pocket and ring 3 in 
the C pocket, whereas ring 1 is solvent exposed (see figure in Experimental Section).  

Hypothesis 2: Ligand ring 1 is placed in the B pocket whereas ring 2 is placed at the same height 
(measured from the membrane-water interface) and overlap with the rings of nortriptyline (31, Figure 3). 
The solvent exposed Tyr151/Tyr175/Phe155 in NET/SERT/DAT, resp. T-stacks with ring 2 whereas 
ring 3 points extracellularly (Table 1, Figure 4). 

Figure 3. Chemical structure of nortriptyline (co-crystallized ligand from the template, PDB 
code 4M48) [28]. 

Table 1. Sequence alignment of all distinct monoamine transporter residues located in sub 
sites (reference [32]) in the vicinity of the docked compounds. Red: hydrophilic side chain, 
green: lipophilic side chain, bold: bulkier side chain. 

B Site C Site Outer Site 
hNET S420 M424 G149 V148 A145 F72 D473 Y151 A477 

hSERT T439 L443 A173 I172 A177 Y95 E493 Y175 T497 
hDAT A423 M427 G153 V152 S149 F76 D476 F155 A480 
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Figure 4. Overlay of compounds 1, 2, and 4–6 (maroon) in binding hypothesis 2 in hNET 
showing agreement with the co-crystal pose of nortriptyline (31) (green). Val148 and 
Asp473 allow more space than Ile172 and Glu439 in hSERT, resp., whereas Tyr151 might 
induce a more potent stacking interaction as compared to Phe155 in hDAT. The angle between 
ligand ring 2 and 3 is almost 90° in all poses. The extracellular space is located above. 

As binding hypothesis 2 is in close agreement with the co-crystallized ligands in dDAT and LeuBAT, 
we focus further analysis on this proposed binding mode. Binding hypothesis 2 indicates why the 
investigated compounds (4–6) show weaker affinity to SERT and DAT than to NET: lower SERT 
affinity may be due to Ile172 and Glu439, allowing less space for the ligand to be accommodated as 
compared to in NET, that comprises a valine and an aspartate at the homologous positions, respectively. 

Lower DAT affinity could be ascribed to weaker T stacking interactions of Phe155 as compared to 
Tyr151 in NET, based on previous findings that a Tyr-Phe pair has a stronger binding energy than a 
Phe-Phe pair [37]. 

Since the docking studies indicate that fluorinated methyl amines 4–6 (FAPPI:1-3) bind in an 
analogous way to the NET as reference compound 1 [26], compounds 4–6 will be employed in future 
studies and evaluated for affinity and selectivity towards the NET. Additionally, lipophilicity studies and 
blood brain barrier penetration experiments are planned for compounds 4–6 at the Medical University 
of Vienna. The most promising derivatives regarding their suitability as NET ligands will then be 
selected for the further development of new and selective PET tracers for the NET, which will comprise 
either a [11C]methylamine, [18F]fluoroalkyl amine or [18F]fluorobenzene radiolabel, respectively. The 
results of ongoing studies on affinity, selectivity and lipophilicity of the discussed compounds, will be 
published in a subsequent paper. 

3. Experimental Section

3.1. General 

The NMR spectra were recorded from CDCl3 or DMSO-d6 solutions on a Bruker DPX200 
spectrometer (200 MHz for 1H, 50 MHz for 13C) or on a Bruker Avance III 400 spectrometer (400 MHz 
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for 1H, 100 MHz for 13C, 40 MHz for 15N, 376 MHz for 19F) at 25 °C. The center of the solvent (residual) 
signal was used as an internal standard which was related to TMS with  7.26 ppm (1H in CDCl3),  
 2.49 ppm (1H in DMSO-d6),  77.0 ppm (13C in CDCl3) and  39.5 ppm (13C in DMSO-d6). 15N NMR 

spectra (gs-HMBC, gs-HSQC) were referenced against neat, external nitromethane, 19F NMR spectra by 
absolute referencing via  ratio. Digital resolutions were 0.25 Hz/data point in the 1H and 0.3 Hz/data 
point in the 13C-NMR spectra. Coupling constants (J) are quoted in Hz. The following abbreviations 
were used to show the multiplicities: s: singlet, d: doublet, t: triplet, q: quadruplet, dd: doublet of doublet, 
m: multiplet. Mass spectra were obtained on a Shimadzu QP 1000 instrument (EI, 70 eV), 
high-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was carried out on a Finnigan MAT 8230 (EI, 10 eV) or 
Finnigan MAT 900 S (ESI, 4 kV, 3 A, CH3CN/MeOH) electrospray ionization mass spectrometer with 
a micro-TOF analyzer. Microwave experiments were carried out in a Synthos 3000 microwave oven 
(SXQ80 rotor, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) with an internal temperature probe. Compound purity: all 
compounds synthesized featured a purity of at least 95%. 

3.2. Syntheses 

3.2.1. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 9 and 10 

Starting materials 7 or 8, respectively (1 mmol) was dissolved in THF (1 mL) and EtOH (1 mL) was 
added. The mixture was cooled to 10 °C and NaBH4 (1.05 mmol) was slowly added at this temperature. 
The solution was stirred at 5 °C for 10 min and thereafter, poured into a mixture of saturated aqueous 
ammonium chloride (3 mL) in ice (1.5 g). The product was extracted with diethyl ether, dried over 
Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness. The crude product was employed directly in the subsequent reaction 
step without further purification. 

3-Chloro-1-(4-fluorophenyl)propan-1-ol (9). Yield: 4.78 g (95%), pale yellow oil, analytical data are in
complete accordance with literature values [38].

3-Chloro-1-phenylpropan-1-ol (10). Yield: 4.61 g (99%), light yellow oil, analytical data are in complete
accordance with literature values [28].

3.2.2. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 11 and 12 

To starting material 9 or 10, respectively (1 mmol) was added 48% aqueous HBr (3 mL) and the 
mixture was stirred for 3h at room temperature. Thereafter, the solution was poured into a mixture of 
K2CO3 (1 g) in ice (5.5 g) and additional solid K2CO3 was added for neutralization (pH 7). The crude 
reaction product was extracted with diethyl ether, the combined organic layers were dried with MgSO4 
and evaporated to dryness. The crude product was employed directly in the subsequent reaction step 
without further purification. 

1-(1-Bromo-3-chloropropyl)-4-fluorobenzene (11). Yield: 64%, pale yellow oil, analytical data are in 
complete accordance with literature values [39]. 
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(1-Bromo-3-chloropropyl)benzene (12). Yield: 5.64 g (86%), yellow oil, analytical data are in complete 
accordance with literature values [28]. 

3.2.3. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 29 and 30 

4-Fluoroaniline or 2-fluoroaniline, respectively (1 mmol), anhydrous KF (1 mmol), and K2CO3

(1 mmol) were well powdered with a mortar and a pestle, then 1-fluoro-2-nitrobenzene (1 mmol) was 
added and the mixture was stirred for 2 days at 180 °C. Thereafter, water (5 mL) and CH2Cl2 (5 mL) were 
added and the organic layer was washed with 10% HCl (5 mL) and brine (5 mL). The combined organic 
layers were dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated to dryness prior to purification by column chromatography. 

N-(4-Fluorophenyl)-2-nitroaniline (29). Yield: 68%, dark orange crystals, mp. 82–83 °C, purification: 
silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1 and RP-18 silica gel, methanol/water 7:3, analytical data 
are in complete accordance with literature values [29]. 

2-Fluoro-N-(2-nitrophenyl)aniline (30). Yield: 52%, orange crystals, mp. 79–80 °C, purification: silica
gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, analytical data are in complete accordance with literature
values [40].

3.2.4. Alternative Procedure for the Synthesis of 29 

4-Fluoroaniline (7.89 g, 6.73 mL, 70.87 mmol), anhydrous KF (4.13 g, 70.87 mmol), and K2CO3

(9.81 g, 70.87 mmol) were well powdered with a mortar and a pestle, then 1-fluoro-2-nitrobenzene 
(10.00 g, 7.47 mL, 70.87 mmol) was added and the mixture was irradiated in the microwave (900 W, 
10 min). Thereafter, water (8 mL) and CH2Cl2 (10 mL) were added and the organic layer was washed 
with 10% HCl (5 mL) and brine (5 mL). The combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and 
evaporated to dryness prior to purification by column chromatography (silica gel 60, petroleum 
ether/ethyl acetate 9.5:0.5). Yield: 9.51 g (58%), dark orange crystals, mp. 82 °C–83 °C. 

3.2.5. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 14 and 15 

To a solution of Zn0 (13.8 mmol) in glacial acetic acid (1 mL) was added starting material 28 or 29 
(1 mmol) at 0 °C under argon atmosphere. After the addition, the mixture was allowed to warm to room 
temperature and was stirred for 2 h. Zn0 was filtered off and the pH of the solution was adjusted to pH 9 
with 2N NaOH. Thereafter, the aqueous layer was extracted three times with CH2Cl2, the combined 
organic layers were dried over MgSO4 and evaporated to dryness. 

N-(4-Fluorophenyl)benzene-1,2-diamine (14). Yield: 93%, dark orange-reddish oil, purification: silica 
gel 60, petrol ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, analytical data are in complete accordance with literature values [30]. 

N-(2-Fluorophenyl)benzene-1,2-diamine (15). The crude reaction product was subjected to the next 
reaction step without further purification. 
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3.2.6. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 16–18 

To a solution of starting materials 13, 14, or 15 (1 mmol) in THF was added 1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole 
(1.4 mmol) under argon atmosphere and the mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. 
Thereafter, the crude reaction product was purified by column chromatography. 

1-Phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (16). Yield: 0.85 g (74%), pink crystals, mp.
201 °C–202 °C, THF: 10 mL, purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 1:1, analytical
data are in complete accordance with literature values [41].

1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (17). Yield: 61%, brown resin, THF: 25 mL, 
purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm)  
6.74–6.81 (m, 2H), 6.89–7.11 (m, 2H), 7.14–7.23 (m, 2H), 7.48–7.59 (m, 1H), 7.73–7.78 (m, 1H), 9.03 
(br s, 1H), 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 108.5, 110.0, 116.3, 116.8, 121.4, 121.7, 122.3, 128.0, 
128.2, 130.4, 135.1, 155.1, 159.3, 164.2, MS: m/z (%) 228 (M+, 100), 199 (31), 172 (8), 114 (9), 95 (10), 
75 (17), 51 (10), HRMS: m/z calculated for C13H10FN2O [M + H]+: 229.0772. Found: 229.0769. 

1-(2-Fluorophenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (18). Yield: 69%, brown resin, THF: 20 mL, 
purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm)  
6.82–6.85 (m, 1H), 7.00–7.19 (m, 3H), 7.26–7.88 (m, 2H), 7.43–7.60 (m, 2H), 10.54 (br s, 1H), 
13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 108.9, 110.1, 117.0, 117.4, 121.5, 121.9, 122.4, 124.9, 125.0, 
128.2, 129.6, 130.4, 154.8, 155.4, 160.5, MS: m/z (%) 228 (M+, 33), 199 (9), 181 (15), 149 (17), 111 
(22), 97 (20), 71 (41), 69 (100), 55 (53), 43 (56), HRMS: m/z calculated for C13H9FN2NaO [M + Na]+: 
251.0597. Found: 251.0592. 

3.2.7. Alternative Procedure for the Synthesis of 17 and 18 

A solution of 1,1'-carbonyldiimidazole (1.4 mmol) in DMF (4 mL) was slowly added to a mixture of 
14 or 15 (1 mmol) in DMF (4 mL) under argon atmosphere. The resulting solution was stirred at 90 °C 
for 2 h. After completion of the reaction, the solvent was evaporated in vacuo, the slurry was taken up 
in water, filtered and dried. 

1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (17). Yield: 80%, brown resin. 

1-(2-Fluorophenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (18). Yield: 80%, brown resin. 

3.2.8. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 19–21 

Starting materials 16–18 (1 mmol) and K2CO3 (2 mmol) were suspended in DMF (1.8 mL) and stirred 
at 25 °C for 30 min. 11 and 12, respectively (1.5 mmol) were added after 30 min and the solution was 
stirred at room temperature overnight. To the mixture was added ethyl acetate (5 mL) and water (5 mL). 
The aqueous layer was extracted several times with ethyl acetate (10 mL) and the combined organic 
layers were washed with brine, dried over MgSO4 and evaporated to dryness. 
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1-(3-Chloro-1-(4-fluorophenyl)propyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (19). Yield: 32%, 
white oil, purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 8:2, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):  
(ppm) 2.70–2.87 (m, 1H), 3.12–3.30 (m, 1H), 3.60–3.66 (m, 2H), 5.73 (m, 1H), 7.00–7.11 (m, 6H), 
7.38–7.57 (m, 7H), 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 34.3, 42.0, 53.8, 108.7, 109.0, 115.5, 115.9, 
121.7, 122.0, 126.0, 127.8, 129.2, 129.4, 129.5, MS: m/z (%) 380 (M+, 21), 210 (100) (M+-C9H9ClF), 
181 (8), 167 (12), 135 (9), 115 (5), 109 (58), 77 (12), HRMS: m/z calculated for C22H18ClFN2ONa  
[M + Na]+: 403.0989. Found: 403.0989. 

1-(3-Chloro-1-phenylpropyl)-3-(4-fluorophenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (20). Yield: 63%, 
dark orange resin, purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1 and RP-18 silica gel, 
methanol, 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.80–2.88 (m, 1H, 2'-CH2), 3.17–3.26 (m, 1H, 2'-CH2), 
3.62–3.70 (m, 2H, 3'-CH2), 5.79 (dd, J = 10.0 Hz and 5.6 Hz, 1H, 1'-CH), 7.04–7.09 (m, 4H, benzim 4-CH, 
benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, benzim 7-CH), 7.21–7.26 (m, 2H, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 5-CH), 7.31–7.33 
(m, 1H, phen 4-CH), 7.36–7.40 (m, 2H, phen 3-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.52–7.56 (m, 4H, f-phen 2-CH, 
f-phen 6-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 34.1 (2'-CH2), 42.0
(3'-CH2), 54.4 (1'-CH), 108.6 (benzim 4-CH), 109.0 (benzim 7-CH), 116.4 (d, J = 22.9 Hz, f-phen 3-CH,
116.4 (d, J = 22.9 Hz, f-phen 5-CH), 121.6 (benzim 5-CH), 122.1 (benzim 6-CH), 127.4 (phen 2-CH),
127.4 (phen 6-CH), 127.9 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, f-phen 2-CH), 127.9 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 128.1 (phen
4-CH), 128.7 (benzim 7a-C), 128.8 (phen 3-CH), 128.8 (phen 5-CH), 129.4 (benzim 3a-C), 130.3 (d,
J = 3.1 Hz, f-phen 1-C), 138.4 (phen 1-C), 153.2 (benzim 2-CO), 161.6 (d, J = 247.7 Hz, f-phen 4-CF),
19F-NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) -113.31 (m, 5-CF), MS: m/z (%) 380 (M+, 2), 228 (100)
(M+-C9H10Cl), 199 (11), 185 (16), 153 (6), 117 (14), 91 (73), 75 (8), HRMS: m/z calculated for
C22H19ClFN2O [M + H]+: 381.1170. Found: 381.1176.

1-(3-Chloro-1-phenylpropyl)-3-(2-fluorophenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (21). Yield: 55%, 
orange resin, purification: silica gel 60, petroleum ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 
 (ppm) 2.78–2.86 (m, 1H, 2'-CH2), 3.23 (br s, 1H, 2'-CH2), 3.64–3.68 (m, 2H, 3'-CH2), 5.79 (br s, 1H, 

1'-CH), 6.85–6.87 (m, 1H, benzim 4-CH) 7.05–7.06 (m, 3H, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, benzim 7-CH), 
7.28–7.40 (m, 5H, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 6-CH, phen 3-CH, phen 4-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.43–7.48 (m, 1H, 
f-phen 4-CH), 7.52–7.56 (m, 3H, f-phen 5-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):
 (ppm) 34.2 (2'-CH2), 41.9 (3'-CH2), 54.5 (1'-CH), 108.8 (d, J = 1.7 Hz, benzim 4-CH), 109.0 (benzim

7-CH), 117.1 (d, J = 19.5 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 121.6 (benzim 5-CH), 121.9 (f-phen 1-C), 122.0 (benzim
6-CH), 124.8 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 127.3 (phen 2-CH), 127.3 (phen 6-CH), 128.1 (phen 4-CH),
128.8 (phen 3-CH), 128.8 (phen 5-CH), 129.4 (benzim 3a-C), 129.5 (f-phen 5-CH), 130.2 (d, J = 7.8 Hz,
f-phen 4-CH), 138.4 (phen 1-C), 153.0 (benzim 2-CO), 157.9 (d, J = 253.2 Hz, f-phen 2-CF), due to
limited resolution of the measuring apparatus, quaternary carbon benzim 7a-C could not be detected,
19F-NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) -118.39 (m, f-phen 2-CF), MS: m/z (%) 380 (M+, 12), 228 (100)
(M+-C9H10Cl), 199 (5), 153 (3), 117 (7), 91 (49), 75 (5), HRMS: m/z calculated for C22H19ClFN2O
[M + H]+: 381.1170. Found: 381.1164.
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3.2.9. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 22–24 

A solution of starting materials 19, 20, or 21 (1 mmol) and NaI (1.03 g, 6.89 mmol) in acetone (7 mL) 
was refluxed for 24 h. The precipitate formed was filtered and the solvent was removed in vacuo. 

1-(1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-3-iodopropyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (22). Yield: 82%, 
yellow resin, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.77–2.92 (m, 1H), 3.14–3.31 (m, 3H), 5.63–5.70 
(m, 1H), 7.01–7.10 (m, 6H), 7.36–7.56 (m, 7H), 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.3, 35.3, 57.0, 
108.8, 108.9, 115.5, 115.9, 121.6, 122.0, 126.0, 127.7, 128.5, 129.1, 129.3, 129.4, 134.0, 134.1, 134.3, 
153.0, 159.9, 164.8, MS: m/z (%) 472 (M+, 32), 317 (8), 210 (100) (M+-C9H9F), 181 (11), 167 (23), 140 
(3), 135 (43), 115 (8), 109 (34), 77 (15), 51 (7), HRMS: m/z calculated for C22H18FIN2ONa [M + Na]+: 
495.0346. Found: 495.0353. 

1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-3-(3-iodo-1-phenylpropyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (23). Yield: 76%, 
yellow crystals, mp. 39 °C–41 °C, purification: silica gel 60, petrol ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, 1H-NMR 
(200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.81–2.99 (m, 1H, 2'-CH2), 3.11–3.35 (m, 3H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 5.70 (dd, 
J = 6 Hz and 2 Hz, 1H, 1'-CH), 7.04–7.09 (m, 4H, benzim 4-CH, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, benzim 
7-CH), 7.17–7.42 (m, 5H, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 5-CH, phen 4-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.51–7.57
(m, 4H, f-phen 2-CH, f-phen 6-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.4
(2'-CH2), 35.2 (3'-CH2), 57.6 (1'-CH), 108.6 (benzim 4-CH), 109.2 (benzim 7-CH), 116.4 (d, J = 23 Hz,
f-phen 3-CH), 116.4 (d, J = 23 Hz, f-phen 5-CH), 121.6 (benzim 5-CH), 122.1 (benzim 6-CH), 127.3
(phen 2-CH), 127.3 (phen 6-CH), 127.8 (phen 4-CH), 128.1 (d, J = 5 Hz, f-phen 2-CH), 128.1 (d, J = 5 Hz,
f-phen 6-CH), 128.5 (benzim 7a-C), 128.8 (phen 3-CH), 128.8 (phen 5-CH), 129.4 (benzim 3a-C), 130.3
(d, J = 3Hz, f-phen 1-C), 138.1 (phen 1-C), 153.2 (benzim 2-CO), 161.6 (d, J = 247 Hz, f-phen 4-CF),
MS: m/z (%) 472 (M+, 13), 317 (5), 228 (100) (M+-C9H10I), 199 (8), 185 (15), 117 (47), 103 (2), 91 (40),
75 (8), 55 (5), HRMS: m/z calculated for C22H19FIN2O [M + H]+: 473.0526. Found: 473.0506.

1-(2-Fluorophenyl)-3-(3-iodo-1-phenylpropyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (24). Yield: 53%, 
yellow crystals, mp. 38 °C–39 °C, purification: silica gel 60, petrol ether/ethyl acetate 9:1, 1H-NMR 
(200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.80–2.98 (m, 1H, 2'-CH2), 3.13–3.36 (m, 3H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 5.67–5.74 
(m, 1H, 1'-CH), 6.85–6.88 (m, 1H, benzim 4-CH) 6.99–7.07 (m, 3H, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, 
benzim 7-CH), 7.26–7.45 (m, 5H, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 6-CH, phen 3-CH, phen 4-CH, phen 5-CH), 
7.47–7.58 (m, 4 H, f-phen 4-CH, f-phen 5-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  
(ppm) 2.3 (2'-CH2), 35.4 (3'-CH2), 57.6 (1'-CH), 108.9 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, benzim 4-CH), 109.1 (benzim 
7-CH), 117.1 (d, J = 19 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 121.6 (benzim 5-CH), 121.9 (f-phen 1-C), 122.0 (benzim
6-CH), 124.8 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 127.3 (phen 2-CH), 127.3 (phen 6-CH), 128.1 (phen 4-CH),
128.8 (phen 3-CH), 128.8 (phen 5-CH), 129.5 (f-phen 5-CH), 130.2 (d, J = 8 Hz, f-phen 4-CH), 138.2
(phen 1-C), 153.0 (benzim 2-CO), 157.8 (d, J = 251.5 Hz, f-phen 2-CF), MS: m/z (%) 472 (M+, 9), 317
(5), 241 (4), 228 (100) (M+-C9H10I), 199 (5), 185 (10), 117 (37), 91 (29), 75 (7), HRMS: m/z calculated
for C22H19FIN2O [M + H]+: 473.0526. Found: 473.0532.
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3.2.10. General procedure for the synthesis of 1-(3-amino-1-(4-fluorophenyl)propyl)-3-phenyl-1,3- 
dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (25) 

1-(1-(4-fluorophenyl)-3-iodopropyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (0.26 g, 0.55 mmol) 
and a solution of NH3 in isopropanol (2 M, 22 mL) were heated in a sealed tube for 3 h at 80 °C. After 
evaporation of the solvent, the crude product was purified by column chromatography (silica gel 60, 
CH2Cl2/MeOH 9:1). Yield: 0.10 g (50%), light brown crystals, mp. 87–88 °C. 1H-NMR (400 MHz, 
CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.74–2.84 (m, 3H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 2.98–3.04 (m, 1H, 3'-CH2), 5.74–5.78 (m, 1H, 
1'-CH), 6.79–6.81 (m, 1H, benzim 7-CH), 6.96–7.01 (m, 5H, benzim 4-CH, benzim 5-CH, benzim  
6-CH, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 5-CH), 7.30–7.33 (m, 1H, phen 4-CH), 7.40–7.48 (m, 4H, f-phen 2-CH,
f-phen 6-CH, phen 3-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.52–7.54 (m, 2H, phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), due to limited
resolution of the instrumentation, the NH2 protons could not be detected, 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):
 (ppm) 30.3 (2'-CH2), 37.8 (3'-CH2), 52.7 (1'-CH), 109.2 (benzim 4-CH), 110.0 (benzim 7-CH), 115.7

(d, J = 21.5 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 115.7 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, f-phen 5-CH), 122.0 (benzim 5-CH), 122.3 (benzim
6-CH), 126.4 (phen 2-CH), 126.4 (phen 6-CH), 127.5 (benzim 7a-C), 128.1 (phen 4-CH), 129.2 (d,
J = 8.2 Hz, f-phen 2-CH), 129.2 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 129.5 (benzim 3a-C), 129.7 (phen 3-CH),
129.7 (phen 5-CH), 133.3 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, f-phen 1-C), 134.0 (phen 1-CH), 153.8 (benzim 2-CO), 162.3
(d, J = 247.4 Hz, f-phen 4-CF), 19F-NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) -113.68 (m, f-phen CF), MS: m/z
(%) 361 (M+, 17), 331 (10), 210 (100) (M+-C9H11FN), 181 (15), 167 (16), 149 (29), 128 (17), 77 (19),
57 (20), 43 (12), HRMS: m/z calculated for C22H21FN3O [M + H]+: 362.1669. Found: 362.1674.

3.2.11. General Procedure for the Synthesis of 4–6 

Starting materials 18, 19 or 20 (1 mmol) and a solution of methylamine in EtOH (12.5 mL, 8 M) were 
heated in a sealed tube for 3 h at 80 °C. After evaporation of the solvent, the crude reaction product was 
purified by column chromatography. 

1-(1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-3-(methylamino)propyl)-3-phenyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (4). 
Yield: 48%, light orange resin, purification: silica gel 60, dichloromethane/methanol 9:1 and 
dichloromethane/ethyl acetate/methanol 7:2:1, 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.42 (s, 3H, 
NHCH3), 2.57–2.74 (m, 4H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 3.15 (br s, 1H, NHCH3), 5.76–5.79 (m, 1H, 1'-CH), 6.88–6.90 
(m, 1H, benzim 7-CH), 6.97–7.05 (m, 4H, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 5-CH), 
7.07–7.10 (m, 1H, benzim 4-CH), 7.39–7.43 (m, 1H, phen 4-CH), 7.46–7.57 (m, 6H, f-phen 2-CH, f-phen 
6-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 3-CH, phen 5-CH, phen 6-CH), 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 30.6
(2'-CH2), 35.9 (NHCH3), 48.3 (3'-CH2), 53.1 (1'-CH), 108.9 (benzim 4-CH), 109.5 (benzim 7-CH), 115.5
(d, J = 21.5 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 115.5 (d, J = 21.5 Hz, f-phen 5-CH) 121.4 (benzim 5-CH), 121.8 (benzim
6-CH), 126.0 (phen 2-CH), 126.0 (phen 6-CH), 127.7 (phen 4-CH), 128.0 (benzim 7a-C), 129.0 (d,
J = 8.1 Hz, f-phen 2-CH), 129.0 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 129.4 (benzim 3a-C), 129.5 (phen 3-CH),
129.5 (phen 5-CH), 134.4 (phen 1-CH), 134.6 (d, J = 3.4 Hz, f-phen 1-CH), 153.5 (benzim 2-CO), 162.1
(d, J = 246.7 Hz, f-phen 4-CF), 19F-NMR (471 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) -114.36 (m, f-phen 4-CF), MS:
m/z (%) 375 (M+, 16), 210 (57) (M+-C10H13FN), 181 (10), 167 (12), 150 (10), 109 (22), 97 (16), 71 (27),
57 (78), 44 (100), HRMS: m/z calculated for C23H23FN3O [M + H]+: 376.1825. Found: 376.1821.
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1-(4-Fluorophenyl)-3-(3-(methylamino)-1-phenylpropyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (5). 
Yield: 29%, light yellow crystals, mp. 100 °C–102 °C, purification: silica gel 60, 
dichloromethane/methanol 9:1 and RP-18 silica gel methanol/water 9:1 and 7:3, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, 
CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.53 (s, 3H, NHCH3), 3.13 (br s, 4H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 5.77–5.81 (m, 1H, 1'-CH), 
6.96–7.03 (m, 4H, benzim 4-CH, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, benzim 7-CH), 7.16–7.34 (5H, f-phen 
3-CH, f-phen 5-CH, phen 4-CH, phen 2-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.49–7.56 (m, 4H, f-phen 2-CH, f-phen 6-CH,
phen 2-CH, phen 6-CH), due to limited resolution of the instrumentation, the NH proton could not be
detected, 13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 27.6 (2'-CH2), 33.1 (NHCH3), 47.0 (3'-CH2), 54.2
(1'-CH), 108.8 (benzim 4-CH), 109.9 (benzim 7-CH), 116.6 (d, J = 23 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 116.6 (d,
J = 23 Hz, f-phen 5-CH), 122.1 (benzim 5-CH), 122.6 (benzim 6-CH), 127.2 (phen 2-CH), 127.2 (phen
6-CH), 127.7 (phen 4-CH), 128.3 (d, J = 6 Hz, f-phen 2-CH), 128.3 (d, J = 6 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 128.4
(benzim 7a-C), 128.9 (phen 3-CH), 128.9 (phen 5-CH), 129.2 (benzim 3a-C), 129.7 (d, J = 3 Hz, f-phen
1-C), 136.9 (phen 1-C), 153.4 (benzim 2-CO), 161.7 (d, J = 248 Hz, f-phen 4-CF), MS: m/z (%) 375
(M+, 11), 330 (7), 228 (50) (M+-C10H14N), 199 (7), 185 (9), 147 (17), 128 (26), 117 (8), 91 (13), 58 (34),
44 (100), HRMS: m/z calculated for C23H23FN3O [M + H]+: 376.1825. Found: 376.1828.

1-(2-Fluorophenyl)-3-(3-(methylamino)-1-phenylpropyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-benzimidazol-2-one (6). 
Yield: 30%, yellow crystals, mp. 92 °C–93 °C, purification: silica gel 60, dichloromethane/methanol 9:1 
and RP-18 silica gel methanol/water 9:1 and 7:3, 1H-NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 2.57 (s, 3H, 
NHCH3), 3.01–3.15 (m, 4H, 2'-CH2, 3'-CH2), 5.75–5.86 (m, 1H, 1'-CH), 6.83–6.87 (m, 1H, benzim 4-CH) 
6.98–7.05 (m, 3H, benzim 5-CH, benzim 6-CH, benzim 7-CH), 7.25–7.42 (m, 5H, f-phen 3-CH, f-phen 
6-CH, phen 3-CH, phen 4-CH, phen 5-CH), 7.48–7.61 (m, 4 H, f-phen 4-CH, f-phen 5-CH, phen 2-CH,
phen 6-CH), due to limited resolution of the instrumentation, the NHCH3 proton could not be detected,
13C-NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3):  (ppm) 27.7 (2'-CH2), 33.2 (NHCH3), 46.9 (3'-CH2), 53.5 (1'-CH), 109.0
(benzim 4-CH), 110.1 (benzim 7-CH), 117.1 (d, J = 19.5 Hz, f-phen 3-CH), 122.2 (benzim 5-CH), 122.7
(benzim 6-CH), 125.1 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, f-phen 6-CH), 127.3 (phen 2-CH), 127.1 (phen 6-CH), 128.3 (phen
4-CH), 128.9 (phen 3-CH), 128.9 (phen 5-CH), 129.5 (f-phen 5-CH), 130.7 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, f-phen 4-CH),
136.5 (phen 1-C), 153.6 (benzim 2-CO), 157.6 (d, J = 250.5 Hz, f-phen 2-CF), due to limited resolution
of the measuring apparatus, quaternary carbon f-phen 1-C could not be detected, MS: m/z (%) 375 (M+,
17), 318 (10), 228 (82) (M+-C10H14N), 199 (9), 185 (9), 147 (16), 128 (35), 117 (9), 91 (20), 58 (43), 44
(100), HRMS: m/z calculated for C23H23FN3O [M + H]+: 376.1825. Found: 376.1822.

3.3. Computational Methods 

The ligand structures were built in the protonated form using Molecular Operating Environment 
(MOE) 2013 [42]. Homology models of human NET, SERT and DAT were obtained from the 
Drosophila dopamine transporter template (dDATcryst, PDB id 4M48 [32]), by selecting the model with 
the most favorable Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) of 250 generated by Modeller 9.11 [43]. 
The co-crystallized inhibitor nortriptyline was retained during model generation and the compounds 
were docked in the same site using Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking (GOLD) 5.2 [44]. One 
hundred poses per ligand (i.e., five hundred poses per protein target) were generated based on the 
GoldScore scoring function, while keeping the ligand flexible and the protein rigid. 
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The common chemical scaffold, i.e., the reference compound, was extracted from the resulting poses, 
analogous to the methods of our previous study [35]. Cluster analysis was performed based on Euclidian 
distance and complete linkage of the root-mean square deviation of the ligand’s heavy atoms matrix 
using XLStat [45]. The dendrogram was cut at eight clusters and the ones containing all five ligands 
were selected (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Left column: Overlay of compounds 1, 2, and 4–6 (maroon) in binding hypothesis 
1 and comparison with the co-crystal pose of nortriptyline (31) (green). In NET, V148 allows 
more space than I172 in SERT. The angle between ligand ring 2 and 3 is ca. 60° in all poses. 
Right column: Overlay of compounds 1, 2, and 4–6 (maroon) in binding hypothesis 2. In 
NET, V148 still allows more space than in hSERT, whereas E439 might disrupt ligand ring 
3. DAT lacks a more potent stacking interaction due to F155 as compared to NET[Y151]
and SERT[Y175]. Binding mode 2 poses are more in agreement with the co-crystal pose.
The angle between ligand ring 2 and 3 is almost 90° in all poses. The extracellular space is
located above in all figures.
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4. Conclusions

In conclusion, ten new compounds have been synthesized within the scope of this work, which aimed
at the development of new, selective, high affinity references for the imaging of the NET system via PET. 
Four of these new compounds (4–6 and 25) will be employed in future studies. Whilst methylamines 4–6 
(FAPPI:1-3) represent reference compounds for their later prepared radioactive analogs, additionally 
prepared free amine 25 (APPI:1) will serve as precursor for radiolabeling. Since docking studies indicate 
that fluorinated methyl amines 4–6 (FAPPI:1-3) bind in an analogous way to the NET as reference 
compound 1, these compounds 4–6 are promising candidates for biological evaluation.  
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Abstract: The majority of pharmaceuticals and other organic compounds incorporating 
radiotracers that are considered foreign to the body undergo metabolic changes in vivo. 
Metabolic degradation of these drugs is commonly caused by a system of enzymes of low 
substrate specificity requirement, which is present mainly in the liver, but drug metabolism 
may also take place in the kidneys or other organs. Thus, radiotracers and all other 
pharmaceuticals are faced with enormous challenges to maintain their stability in vivo 
highlighting the importance of their structure. Often in practice, such biologically active 
molecules exhibit these properties in vitro, but fail during in vivo studies due to obtaining an 
increased metabolism within minutes. Many pharmacologically and biologically interesting 
compounds never see application due to their lack of stability. One of the most important 
issues of radiotracers development based on fluorine-18 is the stability in vitro and in vivo. 
Sometimes, the metabolism of 18F-radiotracers goes along with the cleavage of the C-F 
bond and with the rejection of [18F]fluoride mostly combined with high background and 
accumulation in the skeleton. This review deals with the impact of radiodefluorination and 
with approaches to stabilize the C-F bond to avoid the cleavage between fluorine and carbon. 

Keywords: fluorine-18; metabolism; stability; deuterium 

1. Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) and the combined techniques PET/MRT and PET/CT are
outstanding imaging instruments and allow for the quantification and localization of physiological as 
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well as pathophysiological processes in vivo, which were analyzed by tracing the appropriate biochemical 
fundamentals [1]. The basics of PET originate in the coincidental detection of annihilation photons 
emitted 180° apart, which originate from the radiotracer emitting positron, which again collides with 
electrons in the surrounding tissue. Measurement and quantification of the tracer distribution were 
obtained noninvasively in living organisms [2]. Fluorine-18 is an ideal radionuclide due to its favorable 
nuclear decay properties. It has a half-life of 109.8 min, which provides sufficient time to radiolabel 
the molecule of interest and localize it in vivo. Additionally, it emits a positron of low kinetic energy, 
which only travels a short range in tissue leading to high image resolution. However, tracers for PET 
imaging are always restricted by the kind of molecules that researchers can prepare and label. A 
summary of commonly used PET radionuclides is found in Table 1. 

Table 1. Most commonly used PET radionuclides with their radiochemical details [3]. 

Nuclide t½ (min) Production Route Average Range in H2O (mm) Eav. ( +) (keV) 
11C 20.4 14N(p, )11C 1 385
13N 10 16O(p, )13N 1.5 491
15O 2 15N(d,n)15O 2.7 735
18F 109.8 

20Ne(d, )18F  
18O(p,n)18F 

0.3 242
68Ga 67.6 68Ge-68Ga generator 3.7 740 
124I 250.6 124Te(p,n)124I 3 188

Fluorine-18 is a unique radionuclide for PET imaging. In contrast to other + emitting organic 
radionuclides like 11C, 13N, and 15O, which are inclined to isotopic labeling, fluorine-18 is most 
commonly incorporated leading to an alteration of the original compound [4,5]. Due to the absence of 
fluorine in nearly all naturally occurring biomolecules [6], radiolabeling is often accomplished by a formal 
replacement of a proton or an OH group with 18F (isosteric and isopolar) which is known as bioisosteric 
labeling (Table 2) [7]. However, in medicinal chemistry, the role of fluorine in drug design and 
development is expanding rapidly and a wide variety of small compounds/drugs were developed in the 
past with pharmacological relevance still having one or more fluorine atoms inside [8]. These molecules 
can serve as brilliant lead structures for 18F-radiotracers. The other variant deals with the connection of 
small 18F-building blocks or 18F-prosthetic groups like [18F]SFB or [18F]FBAM [9], but this is mostly 
used with biomacromolecules like peptides, proteins, or antibodies. Both methods come along with 
changes of biological and/or pharmacological properties of the tracer molecule compared to the original 
compound. In general, smaller molecules exhibit a larger change in their properties by the introduction 
of a radionuclide to the considered molecule. 

1.1. Nature of the C-F Bond 

The similarity in size of fluorine (147 pm), hydrogen (120 pm) and oxygen (152 pm) makes 
fluorine-18 an appropriate candidate for the preparation of radiotracers, due to its longer half-life time 
compared to 11C, 13N or 15O (Table 1) [10]. The substitution of single hydrogen or a hydroxyl group by 
fluorine induces only a slight steric perturbation [11]. The similarity of the C-F to the C-O bond length 
(Table 2) and the similar electronic properties like the induced dipole due to the inductive effect allows 
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the isoelectronic replacement of an OH group by fluorine [12]. However, fluorine is only a (poor) 
hydrogen bond acceptor, while an OH group is both a hydrogen donor and an acceptor. 

Table 2. Van der Waals radii [13], electronegativity and aliphatic C-X bond lengths of 
selected atoms. 

Element X 
Van der Waals 

Radius (pm) 
Electronegativity
(Pauling Scale) 

Bond Length of C-X 
(pm) 

H 120 2.1 109
C 170 2.5 154
O 152 3.5 143
F 147 4.0 135

Of all the atoms, the fluorine atom possesses the highest electronegativity; therefore, biological 
aspects have to be considered and can be of advantage in pharmaceutical as well as in radiotracer design. 
A favorable feature of fluorine is the strong but highly polarized  bond to carbon [11]; this should 
make the fluorine a perfect leaving group in case of nucleophilic displacement reactions. However, the 
fluorine unexpectedly does not show good donor ability despite the high polarization of the C-F bond. 
This fact can be explained by the strong interaction of the partially positively charged carbon (residue) 
and the partially negatively charged fluorine which results in the strongest known  bond in organic 
chemistry. Additionally, the highest bond dissociation energy (BDE) of approx. 441.3 kJ/mol is found 
for an aliphatic C-F bond compared to other carbon single bonds [14]. 

Interestingly, the average BDE differs with the number of covalently bound fluorine. More fluorine 
atoms bound to carbon increases the BDE and diminishes the C-F bond length [15]. The series of 
fluoromethane compounds in Scheme 1 demonstrate this trend, which can be explained by each of the 
C-F bonds pulling p-orbital electron density from the sp3 carbon to the low lying sp2 orbitals of fluorine
(Bent’s rule [16]), making the carbon more sp2 in character [17].

Scheme 1. Comparison of fluoromethanes with increasing number of bound fluorine and 
their associated bond length and bond dissociation energy. 

Particular attention has to be made for fluorine in the benzylic position. It was found that the bond 
enthalpies (DH298) are lower for benzyl fluorides (413.2 kJ/mol) compared to aliphatic compounds 
(439.2 kJ/mol for methyl fluoride) or aromatic fluorine derivatives (472.7 kJ/mol for fluorobenzene) [11]. 
Furthermore, the C-F bond length is also extended (138 pm compared to 135 pm average) [18]. The 
remaining substituents on the aromatic ring also have crucial influence on the stability of the benzylic 
fluorine especially concerning steric and inductive effects [19]. The introduction of [18F]fluoride into the 
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benzylic position of precursors occurs as previously described for aliphatic compounds, under milder 
reaction conditions in most of the cases due to the comparatively higher reactivity of the benzylic 
position. In this regard, the metabolic stability of benzyl [18F]fluorides is also decreased [20]. Additionally, 
similar observations were made for allyl fluorides [21]. 

Aromatic CAr(sp2)-F bonds are stronger than aliphatic C(sp3)-F bonds [22] resulting in their bond 
lengths being shorter: 140 pm (aliphatic) vs. 136 pm (aromatic) [23]. This finding can be explained by 
the high polarization of the -C-F bond, the possible delocalization of the (partial) positive charge of 
the carbon in the aromatic moiety, and that fluorine possibly acts as a -electron donor [24,25], which 
strengthens the C-F bond additionally. Thus, the 18F radiolabeling of aromatic systems should be favored 
over aliphatic systems. 

Bonding of fluorine to a sp-hybridized carbon is also possible, but this results in a highly reactive 
species due to the repulsion of the free electron pairs of the fluorine and the -electron system of the 
triple bond [17]. This trend strongly follows Bent’s rule, which states that the s-character of an atom 
concentrates in orbitals directed toward electropositive substituents [16]. No 18F-radiotracer with a 
direct connection of 18F to a triple bond has been developed to date. 

To sum up, to produce a stabilized C-F bond, the most important criterion is the hybridization of the 
carbon. Moreover, inductive and steric effects of further substituents and organic residues influence the 
(metabolic) stability of the C-F bond as well. 

1.2. Possibilities to Introduce Fluorine-18—Short Overview 

The radionuclide 18F is produced by a cyclotron using the nuclear reactions shown in Table 1. Once 
the radionuclide is produced, it must quickly be incorporated in the molecule of interest. Normally, the 
introduction of 18F into aliphatic molecules (sp3-hybridized carbon) is accomplished using no-carrier-added 
(n.c.a.) [18F]fluoride and a precursor with a good leaving group (Br, I, OMs, OTs, ONs, OTf, NR3+)  
in a SN2 reaction. This method has the advantage of preparing radiotracers with high specific activity 
(AS). A challenging aspect of this labeling procedure is to eliminate traces of water to remove the 
hydration shell around the fluoride. Polar organic solvents (ACN, DMF, DMSO) were used with a 
cryptand (Krypofix K2.2.2.) to function as a phase transfer catalyst and to further separate the charge 
of the cation and fluoride (producing what is called naked fluoride) [26]. 

Introduction of fluorine-18 into aromatic systems can be performed by several reaction pathways. 
The classical Balz-Schiemann reaction is only rarely used for this purpose [27]. Commonly, two ways 
are applied: the nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) and the electrophilic aromatic substitution 
(SEAr). The major drawback when using the first variant is the necessity to activate the respective 
aromatic precursor with electron withdrawing groups (CN, halogens, NO2, C=O) as well as good 
leaving groups. An isotopic exchange of 19F by 18F is also possible, but this results in a low AS. This is 
reasoned by the disability to separate the 19F-precursor from the 18F-radiotracer. This is because the AS 
is always influenced by the applied amount of the 19F-compound. Other appropriate leaving groups for 
the nucleophilic aromatic displacement are halogens, NO2 or Me3N+. Newer developments are based 
on iodonium [28] or sulfonium salts [29,30] as precursors and can be used for non-activated aromatic 
systems as well [31,32]. 
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Using SEAr, [18F]F2 was applied consisting of both 18F and 19F (carrier added, c.a.), thus, the labeling 
will proceed in an “electrophilic” manner. As a consequence, a minimum of 50% of the elemental 
fluorine is 19F and therefore not +-decaying. This pathway leads to a reduced AS of the radiotracers 
due to the incorporation of 19F. Usually, stannylated precursors, in which the carbon has the partial 
negative charge, are required for the labeling with [18F]F2 [33]. 

2. Radiodefluorination

Today’s arsenal of radiotracers comprises more and more complex molecules ranging from small
organic and pharmacologically active derivatives such as carbohydrates, amino acids or steroids to 
high molecular weight compounds like peptides, proteins or oligonucleotides. The development of 
new radiotracers for molecular imaging has to address important questions on target selection and 
radiobiological validation. These special requirements are encountered in radiotracer synthesis such as 
choice of the appropriate radionuclide and suitable labeling position. In this regard, a radiotracer has to 
meet different criteria to be delivered to the target area of interest such as an adequate lipophilicity, high 
selectivity to the biological target and a high metabolic stability in vivo [34]. Hence, special attention 
should be paid to implement fast and highly selective labeling reactions for radiotracers which tolerate 
other functional groups. One of the most important aspects in the design of new radiopharmaceuticals 
is the development of metabolically stable tracers to meet the desired requirements and characteristics 
as mentioned above [35]. The radiolytic decomposition of 18F-radiotracers is also an important issue, 
especially during isolation and formulation of the tracer. This drawback can be avoided using additives 
like anti-oxidant stabilizers [36]. 

Drug metabolism, also known as xenobiotic metabolism, involves the biochemical modification of 
substances (pharmaceuticals, drugs, poisons, radiotracers). Drugs often are foreign compounds to the 
organism’s normal biochemistry. This metabolism usually occurs through specialized enzymatic systems 
by living organisms. Because of this mechanism, lipophilic substances are often converted into more 
readily hydrophilic derivatives, which are then excreted. The rate of metabolism determines the duration 
and efficacy of a drug, also known as the biological half-life [37]. In the case of radiopharmaceuticals, 
the physical half-life of the appendant radionuclide influences this mechanism supplementary. 

The reactions in these biochemical pathways are of particular interest in medicine as part of drug 
metabolism and as a factor contributing to multidrug resistance in infectious diseases, cancer chemotherapy 
or radiopharmacy. The speed of the homing process of a radioactive drug has to be relatively fast compared 
to the biological and physical half live of the drug to be able to obtain good signal to background ratio. 

Drug metabolism in general is divided into three phases. In phase I, enzymes such as cytochrome 
P450 oxidase (oxidative metabolism: CYP, FMO, MAO, Mo-CO, aldehyde oxidase, peroxidases, 
xanthine oxidase; hydrolytic metabolism: esterase, amidases, epoxide hydrolases) introduce reactive or 
polar groups into the xenobiotics. Afterwards, these modified compounds are conjugated to yield more 
polar compounds in phase II reactions. These reactions are catalyzed by transferase enzymes (UGT, 
ST, NAT, GST, MT) [38]. Finally, in phase III, the conjugated xenobiotics may be further processed, 
before being recognized by efflux transporters and eliminated from the cells. Radiotracers follow this 
method of degradation as well with one large difference; they are administered in concentrations, 
which are significantly lower than “normal” pharmaceuticals. 
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PET radiotracers are typically injected intravenously in contrast to the orally administered “normal” 
pharmaceuticals. While circulating in the blood and tissues prior to localizing at the target site, a 
portion of the drug may be metabolized. The major organs involved in this metabolism process are the 
kidneys and liver. The biotransformation may happen within minutes of administration and the resulting 
radiometabolites are generally less lipophilic than the original radiotracer. Possible metabolic degradation 
pathways are illustrated in Scheme 2. Radiodefluorination is known to be a phase I reaction occurring 
primarily through the action of cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) isozyme in liver microsomes [39–41]. 

Scheme 2. Possible pathways of radiopharmaceuticals in contrast to pharmaceuticals in 
the body. 

Mechanisms of Radiodefluorination 

Radiotracers, independent on their corresponding radionuclide, that resist extensive metabolism  
in vivo over the period of time of a PET scanning session are seldom [42]. Metabolic paths that derivatize 
rather than disintegrate the respective tracer into small, more polar fragments, can produce unpleasant 
radiometabolites. Alongside the formation of more polar radiometabolites, the cleavage of [18F]fluoride 
from the tracer, also known as radiodefluorination, is a major way for several 18F-radiotracers to degrade 
despite the high strength of the C-F bond [43]. Afterwards, [18F]fluoride as the main metabolite binds 
primarily to bone and skull. Especially while imaging the central nervous system, [18F]fluoride binding 
to the skull is problematic [42]. 

There are several metabolic pathways discussed and proposed for the degradation of [18F]fluoroalkyl 
chains. Two major factors affect the method of degradation: the location of the fluoroalkyl chain in the 
molecules and their length. In 1988, Welch and co-workers showed the difference in the metabolism 
between N-[18F]fluoroethylated and N-[18F]fluoropropylated spiperones [18F]1 and [18F]2 [44]. They 
proposed a metabolization by N-dealkylation followed by oxidation to the respective [18F]fluoroaldehydes 
[18F]3b and [18F]4b. As a result, 2-[18F]fluoroacetaldehyde ([18F]3b) is a stable lipophilic metabolite 
whereas 3-[18F]fluoropropanal ([18F]4b) is unstable towards elimination of [18F]fluoride (retro Michael 
addition). Further oxidation led to 3-[18F]fluoropropionate ([18F]4c), which eliminated subsequently to 
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[18F]fluoride, too. In general, this kind of metabolism occurs when [18/19F]fluoroalkyl chains are bound 
to heteroatoms like oxygen, nitrogen or sulfur. Both pathways are shown in Scheme 3. 

Scheme 3. Mechanism of degradation of [18F]1 and [18F]2 leading to N-dealkylation of 
the radiotracer. 

In many cases, 2-[18F]fluoroethanol [18F]3a or its metabolites 2-[18F]fluoroacetaldehyde [18F]3b  
and 2-[18F]fluoroacetate [18F]3c have been observed during metabolic degradation of several PET 
tracers containing a 2-[18F]fluoroethyl group such as [18F]FECNT [18F]7 [45], [18F]FETO [18F]8 [46], 
[18F]FDDNP [18F]9 [47], [18F]FFMZ [18F]10 [48], and [18F]FERhB [18F]11 [49]. The metabolites 
(presumably 2-[18F]fluoroacetaldehyde [18F]3b and 2-[18F]fluoroacetate [18F]3c) from N-defluoroethylation 
of [18F]FECNT [18F]7 and [18F]FDDNP [18F]9 have been shown to distribute evenly in the brain, 
confounding data analysis [46,47]. The metabolic behavior of [18F]FECNT [18F]7 is shown in Scheme 4. 

Scheme 4. Selected [18F]fluoroethylated tracers and assumed metabolic pathway for 
degradation of [18F]FECNT [18F]7. 

The behavior of 2-[18F]fluoroethanol ([18F]3a) and 3-[18F]fluoropropanol ([18F]4a) as possible 
radiometabolites was further investigated during the process of radiodefluorination [50]. The basis of 
these experiments was the assumption that fluoroalkyl ethers and ester were cleaved to give both 
aforementioned radiometabolites. Further, it was suggested that 2-[18F]fluoroethanol ([18F]3a) is converted 
to 2-[18F]fluoroacetaldehyde ([18F]3b), which is then metabolized to 2-[18F]fluoroacetate ([18F]3c). 
After formation of 2-[18F]fluoroacetyl-CoA, it remains trapped inside the cell [51]. No activity was found 
in the bone, but it was stated that 2-[18F]fluoroethanol ([18F]3a) behaves like H2[15O]O. 
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In contrast, when investigating 3-[18F]fluoropropanol ([18F]4a) in vivo as a potential radiometabolite 
of 3-[18F]fluoropropylated PET tracers a rapid accumulation in the skeleton was observed. This can 
be explained by free [18F]fluoride being generated from 3-[18F]fluoropropionaldehyde ([18F]4b) or 
2-[18F]fluoropropionate ([18F]4c). Both metabolites leading to further -elimination under release of 
[18F]fluoride (vide supra). 

Furthermore, Lee and co-workers demonstrated the radiodefluorination of [18F]fluoroalkyl groups 
bound to an aromatic system [52]. Several biphenyl derivatives ([18F]13, [18F]15, [18F]17) and their 
degradation behavior were investigated. In all evaluated reactions, the first step consists of the 
oxidation of the carbon next to the aromatic ring. In the case of the fluoromethyl group of [18F]13, a 
fast elimination step followed to give the respective aldehyde and [18F]fluoride. In the case of the 
fluoroethyl residue of [18F]15, a slow -elimination occurred to give [18F]fluoride and the remaining 
enol (ketone). In the third case, -elimination took place after oxidation of [18F]17 to an , -unsaturated 
system 20 and elimination of [18F]fluoride. The different metabolic degradation of these compounds is 
investigated (Scheme 5). 

Scheme 5. Different metabolic behavior of [18F]fluoroalkylated aromatic compounds. 

Schibli and co-workers gave an alternative explanation for the mechanism of radiodefluorination. 
They assumed an oxidation of the carbon next to the [18F]fluorine of tracer [18F]PSS223 [18F]21 involved 
by cytochrome P450 enzyme (CYP) leading to a separation of [18F]fluoride (Scheme 6). Experiments 
performed in vivo showed an accumulation of [18F]fluoride in the bone [53] as reported above. 

Scheme 6. Release of [18F]fluoride from [18F]PSS223 [18F]21 during degradation with 
cytochrome P450 (CYP). 

Stability determinations with [18F]PSS223 [18F]21 using rat and human liver microsomal enzymes 
were executed and pointed out two more polar radiometabolites as demonstrated by radio-UPLC 
measurements. The degradation process is shown to be NADPH-dependent, which implied the 
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involvement of oxidoreductases. Amongst others, the fluorine-containing carbon atom was oxygenated 
leading to the release of [18F]fluoride. 

The difference in the in vivo behavior between [18F]PSS223 [18F]21 and [18F]FDEGPECO [18F]23 
could be explained by the -heteroatom effect [54,55], by which primary aliphatic bound [18F]fluorine 
in -position to heteroatoms (e.g., ROCH2CH2[18F]F) is found to be metabolized at a slower rate. 
This rationale supports the absence of defluorination for [18F]FDEGPECO [18F]23 containing only a 
[18F]fluoroethyl group. 

3. Methods to Avoid Radiodefluorination

The probably best alternative to avoid radiodefluorination consists of the direct connection of
fluorine-18 to a phenyl moiety instead of aliphatic residues wherever applicable [56]. This is consistent 
with the higher stability of a CAr-F bond compared to a C(sp3)-F bond as previously described. The 
fluoroaryl groups are stable to metabolism and do not lead to a considerable radiodefluorination. 
Otherwise, the [18F]fluoroalkyl moiety has to be modified to reduce or avoid rapid metabolic degradation 
by the following methods. 

Deuteration in Direct Neighborhood of Fluorine-18 

A fundamental approach in medical chemistry is the application of deuterium to increase the 
stability of active pharmaceutical ingredients [57], which is useable to raise the metabolic stability of 
18F-radiotracers by means of the deuterium-proton exchange at carbon atoms close to the 18F-atom. This 
procedure can sometimes suppress but not completely prevent the process of radiodefluorination. 

The method of action of this effect is explained by the kinetic isotope effect that reduces the rate of 
metabolic degradation. The deuterium is not only twice as heavy as hydrogen, but also the zero-point 
energy is significantly lower than the energy of hydrogen. Due to these differences, the activation energy 
of the C-D-bond in chemical or biochemical reactions is significantly higher than for C-H-bond. 
Therefore, reactions on the C-D-bond will proceed considerably slower than the same reactions with a 
C-H-bond at the same position. In general, the cleavage rate of a C-H bond is 6.7 times faster compared
to a C-D bond at 25 °C and it is postulated that the break of the C-H bond is the rate-determining step in
this kind of defluorination [58,59]. A successful example of the stabilization by means of deuteration
consists of the preparation of [18F]FE-DTBZ-D4 [18F]26, which is pointed out in Scheme 7.

Scheme 7. Enhancement of the half-life as well as of the metabolic stability of DTBZ 24. 

[11C]-(+)-DTBZ [11C]24 was initially used to studied dementia and Parkinson in the clinic [60–62]. 
Further improvements were necessary including the change of the radionuclide to elongate the half-live, 
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which led to the development of [18F]FE-(+)-DTBZ [18F]25 [63,64]. Successful in vitro studies with 
this 18F-tracer were accomplished followed by in vivo studies showing a high accumulation of 
radioactivity in joints and bones. To improve the metabolic stability, [18F]FE-(+)-DTBZ-D4 [18F]26 
was developed and showed enhanced properties. The main improvement resulted in the considerably 
reduced bone uptake when comparing both tracers. The defluorination rate (kdefluorination) was determined 
for both tracers to be 0.012 for [18F]25 and 0.0016 for [18F]26 resulting in an elongated plasma-t1/2 
from 46.2 min to 438.7 min [65]. 

The example in Scheme 7 exhibits the introduction of a deuterated [18F]fluoroalkyl residue via a 
building block strategy using a fluorine-18 containing deuterated building block. The second general 
method consists of the gradual introduction of the deuterium followed by 18F-labeling as the last step. 
In this case, the precursor already possesses the deuterium. 

One of the first reports regarding the introduction of deuterium into precursors to prepare 
18F-radiotracers was presented by Ding, Fowler and Wolf in 1993 [66]. They introduced deuterium 
in different positions of the alkyl chain of 6-[18F]fluorodopamine (6-[18F]FDA) regioselectively to 
execute mechanistic studies regarding the degradation of these derivatives ([18F]30, [18F]32, [18F]33) 
by monoamine oxidase B (MAO B) and dopamine -hydrolase (DBH) via PET. The reaction path to 
precursors and resulting radiotracers is shown in Scheme 8. 

Scheme 8. Synthesis of different regioselectively deuterated [18F]fluorodopamine derivatives. 

It has recently been shown that MAO B and DBH stereoselectively remove only the pro-R hydrogen 
of the non-deuterated compounds [67–70]. Both dopamine compounds [18F]30 and [18F]32 with two 
deuterium atoms on one carbon were prepared to further verify this finding. Such specifically deuterated 
derivatives are therefore the most appropriate candidates for unambiguously assessing the contribution 
of metabolism by MAO and DBH on the kinetics of 6-[18F]fluorodopamine. 

In a following paper, it was shown that [18F]30 has a reduced rate of clearance, consistent with 
MAO-catalyzed cleavage of the -C-D bond, whereas [18F]32 showed no change, indicating that 
cleavage of the -C-D bond (DBH) is not rate limiting [71]. Both pathways of degradation are shown 
in Scheme 9. Furthermore, the rate of metabolism was also significantly reduced by pretreatment with 
pargyline (MAO inhibitor). 
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Scheme 9. Metabolic conversion of [18F]30 and [18F]32 by DBH and MAO, respectively. 

The most often applied approach of the stabilization with deuterium consists of the use of deuterated 
[18F]fluoroalkyl building blocks. For preparation, dihalogens, disulfonates or derivatives with mixed 
functions were used as starting material with deuterated methylene (-CD2-) or ethylene (-CD2CD2-) groups. 
The introduction of 18F follows standard labeling conditions (K222, anhydrous acetonitrile, 80–100 °C, 
15–30 min). Examples for building blocks and most common labeling conditions to prepare these 
building blocks are shown in Scheme 10 [55,65,72–80]. 

Scheme 10. General labeling procedure to create the deuterated building blocks and known 
building blocks [18F]34–[18F]39. 

The subsequent labeling procedure with the above mentioned building blocks [18F]34–[18F]39 
represents a nucleophilic displacement at the carbon of the building block. Normally, sulfonate leaving 
groups are superior to halogens, but Schou and co-workers demonstrated that the type of the leaving 
group has only a small influence on the radiochemical yield (RCY) of the resulting radiotracer [72]. 
Mostly, the final alkylation reaction of building block with precursor proceeds rapidly (approx. 5 min 
reaction time) [65,72]. 

Amongst others, this building block strategy was extensively investigated for MeNER 41 (Scheme 11), 
which was identified as high-affinity ligand (IC50: 2.5 nM in vitro) for the norepinephrine transporter 
(NET). Imaging of the NET moved into focus of research to investigate several neuropsychiatric and 
neurodegenerative disorders. The first successful PET images were obtained with carbon-11 labeled 
derivative [11C]MeNER [11C]41, which was synthesized by the use of NER 40 as precursor and 
radiolabeled with [11C]MeOTf. Unfortunately, the binding of this MeNER derivate [11C]41 to the NET 
proceeded within a range of about 90 min in vivo, which was too long for a carbon-11 labeled tracer 
(t½ = 20.4 min) [81]. This, led to the development of [18F]FMeNER [18F]42, an improved tracer with 
fluorine-18 (t½ = 109.77 min) on the methyl group. [18F]42 still bound to the receptor with high 
affinity, while providing a sufficient half-life for imaging. This tracer was synthesized from the same 
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precursor using bromo[18F]fluoromethane and [18F]fluoromethyl triflate with similar results. In contrast, 
the signal-to-background ratio and the bone uptake was increased compared to PET images from 
[11C]MeNER [11C]41. Fortunately, this effect was nearly completely suppressed by the use of the 
deuterated derivative [18F]FMeNER-D2 [18F]43, which shows the impact of the isotope effect for the 
development of radiotracers [72]. 

Scheme 11. Carbon-11, fluorine-18 and deuterated derivatives of NER 40 to increase 
metabolic stability. 

This successful procedure was also applied for the preparation of [18F]FRB, the ethoxy derivative of 
MeNER 41 based on Reboxetine (IC50(NET): 8.23 nM). For this purpose, the precursor NER 40 was 
successful labeled with [18F]fluoroethyl bromide and [18F]fluoroethyl bromide-D4 ([18F]34), to give 
[18F]FRB and [18F]FRB-D4 [18F]44, respectively. Due to the better pharmacological properties of 
[18F]FMeNER-D2 [18F]43 compared to [18F]FRB-D4 [18F]44, a fully automated synthesis was developed 
for [18F]FMeNER-D2 [18F]43 in 2013 [80]. 

Scheme 12. Direct approach to introduce deuterium and fluorine-18 into radiotracer [18F]51. 

Another promising approach to use deuterated building blocks was shown by Casebier and 
colleagues [82]. In contrast to the previously discussed approaches, the deuterium containing residue 
was directly connected to the precursor molecule prior to radiolabeling to avoid a two-step-synthesis of 
radiotracer. The interesting task of this work was the use of fully deuterated ethylene oxide as building 
block (Scheme 12), which was introduced via ring-opening reaction. The next steps required the protection 
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of the OH group with TBDMS-Cl followed by reduction of the methyl ester with LiAlD4. The obtained 
deuterated methylene group is mandatory for a further stabilization of the tracer in terms of metabolic 
degradation. Upon completion of the basic structure of the molecule, the hydroxyl group was selectively 
deprotected using TBAF and functionalized with p-tosylchloride for labeling with fluorine-18. 

Several other 18F-tracers are known which are stabilized with deuterium. Selected examples are 
given in the following overview in Scheme 13 [83–93]. As stated before, the radiodefluorination process 
cannot fully be avoided, but it can be delayed considerably. 

Scheme 13. Overview over 18F-radiotracers stabilized with deuterium in direct neighborhood to 18F. 
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4. Deuteration on other Parts of the Molecule to Avoid Degradation

As already mentioned, hydrogen–deuterium exchange will not only be adopted in direct proximity to
fluorine-18 to avoid radiodefluorination or other metabolic degradation. A similar effect could be achieved 
by the use of deuterium connected to endangered areas in the tracer molecule, which are prone to 
metabolic degradation. Such an additional stabilization was already shown for compound [18F]51 by 
Casebier and colleagues in Scheme 12 [82]. Furthermore, the application of deuterium leads occasionally 
to another metabolic pathways as it was figured out by Leyton, Smith and co-workers [94,95]. Some 
examples for 18F-radiotracers deuterated on other parts of the molecule are shown in Scheme 14. 

Scheme 14. Examples for radiotracers deuterated on other parts of the molecule. 

[18F]Fluororasagiline-D2 ([18F]53) and [18F]fluorodeprenyl-D2 ([18F]54) (Scheme 14) are two examples 
of a successful enhancement of the metabolic stability using deuterium. Both tracers are known to be 
inhibitors of monoamnooxidase (MAO) and were applied for detection of psychiatric and neurological 
disorders such as depression, Alzheimer, and Parkinson diseases [96]. Although both lead structures 
(rasagiline and L-deprenyl) contain a propargyl group, there are significant differences in their metabolic 
products [97]. Inhibition experiments in vitro pointed out a high selectivity of MAO-B compared to 
MAO-A for both above mentioned radiotracers as well as for their non-deuterated derivatives. Moreover, 
it was found that the alkynyl chain of these molecules was cleaved under in vivo conditions. Thus, 
deuterium was selectively introduced into this residue to stabilize these molecules. 

Comparing the deuterated and non-deuterated tracers in terms of their radiopharmacological behavior 
in vivo, [18F]fluorodeprenyl showed a fast and irreversible binding to the enzyme limited by blood flow 
rather than by the MAO-B enzyme concentration, whereas [18F]fluororasagiline expressed continuous 
increase of the radioactivity in the brain indicating a blood–brain barrier penetrating radiometabolite. 
In contrast, [18F]fluororasagiline-D2 ([18F]53) and [18F]fluorodeprenyl-D2 ([18F]54) exhibited fast clearance 
from the brain and less accumulation in cortical and sub-cortical regions. Furthermore, both deuterated 
analogues were more stable in monkey plasma compared to their non-deuterated analogues [98]; 
metabolic degradation was almost completely reduced. Thus, the deuterated tracers seemed to be more 
suitable for an application over the non-deuterated derivatives. 

Another interesting example is the metabolic behavior of radiolabeled cholines. Known radiolabeled 
derivatives are exemplified in Scheme 15. In general, two main metabolic pathways are known for 
choline derivatives. The first pathway is based on the phosphorylation of choline via choline kinase 
(E.C. 2.7.1.32) to phosphocholine which is further transformed to phosphatidylcholine, a key component 
of the plasma membrane. This way is also known as The Kennedy pathway [99]. Once phosphorylated, 
phosphocholine is trapped within the cell, which is crucial for PET imaging with 11C and 18F radiotracers 
based on choline. The second main pathway of choline metabolism is based on the oxidation of choline 
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to betaine. It was first described by Ikuta and co-workers in 1977 [100] and involves the conversion of 
choline to betain by choline oxidase (E.C. 1.1.3.17) via a four-electron oxidation using two sequential 
FAD-dependent reactions [101]. However, the second pathway is not preferred for PET imaging 
applications using radiolabeled choline derivatives. To overcome this obstacle, 11C and 18F labeled 
choline derivatives, which are deuterated at the ethylene moiety and not in the immediate neighborhood 
of the desired radionuclide were applied due to their altered pharmacological behavior. 

Scheme 15. Several choline derivatives with and without deuterium labeled with carbon-11 
or fluorine-18. 

In 2003, Gadda investigated enzyme kinetics for choline oxidase with choline (56) and choline-D4 
(57) as substrates to evaluate the impact of the kinetic isotope effect. It was shown that the oxidation of
deuterated choline 57 was reduced to a minimum [101], which led to the successful development of
choline-based radiotracers.

In 2009, Aboagye and colleagues compared the relative oxidation rates of the two isotopically 
radiolabeled choline species, [18F]fluorocholine ([18F]58) and [18F]fluorocholine-D4 ([18F]59) with 
respect to their metabolites [94]. Both betaine metabolites from [18F]58 and [18F]59 were obtained from 
mouse plasma after intravenous injection of both radiotracers. As a result, it was pointed out that 
[18F]59 was remarkably more stable to oxidation than [18F]58 with ~40% conversion of [18F]59 to the 
betaine at 15 min after intravenous injection into mice compared to ~80% conversion of [18F]58 to the 
respective betaine-metabolite. 

In 2012, both 11C-labeled choline derivatives [11C]56 and [11C]57 as well as 18F-choline-D4 ([18F]59) 
were synthesized to compare their biodistribution and metabolic behavior. Additionally, the same 
group performed small-animal PET studies and kinetic analyses to evaluate the tracer uptake in human 
colon HCT116 xenograft-bearing mice [102]. It was found that the simple substitution of deuterium for 
hydrogen and the presence of 18F improves the stability and reduces degradation of the parent tracers. 
Furthermore, the availability is increased for phosphorylation and trapping within cells, which leads to 
a better signal-to-background contrast, thus improving tumor detection sensitivity of PET. In addition, 
deuterated 11C choline was demonstrated to have a higher stability compared to non-deuterated 11C-choline, 
but an increased rate of oxidation of betaine compared to 18F-D4-choline was observed. In 2014, the 
first promising human studies with healthy volunteers were accomplished [103]. 

4.1. Cycloalkyl Derivatives and Fluorine Connected to a Secondary Carbon Atom 

Several literature sources reported that the replacement of an alkyl chain by a cycloalkyl ring resulted 
in more metabolically stable compounds [104–107]. Examples are given in Scheme 16. Despite this 
increased stability, only a few reports exist on PET radiotracers containing cycloalkyl rings. One example 
describes a potential radiotracer for assessing myocardial fatty acid metabolism, [18F]FCPHA [18F]60, 
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containing a cyclopropyl moiety which allows the tracer to be trapped in the cells [108]. Another example 
describes non-natural 18F-amino acids with fluorine-18 located at the cycloalkyl residue [109,110]. 
[18F]61 and [18F]62 show an increased metabolic stability compared to their non-cyclic counterparts. The 
placement of 18F is especially important for compound [18F]63, because the methoxy group itself and 
also the introduction of a fluoroalkoxy moiety instead of the methoxy group at the phenol part of the 
molecule lead to a fast cleavage [111]. 

18F O

OH5 3

18F

H2N COOH

18F

H2N COOH

N
N

N

O

18FNOMe

[18F]FCPHA [18F]60 [18F]61 [18F]62 [18F]FCWAY [18F]63

Scheme 16. Selected examples of fluorine-18 bound to secondary carbon for stabilization. 

Both non-natural amino acids were used as brain tumor imaging agent and W. Yu et al. [112] found 
that the newly developed amino acid [18F]61 is comparable to [18F]62. However, the cyclic unnatural 
amino acids are not metabolized [113]. The major drawback of this approach is the stereoselective 
construction of the amino acid skeleton. Thus, Franck and colleagues reported a diverse approach 
using cyclic building blocks bearing the 18F-label. The research was focused on the metabolism of 
18F-tracers with [18F]fluoroalkyl chains attached to hetereoatoms such as O, N, and S. Biotransformation 
(radiodefluorination) of these radiotracers was avoided by the utilization of cyclobutyl groups containing 
fluorine-18. Hence, cyclobutyl 1,3-ditosylate (64) was used as starting material. Radiofluorination was 
performed under standard conditions using [18F]F , K 222 in anhydrous acetonitrile. After successful 
synthesis of the building block [18F]65, L-tyrosine was used and labeled. The concept and the full 
reaction path including radiolabeling are pointed out in Scheme 17. 

Scheme 17. Labeling concept to avoid radiodefluorination and radiolabeling of L-tyrosine 
with [18F]fluorocyclobutyl tosylate ([18F]65). 

The obtained [18F]fluorocyclobutyl derivative [18F]66 is comparable with the well-known amino acid 
O-(2-[18F]fluoroethyl)-L-tyrosine ([18F]FET) in the case of cell uptake and blocking and showed an 
excellent metabolic stability in phosphate buffer and in human and rat plasma for 120 min [114,115]. 

Further, the connection of fluorine to a secondary carbon could also help to prevent radiodefluorination 
in some cases. However, when using 18F-FCWAY [18F]63 (Scheme 16), the defluorination process is a 
major issue. To prevent degradation, the responsible enzyme (cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) isozyme) 
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is suppressed with miconazole nitrate prior to the injection of the radiotracer [116]. With this method it was 
possible to substantially avoid radiodefluorination and the combined uptake of [18F]fluoride in the skull. 

4.2. SiFA-Techniology 

The Si-F bond represents one of the strongest single bonds with a corresponding bond energy of 
565 kJ/mol, which is 80 kJ/mol higher than the Si-C bond and suggest a high thermodynamically 
stability [117]. This fact led to the development of fluorine-18-radiotracers based on organosilanes, which 
should be unaffected against radiodefluoroination commonly associated with alkylfluorides. In 1985, 
Rosenthal and colleagues were the first who successfully radiolabeled [18F]fluorotrimethylsilane [118]. 
The reaction was performed using chlorotrimethylsilane as precursor with a yield of 65% and high 
radiochemical purity. However, subsequent in vivo investigation of [18F]fluorotrimethylsilane indicated 
a rapid hydrolysis followed by an enrichment of radioactivity in bones. For this reason, this concept 
was ineffective for the preparation of 18F-radiotracers [119,120]. 

In 2000, Walsh and co-workers tried to induce the stabilization of Si-F-bond with bulky substituents 
such as phenyl or tert-butyl groups and confirmed the assumption of Rosenthal, who predicted the use 
of bulky substituents on silicon diminishes the hydrolysis of Si-F bond [121]. Furthermore, Choudhry 
and Blower investigated the behavior of different sized alkyl groups (Me, Ph, tert-Bu) and their 
combinations connected to fluorosilanes. The results showed that tert-butyldiphenyl[18F]fluorosilane 
([18F]68) contained the highest stabilized Si-F-bond [122]. Contemporaneously, Schirrmacher and 
Jurkschat carried out comparable experiments and found di-tert-butylphenylfluorosilane ([18F]69)  
with the highest stability against hydrolysis of Si-F-bond and called this compound class SiFA 
(silicon-based fluoride-acceptor). The hydrolytic stability in dependence of the alkyl group is 
expressed in Scheme 18 [123]. 

Scheme 18. In vitro hydrolytic stability of [18F]fluorosilanes in dependence of their organic 
groups in human serum. 

The high polarization of Si-F bond results in the kinetic instability of Si-F-bond [124] and allows an 
exchange under mild conditions. Due to the low energy of vacant d-orbitals tetravalent silicon as weak 
Lewis acid reacts with Lewis bases [125], which allows a nucleophilic attack by hydroxyl-groups in 
the case of aqueous conditions. Generally, nucleophilic displacement reactions on silicon proceed by 
the predicted SN2 mechanism in Scheme 19 [126,127]. 
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Scheme 19. Suggested SN2 mechanism of the hydrolysis reaction of organofluorosilanes. 

Contrary to carbon, a real pentagonal transition state including hypervalent silicon is formed and 
assists this substitution. The larger covalent radius of silicon compared to carbon contributes to this 
nucleophilic substitution [128], which led to the poor kinetic stability of Si-F-bond despite the high 
thermodynamic stability. Thus, a stabilization of Si-F bond to prevent a nucleophilic attack is only possible 
by raising the sterical bulkiness of the substituents. This fact explains the weak impact (plain structure) 
of phenyl moieties and they are also responsible for the augmented Lewis acid properties of silanes. 

Only the use of tert-butyl groups located in direct neighborhood of Si-F-bond prevents hydrolysis 
due to their bulky three-dimensional structure. The third substituent on the silicon is utilized for further 
derivatization. Hence, the phenyl group seems to be the perfect choice for a functionalization with groups 
such as aldehydes, NCS-, or -SH in mainly para-position to the silyl residue. These resulting building 
blocks were often used for labeling of peptides and proteins [123,129–131]. An overview is given in 
Scheme 20. Furthermore, the use of alkyl-groups as third substituent with supplemental functionalization 
was proven, but exhibited a reduced hydrolytic stability compared to the phenyl tracers [126,132]. 

Scheme 20. A summary of applied SiFA building blocks taken from the review by 
Bernard-Gauthier et al., 2014 [128]. 

Next, the introduction of fluorine-18 was evaluated by the use of different leaving groups 
such as alkoxycarbonyl-groups [122,133], by halogen and isotope exchange [118,123] and by applying 
hydrosilanes [134]. Manifold examples for the use of the SiFA concept were octreotide, bombesin, 
RGD, PSMA, antibodies, simple molecules, carbohydrates, and biotin. An excellent overview is provided 
by an outstanding review, see [128]. In most of the cases, the respective building blocks were applied 
especially for the biomacromolecules, but also a direct introduction of fluorine-18 was accomplished. 
However, the direct introduction exhibited a rather low yield compared to the building block approaches. 
Examples of hypoxia tracers [18F]70–[18F]72 with rising metabolic stability and [18F]73 as SiFA-labeled 
peptide is found in Scheme 21. 
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Scheme 21. Different hypoxia tracers [18F]70–[18F]72 with diverging metabolic stability [135] 
and an example for biomacromalecule [18F]73 labeled with SiFa [131]. 

5. Miscellaneous

5.1. Fluorosulfonamides 

Metabolically stable building blocks also referred to as prosthetic groups were required especially 
for the radiolabeling of peptides or other biomacromolecules. Conventional building blocks such as 
[18F]SFB [18F]74 were used to radiolabel particularly with primary amine residues of peptides (N-terminus 
or lysine) under formation of amide (peptide) bonds. A selection of these 18F-building blocks is pointed 
out in Scheme 22. 

Scheme 22. Selected examples for 18F building blocks for radiolabeling of peptides. 

However, this kind of radiofluorinated aromatic fluoroacetamides turned out to be unstable in vivo 
and undergoes N-defluoroacylation [136]. It was reported that this degradation may be caused by the 
involvement of carboxylesterase (E.C. 3.1.1.1) or other hydrolases [137,138]. As an alternative to 
these acyl-based prosthetic groups, the 3-[18F]fluoropropanesulfonyl chloride ([18F]77) was introduced 
by Li et al. [139] and by Löser and co-workers [140]. They substantiate the metabolic integrity of 
fluorinated sulfonamide: N-(4-fluorophenyl)-3-fluoropropane-1-sulfonamide (80) compared to the aromatic 
acyl derivative N-(4-fluorophenyl)-fluoroacetamide (79) in a spectrophotometric enzyme assay using pig 
liver esterase. Both compounds are shown in Scheme 23. 
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Scheme 23. Comparison in radiofluorination and metabolic stability for [18F]SFB [18F]74 
and [18F]fluoropropylsulfonyl chloride [18F]77. 

After 120 min (approx. one half-life of 18F), only 20% of the starting 19F-compound 79 was intact 
whereas, at the same time point, over 95% of the sulfonamide 80 was still detectable. Furthermore, 
pseudo-first order kinetics for the degradation of the acylamide could be determined. 

5.2. Click-Chemistry 

A further approach to avoid degradation was using triazoles [141], which were obtained by click 
chemistry [142,143]. Two different research groups investigated [18F]fluoroalkyl groups bound at 
position N-3 of the triazole moiety of thymidine derivatives like [18F]82 with conflicting results and 
uncertainty over the metabolic stability of the radiotracers in vivo. The prepared 18F-tracers are shown 
in Scheme 24. Smith and colleagues postulated that 1,4-disubstituted triazoles have a higher metabolic 
stability in vivo due to the greater steric bulk of the triazole. The metabolic stability is increased relative 
to simple fluoroalkyl substituents to thymidine-phosphorylase-mediated cleavage [144,145]. 
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Scheme 24. Presentation of 18F-labeled thymidine derivatives in the case of their 
labeling position. 

Initial studies of the ability of these nucleosides to undergo phosphorylation demonstrated that [18F]FLT 
[18F]81 was phosphorylated to approx. 7%–8% after 60 min incubation, whereas no phosphorylation was 
observed with [18F]FOT [18F]82 over the same time period. Comparison with [18F]FLT [18F]81 showed 
that [18F]FOT [18F]82 was poorly phosphorylated at the 5-position of the deoxyribose residue. The 
poor thymidine kinase 1 (TK1) substrate tolerance due to substitution at nitrogen N-3 was given as a 
possible reason for this finding. 
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The working group of Choe developed 18F-Labeled styryltriazole and resveratrol derivatives such as 
[18F]85 and [18F]87 for -amyloid plaque imaging [146]. Compounds 84 and 86 were labeled under 
standard labeling conditions (n-Bu4N[18F]F, acetonitrile, 90 °C or 110 °C, 10 min) and yielded both 
tracers in 20%–30% RCY for [18F]85 and 56% RCY for [18F]87 with a AS  38 GBq/μmol and a 
RCP > 99% (Scheme 25). 

Scheme 25. Radiolabeling and selected in vivo results of reservatrol [18F]85 and 
styryltriazole [18F]87. 

In vivo studies of both tracers showed a remarkable metabolic degradation of reservatrol derivative 
[18F]85 under elimination of [18F]fluoride which was accumulated in the femur (16.15% ± 3.10% ID/g 
after 120 min). Conversely, the styryltriazole compound [18F]87 showed almost no cleavage of 
[18F]fluoride (1.54% ± 0.02% ID/g after 120 min). 

5.3. CF3-Derivatives 

As stated in the introduction (Section 1.1), the use of CF3 groups could increase the metabolic stability 
of pharmacologically relevant compounds and radiotracers [147] due to the increased bond strength of 
the C-F bond in this group compared to single fluorine connected to carbon and due to the higher steric 
shielding of the carbon center. Furthermore, the trifluoromethyl group is present in a large number of 
agrochemicals, biologically active drugs and anesthetics, which led to attempts to introduce fluorine-18 
to yield [18F]CF3 group containing radiotracers; see an excellent review by Lien and Riss [148]. 

Normally, the introduction of [18F]fluoride was accomplished via 18F/19F isotopic exchange [149–151], 
Lewis acid mediated reactions [152,153], halogen for 18F exchange [154–156] or H18F addition [157] and 
electrophilic reactions with [18/19F]F2 [158,159], but most of these reactions suffer from low specific 
activities due to the carrier added reactions and/or rough conditions. 

Scheme 26. Radiolabeling of [18F]CF3 containing Celecoxib derivative [18F]89. 
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An example is presented regarding the synthesis of 4-[5-(4-methylphenyl)-3-([18F]trifluoromethyl)-
1H-pyrazol-1-yl]benzenesulfonamide ([18F]Celecoxib) ([18F]89) which is known to be a selective 
COX-2 inhibitor [160]. The labeling procedure was accomplished exchanging bromide with [18F]F  
using [18F]TBAF in DMSO at 135 °C (Scheme 26). [18F]Celecoxib was achieved in 10% ± 2% RCY 
(end of synthesis) with >99% chemical and radiochemical purity and a specific activity, which was 
4.40 ± 1.48 GBq/ mol (end of bombardment). In vitro stability experiments showed only a small amount 
of [18F]fluoride coming from radiodefluorination in 10% ethanol-saline (6.5% after 4 h). However,  
in vivo experiments of [18F]89 with Wistar rats showed a higher skeleton uptake compared to brain or 
heart; regions where COX-2 is known to be present due to the radiodefluorination process. In contrast, 
no uptake in skull and skeleton was observed in baboon indicating only a low degree of defluorination 
of [18F]89 in vivo. In addition, metabolite analyses show that [18F]89 undergoes fast metabolism. Polar 
metabolites were found in baboon plasma and 17.0% of unmetabolized tracer was determined at 60 min 
after injection; no evidence was obtained for free [18F]fluoride. 

5.4. 18F-Fluoroborates 

An impressive stability was found for the B-F bond (645 kJ/mol) in BF3 [117]. Thus, the 
introduction of fluorine-18 directly connected to boron represents a further promising alternative to 
avoid radiodefluorination. The non-binding electrons of fluorine atoms in BF3 form -bonds with 
boron, which represent partial double bonds with an average bond length of 130 pm. Based on this fact, 
the still electron demanding boron center is less hydrolytic unstable. The previously sp2-hybridized boron 
center is changed to sp3 by accepting an electron pair of an additional fluoride in the former pz-orbital to 
form a tetrafluoroborate anion (BF4 ). Thereupon, the bonds in BF4  are single bonds with also a high 
hydrolytic stability [117,161].  

This basic principle is used for the creation of fluourine-18-containing boron derivatives. Exchange 
of F  in these species is rare due to the aforementioned high bond strength of the B-F bond. The fluorine 
atoms in BF4  are substitutable but the exchange should be advisedly chosen. In general, the exchange of 
fluorine by other halogens leads to weaker bonds [162]. Calculations for triarylfluoroborates predicted 
a weakening of remaining B-F bond [163]. Therefore, comparable functionalizations will be necessary 
to apply this concept for the development of radiotracers. 

The application of bodipy derivatives represents a promising approach. Several methylated 
compounds such as 91 and 92 were described for the first time by Treibs and Kreuzer in 1968 in addition 
with the excellent fluorescence properties of these dyes [164]. However, the synthesis of the core 
structure 90 succeeded first in 2009 [165–167], see Scheme 27. 

Scheme 27. Core structure 90 of selected bodipy derivatives 91 and 92. 
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In 2011, bodipy dyes moved into focus for radiolabeling with fluorine-18. For that purpose, a 
radiolabeling building block based on a modified bodipy was created by Li and co-workers [168]. 
The radiosynthesis of the BPh[18F]F core containing derivative [18F]96 was simply realized by 
using KHF2/[18F]F  (directly from target water without drying) in water/methanol starting from 
BPhOH-precursor 95 with a AS = 0.9 GBq/μmol. The solubility of the precursor 95 and the desired 
bodipy derivative [18F]96 was achieved due to the ammonium triflate moiety ArN+. The results are 
summarized in Scheme 28. 

Scheme 28. Conversion of OH compound 93 to 94 and radiolabeling of 95 to yield [18F]96. 

In 2012, an alternative radiolabeling building block based on the B[18F]F2 core containing bodipy 
derivative was prepared [169]. Thus, the respective precursors were either synthesized via an exchange 
of one of the fluorides of 97 by a DMAP leaving group using TMS triflate/DMAP to yield 98 or directly 
by changing one fluoride to triflate with TMS triflate to yield 99. The desired DMAP/18F exchange of 
98 to [18F]100 succeed but the triflate precursor 99 was proven to be more effective due to the higher 
radiochemical yields of [18F]100, milder reaction conditions and a short reaction time during the labeling 
reaction (Scheme 29). A labeling building block based on [18F]100 was further used for the successful 
labeling of Trastuzumab with fluorine-18. 

Scheme 29. Preparation of the building block [18F]100 from compound 97 via either 
precursor 98 or 99 under mild labeling conditions. 

Both groups demonstrated the high metabolic stability of the desired bodipy derivatives in vitro as 
well as in vivo. No radiodefluorination in terms of an accumulation of activity in the skeleton due to 
free [18F]fluoride was observed. Based on these results, this concept has great potential to create stable 
radiotracers having a B-[18F]F bond. 

6. Conclusions

Radiodefluorination is one of the most important metabolic degradation processes for 18F-radiotracers
due to the release of [18F]fluoride in vivo, which is then accumulated in the skull and bones. This 
undesired accumulation leads to PET images that are false-positive in terms of skeleton imaging or 
comprise a bad signal to background ratio. 
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Several efforts have been made in the past to avoid this defluorination or to considerably reduce it. 
The insertion of deuterium to stabilize the C-F bond seems to be the most successful approach. Thus, 
a building block strategy was developed using small deuterated molecules with 18F-label. In many 
cases, radiodefluorination could be reduced in an appreciable manner. 

Other approaches can show reduced radiodefluorination in a remarkable manner as well. The 
introduction of deuterium in other positions relative to 18F (or 11C) is also promising. In this case, the 
stabilization is used to reduce cleavage of other parts of the molecule. Furthermore, the introduction of 
C[18F]F3 groups leads to a reduced degradation since the bond strength of the C-F bond is increased in 
the CF3 group. Finally, the insertion of a [18F]fluorocyclobutyl moiety is favored over open fluoroalkyl 
chains due to the increased steric demand and, therefore, reduced metabolism. The same effect can be 
reached by the utilization of special functional groups to avoid cleavage on this position. 

Binding [18F]fluorine to heteroatoms like silicon or boron offers also the possibility to obtain 
radiotracers, which show reduced radiodefluorination. Though, in the case of silicon based 18F-radiotracers, 
the additional protection of the Si-[18F]F center with bulky substituents is mandatory. The use of 
[18F]bodipy derivatives offers the chance to use the same molecule for PET as for optical imaging. 
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Abstract: The contribution of 68Ga to the promotion and expansion of clinical research and 
routine positron emission tomography (PET) for earlier better diagnostics and individualized 
medicine is considerable. The potential applications of 68Ga-comprising imaging agents 
include targeted, pre-targeted and non-targeted imaging. This review discusses the key 
aspects of the production of 68Ga and 68Ga-based radiopharmaceuticals in the light of the 
impact of regulatory requirements and endpoint pre-clinical and clinical applications. 
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1. Introduction

Development and availability of radiopharmaceuticals is a key driving force of nuclear medicine
establishment and expansion. The role of 68Ga in the growth and worldwide spreading of clinical research 
and routine positron emission tomography (PET) has been proven considerable especially during last 
two decades. Some important features influencing such progress are the generator production of 68Ga, 
availability of commercial generators, robust labeling chemistry diversity, and potential for personalized 
medicine and radiotheranostics [1–3]. Small compounds, biological macromolecules as well as nano- 
and micro-particles have been successfully labeled with 68Ga, and the resulting agents demonstrated 
promising imaging capability pre-clinically and clinically [1,3–6]. In particular 68Ga was used for the 
labeling of ligands targeted to specific protein expression products such as receptors, enzymes, and 
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antigens; small effector or hapten molecules for pre-targeted imaging; and various compounds for imaging 
of general biologic properties and processes such as proliferation, apoptosis, hypoxia, glycolysis, and 
angiogenesis. 68Ga is most often utilized in radiopharmaceuticals for oncology diagnostics, however its 
potential has also been demonstrated for imaging of myocardial perfusion, pulmonary perfusion and 
ventilation as well as inflammation and infection. Feasibility of non-invasive monitoring of transplantation 
and survival of beta cells in diabetes mellitus is one more growing application area [7–9].  

PET in combination with targeted imaging agents allows tumor-type specific non-invasive diagnosis 
with precise delineation of tumors and metastases and thus disease staging. Moreover, quantification of 
receptor expression, uptake kinetics and pre-therapeutic dosimetry may allow more efficient and effective 
treatment selection and planning as well as monitoring response to the therapy and early detection of 
recurrent disease resulting in personalized medicine and, in particular, radiotheranostics (Figure 1). 
The primary aims of the individualized patient management are to optimize therapeutic response and 
avoid futile treatments, minimize risks and toxicity as well as reduce cost and patient distress. Clinical 
intra-patient studies with variable amount of administered 68Ga-based imaging agents demonstrated 
significance of individualized patient management [10–12]. 

Figure 1. (Upper panel) Peptide receptor targeted imaging and radiotherapy provide 
personalized and thus more effective and efficient treatment of patients. (Lower panel) Drawing 
of the interaction of an agent, either imaging if labeled with 68Ga (left) or radiotherapeutic 
if labeled with 177Lu (right), with the cell receptor. 

Such characteristics of 68Ga as its availability from a generator system and amenability for kit 
type radiopharmaceutical preparation make this radionuclide as functional as 99mTc, but with additional 
advantages of higher sensitivity, resolution, quantification and dynamic scanning. Moreover, some 
therapeutic radionuclides resemble coordination chemistry of Ga(III) thus facilitating the radiotheranostic 
development wherein the pre-therapeutic imaging and radiotherapy are conducted with the same vector 
molecule exchanging the imaging and therapeutic radionuclides (Figure 1, lower panel). 
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A number of methods for 68Ga-labeling have been developed allowing choice dependent on the 
application objectives and logistics. Production for the clinical use can be divided into three groups: manual 
good manufacturing practice (GMP) production; automated GMP manufacturing; and kit type preparation. 
This review presents such critical aspects of 68Ga-radiopharmaceutical development as: generator production 
of 68Ga and its subsequent handling; essential features of labeling chemistry in relation to the endpoint 
biological and clinical applications; important aspects of 68Ga-radiopharmaceutical production process 
with respect to the regulatory issues.  

2. Characteristics and Generator Production of 68Ga

The advantages of 68Ga have been presented in details previously and they are multiple with regard
to both physical and chemical properties [1,3,4,6]. Those that are relevant to the aspects discussed in 
this review are summarized here. The high positron emission fraction (89%, Emax: 1899 keV, Emean:  
890 keV) and half-life of 68 min provide sufficient levels of radioactivity for high quality images while 
minimizing radiation dose to the patient and personnel. It requires short scanning time and allows repetitive 
examinations. In modern generators 68Ga is obtained in ionic form compatible with subsequent highly 
reproducible and straightforward labeling chemistry. The only oxidation state stable at physiological pH 
is Ga(III) providing robust labeling chemistry with ligands that can fill the octahedral coordination 
sphere of Ga(III) with six coordination sites. The long shelf-life generator (t½(68Ge) = 270.95 d) is simple 
to use and a steady source of the radionuclide for medical centers without cyclotrons or remote from 
distribution site. Moreover, it is a source of the enrichment of radiopharmaceutical arsenal at centers 
equipped with cyclotrons. As compared to cyclotron it does not require: (i) special premises with radiation 
shielding constructions; (ii) consumption of energy; and (iii) highly qualified personnel for running and 
maintaining the equipment (Figure 2A). 

Figure 2. (A) Pictures of a 68Ge/68Ga generator and a cyclotron; (B) Schematic presentation 
of the cross section of a column-based generator. 

A generator is a self-contained system housing a parent/daughter radionuclide mixture in equilibrium. 
Modern commercial generators consist of a small chromatographic column situated in a shielding container 
(Figure 2B). 68Ge is produced in a high energy cyclotron from stable Ga-69 isotope (69Ga(p,2n)68Ge). Then, 
68Ge is immobilized on a column filled with inorganic, organic or mixed matrix where it spontaneously 
decays to 68Ga (Equation (1)), which can then be extracted by an eluent. 68Ga decays in its turn to stable 
Zn(II) (Equation (2)). Thus Ge, Ga, and Zn elements populate the generator and can be found in the eluate. 
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 (1)

 (2)

The relation of 68Ge decay and 68Ga accumulation is described by secular equilibrium since the 
half-life of the 68Ge is over 100 times longer than that of 68Ga (Equation (3)). 

 (3)

At the equilibrium, the radionuclides have equal radioactivities achieved at 14 h post elution (Figure 3). 
However, already 68 min post elution 50% of the maximum achievable radioactivity is accumulated and 
4 h later it is over 91%. So, the tracer production can be performed every hour or up to three productions 
within one working day dependent on the generator loaded radioactivity (68Ge) and the age of the 
generator. The graph depicts a theoretical plot of 68Ga generation (Figure 3, red line). In reality, 68Ga 
recovery from the generator chromatographic column is less than quantitative and the proportion of 68Ga 
separated during the elution process to the theoretical value expected at the secular equilibrium is defined 
as elution efficiency (Figure 3, black line). The precise determination of 68Ga half-life time still continues 
reporting 67.83 min [13], 67.71 min [14], and 67.85 min [15], but for the simplicity 68 min value is used 
in this illustrative graph (Figure 3). It can also be mentioned that the range of the half-life values covers 
62–74 min in the specification of the European Pharmacopoeia monographs [16,17]. 

Figure 3. Graph of the secular equilibrium with 68Ge decay and 68Ga accumulation. The 
green line represents decay of 68Ge described by ; the red line 

represents ingrowth of 68Ga described by ; and 

the black line represents accumulation kinetics of 68Ga with correction for hypothetical 
elution efficiency. 

Commonly, modern 68Ge/68Ga generators demonstrate highly reproducible and robust performance, 
as, for example, 68Ga elution yield for three generator units of various age presented in Figure 4A [18]. 
Elution yield has both 68Ge-decay and elution efficiency components. The elution efficiency depends on 
the 68Ge breakthrough and column matrix, and may drop in time course, however the 68Ge-decay 
component is larger (Figure 4B). 
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Figure 4. (A) 68Ga elution yield for Generator-1 over 29 months, Generator-2 over 14 months 
and Generator-3 over three months; (B) Hypothetical graphs representing 68Ge decay, elution 
efficiency and resulting non-decay corrected elution yield. 

Historically, there have been two basic Ge-Ga separation methods: liquid–liquid extraction and column 
technology with various eluents (alkaline, acidic or complexing agents). The column technique is most 
widely used with various sorbents made of inorganic, organic or mixed materials (Table 1) [1,19]. 

Table 1. Various sorbents and respective eluents used in column based 68Ge/68Ga generators. 
68Ge/68Ga Generator Column Matrix 

Inorganic (Eluent) Organic (Eluent) 

SnO2 (1 M HCl) 
N-methylglucamine

(0.1 M HCl; 0.1 M NaOH; citrate; EDTA)
TiO2 (0.1 M HCl) Pyrogallol-formaldehyde (0.3 M HCl) 

CeO2 (0.02 M HCl) Nanoceria-polyacrylonitrile (0.1 M HCl) 
ZrO2 (0.1 M HCl) 

Zr-Ti ceramic  
(0.5 M NaOH/KOH; 4 M HCl; acetate; citrate)

Nano-zirconia (0.01 M HCl) 

The major parameters of a generator performance are: chemical separation specificity; radiation 
resistance and chemical stability of the column material; eluate sterility and apyrogenecity; 68Ge 
breakthrough; eluent type; and elution profile. Most of the generators use acidic eluent since it provides 
cationic Ga(III) for the further direct chemistry. Inorganic column sorbents are used more widely as they 
are less sensitive to radiolysis. Development work continues in order to improve these characteristics and 
a number of commercial and in-house built generators have been introduced. Column matrixes that allow 
elution of 68Ga using several different eluents dependent of the application have been developed. Organic 
resin with N-methylglucamine functional groups allows elution with HCl, NaOH, citrate and EDTA 
dependent on the subsequent synthesis and application [20]. Highly stable nanocrystalline Zr-Ti ceramic 
material was developed, and the respective generator elution and in-line eluate concentration/purification 
was automated [21]. The elution of 68Ga could be performed using various eluents: basic, acidic or buffering 
(acetate, citrate). This generator also showed low 68Ge breakthrough of <10 3%, and the subsequent eluate 
purification not only further decreased 68Ge content (<10 6%) but also diminished cationic impurities. 
The narrow elution profile with 95% of 68Ga in 2 mL volume was achieved in a generator with SnO2 column 
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sorbent [22]. A novel nanoceria-polyacrylonitrile-based generator provided high 68Ga concentration eluate 
and low 68Ge breakthrough (<10 5%) [23]. 

The modern commercial generators rely on chromatographic separation and provide advantages such 
as long shelf-life of 1–2 year, stable column matrixes, cationic chemical form of 68Ga(III) allowing 
subsequent versatile and direct labeling chemistry as well as reproducible and robust performance. 
There are a number of them with variation in the molarity of HCl eluent, metal cation content and 68Ge 
breakthrough (Table 2). This diversity is a result of over six decade journey (Table 3) from the first 
liquid–liquid extraction generator system [24] and simple radiopharmaceuticals for clinical application 
such as 68Ga-EDTA solution for the brain lesion imaging, 68Ga-citrate for bone uptake imaging, 68Ga-ferric 
oxide for bone marrow scanning, and 68Ga-polymetaphosphates for kidney and liver scanning [25]. Further 
development was directed towards the generators providing cationic 68Ga(III), and the first commercial 
one was introduced in late 1990s contributing to the blossom of the 68Ga-PET together with the advent 
of somatostatin (SST) ligands. The first generator of pharmaceutical grade appeared on the market in 
2014. More generators are on their way to the market and marketing authorization acquisition. 

Table 2. Examples of commercial 68Ge/68Ga generators. 

Eckert & Ziegler 
Cyclotron Co. Ltd. 

Eckert & Ziegler IGG100 
and IGG101 GMP; 

Pharm. Grade 
I.D.B. Holland B.V.

Isotope 
Technologies 

Garching 

Column matrix TiO2 TiO2 SnO2 SiO2/organic 
Eluent 0.1 M HCl 0.1 M HCl 0.6 M HCl 0.05 M HCl 

68Ge breakthrough <0.005% <0.001% ~0.001% <0.005% 
Eluate volume 5 mL 5 mL 6 mL 4 mL 

Chemical impurity 
Ga: <1 μg/mCl  
Ni < 1μg/mCl 

Fe: <10 μg/GBq  
Zn: <10 μg/GBq 

<10 ppm (Ga, Ge, Zn, 
Ti, Sn, Fe, Al, Cu) 

Only Zn from 
decay 

Weight 11.7 kg 10 kg 14 kg 26 kg 16 kg 

Table 3. Milestones of 68Ge/68Ga generator development. 

Time Period Milestone 

1950–1970 First 68Ge/68Ga generator  
Clinical applications: 68Ga-EDTA; 68Ga-citrate; 68Ga-colloid 

1970–1980 Further development of 68Ge/68Ga generator: 68Ga(III) 
1990s Commercial generator: 68Ga(III) 
2000s Clinical use with advent of SST ligands 
2011 GMP generators
2014 Marketing authorization

The 68Ge/68Ga generator meets criteria of an ideal generator in terms of: efficient separation of the 
daughter and parent elements due to their different chemical properties; physical half-life of parent 
allowing rapid daughter regrowth after generator elution; stable granddaughter with no radiation dose to 
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the patient; long shelf-life; effective shielding of the generator, minimizing radiation dose to the user 
and expenses of hot cells; sterile and pyrogen-free output of the generator; as well as mild and versatile 
chemistry of the daughter 68Ga amenable to automation and kit preparation. However, long shelf-life may 
raise concern with regard to radiolytic stability of column material, sterility of the eluate, and long-lived 
68Ge waste management. In addition, the volatility of GeCl4 should be kept in mind and precautions to 
prevent the contamination of the surrounding must be taken. As the half-life of 68Ge is over 100 d, it is 
classified as long-lived waste. The waste and storage expenses depend on radioactivity amount and 
container size. It would take 10 years for the loaded radioactivity of a commonly used 50 mCi generator 
to decay to the amount below 1 MBq (Figure 5) that would allow regular waste. In some European 
countries [26] according to the regulation, the eluate of the generator must contain <10 Bq/g of 68Ge in 
order to be considered as regular waste. It has been suggested to solidify 68Ge in order to decrease the 
concentration of 68Ge in the bulky solution, so that the solution can be discarded as regular waste. The 
best-case scenario in terms of environment, sustainability and economy for the waste handling would be 
the re-cycling of costly 68Ge by the manufacturers. This would provide a problem solution on the global 
level. It is known that the acidic environment is not favorable to the microbiological growth and it was 
confirmed by loading a 68Ge/68Ga generator column intentionally with various bacteria and fungi in 
exhaustive amounts and following their survival during two weeks [27]. The risk of incidental microbial 
contamination was found very low.  

Figure 5. Decay of 68Ge in a generator with loaded radioactivity of 50 mCi.  

3. 68Ge/68Ga Generator Eluate Quality and Subsequent Labeling Chemistry

Quality and characteristics of the generator eluate including eluate volume, 68Ga radioactivity
concentration, HCl eluent molarity, and content of metal cationic impurities influence the efficiency of 
68Ga-labeling chemistry. Such aspects as pH, prevention of Ga(III) precipitation and colloid formation, 
radiolysis of vector molecules, competition of metal cations in the labeling chemistry are discussed in 
this section. 

The disadvantages of the currently available generators are the large 68Ga eluate volume and consequently 
low 68Ga concentration; contamination of the eluate with long-lived parent nuclide 68Ge; and also presence 
of cationic metal ion impurities that might compete with 68Ga in the complexation reaction. The use of 
full generator eluate volume requires high ligand amount and long heating time resulting still in 
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non-quantitative 68Ga incorporation (Figures 6A and 7, Table 4) [18]. To overcome the drawbacks either 
eluate fractionation or eluate pre-concentration and pre-purification can be used (Figure 6A, Table 4). 
Metal cation and 68Ge content can be reduced by regular elution and elution prior to the synthesis as well 
as eluate and product purification (Figure 6B,C). 

Figure 6. (A) Time course of 68Ga complexation reaction conducted using the full original 
68Ga eluate (6 mL) at room temperature (dashed line), conventional heating in a heating block 
at 95 °C (solid line) and with microwave heating for 1 min at 90 ± 5 °C (circled) for two 
different buffer systems:  sodium acetate buffer, pH = 4.6, 20 nanomoles of DOTA-TOC; 

 HEPES buffer, pH = 4.2, 20 nanomoles of DOTA-TOC; (B) Metal ion content in 6 mL of 
the generator eluate as a function of the elution time period; (C) 68Ge breakthrough with 
respective limit defined in European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) monograph and methods for 
the reduction of the content level in the eluate and final product. 

Figure 7. Reaction heating time (min), ligand amount (DOTA-TOC, (nanomole)), and 
analytical radiochemical yield (%) of the [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC synthesis using full 
volume of the generator eluate (6 mL), peak fraction of the generator eluate (1 mL), and 
pre-concentrated/pre-purified generator eluate (0.2 mL, anion exchange method). 
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The collection of the top fraction decreases the eluate volume and increases 68Ga concentration 
(Figure 8A) [18,28]. Consequently, it improves the radioactivity incorporation, decreases the reaction 
time and required ligand amount (Figure 8B). However, it cannot remove metal cation impurities and 
parent 68Ge. 

Figure 8. (A) Elution profile of the 68Ge/68Ga generator where one fraction was 1 mL (except 
for fraction 1 (0.3 mL) and fraction 7 (0.7 mL)), giving a total eluted volume of 6 mL. The 
profiles for the 68Ga elution and the 68Ge breakthrough are similar; the 68Ge breakthrough is 
~10 3%. Fraction 3 (1 mL) contains over 60% of the available 68Ga radioactivity; (B) Time 
course of 68Ga complexation reaction conducted using 1 mL peak fraction of the generator 
eluate at room temperature (dashed line), conventional heating at 95 °C in a heating block 
(solid line), and with microwave heating at 90 ± 5 °C for 1 min (circled) for two different 
buffer systems:  sodium acetate buffer, pH = 4.6, 20 nmol of DOTA-TOC;  HEPES buffer, 
pH = 4.2, 5 nmol of DOTA-TOC. 

The methods for the eluate pre-concentration and pre-purification prior to the labeling synthesis 
are based on anion exchange chromatography, cation exchange chromatography or their combination 
(Table 4) [18,29–36]. Anion exchange method uses water for 68Ga recovery in 200 μL [18]. Cation 
exchange uses acetone/HCl mixture eluent resulting in 400 μL [34]. This method was modified in order to 
avoid the use of acetone that might cause formation of organic impurities [37] and appearance of acetone 
in the formulated product. Instead of acetone, sodium chloride [29,31] and ethanol [36] eluents were 
introduced as well as combined method with cation exchange for the eluate purification followed by 
anion exchange to eliminate the acetone [32]. However, it should be mentioned that the organic impurity 
formation can be avoided by storing the acetone/HCl eluent without light access and in the freezer (e.g., 

20 °C). Common advantage of the pre-concentration methods is the possibility to use several tandem
generators or eluates collected from several generators with the same final volume and enhanced 68Ga
amount/concentration and generator shelf-life. Anion exchange method utilizes [68GaCl4]  complex
formation from ~4 M HCl medium and its absorption to the anion exchange resin (Figure 9A, Table 4).
While Ge(IV) forms the anionic complex at the molarity above 5 and thus does not retain on the resin
and passes through. The method allows 30–90 fold eluate volume reduction to 200 μL and is independent
on the generator eluate molarity. It purifies the eluate from Ge, Al, In and Ti cations, can be accomplished
within 4–6 min, and is amenable to automation. The small volume and higher concentration of 68Ga
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allows for reduced amount of the ligand and faster reaction with quantitative radioactivity incorporation 
and high specific radioactivity (SRA) of the tracer (Figures 7 and 9B). 

Table 4. Basic methods of 68Ge/68Ga generator eluate utilization. 

Method Eluent Volume Cation Impurity Reduction 68Ge Elimination 
Full volume, 5–8 mL H2O/HCl >5000 μL Not purified none
Fractionation, 1 mL H2O/HCl 1000 μL Not purified none

Eluate Concentration and Purification 

Anion exchange H2O 200 μL
One step: Al (>99%), In (>99%), 

Ti (90%) 
Complete 

Cation exchange 
Acetone/HCl 400 μL 

Two steps: Zn (×105), Ti (×102),  
Fe (×10) 

104 fold 

NaCl/HCl 500 μL NA NA
EtOH/HCl 1000 μL Two steps: Ti (11%), Fe (×7) 400 fold 

Combined cation/anion 
exchange 

Acetone/HCl
H2O/HCl

1000 μL NA 105 fold 

Both fractionation and pre-concentration methods use hydrochloric acid in the eluent and thus require 
buffers for the correct pH adjustment necessary for the complexation. Moreover, weak buffer complexation 
capability is also essential in order to act as a stabilizing agent and prevent 68Ga(III) precipitation and 
colloid formation (Figure 10A). A number of buffering systems such as HEPES, acetate, succinate, 
formate, tris, and glutamate were studied with HEPES, acetate and succinate buffers demonstrating 
better characteristics [18,38]. In particular, HEPES and acetate buffers are both biocompatible, with no 
toxicity issue, providing relevant pH, and functioning as stabilizing agents. However, at lower ligand 
concentration, HEPES is more preferable (Figure 10B). Nevertheless from the regulatory point of view 
acetate has an advantage since HEPES is not approved for the human use and thus purification and 
additional quality control (QC) analyses are required resulting in further time and resource consumption 
(Figure 10C). 

Figure 9. (A) Distribution coefficient D for the adsorption of Ga(III) and Ge(IV) chloride 
anions on an anion-exchange resin; (B) Influence of the DOTA-TOC amount on the 
decay-corrected radiochemical yield of the 68Ga complexation reaction in HEPES buffer 
system using the full available 68Ga radioactivity in 200 μL volume obtained after the 
pre-concentration and purification step. Solid line: 1 min microwave heating at 90 ± 5 °C, 
dashed line: 5 min conventional heating at 95 °C. 
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Figure 10. (A) Table showing formation of various species dependent on pH; (B) Influence 
of the buffering system (  sodium acetate,  HEPES) on the 68Ga radioactivity incorporation 
for different DOTA-TOC quantities (1 min microwave heating at 90 ± 5 °C). The reaction was 
conducted using the 1 mL peak fraction of the original generator eluate; (C) Table comparing 
characteristics of acetate and HEPES buffers. 

The use of pre-concentration methods, especially from several generator eluates, increases 68Ga 
concentration and thus the risk of radiolysis caused by the formation of free radicals such as hydroxyl and 
superoxide radicals in aqueous solutions. Thus the labeling of radiosensitive compounds, e.g., peptides and 
proteins comprising methionine, tryptophan and cysteine amino acid residues (Figure 11A) may require 
presence of radical scavengers such as ascorbic acid, gentisic acid, thiols, human serum albumin, or 
ethanol. For example, 10%–20% of ethanol may improve the synthesis outcome considerably (Figure 11B). 
Moreover, ethanol is biocompatible without toxicity or immunoreactivity issues, GMP compatible, most 
often does not interfere with labeling reaction, and has no biological target binding capability. In addition, 
it can also aid the solubility of lipophilic precursors. The radical scavengers, e.g., sodium ascorbate, can 
also be added post synthesis to the formulated tracer.  

Figure 11. (A) Chemical structures of methionine, tryptophan and cysteine amino acid 
residues; (B) Radio-HPLC chromatograms of a crude 68Ga-labeled protein comprising 
~60 amino acid residues including several tryptophan and methionine amino acid residues 
without (upper panel) and with (lower panel) ethanol. 
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The generator eluate inevitably contains a number of metal cations that may interfere with the 
68Ga-labeling reaction (Figure 6B). Stable Zn(II) which is the product of 68Ga decay (Equation (2)) is 
rather strong competitor in complexation with DOTA-comprising agents (Figure 12A). In generator 
column the accumulation of Zn(II) increases continuously (Figure 12B). At the time of secular equilibrium 
when the maximum amount of 68Ga is accumulated, the amount of Zn(II) exceeds 10 times that of 68Ga. 
When generator is eluted this excess is discarded and after ~2 half-lives the ratio of 68Ga to Zn(II) is still 
over one (Figure 11B). So, regular elution and elution prior to the synthesis may allow 5.5-fold reduction 
of Zn(II) concentration (Figure 6B). Other solutions to overcome the reaction interference from Zn(II) 
could be the purification of the eluate prior to the labeling synthesis, enhanced amount of the ligand, or 
the use of chelators with high selectivity for Ga(III). 

Figure 12. (A) Zn(II) forms thermodynamically stable complex with DOTA derivatives 
and interferes 68Ga-labeling reaction, especially in the excessively high concentration; (B) 
Theoretical graphs (50 mCi generator) showing 68Ga decay (MBq) and accumulation of 
radioactive 68Ga and stable Zn(II) in picomoles within the time frame of secular equilibrium. 

The eluate and reaction solutions contain other metal cations apart from Zn(II) that can compete 
with 68Ga(III), requiring higher amount of the ligand and consequently decreasing specific radioactivity. 
The metal cations compete with Ga(III) in different manner dependent on their chemical and physical 
properties such as size, charge, and surface charge density. They might form faster and more stable 
complexes with the same chelator or like Ti(IV) and Zr(IV) form colloids and absorb 68Ga(III) preventing 
it from the complexation. The reaction of a number of 2, 3 and 4 valent cations (Cu(II); Zn(II); Fe(II); 
Sn(II); Ca(II); Co(II); Ni(II); Pb(II); Al(III); Fe(III); Ga(III); In(III); Lu(III); Y(III); Yb(III); Ti(IV); 
Zr(IV)) relevant to the generator and labeling environment was studied with various chelators [1,39–44], 
especially with NOTA derivatives for which the fast labeling at room temperature was demonstrated 
earlier (Figure 13) [40]. Such parameters as reaction temperature, concentration, metal ion-to-ligand ratio, 
pH, and microwave heating mode were investigated. For DOTA derivatives, Al(III) and Ca(II) were found 
less critical and could be tolerated up to a concentration equal to that of the peptide bioconjugate [39,42]. 
The effect of the cations weakened in the following order Cu(II) > In(III) > Fe(III) > Fe(II). The 
radioactivity incorporation of 24% even in the presence of >1000 fold excess of Fe(III) indicated some 
selectivity of DOTA for Ga(III) [39]. NOTA derivatives could be radiolabeled at room temperature with 
over 98% yield, even in the presence of up to 10 ppm of other metal ion impurities such as Zn(II), Cu(II), 
Fe(III), Al(III), Sn(IV) and Ti(IV) [40,44]. Phosphinate chelators, TRAP-H, NOPO, and TRAP-Pr 
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demonstrated efficient 68Ga-labeling at a wide range of pH and as acidic as pH 1 using very low amount 
of the ligand and thus resulting in high SRA [41,43]. In contrast to carboxylate-based chelators (NOTA 
and DOTA) incorporation of 68Ga(III) by the phosphinate chelators (TRAP-H, NOPO, and TRAP-Pr) 
was never entirely inhibited by the presence of Zn(II), not even at concentrations of 30 mM. Moreover, 
TRAP and NOPO were able to rapidly exchange coordinated Zn(II) with 68Ga(III), indicating high 
selectivity of these chelators for Ga(III). Fusarinine C, a siderophore-based chelator, also demonstrated 
high selectivity for 68Ga(III) resulting in SRA of up to 1.8 GBq/nmol [45]. Thus, the 68Ga-labeling 
efficiency in the presence of metal cation impurities can be improved by: eluting generator regularly and 
prior to the synthesis; pre-purification of the generator eluate by anion or cation exchange chromatography; 
increasing the concentration of the ligand in order to compensate for the total metal cation concentration; 
and employing chelators with high selectivity for Ga(III). 

68Ga has been used to label small biologically active organic molecules, biological macromolecules, 
complexes of variable charge and lipophilicity as well as particles [1,4–6]. The majority of the imaging 
agents are synthesized using tagging techniques wherein a vector molecule is first conjugated to a chelator 
moiety for the subsequent complexation with 68Ga (e.g., Figure 14A) [1]. The most frequently used 
chelators are derivatives of DOTA and NOTA that can stably complex 68Ga(III), respectively, at elevated 
and room temperature (Figure 14B,C). The latter is very important in case of temperature sensitive 
fragile macromolecules and also it is amenable to cold type kit production in radiopharmacy practice. 
The advantage of DOTA is that the same vector molecule can potentially be used both for diagnosis and 
radiotherapy labeling it with various radionuclides such as 68Ga, 90Y or 177Lu (Figure 1, lower panel). 

Figure 13. Chemical structures of example macrocyclic chelators and their derivatives that 
were studied in the competitive complexation reaction with various metal cations. 
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Figure 14. (A) Chemical structure of DOTA-TATE where the biologically active vector 
peptide (TATE, purple background) is conjugated to DOTA chelate moiety (yellow 
background) encaging the metal cation; (B,C) schematic presentation of 68Ga-labeling , 
respectively, with DOTA- and NOTA-based ligands, where R stands for a macromolecule 
such as peptide, protein, oligonucleotide, glycoprotein, antibody or low molecular weight 
vector that can deliver the radionuclide to the binding site. 

4. Influence of Biological and Clinical Endpoint Applications on the Chemistry Choice

Table 4 and Figure 7 summarize the three basic approaches of the generator eluate use with the
respective key characteristics. Taking into consideration the poor labeling efficiency (Figures 6A and 7), 
the method using full generator eluate volume directly for the labeling is basically excluded. The choice 
between fractionation and pre-concentration methods depends on the requirements to specific radioactivity 
of the imaging agent that in turn is defined by target binding site limit, pharmacological side effects or 
ligand cost; demand on the small solution volume and high 68Ga concentration; selectivity of the 
chelators towards 68Ga(III); tracer production method, e.g., automated synthesis; or kit type preparation. 
If high specific radioactivity is required, then the pre-purified and pre-concentrated eluate might be 
preferred. While fractionation method which is simpler can be used if the amount of the ligand is not 
limited or the chelators have high selectivity for Ga(III). If the smallest volume and highest concentration of 
68Ga is required as, for example for the production of 68Ga-carbon nanoparticles [46] the anion exchange 
concentration might be the first choice. Kit type preparation would most probably exclude pre-concentration 
and pre-purification methods due to the potentially high hand dose as well as multistep protocol. 

SRA might be critical for endpoint biological and medical applications thus putting demand on the 
chemistry and such parameters as metal cation contamination, volume, and amount of the ligand. Figure 15 
demonstrates an in vitro example where the synthesis method using anion exchange pre-concentration 
and pre-purification of the eluate assuring high SRA was necessary in order to obtain the saturation 
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pattern (Figure 15B,C) and image contrast reproducibility, which could be achieved in the plateau range 
above SRA of 100 MBq/nmol (Figure 15D) [39]. Thus the synthesis with high SRA allowed the investigation 
of the influence of specific radioactivity on the binding of the tracer in frozen sections of rhesus monkey 
brain expressing SSTR (Figure 15A). Clear saturation allowing determination of dissociation constant, 
Kd and Bmax could be observed (Figure 15B,C). The ratio of the amount of the receptor bound tracer to 
free tracer (Bound/Free (B/F)), which is also a signal to background ratio reflects contrast of an image. 
When presented as a function of SRA (Figure 15D) it provides important information with regard to the 
detection limit and reproducibility of a biological assay. In particular, the reduction of SRA corresponds 
to the decrease of B/F ratio and results in declined image contrast and poor detection. The most critical 
range of SRA values is around the inflection point where slight change of SRA may result in poor 
reproducibility of the image quantification. B/F becomes independent on SRA variation after it reaches 
the plateau. In vivo and in vitro experiments using tracers with optimized SRA would demonstrate high 
reproducibility and robustness. 

 

Figure 15. (A) Frozen section autoradiography showing [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC binding to 
SSTR of rhesus monkey thalamus and cortex. The brain sections were incubated with 
different concentrations of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC (0.01–10 nM) for 30 min at room 
temperature; (B,C) Saturation of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC binding to SSTR of Rhesus monkey 
thalamus (B) and cortex (C); (D) The ratio of the ligand bound to the receptor and the free 
ligand as a function of the SRA. The data were fitted to a sigmoid two-parametric model. 

The choice of the synthesis method and SRA optimization are also driven by the in vivo agent 
performance in terms of the target and background uptake. It can be illustrated by a study wherein three 
sequential examinations with gradually increasing total amount of injected peptide were performed in 
the same patient on the same day (Figure 16) [10]. The anion exchange pre-concentration method was 
necessary to employ in order to provide a wide range of SRA values. The correlation between the lesion 
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image contrast and SRA was not linear but followed Gaussian distribution pattern. As the peptide amount 
increased to 50 μg the uptake in the metastases improved, while it was decreased in liver and spleen 
(Figure 16, upper panel). This example also stresses the importance of individualized patient management. 
Thus, for all but one patient the tumor and normal tissue uptake decreased after i.v. injection of 500 μg 
peptide (Figure 16, upper panel). For the one patient tumor uptake increased continuously (Figure 16, 
lower panel). Such uptake pattern variability is most probably related to the receptor density variation 
and would presumably indicate different therapeutic protocols. 

Figure 16. (Upper panel) Transaxial [68Ga]-DOTA-TOC-PET images of a patient with liver 
metastases from a colonic carcinoid who underwent three sequential PET-CT examinations. 
The tracer accumulation pattern in tumor tissue (thick arrow) increased in the second PET 
examination by pre-treatment with 50 μg of unlabeled octreotide but decreased again in the 
third examination that was proceeded by 500 μg of octreotide. (Lower panel) Transaxial 
[68Ga]-DOTA-TOC-PET images of a patient with a large endocrine pancreatic tumor who 
underwent three sequential PET-CT examinations. In contrast to the tumor uptake pattern in 
the other patients, as illustrated in the upper panel, the tumor accumulation (thick arrow) in 
this particular patient increased gradually over the three PET examinations. 

The high ligand amount allowed lower SRA [10] and thus the use of simpler fractionation method 
that was employed in another clinical study wherein the optimized amount of the injected peptide [10] 
allowed high contrast and accurate comparison of two somatostatin ligand analogues ([68Ga]-DOTA-TOC 
and [68Ga]-DOTA-TATE, Figure 17) [47]. The identical imaging protocols and amount of administered 
peptide provided reliable comparison conditions. No statistically significant difference could be found 
in the tumor uptake of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC and [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TATE in terms of both SUV and 
net uptake rate, Ki (Figure 17A, B). Thus, both tracers were found equally useful for staging and patient 
selection for peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) in neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) with 
[177Lu]Lu-DOTA-TATE. However, the marginal difference in the healthy organ distribution and 
excretion may render [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TATE preferable for the planning of PRRT where DOTA-TATE 
is used as vector. SUV did not correlate linearly with Ki and as such did not seem to reflect somatostatin 
receptor density accurately at higher SUV values, suggesting that Ki was the outcome measure of choice 
for quantification of somatostatin receptor density and assessment of treatment outcome (Figure 17B). No 
statistically significant difference could be observed in dosimetry estimations either (Figure 17C) [48]. 
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Figure 17. (A) Transaxial PET/CT fusion images of liver demonstrating cases of 
higher detection rate for: [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC (A, upper panel); [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TATE 
(A, middle panel); as well as equal detection rate (A, lower panel). Whole-body scans were 
conducted at 1 h p.i.. Arrows point at hepatic metastases; (B) SUV is presented as a function 
of net uptake rate Ki in tumors for [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC (red) and [68Ga]-DOTA-TATE 
(blue). The solid lines are hyperbolic fits and are for visualization purposes only. Correlation 
between net uptake rate Ki at 1 h p.i. for [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC and [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TATE 
(black). The solid line is Deming regression with slope 1.06 and intercept 0.0. The axes are 
split in order to clarify the relationship at low uptake rates; (C) Absorbed doses in all organs 
included in OLINDA/EXM 1.1. LLI: lower large intestine; ULI: upper large intestine; ED: 
effective dose. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. 

Analogous results were found in another clinical study of patients affected by breast cancer using an 
Affibody® molecule, [68Ga]Ga-ABY025 [11,12]. The detection rate and the image contrast were higher 
in the case of higher peptide amount. Again high ligand amounts allowed lower SRA and thus the use 
of simpler fractionation method. The patients received bolus intravenous administration of the low (LD) 
and high (HD) peptide content radiopharmaceuticals on two occasions one week apart. In some cases the 
lesion was not localized during the LD examination and the liver physiological uptake was rather high, 
while at HD the lesion was evident already at 1 h post injection and the image contrast increased with 
the time. 

Common perception is that high affinity ligands may require tracers of high SRA. However, in the 
translation from cells to in vitro tissue and further to in vivo distribution, the influence of the affinity on 
the tracer performance may not be straightforward. The binding affinity is a parameter most often 
determined in vitro in cell cultures thus excluding in vivo physiological parameters. Binding affinity using 
frozen brain sections and biodistribution in rat were investigated for two somatostatin analogues presenting 
minor structural difference in C-terminal where the carboxyl group in threonine amino acid residue is 
exchanged to hydroxyl group (Figure 18A,D). This structural difference resulted in IC50 value over 10-fold 
difference as determined in transfected cells expressing SSTR subtype 2 [49]. However, the difference 
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could not be observed in frozen tissue section autoradiography experiment where IC50 of octreotide 
against the two agents did not demonstrate a statistically significant difference (Figure 18B,E) [30]. There 
was no difference in in vivo and ex vivo biodistribution in rats in organs physiologically expressing SSTRs 
such as adrenals, pituitary gland and pancreas (Figure 18G). The pattern of peptide mass influence on 
the biodistribution was also similar for the two analogues (Figure 18C,F). As mentioned above, the clinical 
study also revealed no statistically significant differences in the uptake and detection rate dependent on 
the affinity difference [47]. In some cases [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC detected more lesions than [68Ga]Ga-
DOTA-TATE and vice versa (Figure 17) or the detection rate was the same. The dosimetry investigation, 
which is essential in order to exclude damaging effect of the radiation to the vital organs, did not reveal 
any statistically significant difference between the two analogues either, resulting in identical effective 
dose. These are illustrative examples of the complexity of the translation from the in vitro to in vivo 
applications. It indicated that lower values of SRA might be acceptable and thus simpler labeling 
techniques using fractionation method would be sufficient. 

Figure 18. (A) Chemical structure of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC (IC50 = 2.5 ± 0.5; cell culture); 
(B) Rhesus monkey brain frozen section autoradiography (IC50 = 23.9 ± 7.9); (C) In vivo
rat organ distribution for variable injected peptide amount; (D) Chemical structure of
[68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TATE (IC50 = 0.2 ± 0.004; cell culture); (E) Rhesus monkey brain frozen
section autoradiography (IC50 = 19.4 ± 8.3); (F) In vivo rat organ distribution for variable
injected peptide amount; (G) Rat organ distribution of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC and [68Ga]Ga-
DOTA-TATE 1 h post injection of 1 nmol of the peptide.
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However, in the case of potent ligands such as Exendin-4, the amount that can be administered without 
induction of pharmacological effect can be very limited. Thus in the clinical examination of a patient 
affected by insulinoma using [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4, the maximum amount of the administered 
peptide was limited to 0.5 μg/kg consequently requiring higher SRA values and respective tracer production 
methods involving pre-concentration and pre-purification of the generator eluate. [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-
Exendin-4/PET-CT demonstrated its uniqueness for the management of this disease group of patients. 
In particular, [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4/PET-CT clearly localized the lesions while conventional 
morphological and established physiological diagnostic techniques failed to do so (Figure 19) [50]. Thus 
it is important to invest resources into the tracer production development. 

Figure 19. [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4/PET-CT revealed several GLP-1R positive lesions 
(white arrows) in the liver (A,D) and a paraortallymph node (G). Beta cells in normal 
pancreas (red arrow) have significant expression of GLP-1R and can also be visualized by 
this technique (G). No pancreatic or hepatic lesions could be detected by PET/CT using 
established tumor markers such as [11C]HTP (B,E,H) and [18F]FDG (C,F,I). 

One more aspect that influences the choice of the imaging radionuclide labeling chemistry is the 
possibility of subsequent radiotherapy in the light of internal radiotheranostics. In particular the choice of 
the chelator is essential since any structural modification of the ligand molecule may influence its 
biological function and it is of outmost importance to keep the in vivo performance and targeting properties 
of the imaging and radiotherapeutic analogues as similar as possible (Figure 1). It is particularly important 
for targeted imaging in oncology wherein the tumor-type specific precise localization of tumors and 
metastases becomes possible allowing for pre-therapeutic quantification of receptor status, uptake kinetics 
and dosimetry and thus enabling accurate therapy selection and planning as well as monitoring response 
to the therapy resulting in personalized medicine (Figure 1). For example, the use of DOTA derivatives 
for both imaging radionuclide such as 68Ga(III) and therapeutic radionuclide such as 177Lu(III) results in 
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relatively minor alteration in the ligand and thus might be more preferable. These radionuclides have the 
same charge and fit the cavity of DOTA macrocycle forming stable complexes. However, having different 
coordination sphere, they form complexes of different geometry, cis-pseudooctahedral and monocapped 
square antiprismatic geometry, respectively, for Ga(III) and Lu(III) [51,52]. Even minor changes in the 
structure of a ligand may alter its binding parameters and biodistribution pattern and thus characterization 
of biological activity of each specific agent must be conducted. With regard to 68Ga- and 177Lu-labeled 
Exendin-4 analogues the biodistribution pattern and dosimetry estimations correlated despite the 
differences in the radionuclide-chelator complex moiety [53,54].  

Figure 20. (Left panel) In vivo biodistribution of [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-VS-Cys4°-Exendin-4 as 
analyzed by PET-CT imaging in the pig (0.025 μg/kg; 60 min), non-human primate (NHP) 
(0.01 μg/kg; 90 min), and human (0.17 μg/kg; 40 min, 100 min and 120 min). The pancreas 
(white arrow) was delineated within 10 min post injection in all species. The low hepatic 
uptake (blue arrow) shows the potential for outlining insulinoma tumor metastasis (orange 
arrow, human images). The MIP coronal images demonstrate the highest uptake of the tracer 
in the kidneys (green arrow) in all species. (Right panel) Representative fused SPECT-CT 
images of [177Lu]-DO3A-VS-Cys40-Exendin-4 in rats at different time points. Lungs could 
be outlined at 1 h p.i. and showed faster clearance in later time points (upper panel). MIP 
images of whole body scan showing dominance of kidneys as excretory organ of tracer 
(lower panel). 

Dosimetry investigation plays a crucial role in the radiopharmaceutical development especially in the 
context of internal radiotheranostics. The dosimetry estimations conducted with 68Ga-conterparts can 
presumably predict the applicability of the corresponding radiotherapeutic counterpart and thus save 
resources and expenses otherwise spent of the futile development of a radiotherapeutic pharmaceutical. 
The influence of the SRA on the biodistribution discussed in this section also applies here. However, 
SRA is a function of the half-life and thus direct comparison between the short-lived and long-lived 
radionuclides can be misleading. Therefore, it is the amount of the injected ligand that should be kept 
similar in the experiments. As mentioned above, [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4/PET-CT demonstrated 
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very promising results [50] indicating that internal radiotherapy using 177Lu-labeled analogue might be 
a valuable therapeutic tool in the management of patients affected by insulinomas. However, estimation 
of [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4 dosimetry (Figure 20, left panel) [54] demonstrated high kidney absorbed 
dose that could preclude the use of [177Lu]Lu-DO3A-Exendin-4. This finding motivated the investigation 
of [177Lu]Lu-DO3A-Exendin-4 dosimetry using rat biodistribution for the extrapolation and estimation 
of human dosimetry parameters (Figure 20, right panel) [53]. The amount of the injected peptide was 
kept similar to that of [68Ga]Ga-DO3A-Exendin-4 and biodistribution pattern was comparable. The 
results confirmed that given the high kidney absorbed dose the amount of the acceptable administered 
radiation dose might be insufficient for the tumor control and thus render the treatment futile. Therefore 
the kidney protection and peptidase inhibition that may allow reduction of kidney absorbed dose and 
amplification of the tumor absorbed doses are required in order to develop [177Lu]Lu-DO3A-Exendin-4 
for the radiotherapy. 

The in vivo pre-clinical and clinical examples demonstrate necessity for the optimization of the 
SRA of the imaging/therapeutic agents in each particular case. The optimization requires wide range of 
SRA values and in order to provide it the highest possible SRA must be achieved using respective 
labeling techniques. 

5. Regulatory Aspects

Generator is involved in the GMP production process and should comply with the requirements that
would assure: product quality; patient safety; traceability of the process; reliability and robustness of the 
performance. Quality assurance system is necessary to ensure that quality and safety of 68Ga-based 
radiopharmaceuticals is adequate for the intended use. The qualification and validation of the performance 
of a chromatographic generator includes the investigation of its elution profile, elution efficiency, the extent 
of radionuclidic contamination of the eluate, contamination of the eluate with other metal cations and column 
material. To be suitable for the use in nuclear medicine, a generator must have favorable properties when 
these vital parameters are examined. The primary document to adhere is the European Pharmacopoeia 
monograph on Gallium (68Ga) chloride solution and Gallium (68Ga) edotreotide injection [16,17]. 
Other helpful documents are the EudraLex (Volume 4, GMP) annexes (Annex 1, Manufacture of sterile 
med products; Annex 3, Manufacture of radiopharmaceuticals; Annex 13, Investigational medicinal 
products); European Pharmacopoeia monographs (Radiopharmaceutical Preparations (0125) Ph. Eur.; 
Parenteral preparations (0520) Ph. Eur.; Bacterial endotoxins (20614) Ph. Eur.); Medical internal 
radiation dose format (MIRD); and International commission on radiological protection (ICRP). European 
Pharmacopoeia monographs on the compounding of radiopharmaceuticals and extemporaneous preparation 
of radiopharmaceuticals is in progress. The contribution of EANM, SNM and researchers around the 
world to the current advances in the regulatory aspects of PET radiopharmaceutical is considerable. Such 
issues as: regulatory documentation regarding small scale preparation of radiopharmaceuticals and the 
impact of the obligation to apply for manufacturing authorization or clinical trial; compliance with 
regulatory requirements for radiopharmaceutical production in clinical trials; quality of starting materials 
and final drug products/radiopharmaceuticals were thoroughly analyzed [55–60]. Guidelines on Good 
Radiopharmacy Practice (GRPP) [61]; patient examination protocols, interpretation and reporting of 
the patient examination results [62,63]; Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier; and Exploratory 
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Investigational New Drug that reduce the demand on toxicity studies and respective cost burden 
as well as allow easier understanding of the regulatory requirements [64–66] improve professional 
communication and standardization. Recognition of the microdosing concept ( 100 μg or 30 nanomoles 
for peptides/proteins) [67–70] by EMEA and FDA allows validation requirements relevant to PET 
radiopharmaceuticals. The GMP validation expenses could further be decreased by the reduction of 
toxicology studies to biodistribution and dosimetry investigation specially that the latter provides more 
accurate and sensitive detection of distribution throughout the organs at the same time allowing monitoring 
adverse effects, clinical signs, clinical chemistries, hematology, histopathology, etc. This approach 
would also reduce the number of sacrificed animals adhering to the ethical norms. The work on global 
standardization, growth, and dissemination conducted by International Atomic Energy Agency also play 
essential role in the facilitation of PET introduction into clinical routine. The advent of regulatory 
documentation specific to PET radiopharmaceuticals introduces more clarity and improves communication 
between the PET community and regulatory authorities, nevertheless it should be mentioned that currently 
the facilitation of the entry of novel pharmaceuticals still relies mostly on magisterial and officinal 
preparation in combination with compassionate use under responsibility of the prescribing physician. 

The parameters of a 68Ge/68Ga generator that should be validated according to the specifications given 
in the Ph. Eur. monograph on the gallium chloride solution [16,17] are summarized in Figure 21. 
In addition, 68Ga accumulation kinetics allows choice of the generator elution and tracer production 
frequency. Daily elution or elution 3–4 h prior to synthesis is recommended in order to keep the metal 
cation impurities at lower level. In the case of a pharmaceutical grade generator the validation might be 
reduced to the qualification and determination of the 68Ge breakthrough and elution efficiency as well 
as a test synthesis with a validated tracer, if supported by the local quality assurance and regulation. 

Figure 21. 68Ge/68Ga generator validation: (A) Table summarizing the validation parameters 
and the respective specifications; (B) t½ determination; (C) 68Ga accumulation; (D) elution 
profile; (E) radionuclide purity; and (F) recommendation to elute generator prior to the synthesis. 

The content of the long-lived parent 68Ge in the eluate is addressed in order to assure radiation safety 
of the patient. The limit of 0.001% defined in the Ph. Eur. monographs was estimated assuming high 
and infinite accumulation of the radionuclide in sensitive organs, in particular bone marrow [71]. 
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However, experimental evidence was necessary for the justification of the assumption. Thus, the organ 
distribution of 68Ge(IV) in rat was conducted for the extrapolation and estimation of human dosimetry 
parameters in order to provide experimental evidence for the determination of 68Ge(IV) limit [72]. While 
the dosimetry investigation of 68Ge had not been performed, the metabolism, toxicity, carcinogenicity, 
mutagenicity, teratogenicity as well as myopathy and nephropathy of germanium in its various chemical 
forms had been studied previously for various administration routs [72]. In summary, germanium as a 
chemical element is of low risk to man without biological function or pharmacological activity, and with 
fast elimination without organ accumulation. Thus with regard to radioactive 68Ge(IV) where the amount 
of the element is negligible, the safety issue is reduced to ionizing radiation and, in particular the buildup 
of 68Ga(III) (as in vivo generator) at the sites of deposition of 68Ge(IV). The dosimetry study showed that 
the maximum allowed administered radioactivity amount could be 645 MBq for female and 935 MBq 
for male, which was 35,000–50,000 higher than the level defined in the Ph. Eur. monograph. To put this 
in perspective, a fresh 50 mCi 68Ge/68Ga generator would allow for a breakthrough of 68Ge(IV) of 35 to 
50% before reaching the limit doses. 

In addition, the preparation and administration of 68Ge(IV) was conducted in the presence and absence 
of [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC simultaneous labeling synthesis. The presence of the tracer did not influence 
the distribution of the 68Ge. It was also shown that 68Ge(IV) was not chelated by DOTA-TOC and thus 
deposition of 68Ge in the sites of DOTA-based imaging agents accumulation is also excluded. The content 
of 68Ge and [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC was monitored by HPLC with tandem UV and radio detectors where 
the signal from [68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC disappeared within 24 h while the signal from 68Ge remained 
unchanged. The respective fractions were collected and periodically measured resulting in half-life values, 
respectively, for 68Ga and 68Ge (Figure 22). 

These results imply that the 68Ge(IV) limit currently recommended by monographs could be increased 
at least 100 times without compromising patient safety. This finding together with the availability of 
pharmaceutical grade generator, absence of the complexation with DOTA derivatives and knowledge 
that Ge(IV) does not bind to plasma proteins may facilitate the clinical introduction of kit type preparation 
of 68Ga-based imaging agents. Kit type formulation development is ongoing at both academic and 
industrial establishments. Several countries are working within the frame of IAEA coordinated research 
project (F22050) [73]. 

In general terms, a radionuclide generator is defined as a medicinal product according to the current 
legislation [74]. However, dissimilarities between: different radionuclide generators; the use of the 
generator eluate; and tracer production processes are not taken into account. For example, the eluate 
from 82Sr/82Rb and 99Mo/99mTc generators enters the blood stream either directly from the generator or 
after the labeling reaction in the product vial (kit formulation), and thus it must be assured to be sterile, 
isotonic and pyrogen free (medicinal product) especially considering that sodium chloride eluent is a 
favorable media for microbial growth. The principle difference with regard to 68Ge/68Ga generator used 
in a GMP manufacturing process is that the eluate solution is removed after the labeling reaction by 
product purification and the final product is sterile filtered. This can be illustrated by comparison of a 
typical 99mTc-based registered radiopharmaceutical preparation process with 68Ga-based imaging agent 
manufacturing process. The preparation under pharmaceutical practice using kit formulation technique 
considers direct mixing of the generator eluate with the reagents in the product vial with subsequent 
formulation in the same vial and release without product purification, sterile filtration and quality control 
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(Figure 23, left column). This process results in a final radiopharmaceutical containing generator eluate 
components for the direct patient injection and thus the eluate quality must be assured by marketing 
authorization. While 68Ga-radiopharmaceuticals are usually manufactured under GMP environment 
where generator eluate either directly or after pre-purification is added to a reaction vessel, followed by 
the product purification, formulation, sterile filtration and release after the quality control (Figure 23, 
right column). Thus the final radiopharmaceutical does not contain original generator eluate solution 
and is sterile filtered. Essentially the manufacturing process is similar to that of cyclotron produced 
radionuclide-based tracers. This implies that generators with and without marketing authorization could 
potentially be used in such production process. The efficiency of the worldwide dissemination of 
68Ga-radiopharmaceuticals with the patient benefit as priority would increase considerably if the essence 
of the manufacturing process would navigate the regulatory definition of generator produced 68Ga.  
It should be specified in each particular case dependent on the production process (kit formulation or 
GMP manufacturing) if it is a starting material, radionuclide precursor, active pharmaceutical ingredient 
or active pharmaceutical ingredient starting material. The definition would influence the choice of the 
generator type, namely with or without marketing authorization, potentially reducing the cost and 
increasing accessibility. 

Figure 22. (A) UV-HPLC chromatogram of the authentic reference, [NatGa]-DOTA-TOC 
(the void signal corresponds to the buffer); (B–F) Radio-HPLC chromatograms of 
[68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC produced in the presence of [68Ge]GeCl4. The analysis was 
conducted, respectively, at 25, 89, 147, 215, and 344 min post synthesis. The signals with Rt 
of 1.0 ± 0.02 min and 4.90 ± 0.02 min correspond, respectively, to the ionic 68Ge(IV) and 
[68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC; (G) Radio-HPLC chromatogram taken 24 h after the production of 
[68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC in the presence of [68Ge]GeCl4. The signal with Rt of 1.0 ± 0.02 min 
corresponds to the ionic 68Ge(IV) and the signal at 4.90 ± 0.02 min corresponding to 
[68Ga]Ga-DOTA-TOC was not detected; (H) Determination of the t½ for 68Ga and 68Ge 
measuring respective collected chromatography fractions. 
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Figure 23. (Left column) Typical preparation steps of a 99mTc-based registered 
radiopharmaceutical; (Right column) Basic steps of an automated manufacturing of a 
68Ga-based radiopharmaceutical. 

Radiopharmaceutical manufacturing automation provides possibility for the harmonized and standardized 
multicenter clinical studies that in turn may accelerate the introduction of new radiopharmaceuticals as well 
as their regulatory approval. Automation is important for the radioprotection, high reliability, reproducibility 
and robustness of the production as well as in-line traceability of the process for GMP compliance [75–77]. 
The increasing clinical demand of 68Ga-based tracers prompted the need for the automation. There are a 
number of automated synthesizers either in-house built apparatus or available on the market as standard 
or custom made products. Stationary tubing systems require regular cleaning and cross contamination may 
occur in such systems. Disposable cassette systems offer improved microbiological safety with respect to 
sterility and endotoxin content as well as exclude chemical cross contamination. Better cGMP compliance 
and simplification of the process is possible since cleaning and sanitation of the tubings, containers, and 
purification cartridges is avoided. The stationary tubing system on the other hand provides more flexibility 
and lower radiopharmaceutical production price. Fractionation, anion and cation pre-concentration 
methods have been automated. A number of disposable cassettes for the production of tracers for the 
targeted imaging of SSTR, chemokine, integrin receptors, prostate specific membrane antigene as well 
as inflammation visualization agent, citrate, has entered the market.  

6. Conclusions

Methods for the manual and automated GMP compliant production of 68Ga-based agents have been
developed. They are based on eluate fractionation or eluate concentration and purification approaches. The 
choice of the labeling method depends on the endpoint pre-clinical and clinical application with respective 
requirements to the imaging agent characteristics. The market of generators and automated synthesis 
systems is expanding. The automated production improves the practicality of harmonized and standardized 
multicenter clinical studies facilitating the introduction of new radiopharmaceuticals. The development 
of kit type preparation is also feasible, although there are yet no registered 68Ga-radiopharmaceuticals 
on the market at present. Considerable advances have been made in PET radiopharmaceutical regulation 
and legislation still there is a number of particular questions and aspects to be addressed. Currently, 
understanding and support from national authorities prioritizing the benefit of patients is of outmost 
importance for the introduction of new radiopharmaceuticals into clinical practice. 
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